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"Sir lierbert Read's Theory of Poetry"

by S. V. Prad.han

An Abstract,

Herbert Readrs theory of poetry operates on two

leveIs: the scientific and the philosophical. Corres-

ponding to these two leve1s are the two explanatory frame*

works: the scientific ano the philosophical. Freud, Jung

and Marx constitute the corner-stone of the scientific

framework. Unlike the scientific framework, the philo-

sophical framework--or at least a large part of it--is not

derivative. The original part of the philosophical frame-

work consists of the concepts of reason and intuition that

Read developed for himself as he responoed- to the writings

of Vühitehead, Santayana and Jung. He has, however, ad'opted

various concepts from Cassirer, Heidegger and Sartre.

The two levels which are related Èo these two

frameworks represent two different approaches to poetry.

The philosophical level, whicLr employs the concepts of

reason, intuition and discursive consciousness, explains

the uniqueness of poetry. The scientific Ievel", which

employs Freudts theory cf dreams and Jungls theory of arche-

types, explains tlre relatedness of poetry to universal

human processes; j-t also explains by rneans of the
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sociological approach hov- pcetry is related Lo society.

The phitosophical leve1 defines poetry by showing how it is

different from non-poetic discourse. The scientific leve1

takes cognizance of the larger human processes and social

organization. Between them the two leveLs offer a Èheory

which establishes the unique character of poetry, relates

it to basic human processes and. links it t,o the social

structure.
This belief in the unique character of poetry is

typically romantic. Read, incidentally, had the distinction

of being a self-conscious and unabashed romanticist in an

age which fancied itself to be classicist. The two

inalienable aspects of his romanticism, it ma]¡ be added,

are his irnagism and his doctríne of organic form, both of

which serve to explain how the structure of poetic discourse

is un j-que.

Vühat one should bear in m.incl concerning Read.r s

imagism is that it. is not really of the same type as the

Imagism, say, of H. D. As a mat,ter of fact, Read is a

symbolist. I mainLain that he recovered the Hulmean

doctrine of the symbol. His conception of the image as

symbol explains how poetry is unique: Poetic images are

moments of t'original vision" and, they bfing about !'an

intuitive extension of consciousness'!. They serve, there-

fore, a unique function. It follows then, that poetry is

unique.

n;;¡¡ 1t;,r,¡; t,¡;!¡: ;,;;¡j-¡-------'-"Y+f':{i
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Romantic critics from Coleridge onwards have main-

tined that. poetry is characterizeo by organic form. Read

is a\,/are of the philosophical basis of the doctrine of

organic form; he is also aware cf the scientific basis of
it. His attempt at scientific formulatj-on of this doctrine
in The True y9i"" oll Feeling is misleading. But in spite
of Lhis it is clear that the chief characteristics cf
organic form for him are its inevitability, sponÈaneity and

authenticity.

A consideration of Read's theory of poetry is
followed by an examination of hj-s poetry in the light of
that, theory. I have tried to demonst,rate how acquaintance

with Èhe scíentific and the philosophical levels of his

theory helps us to unCerstand some of his poems and see

their significance. I have also tried to abst.ract from his

theory a few criteria which could be applied to his poeÈry.

The results of this application show that Readrs theory of
poetry is not too general tc¡ be critically useful. I gc

further and say that not only is his theory relevant to his

poetry but that acquainta.nce with. the former enhances onets

appreciation of the latter.
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INTRODUCTION

' ,ni" dissertation is an atÈempt at a systematic

presentation and analysis of the poeÈic theory of a

prolific wrj-ter who wrote over a period of forty years, and
:

', whose career as a criÈic spans the most vital decades in

the intellectual history of our century. Sir Herbert Read,
.:

" himself an unsparing critic of "academicism", mad.e no

attempt to provide a "manual" of his poetic theory. His

views on poetry are scattered over a number of books and

reviews. I have set myself the task of pu.lling together

these views, mapping them out ckrronologically and registering

the significant changes in them.

I have used the expression tipoetic theory" to des-

: cribe these views. I am using the singular form of the

, "xpression "poetic theory" in spiÈe of tLre fact that Readrs

views did not remain the saÍie over the years. I imagine

, Èhat such a use of the Èerm'otheory" hras the support of

scholarly critical writing. The sub-title of Professor M.

H. Abrarnst T¡g Mirror ahd the Lamp, for example, is
j "Romantic Theory anci the Critical Tradition", l He has used

the expression "romantic the.ory" t-o cover the theories of

various critics. Another instance of the use of the singu-'

lar to convey d-iversity and plurality of views nray be found

¡,'Y.i:-};_l
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in the use of the expression "expressionist tkieory of
poetry" under which head.ing one usually finds subsumed

diverse thearies like those of Croce, Carrit, Collingiwood

and. Ducasse. I should also ado that I frequently employ the 
1,.,:.,,,

term "poetics" as a synonyrn for "poetic theory".

Not only are the books in whích Read's views are

expressed numerous--the total number of his books on art and 
ir,,o..

literaÈure is a littIe under forty'--but his areas of j.:...,,

interest are numerous too. He was a charrpion of romant,icism ',,,
i,i;,r.,,

in art and literature, a practitioner of imagism in poetry,

an advocate of surrealism in art and literature in the

thirties, a defender of modern art, and a modern proponenÈ

of "organic form", besides being an anarchist and an '

educationist. Not only are his areas of ínterest. numerous i

the intellectual influences to which he respcnds are 
.

numerous too. These influences Irray be classif,ied as (a) ,

.::
"scientific'r and (b) "philosophical". The scient,ific influ-
ences come mainly from the f ield of psychoanalysis, psychology 

ii,ir:i. .:,

and sociology. To be more specificr thel' are Freucl and Jung, .,,,,,.,

the Gestaltists, and Marx respectively. The philosophical 
::':"::

influ.ences are thcse of Whiteheaa, Santayana, Croce,

Cassirer and Heioegger--almost al-I of them "idealistsr'. 
:,,ìi,ìj::,

Truly, Readts writings represent the adyentu¡ous journey of ¡l.'.',

a sensitíve mind through a world of ideas.

These two groups of influences represent two explana-

tory frameworks within which his poetic theory operates; the
.t.::ii

;¡::i.J,iÌ
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two explanatory frameworks give rise to two levels of his

theory: the scientific and the philosophicaf. Recognition

of this duality of framework is the first step towards

understanding his poetics. In his early career science may

sometimes seem to dominate over philosopny.2 As a niatter

of fact, one does observe a conflict between science and

philosophy in Readts thought. Tn L924, for e:<ample, he

rejected. "transcendent,al reasoning", and said that physics

should replace it,3 which clearly suggests that he is

committed to "the scientific spirit". Later in The Meaning

of Art (1931) 14 he tries to deternrine the order of prece-

dence between science and. philosophy. He says that philo-

sophy ís based on science, that the philosopher "finds his

facts in the scientisÈ's laboratory". The implicat,ion of

thie view j-s that philosophy is subordinate to science and

is determined by it. That science did, as a matter of fact,

deternrine his pkrilosophy may be inferred from Lhe fact that
his espousal of scholasticism springs from his belief that,

science pointed in that direction.5 However, the pcint that
should be noted is that even in the days of the ascendency

of science he does not reject philosophy. Indeed the con-

cepts of reason and intuition are philosophical concepts.

It should also be noted that his philosophy always attempts

to maintain its contact with th.e sensational reality. Thus

even when he speaks in metaphysical terms such as f'essence",

"transcendental'r, etc. , he claims for then empirical valioity.
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The opinion on the question of the relationship

between science and philosophy that Read expresses j-n The

Forms -of Things 9ntn"*n6 (1960) is d.iametricatly opposed to
that expressed in l-931-. He says rrow that philosophy is
indepenoent of science. Th.e implication of this vj-ew for
his poetics is that the philosophical 1evel of his theory

is as significant as the scientif ic level-' ci :i r,. The 1960

declaration is significant because implicitly it is an

assertion of the importance of the philosophical level of

his poetics in its own right. As a matter of fact we find

this view clearly stat,ed in his "The Creative Experíence in

Poetry"--one of the key essays publisheci in The Forms of

Things Unknown. On page 1.34 he states this view:

Do we then end v¡ith a myst-ery, anC a veÈo on psychologi-
cal attempts [scientific level] to explain it? Not
exactly. Vfe end with the realíty of being or existence,
and the experience of poetry is a proof of its int,rinsic
originality.

This statement clearly inrplies that the "scientifj-c leve1"

has its limitations and that there is another leve1 of

response Èo poetry--the philosophical. But it may be

noticed that he does not "veto" the "scierrtific" leve1.

Both the leve1s are significant; thel' are not mutually

exclusive.

Ho!'rever, between 1933 and 1960 Readts views on the

question of the relationship between science and philosophy

are in a confusing state of flux, which leads me to say that

Readrs niind was a battleground of two forces, science and

:r.11.-:1.1

r' l. Ì: 
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philosophy or meÈaphysj-cs. There were times when he thought

that the former was superior to the latter in critical

endeavour. But it is equally true that there were times

when he thought that the latter was more meaningful in such

an endeavour. Al-1 the same a philosophical undercurrent is
detectable in al-L his writings

Therefore I take the view that Readls theory operates
t*oon levels--the philosophical and the scientific. Inconsis-

tencies or contradictions that may result from this peculi-

arity of Readrs theory do not detract from it.s significance.

For here is a man who does not rule out significant influ-
ences from his poetics in the interest, of some notion of

unity, consistency and coherence derived from the e><act

sciences. As a result, he might seem bewildering. But if
we recognize that there are two levels to his poeÈic theory

--the philosophical and the scientific--and that they are

determined by the two explanatory framewords--philosophical

and scientific--we have taken the first step towards

reducing his poetics tc an order.

The philosophical framework, which controls the

philosophical level of his poetic theory, and the scientific

framework, which controls the scientific level of it, do

not coalesce. There are points of contact beÈween them.

For example, Readrs theory of comprehensive Ëeason (philo-

sophical framework) is connected with his psychoanalyÈic
åheovy
f¿-:í'srã¿+:r:,h of personality (scientific framework) . Secondly,

I'f ,:--+Y':{,1

i-:.: _:.:-::
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it will be observed, that his pronounced Jungianism j-n the

fifties and sixties coincides with hj-s allegiance to

Cassirer, best evidenced in The Forms of Things Unknown.

However, what r would 1ike a;tt."t ; that the two

"explanatory frameworks" represent two different angles of
approach to the questions of poetry. Tliis duality of
a-pproachr âs I said before, must be recognized in a stridy

of Read. Vthichever framev¡ork may seem to be predominant at
a particul-ar moment, it must be remembered that there is
another which J-s equally valid. ïn other words, íf we look

at Readrs theory as a wholer wê find that ReaCrs discourse

is conducted on two levels of explanation, the scientific
and the philosophical. They are relateci at times. Ai: times

they a-re not related.

It. is this duality that has deterrnined my expository

a.nd critical strategy. I have Èried to separate and analyse

these two levels of theory in separate chapters in an

effort to understand them better. One must rernember that
his philosophical framework , to which thre philosoplrical

level of his theory of poetry is rela.ted, is a changing one.

Since the philosophical framework is not. static, I d.ecided

to analyse it chronol-ogicalIy. I d.eal \,rith the original
part of this framework in the first chapÈer. In the second

chapter I discuss the philosophical level of his poetics

with reference to that framework as weJI as the concepts he

borrowed. from Cassirer, Heidegger and Sartre.

:-:'1.1:

Lr i:, r'-::;:-:I ' '. :.
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Lj-ke the philosophical franievøork Èhe psychoanalyLico-

sociological framework (or what I have been calling his

scientific framework) is not static. But I have not devoted

a separate chapter to it because it. consists in views

derived from various theorists in the field. The most

significant aspect of ttre scientific framework, incidentalJ-y,

Read!s greater allegiance towards the close of his career

to Jung rather than to Freud. He ranges freely from one

psychoanalyst to another in a manner which may seem

eclectic to Freud.ians and rather puzzJ,íng to Jungians. He

is more an appropriator of psycho3-ogícal theories than a

creator of one. We shalI, therefore, disctrss the views he

borrows, as we examine the use to which he puts them.

After having mapped out the baffling terr:ain of

these Èhro levels ín the course of which operation I ask

myself literally nunrerous questions and, hopefully, ans\^rer

at least some, I go on Èo discuss a fevs recurrent topics in
Read's poetics. I ha-ve singled out for separate treatment

Readrs romanticism, his imagism and Ïris concept cf organic

for¡n. His imagism and his doctrine of organic form are

inalienable aspects of his romanticism.

The critical platitude of thre past few decades is
that the twentieth century in literature represents a

romantic period. On the face of it, it may seem untenable.

For, after all, two of the most influential figures cf
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ti,uentieth century poetry, T. E. Hulme and T. S. E1iot, \úere

self-proclaimed classicists. However, as Murray Krieger

points out in an excellent analysis cf the theories of

Hulme and Eliot, there are romantic assumptions present in
the views of both of them.7 neadr orr the other hand, is a

self-confessed romanticist. And very ardently and consis-

tently so¡ except for the first few years of his critical
career when he considered hiniself to be a classicist.
Perhaps one may say that Read showed a keener insight into
himself and the "spirit of the age". I think that it could

be advanced as his claim to greatness as a poetic theorist.

that in an age of self-proclaimed "classicists" he was a

self-confesseé I'romanticist". The verd.ict of literary
history has gathered them all under Èhe rubric of romanticism.

Read chose it.
I think that my fairly extensive examination of

Readrs romanticism eliminates the need. for a discussion of

the role of anarchism.in his theory of poetry. For his

anarchism is the political equivalent of his romanticism.

The aims of anarchism in politics are the same as the aims

of romanticism in literature. In politics one speaks of

freedom of action, freedom of speectr and thought, freedom

from coercion, and in,dividual liberty, etc. A romanticist

in literature advocates freedom frorn outmoded,, cramping

conventions and freedom of the ima,gination. Similarly,
romantic insistence on the self and reverence for it

Ll1:-i.l
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parallels anarchist respect and concern for the self,

respect and concern for it almost to the point of worship.

Therefore I would say that when Reaci discusses poetry with

reference to anarchism, he may T:e making a significant

contrihution to anarchism, which is applied romantj-cism.

But he makes no neÌr corrtribution to his critique of

romanticism.

Imagism and the doctrine of organic form are two

"inalienable aspects of romanticism", They are both mani-

festations of romanticism on the level of expression.

ïmagism for Read does not mean mere pictorial representation

in vivid visual terms. Tt seems to me that his imagism is,

strictly speaking, a strategy for a "raid. on the inarticu-

Iate". His conception of Èhe inrage as symbol, I shall argue,

recovers Hulme t s doctrine of the symbol, a cioctrj-ne

expounded in "Bergsonrs Theory of Art", and in "The Ptrilo-

scphry of Intensive Manifo1ds". B ïn this respect he is

oifferent from H. D. and Richard AldinEton, whose conception

of the image was circumscribed. Read was really a symbolist,

which is another way of saying that his conception of the

image was romantic. The objection of pure Tmagists to

Readrs view would be that practice of such a doctrine would

only succeed in t'blurring" "hard!t, I'clear!r and ttp¡ecise!r

expression. Now, Read.ts aim too is trhardrt, t'clear!t and

Itprecise!' expression. But such expression does not mean to

him mere pictorialism. It means something rnore basic to him.
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Imagísm, among other things, is an ideal of expression in
poetry for Read t dfr ideal whi ch emphasJ-zes that there be

crganic relationsliip between experience and expression.

Now, this is precisely what organic form demands. ID other

words, imagism and organic form go hand in hand. That

Readrs imagisni is a manifestation of his romanticism is a

point I have already made. That the conception of organic

form is romantic hardly needs to be pointed out. I may,

however, mention that Read d.escribes organic form as I'the

specifically romantic principle" .

My examination of Readrs imagism and organic form

supplies me with criteria for discussing Read's poeÈry. My

d.íscussion of inragism provides the conception of I'image as

symbol" as a principle in the light of which to examine his

poetry. I have elicited another criÈicaI criterion from rny

exarnination of his doctrine of organic form. After con-

sidering Readrs views orr organic form I pose this question:

Is Read's d.oct,rine capable of practical application? I

think that it is not just, a glerleralization stat,ing the ideal

nature of relationship between form ano content. It

supplies one with the m.eans, though not exhaustively worked

out by Rea.d himself , of recognizing organic form. I have

tried to describe these itneansrr oI these rrcriteria" in some

,iletail in my chapLers on Organic Form and Imagegy.

It will be seen then that the flrst three chapters

;ì.'.<i-"r1:,i>:1

constitute one stage in my e€ffþosition. They analyse the
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two "levels of explanation". The second stage is trepresented

by the chapters dealing with romanticism, imagism and

organic form, imagism and organic form being manifestations

of romanticism. on the level of expression. one may ask:

How is the first stage related to the second?

The two "levels of theory" of which I speak are not

unrelated to his ronranticism, though the connections .between

them have not been worked out by Read. Perhaps one may say

that his r'omanticism chose his i-nfluences for him. It is

not just a coincidence that Read was sympathetic to Croce,

Cassirer and Heidegger, all of whom are in a sense romantic.

It is not just a coincidence that in the end he became a

Jungian. Jungis own Èheory of poetry, for example, as it. is

expounded in Modern Man in Search of a Soql, exhibits

characteristics of romantic theory.9 ïncidentally, can one

inagine Sir Herbert Read being irrfluenced¡y .A.lfred J. Ayer

(now Sir Alfred), the very opposíte of the "romantic spirit!'?

The last chapter tests the poetic theory in Èhe

Iíght of Readrs poetry and thus rounds off the whole dis-

cussion. ït follows then that my primary interest is not

in the development of Readrs poetry. I use Ïiis poet,ry' to

test his theory, Èo illustrate it,. I therefore abstract

such principles and d.etaj-Is from his pcetics as can be

applied to his poetry. The justification of this gtr¡æd,qrcåtÕ l)ôÐtty

is that I am mainly concerned with Readr's poetic thecry.

It would have been possible to discuss his poetry in close

ï.:, iit-ti
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correspondence to his "chanEing ffameworksI and "changing

views" had. the following two criteria been fulfilled: (1)

We shc¡uld have possessed at least a mod.icum of psychoanalytic

evid.ence in the form of personal diaries or journals t oY in

such form--and it is highly unsatisfactory--as is available

in his d-iscussion of his dream-po"*".10 (2) I{is poetry

should have reftected the remarkable changes that his theory

undergoes. But Read was reticent on Personal matters; his
11

autobiography, The Contrary Expetiêncer-- for example, is

mainly a literary documen!. Secondly, the tenor and techni-

que of his poetry are fairly constant all through his

career. I have, therefore, made no attempt to impose an

overall explanatory framework on his poetry

perhaps a word or two is in order about the chrono-

logical sequence that ï have adopted in my exposition of

Readrs poetic theory. The most significant dates to which

ï refer frequently as well as the most significant writings

of those years are as follows:

1918 "DefiniLions Towards a Theory of Poetry"Lz

L923 "The Nature of Metaphysical Poetry"13

Lg26 Reason an<l Romanticisml4

L928 - Phases of English Poêtry and Eng-lish Prose

styIel5

Lgzg * il"rtes "16

Ig32 - ràrm in Modern eo"trYIT
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Lg36 'rsurrealism and the Romantic Principl""18
There is a considerable time lag beforê v,7ê come to the next

significant work, The True Voice of Feeling (1953).19 (In

explanation of this time lag I may point out that during the

forties Read. was preoccupied with poJ-itics, education and

the plastic arts). Perhaps his highest achievement in the

.field of poetic theory is represented. by his The Forms of

Things Unknown, a somewhat specialized and rather

bewildering book. Of course, depending on the nature of the

chapter, I refer to the relevant writings from among those

mentioned above. I also refer to writings of other dates

not mentioned above.

With this brief explanation of my aim and the

structure of my dissertatj-on, and a reminder to rnyself tha.t

Read is regarded by some critics,as "a man of many contra-

dictions" and a "confused" theorist, I shall proceed to my

task of critical exposition, elucidation and. systematization

of Read's poetics.

rl.l'::l::

.:i::,:
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CHAPTER Ï

THE PHTLOSOPHTCAL BACKGROUND

The best critics have, of course, a philosophical back-
ground: their criticism is an applied phílosophy, but
is not in itself a philosophical activity.r

He [Bergson] gave validity to such terms as conscious-
ness and intuit,ion--tèrms upon v¡hich I already then
[1918] perceived, any philosophy-of art must reLy.2

A study of the more important philosophical views of

Sir Herbert Read i s a. pre-requisite for an understanding of

his theory of poetry. It is true that he did not evolve an

independent system of thought complete with its epistemology

in the manner of a Kant or a Schopenhr.r"r.3 rÈ is possible,

however, that È,he conception of philosophy implied in my

remark is too narrow and outmoded. But I do not think that

on this conception of philosophy major philosophers of the

world would be exclud.ed from the class of philosophers. Be

thaÈ as it may, Read did not claim to be a philcsopher. "I
am not writing for philosophers and, indeed, I do not claim

to be a philosopher myself. "4 NoneÈheless he did believe

that the poet has a duty to perform by philosophy. The

economic necessities forced on him by his envj-ronment make

it impossible for the scientist or the philosopher Èo give

years of solitude to the mouloing of thoughtts expression.
rrFor this reason it becomes more than ever necessary that

i ...:ì.ì.::

i7 ì:,i'::



the poet should be attentive to the achievements of philo-

sophy . and give to theni a vivid and memorial form. "5

The poet is an inspired craftsman of philosophical expres-

sion.

But I won't claim .:- I for Read €hat he has given in

his critical writings "a vivid and memorial form" to the

achj-evements of various philosophers who have influenced

hím. He seems to depend a little too much on copious quota-

tions from his philosophers to do adequate justice to the

task he has set himself, namely, Èhat of mouloing thoughtrs

expression. He d.oes, however, range comfortably among, to

name a few, Aquinas, Vûritehead, Santayana, Croce, Cassirer,

Langer and Sartre, giving assent (qualified or unqualified)

or wit.holding it. Tndeed he strikes one as a commentator

on the philosophical scene. Not that a comment,aÈor cannot

have his own philosophy. lrlhat I mean is that his various

observations on philosophical questions represent to my mind.

the reactions of a perceptive, intelligent, versatile and

Iively mind rather than tl.e summation of an intensely

analytical and exhaustive study of thern in all their impli-

cations. However, it is his views on matters philosophical

(metaphysical) that I regard as his "philosophical frame-

worktt.

Readts philosophical views provide the scaffolding

for his theory of poetry. As the epigraphs to this chapter

clearly ind.icate, his interest. in philoscphy was practically
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oriented. Vühat he was interested in lças not pu.re philosophy

so much as its application in the field of aest'het'ics and

poetics. Therefore it is important to trace those phílo-

sophical views which are relevant to our purpcrse in an

attempt to understand their bearing on his theory of poetry'

vÍe find Read beginning his career with a rejection

of metaphysics, against which there seems to exist in

England a tradition of suspicion.6 Rutter advised Read that

he should be careful "to distinguish between Philosophy and

Metaphysics and avoid t'he latter as the Devil"'

It [metaph]rsicsl only leads to involutions and
mental gymnaêt:-cs of no permanent value, tld tlough
showinþ-lou to be a mighty clever fellow, 9t*lilg the
artistíc interest of your work. A pigce of advice
which . .-:-i-tã.ogiiï" as very truã.7

He also rejected the spiritual noslrums which come from the

East.

And it may be suggested that our efforts, and
especially thã effortã of our philosophers, could with
mole profit be turned towards an elucidation of the
content and interpretation of the systenr of schol asticism
than idle radventures of the soul' among oriental
mYstics. S

ï must say that this rejection of oriental philosophy

does Read credit because it bespeaks a mind' which is aware

of its own lfestern heritage and is unwilling to whore after

strange god.s. Read perceived ttrat since Eastern philosophy

is not worked out in terms of western reality, it is not

consonant with the deepest instincts of lVesterners. He

ad.vocated a return to scholasticism. Rutterts "advice" lvas
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obviously forgotten. " . we should' turn to mediaeval

philosophy and particularly to the thought of st. Thomas

o
Aquinas. t'-

But this demand for a return to scholasticism \4las

dictated by a consideration of the achievemenÈs of moclern

science. Here is a good examþIe of what I described in the

Introduction as "points of contact" between tkre phitosophical

framework and the scientific framework. It seemed to him

that the achievements of modern scíence pointed in the

direction of scholasticism because he believed thaÈ the

result of modern science has been to make an organic con-

ception of the universe absolutely essential and that the

state of mind which issues out c'f the positive achievements

of science is marked in its intellectual aspects by a

"desire to return to a point in the history of thought at

which the evil principle [dualism] had not yet begur' its

work.,,10 scholastícism represented for him such a point

when the universe was treated as a unity. He observed that'

the philosophy of Aquinas included "many asPects of the

modern position". But even at the same time as he accepted

Aquinas and advocated a return to him, he was a1alare of the

fact that Aquinas believed that the act of creaÈion need not

necessarily have taken place and that therefore the link

between God and the universe was not exactly organic. such

a belief is not in keeping vfith Read's fírmly held' belief

in the organic nature of the universe. Indeed, as may be

:'.:i

i ::r-tr:-'-
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expected, his sympathy went out to Johannes Scotus Erigena

who believed that the act of creation is necessary and that

therefore the connection between the creator and the

creation is necessary and organic. Thus one sees that Readrs

overriding concern is for the organic unity of the universe.

The literary counterpart or consequence of this philosophical

conviction is Èhe doctrine of organic form.

Is it possible that if Read had continued to

develop along lhese lines r w€ would have had in him an

English J. Maritain? Indeed T. S. Eliot thought that' Read

was passing into a metaphysical phase. " . the great

weakness of Mr. Readrs book (if I have read the essays

correctly) is that it represents a period of transition

from psyckrology to metaphysics."ll This judgment of T. S.

Eliotrs may well be regarded as one of the curiosities of

Read criticism. It seems to me Èhat Eliot was influenced

by the weight of Read's declarations of faith in making his

judgment. It is true that the espousal of scholasticism

usually indicates a metaphysical bent of mind.. But, as \'üe

have seen above, it is scientifíc considerations that led

Read to choose scholasticism. The empirical bent of mind

and scholasticism may seem to be st.range bed-fellows. How-

ever, strong, innate empiricism, his English virtue, saved

him from abstractions of the type whose meaning is access-

ible only to the initiated. Consider his reacÈion to

Crocers Aesthêtic. "Crocers book was an essential stage in

t.:..
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my d.evelopment, but I never became a Crocean--Some innate

empiricism left me indifferent or uncomprehending before his

idealism. "12 The reason for this attitude towards a philo-

sopher in the sense f have referred to in the beginning is 
it:,,,.,,

not far to seek. " my contention is that Sciencet

philosophy and religion only serve an ontogenetic or evolu-

t,j-onary purpose in so far as they continue to be nurtured, 
,ìr.:,,,.,

and invigorated by activities that are sensuous and J'':':'ri

t 
" 

--- --'

aesthetic."" Read would like his theoretical explorations i*,
to be firmly anchored to the sensuous. Hence his indiffer-

ence to Croce. Read, with his Oistrust of unverifiable

abstractions,therefore,cou1dneVerhaveignoredthe
l

developments in various êmpirical sciences. Hence hj-s 
l

tkreory of poetry was moulded by philosophical convictj-ons
l

as well as by some empirical sciences. Surely, there was
l

no danger of his evolving a purely_ metaphysical theory of

poetry

V,Ie have already seen above that whaÈ scholasticism ,,,-,',1..-.''

and "the state of mind which íssues out of the posiÈive '. t

achievements of modern science" have in common is their con- 
. :'

ception of the organic nature of the universe. Both

Maritain (who is regarded as a spokesman of neo-scholasticism)
Ì..:,,:,:,

and Whitehead (whom Read takes as a representative of modern i'illl

science) find their coiltmon enemy in Descartes. If scholas-

ticism be compared to the garden of Eden, Descartesr con-

ception of thought can be compared to the serpent that

, l" i"
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entered it. I'M. Maritain goes so far as to say that' the

Cartesian reform is the one great sin committed by the

French in the history of modern thought. "14 The sin was

that of conceiving human thought as of the type of angelic

thought and making ít independent of things. Knowled'ge

comes to be regarded as an individual experience: "

it [knowledge] cannot accumulate or be carried on from any

given point. Tradition is discredited and learning as such

is despised. "15 Thanks t,o Cartesian philosophy the world

comes to be looked upon as a mere mechanism. And though it

equips man to deal with his physical environri:rent, this

philosophy leaves him helpless before the spiritual wor1d.

This is the arraignment of Descartes accordinE to Neo-

Scholasticism. From the point of view of a modern scientist

]íke Whitehead what is heinous about Descartesr philosophy

is Èhat the principle of dualism, the separation of the mind

from the material world, effected a divorce between science

and philosophy. The consequences of this divorce were

disastrous for both. Science became "an uncrit'ical and

uncriticized theory of material mechanism" and philosophy

"a baseless, structureless epistemofogy. u16 The d.octrine

of minds as independent substance led to private worlds of

experience and privat'e worlds of morals. Besides , "

the assumption of the bare Valuelessness of mere matter led

to a lack of reverence in the treatment of natural 0r

artistic beauty.ulT Such is the arraignment of Descartes

l, : ::'. .:. .

;,::.,,,,1

".;',:;14
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according to Whitehead. Read, \úho accepted both Neo-

Scholasticism and Whitehead, naturally took his stand against

Descartes and contributed an insight or two to Èhis great

philosophical post-mortem. He says:

The manifold errors of Èhe system have always been
obvious and freely criticized. But only now have we
begun to see in thís simple and direct philosophy the
source of all the great intellectual sophisms of our
age ' 18

His own objection to Cartesianísm is that iÈ is inimical to

the existence of art. We find thís objectíon clearly stated

in the following statenrent:

It was inevitable that the eighteenth century, with
the gradual triumph of the cartesian philosophy ano the
consequent degradation of instinct and imagination slrouLd
outweigh the balance on the sioe of reason. And pre-
cisely that eventuality is fatal to the existence of
art..19

Therefore Cartesian philosophyr âs he had stated in an

earlier volume, leads to a denial of aesthetic values.

"Beauty can only be a rp.echanical harmony, devoid of spiritual

animation, deficient in the sense of glory -'20

It may well be asked ä,s'-i:: what ís the relevance of

this review of the controversy centering round Descartesr

phílosophy to the present study if M. Maritain, Professor

Whitehea.d and Herbert Read are unanimous in their rejection

of Descartes. Since Descartesr dualism is the very antithesis

cf Read.rs organic conception of nature, an account of this

controversy suggests by implication what the precise nature

of Readts philosophicat views v¡i1tr be. One would expect his

key-concepts to be formed by opposition to Descartes.
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Moreoverr âD organic conception of nature entails an organj-c

conception of art. Such a conception of art avoids the

Cartesian pitfalls referred to above. And I suppose one

should know what the pitfalls are and how they come into 
,,,;,,

existence in order to appreciate the strategy employed by ':

Read to avoid them.

I strall, therefore, first of all indicate in broad' 
:.::;:

terms the general nature of hís philosophical views; then j'::

discuss his key-concepts and finally refer to his opinions 
:,,,=:
':1::r.,

on idealism and materialism. Let me, hotúever, remind myself

first that Readrs philosophical speculations are anchored

to his aesthetic experience--a fact which comes through as 
l

much ín his comments on Descaltes as in his comments on A.

J.Ayer.''Myphi1osophyisadirectproductofmyaesthetic

experience. ."2L ,

A broad description of the general nature of Readrs l

l

phitosophical views will take the form of a paradox. Read

is an empiricist who is also an absolutist; he is an ü, .
i: ;':l

intuitionist who is also a pragmatist. "411 our knovüledge ¡:.':

2) 'l'.
and judgment is referred back to absolutes."22 u. also :::

says: " . my ultimate attitudes in pcetry and criticis¡r

are based on an absolute for which I have only the warrant
i;t:::;.

of individual íntuition."23 ïs Read trying to make the best 'i:iÈ

of
of both J;i:ç worlds-fabsolutism and empiricism? Perhaps many

of us wilt find his position logically inconsistenÈ. But he

has attempted to defend himself

i:;:t:;i.l
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I am essentially a materialist. But as a rcraterialist
I find myself involved with certain intangible and
imponderãUfe elements which we call emotion anci instinct,
anã to those elements I, as a materialist, must gíve my
due attention. I cannot construct a credible world
without m"aking provision for their active play and
satisfactíon. In the end I find that emotion and
instinct, must be reconciled with their logical opposites,
reason and understanding, and that the achievement of
such a reconciliation takes the forni of an intuition of
values. I am not mystical about these absolute values:
I submit them to the pragmatic and empirical tests to
which I submit all hlzpotheses and beliefs. They are
only absolute in so far as they are consonant with the
world of facts, but our knowledge of this world is very
limited, and. we are therefore thrown back on our intui-
tions.24

Read attempts an empirical defence of his absolutes

(values) and he finds that he is ultimately thrown back on

his intuitions (instinctíve consciousness cf absolute values)

because empiricism has its limits and. pragmatism can 90 only

so far and no further. Vrihat should be noted here is not

the logical naívety of his argument which is obvious enough,

but the signÍficance of his attempt to reconcile absolut'ism

and pragmatism--significance in the context of his rejection

of CarÈesianism. An uncharitable criÈic might say that in

trying to prove that he believes in absolute values

materialistically, he has only ended up by opening the cioor

on mysticism by passing beyond empiricism and pragmatism to

intuition as the ult,irnate criterion of validit'y. Consider

the polarities in terms of which he thinks: intuition and

empiricism, absolute values and pragmatism. Intuition and

values relate to the realm of the mind or the spirit.

Empiricism and pragmatism relate to the realm of matfer.
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But there is no dichotomy between mind and matter in Readrs

view. He justifies the realm of the mind (values) in terms

of matter (facts). Values exist irr the wor]d. of facts and

must have reference to facts, though finally facts are

inadequ-ate and one must have recourse to intuitions. The

wheel comes back fulI circle as it were. One has the satís-

faction of knowing that oners absolutes are not divorced

from facts and that one's facts are not uninformed by

absolutes. The world of mind is not divorced from that of

matter. Read has transcended "dua1ism" on the wings of

WhiËehead and Maritain by specifically relating intuition to

fact.
To sum up, Read attempts to save values from utter

subjectivity by introducing the criterion of objective

reality which they must satisfy. But since object.ive

reality is only partially known, one is finally forced back

On one's intuitions. The attemSrt to reconcile emotions,

instincts, reason and understanding leads to an attempt to

reconcile subjective reality (values) and objective reality

which, in its turn, reveals the supremacy of subjective

reality (intuit.ions). Thus the most basic term in this
1tr

structure of ideas is tintuitionsr.o'

What does Read mean by tintuitionr? If we make a

brief survey of his use of this term, we will see Èhe concept

of intuition emerging with increasing clarity. He writes

in L926z
t..::; ;
:.:'.-.
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But people will be found' to defend, under Èhe
shelter of Lfris vague faculty Iirttuition]r an enrotional
attitude which is not without its value. Lit,erature ís
af ter all, mainly the control of the¡rr. But emotion is
the original substance of at1 aesthetic forms, f.or even
intelteóÈual forms cannot have value as art until they
have been emotíonally apprehended.26

Readr s description of intuition âs "a vague faculty" is

significant in view of the fact that it was going to occupy

a central place in his philosophical víews and poetics. He

was a little less vague about this "vague faculty[ in 7.927

When he wrote: "Intuition, if we are to allow !1-he term, is

merely an aspect of intelligence, not a faculty that can

be opposed to it,. It is the consciousness of values in

thgught, a sensíbility to qua1iEy."27 The clause, "if \de

are to allow the termr', suggests a certain degree of self-

consciousness and. caution on Readrs part in Èhe use of this

term, a self-consciogsness and caution uncharacteristic of

hinr in his use of the same term after hgzg, the year in

which he wrote his essay on Descartes. However, here he

has defined rintuitiont as 'consciousness of values'.2E

Let us notv turn to ReadrS essay on Descartes, which

represenÈs a turning point, in his development. To under-

stand Readrs concept of intuition it is necessar'y for us to

glance at Descartes I description of iÈ. By intuition

Descartes means

. noÈ the fluctuating testimony of the senses r fiof
the mislead.ing judgment Lfrat proceeds from the blundering
constructions-oi imagination, but Èhe conception which
an unclouded and att,entive mind gives us so readily and
distinctly that we are wholly freed from doubt about
that which we understand.¿Y
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Read gives a more condensed description of Cartesian intui-

tion. "or what comes to the same thing, intuition is the

undoubting conception of an unclouded and attentive mind,

and springs from the light' of reason alone . "30

Descartes thus made intuition independent of things, of

mattert he degraded imagination and conferred on tintuit'ion'

an tabsoluter status. Read raises a sound objection Èo

Descartest theory. Is not one in d.anger of accepting for

"conceptions of an uncloudêd and attentive mind" "the

promptings of a state of belief" or "the inspirat,ions of

faith"? He saYS:

. it is possible that we need a new definition ¿rnd

a further timitation of the meaning of the word
tintuition'. This can be secured by limiting the sense
of the process to objective apprehension, and this, in
its turn, meä-ns identifying intuition with the poetic
process. For poetry is the apprehension or verbaLiza-
tion of an objãctive world. The poet lriüst even as
Keats was the first to undersÈand, objectify his own
emotions before he can make poetic use of Èhem. Per-'
ception ís of things, not of abstractions, and intuition
is a perceptive prócess--the only process th#.perceives
tfti"gä in nakednãss rather than in a cloak of second-
hand.-works. 31

The obvious difference between Descartes arrd Reâd i-n this

matter is that for Descartes 'intuition' is connecÈed with

"conception" whereas for Read it is connecÈed with "percep-

tion". This difference arises from the fact that Descartesl

intuition seems to be a "subjective affair"i Readrs intui-

tion has an objective basis. t'.,r :lt ' This dj-f ference in it.s

turn arises from their respective attitudes towards the

question of the relationship between mind and matter. Readrs
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süand in this controversy is clearly stated in the following

sentence. "The mind no longer measu-red by things becomes

irresponsible; reason has no criterion."32 Thus the

difference between the theories of Descartes and Read can be

easily perceived if we juxtapose Descartesr definition of

intuition as "conception of an unclouded and at'tentive

mind!' with Read's definition of intuition as "a perceptive

process" with perception defined as follows: "We may

visualize an object with 'an unclouded and attentive mind.'

such is perception. u33

One.; could say that Read is really referring tc
[perception" when he uses the word "intuition" and that the

term "intuition" has been used in philosophy to refer to the

ntestim-ony of the Sensesrr. But let us remember that Read

restores to intuitíon the sensational status taken a\tlay from

it, by Descartes. Moreover, he goes on to say that intuition

is a sudden perception of pattern in life.

There is then a further process and a higher
faculty, and there is at present no better way of
describing iÈ Èhan by saf ing that it is Èhe sud'den
perceptioñ of paÈÈern in life: the sudden realization
óf the fact that an organic event, of which we are a
part, is in its turn the part of a greaÈer unity. .

tfris further perception or realizati on is the process
to which we might perhaps limit the term 'intuitionr i
and it isr-under the aspect of expression, the process
of poetry.34

It might be asked: "If intuition

\,ühy shoulC it be further described

tionl?r' The ans\,rer Read gives is

is a tperceptive Processt,

as a rfurther percep-

clear enough. It is a

i. t :'::'

.': '.::.

ii:.i.
i'r,::.

i:r.:l-.'.¡

further perception because it is a sudden perception" (The
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adjective 'suddent implies the existence of a factor unknown

to the perceiver titl the moment of sUd.den perception. That

factor is I a pattern in lifen) . Vfhat he seems to be driving

at is that "non-prcpositional apprehensíon" of rintuj-tionl

is different from the non-propositional a.pprehension of

perception (which we may caLl sensuous perceptíon). To put

it, differently, when he speaks of inÈuition what he has ín

mind is the pattern, the gestalt. Yet realization of this

pattern-;and this is the important point--is not an abstract ;,,,.:

activity. It takes place in terms of the senses. (And

intuition is d.efined as a"'perceptive process".) We have

to presume that perception which stops short of 'further

perception' is not capabte of attaining wha| 'intuition'

can. tlntui-t.iont Seems to be some kind of aévanced percep-

tion--we may call it 'poetic perceptionr. Thus Read supplies

intuition with a perceptíve basis, but does not equate it

with average perception. Unlike a professíonal philosopher,

he ignores the philosophical ímplications of his position and 
,,1':t

offers no defence of it. He just proposes an innovation.

philosophers may dismiss it, but sÈudents of Read must

accept it as an important stage in the development of his

thought.

The next inportant date from Èhe point of view of

Readts development of his theory of intuition is 1932.

Under Santayanats influence the trealm of essencet begins to

play an important role in Readts poetic speculations. 'lBut
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more than experience is necessary, for the mind must rise

above the realrn of existence to the realm of essence, and

this can only be achieved by intellectual vision or inven-
1tr

tion. "" This "intellectual vision" is the same as intui-

tion. Read hinrself has identified the two. "411 art

originates in act of intuition, or vision. "36 This ner^l

concept of intuition can be described as the concept of
!intellectual intuition'. The description is not unj'usti-

fied because Read. himself has described Èhe kind. of rvision'

(intuítion) he has in mind as "intellectual vision". But

why should Read use the expr:ession "intellectual vision"?

Perhaps he wished to suggest that intuition, which is per-

ception or Vision of the rêa1m of essence, is different from

perception of the contingent. Anywayr one thing is certain

that intuition has acquired a transcendental dimension in

L932. Intuition in L929 was not transcendental as we can

make out from his definiÈion of ir¡'btern in Èhe essay on

Descartes: ". the sudden realization of the fact that

an organic event, of which we are a part, is in its turn the

part of a greater unity, of a unity limitee in time and. spacqr

formaL and harmonious ."37 (rf intuition is related to the

realm of essence, and the term "realm of essence" is

properly understood, obviously it is above tj-me and spacel)

This view of intuition is sÈated in terms of

absolute values (whÍch belong to the realm of essence) in

A CoaÈ of Many Colors. We have already examined at some
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length the statement expressing this vi"t.38 As we have

already Seen, in 1927 intuition meant "consciousness of

values in thought" to Read. But the values were not' abso-

lute values. But in A COãt of Mahy Colours intuition is

consciousness of absolute values.

It could be argued against this transcendental view

that in so far as intuition is concerned. with the realm of

essence, which by its nature is above time and space, Readrs

concept of intuitíon under the influence of Santayana is not

different from the Cartesian one which he rejected in his

essay on Descartes. But what distinguishes him is the fact

that he tries Èo preserve the erstwhile (1929) connection

be'tween intuitj-on and perception by saying tha.t mere intui-

tion is not enough (that is, intellectual vision or 'percep-

t.ion' of lhe'bealm of essence" iS not enough). Intuition

must be externalized, which bri-ngs in Èhe senses or perception

of the contingent to perception of the realm of essence. Ït

seems that Read is not happy with unalloyed transcendentalism. ;,.:','-1¡."
i:r:.:..,..r....1

Sensational reality is equally important' to him'

A similar attempt to yoke the transcendental and

the sensational is macie in The Forms of Things Unknown. He

tries to establísh intuition--the final source of justifi-

cation of values, "intellectual vision" or perception of

the ',realm of essence"--as a source of cognition. His

strategy is very simple. He takes the meaning of Èhe word

Icognitionr given in The Dictiohary of PhilOsophy and t'ries
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to fit intuiÈion into the structure of meaning proposed for
tcognition'. Cognition is defined. there as 'rknowledge in

its widest sense". It includes " (a) non-propositional

apprehension (perception, memory, introspection, êt cetera¡

as well as (b) propositions or judgments expressive of such

apprehension". Read exploits the editorial ind.iscretion

which allowed an et ceFêra to pass into the definition of a

philosophical term and says: "What in this jargon is called

non-propositional apprehension would includ.e among its et

cêtera the intuitions of the artist."39 Thus Read extends

the concept of cognition. It may justly be objected that

he merely extends the concept without offering philosophi-

cal1y sound grounds to justify this extension. He should

have established that there is no difference between the

"non-propositional apprehension" of menory and the "non-

propositional apprehension" of intuition as far as their

status aS Sources of knowledge is concerned. But he makes

no such attempt. Read Seems to have k¡een somewhat hasty in

his attempt to give the cognitive status of memory and

perceptíon to intuition.

We shall discuss Èhe importance of these concepts

of intuitit¡n for Readrs theory of poetry in the next chapter.

For the present I shaIl only refer to Professor Paul C. Rayts

comment on Read's concept of intuitíon. "The fact of intui-

tion v¿as t,o have impcrtant consequences for Readr s theory

of the creative process and for his theory of form. "40
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Another significant concept in the structure of

Read's poetics is that of reason. H. W. Hausermann is of

the opiníon that Read assigned a prominent role to reason

in every field from L925 lo 1930.41 one can finci some

eviderice in support of this view. Vüe are told in his essê.y

on "The Nature of lvletaphysical Poetry[ that "science and

metaphysical poetry have but one ideal which is the satis-

fa-cticn of the reason .u42 Vfe also learn that it is only at

first sight that the ideal of logical method and Èhe satis-

faction of reason appears to be "paradoxical and detrimental

for art". He asserts categoricãlIy: ".

id,eal as scientific method in poetry must

subject to the contingency of all ideals.

be

"43

and such an

accepted

Reason con-

tinues to be triumPhant in L926.

A significant mind is only significant by virtue of
its orgaÃization anO the intellect is the only organizing
faculty known to man. It is the ultimate measure of
values, and values are the only end of criticis*' 44

(Read. has used the word 'intellectr! in the sense of 'reason') '

The triumphal march as it were of reason continues in L928.

He savs in Phases of Enqlish Poet'ry:

This is no less than the problem of art or no art--
of whether the writer is to conÈrol his nìeans of expres-
sicn (keep his eye on the objectr.as v¡e may sa1') , or
whether hã is r,erely to abandon hímself to the stream
áf feelings--to incãntation, evocat,ions, vague reveries,
á"¿ false-mysticism. In one case arduous effort,
continuous -self-criticism, and a definite idealt in
the other case, ât the bestr âo inspired delirium,
at the worst, Lhe actual C.ecomposition of intelli-.
gence ' 45

This view, which wilt coÍür,ârld assebt' from any classicist,

lii::r'1:.
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is a far cry from the 'automatismt anO the cult of the

unconscious of the surrealistic late thirties. How did this

radical shift in views come about? In order to answer this

question it is necessary to ansvTer another question first.

lVhat exactly d.oes Read mean by t reasonr?

Reason is a very diffiCult word to'use witLrout con-
fusicn. It is often used as a synonym for rationaliÞy,
or even for a mechanistic logic. Reason should..rather
connote the wioest evidence of the senses. It is the
sum-total oflffineffiaffieffiniloEÎãred t'o some
specific end or object of attention. But obviously this
element of order implies duration--it i",9r system
connecteo in tim.e and' operaÈing in Líme.+o

The view advanced here is not that of discursive reasort.

Moreover, the direct conneetion Read establishes k¡etween

reason and the senses goes against the rationalístic concep-

tion of reason. By conceirzing reason to be time-bound and

consequently space-bound, he is setting aside the claims of

reason Lo know truth by its oh/n light'. This can be seen as

an atternpt to get aviay from Cartesi4n clualism and relate

rc.ind and matter. The implication of t'he statements that

(1) reeson should connote the widesÈ evidence of the senses

and (2) that reason is the sum-total of a\^/areness is that

awareness is sensuous. In his attempt' to give reason a

perceptual bas.is he has come close to i.dentifying it with

perception. Let us cafl this view of reason "comprehensive

conception of reasorrrr. The relationship between reason and

intuition at this time could be said to be this: reason is

directed toward.s "intuitioo", which he defined here as

"instantaneous judgment" . '::i .ì : ,itl
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But when the meaning of inttiition changes as in his

essay on [Descartes" (1929)--intuition is then a "perceptive

processr', it is a "perception of pattern in life"--the

relationship between comprehensive reason anci intuition

presents some logical problems. Reason is related to per-

ception in so far as it is the "widest evidence of the

senses"; it is perception directed towards a goal or an

aim which could very well be "pattern in life" (the "end" of

intuition). But as \^Ie have already seen, íntuítion itself

is a perceptive process too. How is reason so defined

different from intuition, whích is a "perceptive prccess"

directed- toward.s "perception of pattern in life"? It seems

to me that the way Read has defined intuition in 1929 makes

the concept of comprehensive reason superflucusl I would

suggest that it, is when 'intuition' acquires a transcenderrtal

character4T that comprehensíve reason has an independ.ent

role to play, which is that of su.pplying inÈuition's

"perception of absolute values" with a sensational L'asis.

However, one should note that Read. actually operates

with two cOnceptions of reason: reason as "comprehensive

reason" and reason as rationality. Middleton Murry says in

his review of Reason and Romanticism: ". in his more

general discussions his comprehensive and creative concep-

tíon of reason tends steadily to narrow in scope and t'o

become purely discursive and conceptual. "48 To give one

example cf this from Reason and RomAhticism. After Ïraving
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describea intuitions as "instantaneous judgments" he says:

"I will only state as my personal belief, that the quality

of such judgments is determined by the previous rational

training and equipment of the subject acting. "49 vte have

seen tha.t he maintained that reason is not rationality. Yet

he makes intuition depencìent on rationality--discursive,

logical reasonl

The flaw that Murry detected. in Reason and Ro¡nanticism

is in a sense present in PhaEes of English Poetry. How?

lfe have seen that Read propound.ed ttre view of "comprehensj-ve

reason" ín L926. But in Phases of English PoeÈry (L928) he

states the 'rproblem of art" 50 in such a lray that one gets

the impression that he assigns a very important role to

rationality. And this after his repudíation of rationality

as the meaníng of reason! Another contradictíon which comes

to the surface in the same book is that after having stated

that reasoning and feeling are suspenctecl in the act of

writing a poem and ttrât "on1y intuition is operative"r5l h.

goes on to advocate conÈrol of the means of expression by

the writer¡which is the same as advocating rationality or
. 5'2reasonincJ."- Read is a little mixed up ín his views on

reason at this stage of his career. To =rr*]Ptni= part of

our discussion: The d,efinition of reason he proposes in

Lg26 asserts that reason has a Sensuous basis. There is

practically no difference between reason and intuition

ïn 1929 when both are regarded as perceptive processes.

':.;:..
l¡';,¡:¡'ï
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I{hen intuition acquires a transcendental character in L932 t

reason plays the role of supplying the sensational basis of

intuition.
Reason is not used even tacitly or unconsciously in

t.he sense of rationality from l-929 onwards. But this d.oes

not mean that it is useci in the sense of I'comprehensive

reasonr¡ only. For comprehensive reason, it may be point'ed

out, is ideal consciousness. But can one speak of reason

only as "widest evidence of the senses"? Does it not

involve other mental functions besides the senses? These

questions press themsel-ves on Read when the concept of the

unconscious comes to acquire a dominant role in his thinl:ing 
i

on poetry. rt is Jungian psychology, especially with its 
I

integrationist ideal, that causes Read to reformulate his

concept of reason. This refor¡nulation is necessary because

he reformulates the role of art. "On1y an art that rises

above consciouF realit-y, only a Èranscencíenta1 or super-real

art, is adequate. "53 Reason in the sense of comprehensj-ve

reason is inadequate for this purpose. "It is the function

of art to reconcile contradictions inherenÈ in our experi-

er¡ce, but ob-viously an art tha.t keeps to the canons of

reason cannot make the necessary synthesis. t'54 Read

realizes that reason either in the sense of rationality or

in the sense of comprehensive reason is inadequate. What

he proposes is an ideal of reason perfected in the light

of Jungts integrationist psychology. It may be recalled
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that he had suggested in his t'Metaphysical Poetryr" that

reason and emotion be synthesized. But he had not worked-

out in detail the various factors that are involved in this

process of synthesis. I have constructed below a detailed 
.t,,,:.:,::,1.,,:..

picture of ít on the basj-s of his statements between 1936

and 1966.

He says: "The view which I shall try to. advocate is 
,,,.;:,, :,,,.,,

:: : :. -.: . : -i:', :

that any true conception of reason must f ind. a place for :::':::::':'¡:

human emotions and for all that is determined by them. "55 ;..,..,'.'.;rrt::,..,'r.:"''."a':.:.

One may recall thaÈ the customary opposition beÈween reason

andemotionwasstudiedbyJunginhisworks,andRead

seems to have at the back of his mind the former's view

that if one "function" ís stressed, íts opposite suffers a

repression. (Reason and emotion, intuition and sensation

are the contrasted pairs of "functions" in Jungts scheme.) I

l

ï am tempted Èo look upon this view of reason in which

there is a place for emotions as an integrationist icleal.

Read also believes that there is no contradiction between i,.r,:.,..;'ì:'.,.
,.1 :..': t::.:. : _

,'., .',. . -' .'.,.'.,

reason and imagination 
¡,:r',,,t.',i,,:

: t:_': 
:

. reason is not a wholly conceptual activity, a
spinning of abstraction from mental vacuity: it is, in
só far às it remains viÈal, a metaphorical activity
given el]grgy a+¡{ ry.g. by_the imagi4ation. .In other
fuæ, reasõnft Ëilas f rom ãñ-¡¡Aerground source, by
met,aphors and symbolå grgrsped in t,heir sensuous activity ','i,',:,,,',:
by a sensitive organi-sm.56 i:iri:¡r:r':r:'i:*:i.:r

This view of reason and. imaginat,ion is in keeping with what

Jung says about reason and sensation in his psycholggiCal

Typês. He maintains there that sensation is not antagcnistic 
l

',1...r.,r'. -.
ì:r"'1r: ri:_:rr: ì:iì ::¡:;i: .::.: .:., -" . .'
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to reason; rather it is a function of perception and affords

"welcome assistance to thought".57 That Read uses the

expression timaginationt and Jung uses the expressic'n

rsensationr need- not blur the essential similarity between

the views of Read and Jung. Vfhen Read speaks of imagirration

here what is important to him is metaphors and synJrols in

their sensuous activity. Read is aware of the sensational

aspect of the imagination.

vüe have considered so far how Read has defined the

relationship between reason and emotiorrs and the imagination.

LeL us see what he has to say about the relaÈionship bet'ween

reason and intuition.

The reconciliation of intuÍtion and intellect can only
take place . cneatively. It is only by projecting
the two sides of our naturã into a concrete construction
that we can realize and. contemplate the process of
reconciliation. That is precisely the function of the
work of art and that has been its function throughcut
Èhe ages .58

I suppose whaÈ Read is saying is that reason and intuition

are necessary for each other, that each supplements the

other in a \^¡ork of art. A work so produced Lras the whole-

ness, unity and comptexity of the human mind'

A certaín pattern seems to emerge from the above

considerations. Read operates with the Jungian pairs of

opposites: reason and emotion, sensation and intuiÈion.

He confronts reason with emotion and decides that reasor!

should include emotion. He confronts reason with imagina-

tion and arrives at the conclusion t'hat reason is fed by
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the imagination. He confronts reason with intuiÈion and the

confrontation leads to a declaration of the supremacy of art

as the reconciler of the two. The concept of reason in the

sense of rationality unclergoes a "sea-changet' by the inclu-

sion of emotion and,'evidence of the sensesrr. It is a sea-

change rich and strange because reason and intuition are

seen as being supplementary. This modified reason is not

the reason of philosophical rationalists. Nor is it the

kind of reason referred. t,o in the f ollwoing remark.

The notion that man's impulses can be conÈrolled loy

fri= reason is the Faust,iän illusion, ald has again
and again in the history of the world involved mankind
in thõ bitterest disillusion'5e

It is an ideal of reason worked out in the light of the

ideal of integrated' personality'

Are the philosophical views we have been consid'eríng

those of an idealist, if at all the ternis idealism and

materíalism can be used meaningfully in connection with one

v¡hose ideological eccentricity may puzzle many? But I

suppose one \^7ay of establishing his eccenÈricity is t'o

survey his attitude tcwards iaealism. In 1933 he wrote:

philosophers have in general ignored the possibility
of a sci"nce of art and have proceeded blissfully on

á-pii"ri ássum.ptions_as to ità nature. That is why
I think we are entitled boldly to ignore the aesthetics
of idealism.60

ïf this is his view of idealist aesthetics, his view of

idealism on which it is based cannot be favourable' Incieed

he said in 19232
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Vle have become more empirical, and the genetral effect of
the gro\{th of science ñas been to discredit transcendental
reasóning altogether. Traditional criticism . ís a

structure whose very foundations have perished, and if
we are to Save it from becoming the province of emotional
dictators, we must hasten to relate it to those systems
of knowledge which have to-+ great extent replaced
transcendental PhitosoPhy. o t

He goes on to mention'physics and psychology as such systems

of knowledge. It seems to me that this is a repudiation of

idealism. It is true th.at he admits that aprioristic

processes cannot be dispensed with, but is he not in that

case makíng a "concession" to transcendental reasOning at

the same time as he declares that it has been "discredited

altogethertt? This is a curiously ambivalent attit,ude

towards transcendentalism as if he did not know his own

mind or felt that there was much to be said for it and yet

\^/as repulsed from it. In 1-960thowever, Read strikes a

different note. "It ht= tltty"- seemed to me that the reduc-

tion of science to indeterminancy, and philosophy to a game

wiÈh counters, far from discred.iting idealism, has made it'

all the more necessary."62 Isn't this a radical reversal

of his earlier position? In L926 he believed that physícs

had replaced transcendental philosophy. In 1960 he thought

that idealism (Èranscendental philosophy) r,i/as "a11 Èhe more

necessary".

I sometimes suspect that this change of attitude

from hostility to hospitality towards idealism is a result

of his changing attitude torvards science. In 1933 he wrote:

i-¡i'liì
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". but science is prior to philosophy; science must

establish its facts before philosophers can make use of

them.,,63 This would seem to suggest that philosophy is t,ied

as it were to the apron-strings of science. But compare

with this remark the one he made nearly three decades later.

In 1960 he wrote: "I do not intend to propagate the vulgar

error that philosophy is based on science .u64 Ït is

obvious that he is rectifyíng the "vulgar errorr¡ he did make

in 1933. I shall quote one more remark from the salrre book

which shows his changed att,itude towards science. "But the

phiJ-osopher does not necessarily chcose his facts in the

scientistrs laboratory. rr65 Should one conclude then that

Read has travelled from an emphatically empiricist position

to a position critical of empiricism and leaning towards

idealism? Perhaps this dissati,sfaction with science or

empiricism is "the expression of the wil-l to truth that,

reaches out beyond the fulfillment that science can

provide u 266

I would say that Read was torn between two worlds:

empiricism and philosophy. He shared his loyalties with

both. Taking an overview of his wcrks one can say that not

all his pro-science declarations prevented him from holding

views tha.t would not be acceptable to the strictly

scientific spirit. To give only one example: His trans-

cend.ental concept,ion of intuition is contemporary with his

allegiance to Freudl He himself must have been vaguely
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aware of the Oual pu!1 of his mind in the directions of

empiricism and philosophy or meÈa.physics. He must have been

troubled by it. He himself must have had doubts about the

compatibility of empirical and philosophical predilections.

The early Read sometimes sought to justify his philosophi-

cal predilection on the ground that philosophy was based on

science. The later Read sought to justify it on the ground

that science was not adequate. "The will to truth" does not

necessarily run in scientific grooves.

Far be it from me to seek to impose a false pattern

of neatness on the fluiO course of Read's changing views on

philosophy or metaphysícs and science. But I think they

represent the inner struggle of a man who d'oubts if one can

serve two masters. He admits the inadequacy of the

scientific framework in 1940. He says:

But like religious philosophy, it Iaesthetic philo-
sophyl cannot be included within such a rational frame-
wo?f . There ís a timit to rationalityr âIt 'instant' in
which the spirit leaps cut_of the lggical framework of
thought, attä is crealive.6T

Let "ratiOnal framevTork", and "IOgical framework" be taken

to mean the empirical disciplines and you have here a

defence of Readrs metaph¡rsical predilection. It is also an

explanation of how a follower of Freud and. other psycho-

analysts could also be a follower of Coleridge, Cassirer and

Heidegger. The necessity of an explanation which goes

beyond the sciences is expressed in uncompromising terms in

1.: _.1

;¡:,..:l:.1,..

,'The Forms o! Thinqs unknow+'u r to which we shall have
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occasion to refer irr the next chapter.

Admittedly, Readts thinking on the question of

science and philosophy vis a vis poetics is not translucent.

But we must remember that he was groping his way towards a i,iiìr:
,..ì ,.:..'

personal synthesis in a period characterized by intense

creative activity in the sciences and in philosophy. This

\^/as the period dominated in philosophy by Vühitehead, Croce, 
¡,¡....

Cotlingwood, Cassirer, not to mention the existentialists. : ': l

His literary trainÍng brought with iÈ a few more inf luences, i.i.,
:,:,,:',

Coleridge and Schelling. In the sciences this period was

dominated for him by the psychoanalysts and the QestaltisÈs, ,

not to mention his acquaintance with Henry Focillon: If a 
ì

,

man is open to all these inf luences, a certain amount of 
',

"eclectiéiém" is bound to creep into his thinking giving 
i

1

rise to contradictions that t,id1r,'and intellectually orthodox l

1

minds do not have paÈience with. The question that we are l

,

considering bristles with contradictions. I do not propose

to go hunting after these contradictions for that is the i,..i1
'.-;:. !:'.

surest way of losing the quarry. What I keep on reminding 
t''.,.,,

myself of is this: Yes, there were times when Read attached ""'"'

more t.,) importance Èo the sciences than to philosophy. But

there are none too rare moments when he doubted the scope of 
i:,,trrrìl
::ji:t;,irempiricism. It was a tittle late in his career thaÈ he l+,+

consciously and firmly accepted what he Seems to have been

aware of unconsciously for a long time, namely, Èhat

empiricism and philosophy cannot be presented as I
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irreconcilabte opposites out of whic.h you choose one. so in

Read we have a theorist who takes cognizance of the sciences

as well as of philosophy or metaphysics. The sciences

represent one 1evel, philosophy another. Both these leve}s

are equally significant. They may be. looked upon as allies

in a common pursuit, namely, understanding poetry. we shal-l

discuss the philosophical level in the next chapter and t'he

scientific in the thírd.



CHAPTER ÏI

PHTLOSOPHTCAL CONVICTIO}¡S AND THEORY

OF POETRY: 1918-1966

Art . is one of those vague sphreres of human
activity which escape any very precise definition.
Criticism is merely an applîoximation towards that
unattainable end, an endless multiplication of dis-
tinctions. I

Academic critics have done little but obscure the
real nature of poetry .2

Middleton Murry, who reviewed. Readrs Pha-ses cf

EnglisL¡ Poetry in The Times Lj-terary Supplement, says that

poets "inevitably have a theory, often one of great interest

in that, alike with their choice of poets, it springs

immediately from their own needs."3 rf we substitute the

expression "philosophical views" for the expression "needs",

lve arrive at Èhe proposition that åhe's; poetic theory and'
of ¡ocùs

philosophical convictionsÂmust necessarily be of a piece.

A consiOeration of Read's philosophical convictions and his

poetícs (which term I take to mean the views he expressed- on

the nature and function of pôeLry, poetic process, poetic

diction and other related topics) will reveal that the

latter has been shaped- and influenced by the former. It may

be noted at Èhis stage that Readrs is not a "static"
Lpoetics. + V,Ihat I mean ís tha.t the nature of his poetics is
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"fluid.". we shall see hovi it changes over the years, and

relate it to the changes in the structure of his concepts we

have already acquainted ourselves \'vith.

Vfe may ask ourselves at the outset as to what

inrportance Read attaches to poetic theory or to statements

of a theoretical nature on the subject of poetry- He says

in his "American Bards and British Revie\n/ers":

I think we should respect [Hart] Crane's brief excursion
into the definition of modern poetry because even if it
does not measure up to the logicianrs standards of con-
sistency or profundity, it does indicate the poetrs cwn
intention moie nearly than any critical analysis from
the outside.5

It is obvious from this remark that, Read is prepared. to

ad.mit such I external evid.encet in his critical procedure as

is tend.ered by the artist, himself . From the point of view

of the New Critical orthodoxy, Read is guilty of the

critical heresy of the tlntentional Fallacyr. Bút one can

deduce from his remark the conclusion ttiat as far as he is

concerned, the critical utterance of the poet should be

given adequate importance in any criticism of him. In other

words, Read is saying that the poet be examined in the light

of his pcetics. It would appear then that for Read theory

of poetry is a significant endeavour even from the point of

view, of the poet.

It ís possible to counter the above argument with a

quotation from another work of Read. In The True Voice of

Fêeting, after giving an account of shelleyrs theory of

poetry, he Says: "Such a clear concept,icn of the nature of
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poetry does not necessarily imply an ability Èc put precept

into practíce ...?'t6 tfri" earlier statement of Read's and

that macie in "American Bards and British Revie\^lers" may be

read together. And when read toget'her, they yield' the

following meaning: That the poet's inÈention may become

clear from his theory or definition or view of the nature

of poetry but that since the precepts (which must be

connected with the 'intention') are not, on his own admission,

necessarily put into practice, the intention may not neces-

sarily be realized. The question that arises then is this:

How much importance should we aÈtach to Read's 'intentionl

in so far as we can judge it from tris poetics, and to what

extent. is it. fair to him if we judge his 'practice' in the

light of his rprecePtsr?

It is possible to interpret the above statements of

1936 anó Lg63 in a different way. Read. is convinced of the

importance of t intenÈj-or¡t , but he would not recommend an

unimaginative qpproach to Èhe question of intention because

the realization of intention' is governed by several factors.

one should recognize the complexity of the process of

poetic creation, and "end}ess" distinctions (andr !\Ie may

add, qualifj-cationsr) are necessary to help achieve a theory

which is least dogmatic.

But we may justly demand that if f'poetic practice'

and the poetrs rintention' bear no relationship to each

other, the poetic theory should be able to account for this

::itl,

::¡re
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in concrete terms. Now, the discrepancy betWeen tintentiont

and 'practicer is only one of the many problenrs in poetics.

what one expects of a thecry of poetry, therefore, is that

it work out various aspects of Èhe nature of poetry and

poetic creation and their inter-relationship. Is tLiis too

much to expect of a poetic theorist,? Read's answer to this

question ilâyr perhaps, be inferred from the comment he made

while discussing the view that Ìfordsworthrs theory of poetry

is vind.icated by solrre poems and contradicted by others.

"The mist,ake is to imagine that any theory of poetry, which

descends to accidentals of diction and. metre, can be uni-

versal in its scope. "7 The implication of this remark seems

to be that in order to attain universality of scope, the

theory should be maintained at the level of generality. In

other words, in order to be universal in scope, it should

deal with universal aspects. The question that one may ask

is whether it shoutd not be capable of devising a'strategyr

for dealing with 'accidentalsr. It appears thaÈ according

to Solomon Fishman, Read has not devised such a straÈegy.

He says that Readrs system cannot reaIly test aclequately

the "authenticity of the verbal elements". He says:

Readb system tests the au-thenticity of the verbal
elements--the poetic essence--by the quality of the
metre, but is incapable of discussing metre and meanlngo
as functions of onä another êxcêpt gs a gêneralizat+on.o

is true that not all aspects of Readts theory are capable

practical application. But I hope to demonstrate in my

IT

of
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last chapter that certain aspects of his theory are capable

of practicat applicat.ion and that they provj-de us with means

for appreciating certain elements of poetry.

Now that we have considered some of Readts more

inrportant utterances on the subject of the theory of poetry,

we may begin to inquire into his theory itself. As we

ínquire int,o it chronologically, \^7e shall see how the

changes in his views are related to the changes in the

structure of his basic concepts. !Íe may begin with a con-

sideration of his "Definitions Towards a Theory of Poetry",

his first 'excursion' into the field of poetic theory. While

commenting on this article, Read sêys: "Vfhat surprises me

now (1963) is to find the views I expressed' at the age of

twenty-fj-ve are substantially the same as the views I still

hold. "9 Hence it could be considered as providing us with

a convenient point of departure. Let us see whaÈ those

views are and to what extent they presage what were to become

his major themes for the next half century

This is a closely argued essay, written with all the

confidence of a brilliant young man who finds the contem-

porary creative and critical scene a tittle depressing.

". we moderns as a whole Erope blindLy in our fo9."10

The reason for this predicament, apparently, is that "the

principtes of creation and criticism" have not reached an

"intelIigible definition". He sets out to rectify the situa-

tion by suggesting some "axioms" as I'necessary dogmas". fn

l ì1ìr¡

-....t
1,"
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a manner reminiscent of Leibniz, he stateS his "axioms" and

their "corolla-ries". I shall quote Readrs thesis:

1" Form is determined by the emotion which requires
expression. eorollary: Form is not an unchanging rnould
inlo which an11-:n-:ffi can be poured.

II. The poem is an artistic whole demanding strict
unity.

III. The criterion of the poem is the quality of the
vision expressed, granted that the expression is adequate.

Corollary: Rhyme, metre, cadence, alliteration, are
various decorative devices to be used as the vision
demands Já-;;;-"ãt i"i*al quantities pre-oÈdained.11

He defines the terms used ín the axiorns and finally offers

the following definition of the poem: I'The poem is the

expression in word.s of the mirrdts vision, and. expression, to

be effective, must possess significant form, which signifi-

cant form is achieved- by unity, vitalíty, concentration and
1tdecoration."" The phrase 'significant formr, which has

come to be associated with Read- as far as literary criticism

is concerned., makes its first appearance in this article.

C1ive BeII used this very phrase with reference to painting,

and one may notice that Readr s concept of 'significant forml

as it stands at this time is remarkably sirnilar to Bellrs.

Bell defined 'significant form' as that which has

"aesthetic emotion". When Reaó Says that "the poem is the

expression in Words . . . and êxprêssion, Èo be effective,

must possess lignific$ fôrm . . . " what, he means is that

the poem ís the expression in signifiCanl verbal form. He

connects 'significant verbal form' (one may use this a\dkward

'.: t.: . !
a,a;Ìliil,
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phrase to inciicate that it refers ùo poetry) with 'aesthetic

emotion' exactly aS Bell connected tsignificant form' anci

'aesthetic emotion'. This connection is established. in his

clef inition of "Vision". He def ines "Visiont' aS "the recogni-

tÍon of emotions possessing an aesthetic vaIue", which is

not really Oifferent from saying that vision is the recogni-

tion of aesthetic em6tions. There is, however, one differ-

ence between Bel1 and Read. Bell speaks of raesthetiç

emotionr, whereas Read speaks of "ero.otions possessing

aesthetic Va]ue" (which expression we have sun'rnarized as

raesthetic emotions'). BelI seems to have in mind the

aesthetic concept of 'aesthetic emotion', the end of rsigni-

ficant form¡. Read seems to haVe in mind not the end so

much as the Tnaterials' (emotions) which emerge as signifi-

cant form, though, of course, the enci (recognition of

aesthetic value) is present in the beginning (emo.t,ions).

Read has not yet worked out the 'mechanics' of hov¡ the

significant form is "determined by aesthetic emoticns"

besides laying down certain requirements for achieving

significant form, namely, unity, vitality, exactness, con-

centration and decoraÈion. It may also be noted thaÈ his

views are not supported by any well-thought-out framework

of philosophical beliefs, that the subject matter of poetry

is confined to "emotions possessing an aesthetic value" and

that ideas and thought per se Seem to be excluded from the

subject matter of PoetrY.
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Besides the concept of 'sígnificant form' , scme of

Read's major themes have found their first expression in

this youthful eSSay. "Beauty is experienced by the senses--

is the fulfilment of an aesthetic lust for colour and ,.,',

1?
fragrance . o ."" He does not, at this point, make any

significanÈ use of this belief in the development of his

theory. But. it will not be an exaggeration t'o say that the ,::.:

:i ,'.
seed. of the theory of the sensational basis of art is pre' '',',:

sent here. Secondly, and significantly enough, he does not ,:,.,.
i.' 

¿::::

attach great importance to the intellect. One may infer this

from his descríption of "vision". He says: "Vision, 
:

resulting from emotion, is obviously not an intellectual 
,

quantity.ulL But he is no irrationalist to deny its

exj-stence alÈogether in the act of aesthetic creatíon. "The
i

only way in which intellect does enter into the visionary t,

procesSisinaselectiveway|e.g.|rejectingerotionsthat

are of no aestheti:_n.ttr. t oT the expression of which would

be too imitative."ls However, the íntellect cannot carry ¡i.
'.:

out the only task assigned to it in the aesthetic creation, i,,t'

namely, that of selecting and rejecting emotions, in a 
:':'::':

'philosophical vacuumr. "Yet the artist who lacks a high

phitosophic.basis is doomed to damnation, largely because 
;:¿,.;i¡

he is precluded from that inÈellectua1 selection which is so iÍ:qi

necessary to artistic perfect'ion. "16 The role of the

intellect, as comp+rêd with thaÈ of the emotions, is

secondary. But the intellectual operation involved in
:,.:: ,

:-.
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rselectiont is dependent on philosophy. It is significant

that Read should express himself in favour of philosophy in

his first inportant statement on the subject of poetic

theory. It shows an analytical bent of mind. Unfortunately,

however, he does not tetl us what he considers to be a "high

philosophic basis". Surely, he would have agreed that the

doom he predicted of the art,ist without a 'philosophy', could

as well be predicted of the poetic theorist without a

philosophy- To overcome that possibility as it were, he

will acquire philosophical víews; and shaped by Èhem, his

theory of poetry uzi11 undergo an elaborate development.

'significant form', for example, is a relatively simple

phrase at this stage of Read's development. But ít will

take on a complex meaning as his philosophical and scient,ific
preoccupations come to bear on it. Readfs ReaFon and

Rornanticism is his first critical volume in which a

"phiJ-osophic basis" is seen in operation.

ÏI

We rnay begin our study of how Readrs theory of

poetry is shaped by his philosophical views with an analysis

of hís views on this subject during the period of the

ascendancy of reason t er what I called the period of Reason

Triumphant in the first chapter. Th.ese views are expressed-

in his Reason and Rotnanticism. It is his firm belief that

art--and the greatest art for him is poetry--cannot succeed

where science has failed. Let us see the implications of

--' ---- +;41;rrt i,:. :+ i

:r;51
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thj-s belief for his views on poetry. I should. make clear

in what sense science has fa.iled. Read is his best

commentator here.

It is necessary to be quite ptaín on this issue: modern
science, d.issociating itself from nineteenth century
science, has undoubÈedly declared its ciisability to
renter the domain of the noumenal: t'he disqualifica-
tion of positive science frcm'any contact with the
causes t .17

It may well be asked as to what the relevance of Readrs

belief concerning modern science is to his theory of poetry.

The answer is simple. That science cannot enter the world

of the noumenal does not mean that art can. He says that

. . . it is mere superstition to imagine that, what
cannot be known in the mind and by intellectual symbols
may be comprehended in some other indefinite way. It
is mysticism in its most i11ogical form--mysticism
which pretend,s to be, not merely an alternative to
scientific truth . but somethíng more inclusive of
reality than the scientific method. 18

Poetry cannot step in where science has failed.

The concept of reason implied in the remarks quoted

above seems to me to be that of rationa,l:L'Þ12. Otherwise he

would not have said that what cannot be known by inÈe119c-

tual symbols cannot be known at all. At.the same time,

however, the concept of reason in the Sense of comprehensive

reason is also operative in this book. The joint operation

of these two concepts manifests itsetf in his theory. How? ,,.-,,:i
iÌ111i'î;

Consid.er this stat'ement on art:

Art must conquer ne\,V forms of life, and for this purpose
art will need new symbols. . But these forms and
symbols *iii "*"ig"'þara1lel 

wíth the general develop-
ment of human thought. It is not likely that this 

:,ì:::::::.
L:.t:1.-.i:r.r

ir,.r:r ril;:
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development wilt take the form of a mystical divorce
from reason¡ or that it will be inclependent of a
continuance of the traditional or !formed phenomenon of
intellect and sense' .19

The conception of reason implieci here is that of colr¿pre- 
,,,,,.,,

hensiVe reason, as the referenCe tO the Word ltsense" clearly :' i'::

suggests. But it may be rroted that the role poetry is

called upon to play makes it subordinate to "reason". This 
:

becomes more clear in the foLlowing remark ,,t¡",

.Iprefertobe].ieveinartwhichistheincorpora-
tion anO enlightening of ground gaineci by intelligence !:.,;:i

Art iã not añ invéntion in vacuol it is rather 'ì: : l

a selection from chaos, a definition from the amorphgus,
a concretj-on within the terrible fluidiÈy of tife.20

Art incorporates !hê grOund ga-i-ned by "i4leffigçnse" or com-

pi:ehensive reason. (Read s€êrrtS to use "inteIligence" and

"reason" as synonyms). Intelligence is, so to speak, the

path-find.er, and arÈ sets up tsign-postst aS it were, along 
,

the ground gained by intelligence. Poetry is, therefore, sub- 
,
ì

ordinate to reascn. It is tied to the apron sLrings of reäson.

This notiorr of suÞordinating art' to reason is, v/e 
.ii.,:,,.

believer âñ unconscious manifestation of the concept of ,':,
:::-:1 .:

reason in the sense of rationality lurking somehrhere at the '¡,;',,,,

back of Readts mind. For comprehensive reason does not sub-

ordinate art Èo reascn. As a matter of fact, the idea of

"subord.ination" or ilcontrol" goes well \,úith rationality i.,.;,i.:jijì

rather than with comprehensive reason. I shall substantiate

my point further.

Read holds the view 'Ihat not only is art controlled

by reason but that art controls erootions. He says : 
r,,.,.i,ì.
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"Literature is, after all, an expressíon of emotional states.
..?.II should say that it is mainly the control of them. "-- If

he thinks of literature as "the controlr' of emotions, the

ideal of reason controll-ing his views on poetry must be that

of rationality. Howeverr wê cannot assert that because he

has given evidence of using the word. "reason" in the sense

of "comprehensive reason". It is safer to say that both the

concepts of reason operate in his theory at Lhis tíme and

give it an ambivalent tone.

Another observation tlrat could be made on t'his

theory as a whole is this: It resists all transcendental

conceptions of art. For according to it, art works within

the context of intêlIigence. But \^/e may ask: Ïf art works

urithin such a context, in what sense is it "a select'ion

from chaos", "a definition from the amorphous", "a concre-

tion within the terrible fludity of life"? We suppose what

Read means is that in so far as art incorporaÈes and. enlíghtens

the ground covered by intelligence, and seeks exactitude and

concreteness of expression, it orders, moulds and shapes the

raw-maÈerial supplied by intelligence. But it has nothing

whatever to do with nescience. As he puts it: "It is better

¡ :-..

to sacrifice art altogether than to make it a mere anomalous

groping into the void of Nescience.'22 obviously, Readrs

concept of comprehensive reason, which is an ideal of

consciousness, has no place for What surpasses the leVel of

consciousness
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VÍe have seen above that accordíng to Read, literature

is an "expression of emotional states". But What is expres-

sion and what are its actual mechanics? He deals with these

questions in his Eqgl¡Eh Pr'ose Style. He tries to estabtish

the unique .nr*.il--n;; * ro*n.ring it with prose.

He says: "Poetry is the expression of one form of mental

act,ivíty, Prose the expression of another form. "23 The

difference between the two is that "Poetry is creative

expression, Prose ís constructive expression.u24 The key

term in these definitions is "creative expression" of which

he gives us a detailed descript'icn.

In poetry the words are born or re-born in the act
of thinking. The words are, in
a becoming; they develoP in li:he
the development of the thoughù.
interval beùween the word.s and

Bergsonian phra-seology,
mind pari p4qrll with
rherãE no trme

the thought. The tholrght
is the word and the word is thougþt, and. bot'h t'he
thought and the word are Poetry.¿5

We imagine tha.t Read is distiçrguishing here between the "act

of thinking" and "thought"--the process and the proctuct. He

seems to be saying that the process determines not only

thoughts but also words. In the act of thinking woÈds

develop along with thought. And it is precisely this

simultaneity of the two elements of thought and rvords which

makes Read say that "the thought is the word and the word is

thought". Moreover, it is this very identity between the

two which is considered by P.ead to be the essence of poetry.

'Expression' is described as being creative precisely because

words d.evelop as thought develops. In other words, 'thoughtl

t: ::

... .:..
r:r i:j¡
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and tword.sr are not found ready-rnade. Thefefore poetry is
toriginalt, tcreativer expression aS opposed to prose which

is described. as a "structure of ready:made words'.26

since according to the theory of poetry as 'creative

expressiOnr, the thought is the word and the word is thought,

and both the thought and the word are I'Poetryr , it' is but

logical to conclude that poetry can reside even in one

expressive !üord or one expressiye syl}abIe. Read says:

Does it follow that poetry is solely an affair of v¡ords?
Yes: an affair of words adequate to the thought
involved. An affair of one word, like Shakespearers
tincarnadinet, or of two or three words, like rshady
sadnessr , rincense-breat'hing I'iorn' , 'a peak in Darienr ,rsoft Lydian airs', rMount Abcrat, rstarinwroughtr, or
of all the wc.rds necessary for a thought like the
Divine Comedy.27

Another startling conclusion he arrives at on the basis of

his theory is that, since poetry may irrhere ir:. a singIe h7ord,

in a single syllable, it may be without rhythm buÈ prose,

which does not exist except in the phrase, has sonìe kirrd of

rhythm. Both the conclusions sound preposterous. They may

even be regarded as unintent,ional reductio ad absurdum of

his basic theory. Floreover, this theory raises certain

questions which Read has not answered. How does one know

wtlen words are adequate to the thought involved? How does

the poet know that? I shall return Èo these questions when

I discuss I. A. Richardst criticism of Read.

philip Littell has politely dismissed the theory and

I. A. Richards has torn it to pieces. LitÈe11 says:
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He [nead] is haunted by a distinction between poetry and
prose--'the real distinction', he calls it--which is
anything but clear: 'Poetry is creative expression:
Prose is constructive expression. I He repeats this in
many forms without persuading me that such a d-istinction
will work"28

The verb rhauntt describes correctly Read's abiding concern

with the distinction between prose and poetry, the critical

significance of which is that he is ínteresÈed in

establishing the unique character of poet,ry. Incidentally,

Littell does not explain why the distinction does not
tpersuadet him. Richards, however, subjects the whole

theory to a critical scrutiny. He detects the "influence of

ïtalian speculation" on Read in this theory and describes

Lhe influence as being "unfortunate". I shall quote him at

some length.

When Dfr. Read says, 'The thought' is the word and the
word is the thought, and both the thought' anci the word
are poetryr he is talking in the idiom of Crocer âî
idiom fatal to profitable reflection on these matters.
For either he is loosely affirrning a close int'er-
dependence, or he is giving away a trick to the
behaviorists. . . . The whole prospect of a clearer
understand.ing of Poetry depends upon distinguishing the
words from the 'thoughtr and investigating their
relat,ions; and phraseology such as this (it recurs
occasionally lat,er in the book, e.9., p. L64) produces
either a dead stop in the mind or a fuddled (or
ecstatic) feeling of ultimate t'ruth, according to one's
antecedents. In neither case is the result fruitful,
for if this were all that could be said in the matter
it might, as ñ[T not have been said.29

I think that the charge of "giving away a trick to the

behaviorists where those naive theorists least deserve ot1e"

is not, justified. It would have been justified if it could

be shown that according to Read's theory, thought is a

-,1"!;; !;],.'-..J:i
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function of words in the same rrrâ.rlrlêr in which for the

behaviorists signs of fear signify the emotion of fear. I

do not think Èhis cout.d be shown because for Read the act

of thinking is the matrix in which words are born or reborn. 
,;,.,'.,¡l.,....if'''. : '

When it is understood that an act of thinking is necessary

for the 'birthr of words, it is not fair to Read to say that

he means that thought is a function of words ' Besid'es, t'he 
....,,r,,i-¡1,r:

Croce-like-idiom of "The Thought is the word and the word is ,,ii:::';.::':,1ì

:..
the thought" d.oes not really seem to be fatal to "profitable i:in;:l:,l1

:ieflection". I believe that what Read means is that the

act of thinking determines not only thor¡ght but words too in

which thought ís expressed. But, words and thought are born

and reborn till there is a complete correspondence between l

thetwo.WhenthereissuchacorreSpondencebetweenthe

two, words are thoughts and thought,s words. It is true that 
' 

.;

i

Read sounds mysticalr or mystical enough to arouse Richards i

i..,

towitheringScorn.ButReadisnot''1oose1yaffirminga

close inter-dependence". He is examining how the poet,ic l,,ì.,.
i:::i.:, l::l:; :

equation between thought and words is established. In ¡':'',,,,'Ì;.ì,
:.:-t.: ì :: -: t-..

'¡t.'::¡,: :,-r:,,-:

attempting to establish this equation he says that "In 
:

poetry there is no tíme-interval between the words and the

thought . " Richards ob jects to this on the ground that 
,:,::,r;ì¡+-::::,::
I ;'l,r i

one must think a word through before using it. Indeed, one ir¡'r;ì' ¡

must. But wherr Read says that there is no t.ime-interval

etc., should he t¡e taken literally? If the ans\^/er is "Yes",

Richards' objection is valid. He says' '

i:r.:r:,'iii,:;ii:
lt:i j:' l:.':l::'
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plainly it is nct the physical cr even psychological
conditions of coroposition that decide whether a passage
is poetr:y but the relation of the worcs to a state of
mind and the qualities of that staLe of mind. itself.30

But I must register a protest against Richards' object'ion'

Norre of Readls statements give the impression that "condi- r'.,11',;

tions of composition", physical or psychological, determine

whether a given passage is poetry or not. Besid'es, Reaci does

d.iscuss the rela-tion betv",een words ani thought. Now, if i,,,a,,,,t

thoughts are any ind.ication of the "state of mind", is not i"'""'
i,',i:rt':;:r

Read in d.iscussing the relation of words anð thoughts saying 
"'j'"'""'

that words are related to a state of rni nd in poetry?

what makes this theory significani is the note cf

orgarricism it introduces in the Ciscussion of poetic composi-
t'

tion. According to it words develop at the same pace as

thought anC in close harmony rrrith it¡ and therefore t'he u''ord ,

is thought and the tliought is the word. In otlier words, the i

,

relaticn between thouglrts ar¡d words is organic. It does

not believe that the poet's thoughts are fu1ly w.crked out
lì-ì':r;;,. t

in advance, and that expression cgmes later, If it were sC)r i'.'r:i"'ì

¡"t' ¡itt¡ttt;

word.s would express a pre-determined thought, attaín a 'll',,,.';,'

pre-determined goaJ-, and the relaÈionshíp of words tci

thoughtwou1c1bettiatofsubservience.Therewouldbea

certain element of passivity in the words, tliey would be i,,:ri,iï'

treateci as counters and there would be no sense of inevit'- 
i#

ability about the poetic equation between rthoughtr and

,words,. In other v7ords, the rel-a-tionship between them

would not be organic i*,.,:
,: i'i: i:-r;i
'fì:i:rl-:i
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Perhaps I have overstressed the element of thought

in Readts theory of poetry at this time. There are other

elements which complicate and modify thought. Th.ose

elements are temotion' and rsensationr. The sensat,ional

aspect of thought in poetry is brought out in the following

remark: t'. if the thought is of an immediate or

intuitive origin, Lf it is essentially vítal, but neverthe-

less assumes order and harmorlY, then the form of expression

is poetic. "31 So we learn that thought in poetry has a

sensational basis, as the phrase "immediate origin" suggests.

And that it is coloured by emotion follows from the fact

that for Read poetry implies priori-ty of emotion" In ot'her

words, the thought is not exact, which it woulo have been

if it were discursive. The difference between exact thought

and thought coloured by emotion and sansation is the differ-

ence between rationality and comprehensive reason. The

former is abstract but the latter is coloured by the senses.

This creative conception of expression in poetry

(according to which thoughts and words develop together), is

opposed to T. E. Hulmers view regard.ing the relationship

between words and thought-'-at least as it stands expressed

in his "Classicism and. Romanticism". Hulme Says thaÈ words

are bentt to convey the exact contou-rs of thought. It seems

to us that this particular view implies that thought or

content is a rgiven constantr to Hulme and that there is no

dialectical relationship between the two, that is, Èhought



itself is not acted upon bY word-s.

chapter on Imagism that this is not

positionl. Readrs theory of poetry,

emphasizes the d.ialectical nature of

It may seem to one that Read

theory of creative expression in his

50

(Vie shall discuss in our

Hulme!s true critical

on the other hand,

the creative process.

has deviated from this

Phases of English

poêtry. consider, for instance, Èhe following description

of the process of expression.

Emotion is not rendered by emotion; there are events,
emotions, states of soul . on the one side, and on
the other side are certain symbols, namely, hrord.s,
which in themselves are objective facts, and the process
of expression, Þgetic or gthertviFe., i= nothing but the
ir""sìãti"" "i 

terms of the other.32

This description may gíve one the inpression that the

process of expression is one of mechanicaL conversion. As

if the poet is given two tconstantsr and his task is to

express the one in terms of the other! Of course, the

process is far, from being mechanical, and Read's explanation

of the differences between prose and poetic translations of

one category into terms of the other brings into sharp

focus, as we shall try to d.emonstrate presently, the

difference between comprehensive reason and rationality we

have already touched on very briefly.

It also becomes clear from the above quotat,ion that

Read. rejects remotionalism' ("Emotion is not rendered by

emotion,'). This is consistent with his ioeal of compre-

hensive reason. And consistent with his rejection of

i....i,



exact expression in poetry. BuÈ on p. L23

j-s exacÈ expression only in prose. f

using the word rexactt in more senses

:r:. r-'.ii
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remotionalismt is kris rejection of incanLationr as he

understands it at this time.

. what precisely Abbé Br:emorrd means by ran incanta-
tiont which giv.-es runconscious expressicnt to the state
of soul- ir. wñ.ich trre- põffits before he exp::esses
hiniself in ideas or sentiments, T do noÈ know . but
unconscíous expression seems to me to be a contrad.ic-
Èion ín Lerms, and if by rincantationt is rneant. merely
an emotional evocation of an emotional state, then that
seems to me to be a poor sukrstitute for exact
exPression.33

Plain1y, he is reacting against some cf the sins of prrre

poetry at its worst.

One aspect of the theory suggested. in Phases, of

English Poetry contradicts what he said in English Prose

style. In Phases of English Poetry he says:

I h¿rve already admitted that between the idea and the
expression there may be, and often is, a gap. In the
ari of prose (and this is the only valuak;le distinction)
thie Èhought is exact and the expression is exact;
there is-id.entity. In poetry the thought is emotional
(I use the phrasé in fu1l consciousness of the paradox),
and there is only an aÈÈempt at equi-valence.r+

Mark the word ',equiva1errce". But in Bnglish Proqe Style

he said that "the thought is the word anci word thought ancl

both the thought and the word are poettY", which suggests

that expression is exact in poetry. Now he says that there

is identity (that, is, exactness, we may add) between thought

and expression

dj-ction may be

in prose but not in poetry. Another contra-

found in Phâses 'of English Poêüry. on p. L22

he seems to ask for

we learn that there

suspect that he is
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than one, though he has not made them clear. However, what

he is suggesting in this theory could be spelled out a

little more c1ear1y.

Vühat I woulo. líke to point out is the antithesis

set up between 'exact thought' and 'emotional thought'-

This antithesis is paralle1 to the two conceptions of reason

we have found to be operating in Reason and Romanticism.

Reason conceived as rationality can be related to texact

thoughtt and reason conceived as rcomprehensive reasonr can

be related to 'emotional thought'. And the difference

between two ty¡:es of Èhought is the difference between Lwo

types of reason. lEmotional thought' is more complex and

difficult to apprehend because it represents interaction of

thought not only with emotion but also with the senses.

If Èhe thought is of a discursive or speculative origin,
with creatiõn or feeling subsumed or induced within its
framework, the form of expression is prosaic; if the
thought is of an immedíate or i.ntuitive origin, if it
j-s ,õssentially vTEIT -. tñffiñilform of expressJ-on
is Poetic.35

Mark the phrase "immediate or intuitive origin". It

suggests the ¡quality' of 'emotional Èhought' to which he is

referring here. This quality of immed'iacy' springs from

the fact that 'emotional thought' is based on the "evidence

of the senses". And because it is based' on the "widest

evidence of the senses", it is connected with reason in the

sense of comprehensive reason, rather than with rationality.

To sum up, emotions and intuition complicate and colour

thought to give us remotional thoughtt. But texact thoughtl

:rt::i!l:
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is unalloyed wit.h emotion and the senses. Read seems to

believe that it is the very nature of 'exact thought' and

'emotional thought' which makes rexactr expression--

'identityÌ--possible in the former and requivalence--not

identity--in the latter. This interpretaticn of what Read

is saying is supported by what he says about the poetrs

strategy of expression: "The poet resorts to er'Lotiona1

analogies--to words which give, not meanj-ng which cannot be

given, but an equivalence of tone, of colourr âfl equivalence

of the patterrr and contour of thought."36 rTone' and

tcolourr refer to the senses. And the reference to
temotion' is explícit. Thus it will be found that Read's

Cescription of the process of 'poetic expression' includes

all the elements which he, as we have seen in the first

chapter, later synthesized in what I have describefl as the

integrationist conception of reascn.

!{e have been considering so far Readrs descripticn

of the process of tpoetic expressiont of 'eniotional thought'.

He alsc coir¿nents on the process of poetic expression of
temotiont. It may seem a litt,Ie surprising that he slrould

distinguish beÈween expression of er.rotion in prose and in

poetry. But he must have felt that if one distinguished

between rexact thoughtt (the province of pfose, according to

hinr, but it couid also be considered to be Èhe prorrince of

the poetry lvhich aíms at exact expression c¡f exact thought)

and temotional thought', one should also distinguish between

i1':3;:

i -l r'.
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the expression of emotion in prose and the expression of

emotion in poetry. He says:

. the emotion is organized either by an immediate
apprehension of an appropriate form, or by a deliberate
dispositi.on of its elements or forces. The intuitive
organization of emotion is generally poetic in kind-.

The discursive organLzation of emotion, however,
has effect in prose style alone: it is a translation
of the emotion, not into immediacy of expression, but
into an explanation. In one case the expression is the
emotion--the immediate projection of it, but projection
into instinctive form or shapelinessi in the oÈher case
the expression recreates the emotion, builds up an
ordered structure of words whích is the equivalent of
the emotion.3T

If we read his remark in Phases of English Poetr:y about the

expression of thought in prose and poetry together with

this remark¡ wê are led to this conclusion: That poetry

gíves 'equiv+lence' of emotional thought' but when it clea1s

with eniotion Èhere is identity bet'ween expression and

emotion. Prose gives equivalence of emotion, but when it,

deals with thought there is 'identity' between 'expressicn'

and rthoughtr.

what exactly does 'Ëlnt"=sion isf[emotion" ntean? rt

is possible to subject the abotre quotation from Engfish

Prose Style to a minute linguistíc analysís and charge Read

with lcaical imprecision, inexactness' and use of confusing

and confused nomenclature. But we are dealing with a very

sensitir¡e poet-aesthetician who is groping his way with

admirable resoluteness in a field not too popular with

English poets. His very poetic theory could be described as

a lorrg process of discovery. lfe should hesitate, therefore,
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to allow ourselves to be bogged down by his inconsistencies

and contradictions. It would be preferable to recc)gnize

the general drift of his argument and interpret his parti-

cular utterances in its 1i9ht. The general drift of his

argunient is rexpressionistt. (The influence of Crocers

doctrine of expressionism on h|m is cbvious here) . Notv,

a consideration of the implications of the contrasted pairs

of opposites such as "imr¡ediate apprehensiorrrr and "deliberat'e

disposítion" ( t transla.tion' or rexplanation' ), r intuitive l

and rd.iscursivet, and "immed.iate form" anit I'ordered

structure", suggests the following aS an inLerpret'ation of

Readrs observation quoted above. Expression of ernotion

properly so called, is not translation or explanation or

recreation of emotion because the timmediacyt and

tindiviouality' unique to it are lost in the process of

description, etc. tExpression of emotiont in the proper

Sense of the term does not t,ake place in prose, for prose

' recreates " emotion I but recreation. is nOÈ'expression' --

not any more than tCopying' is te:<pressionr. Read seems to

believe that when one frecreatest emotion (as in prose), one

does not capture its 'immeäiacy' and 'indivioualj-ty', and

that therefore recreated emotion is the gquivalent of the

en-otion. Hence prose gives uS the ttegUiValent of the emotion".

(vfe have already seen that according to Read, poetry gives

equivalence of emotional tþç,:gþ!. But we shculd note that
1--

the rea.sons \^rhy expression of emotion in prose attains
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reguivalencet are not the same as the reasons for which

pcretry achieves eciuivalence of 'emotional thought I . In the

former, Iack of "directnessr( âr¡d "immediacy"--qualities cf

comprehensive reason--make for equivalence; in the latÈer, 
,,..,1,

presence of complicating factors like emot'ion, sensation

makes for equivalerrce.).. Expression of emotion in poetry,

on the other hand, is direct, immed.iate and it has 
'..,,,,,

instinctive form. Therefore the expression is the ernotion """"

in poetry. 
:,r.:.:

To summarize very briefly this parÈ of our discussicn.

Vfe have seen how Read formulates the ideal of comprehensive

reaSon;andhow,asamatteroffact,heoperateswithLwo

concepts of reason, one, of comprehensive reascn and

another, of rationality. Some of his views on e>ipression in

poetry seem to be determirred by the view of reason as ration- 
I

ality¡ rUhîle":e;,,.; the theory of expression of thoright and l

emotion in poetry is determined by his view of reason as

ccmprehensive reason. As a m-atter of fact, this vievs of trr
,':t,t;'

reason enables hir. to explain why tkiought and emotion are i,:.:.

expressed in poetry differently than in prose and why poetic 
::'i'.

expression is unique. Another important factor which explains

the unique character of poetry is intuitiorr, which makes 
rt;;i::

its weight felt in his theory around 1929 !:ì':;"

III

we saw in the last chapter that the yean Lg2g is cf

greatsignificanceinRead'scareeraSapoetictheorist
r:i1:
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since he d-efined clearly in that year his concept, of intui-

tion. How does this theory of intuition irrfluence his theory

of poetry? Let us turn to his essay on Descartes. I shal1

quote again the remark which I quoted in the first chapter.

There is then a further process and a trigher faculty,
and there is at present no better way of describing iÈ
than by saying that it is the sudden perception of
patt.ern in life: thre sud-den realizati.on cf the facù
that an organic event, of whích we are a part, is in
its turn the part of a greaÈer unity. . This further
perception or realization is the process to which we
might perhaps limit the ternr 'intuitionr; and it, is' 1ô
unáer trre aÈpect of exprêss'ion, the process €Eõtv..38

Poetry is, then, expression of the process and faculty of

intuition. Does this not amount to saying that poetry

originates in intuitíona (we l¡ave already commented in the

first chapter on the view of intuition Reaci preserrts irr this

essay). And though he does not explicitly comment on the

!mechani-cs of expressiont of intuition, one can giuess from

his account of intuition that expression of it is charac-

terized by concreteness and immediacy--the qualities that

one associates with comprehensitte reason.

We have alread.y seen that íntuition acquires a trans-

cendental character in Ig32.39 How does his transcendental

view of intuition affect his theory of poetry? Read

d.escribes poetry as a "transcendental quality" now. He

says, for inst.a.nce4 rrPoetry j-s properly speaking a trans-

cendental quality ."40 He believes t'haÈ all art

"originates in an act of intuition or vision.r'41 ït may be

observed that the view expressed here is similar to Èhe one
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he expressed in 1929 when he said that the "process" of

"further perception" (intuition) is, "under the aspect of

expression, the process of poeÈry". The difference between

the two views, however, is that intuition did not have a

transcendental character in 1929.

But it should be realized that' that intuition

acquires a transcend.ental character and that it is related

to the "realm of essence" does not nrean that the poet need

not have a sense of the "realm of existencel'. IncLeed, the

sense of texistencer is necessary because without this

sense, without experience, the poet wouLd be lost in utter

subjectivity, and. poetry urould become the Oirect expression

of "sentiment". One may obserVe here how "irrtuition" and

"comprehensive reason, are closely related. The latter

supplies the sense of existence to the former. And Read is

opposed to any theory u'hich presupposes the I'primacy of
A,)

senLiment". '-

I do not Èhink there is anything in this essay to
countenance such a theory. rt is contradÍcted by rny
insistence on the objective equivalence of the poetic
word; contradicted it is also by the implication,
everywhere present, of the objective nature of the
poetìs mateiial-,of the worthlessness of_sentiments
itnicfr are nct guaranteed by experience.43

So we see that the sense of e:<istence, experience is inrport-

ant for him even when he believes in the trealm of essence|.

This sense of existence makes for objectiVíty of material

and diction. The demand. for "objeêtive êquiva1ence of the

p-.getic word" is voiced in the following remark: "411 art

: . -i:

i.i:
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oríginaÈes in act of intuit,ion, or vision. But such intui-

tion or vision must be identified. v¿ith knowledge, being fu1ly

present orrly when consciously objectified. "44 tcorr=cious

objectificationt is a condition not only of the transforma-

tion of intuition into knowledge, but also of the '1fu11

presence" of tkre former. StartinE from this premise, he

works out a theory of expression in poetry which could be

contrasted with the one he put forward in Phases of E4glish

Poêtry.

This act of vision or intuition is, physically a state
of concentratíon or tension in the mind. The process
of poetry consists firstty in rnaint,aining this Úision
in its iñtegriÈy, and secondly in expressing this vision
in words. Wordé are generally (that is to sa-y, in
prose) the analysis of a mental state. But i'n the
process cf poffiomposition words rise into the con-
Ëcious mind as isolated objective 'things' with a
d.ef inite equívalence in the poet's state of mental
intensity. They are arranged or composed. in a sequence
or rhythm which is sustained until the mental state of
tension in the poet is.exhausted. or released by this
objective equivãlence. 45

Read offers here a psychological theory of poetic expression.

Vühat I mean is Èhat he has tried to explaín the process of

poetic expression with reference to psychological concepts.

'Vision' or 'intuition' is ë,escribed in psychological terms

as ra state of mental tension or concentration'. Completicn

of the process of expression of vision or intuition is
ij:.

described. in terms of exhaustion of tension. Objective

equivalence which is necessary to the process of expression

is lookeC upon as what releases or exhausts the tension. By

giving his theory a psychologicat orientation Read makes it

i'::r'
llt r 

'-l
i- -.
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look more convincing tha.n the sinple assertion that it really

is: vision is expresseci- objectirrely. One may still ask the

question: "How d.oes.the poet dêtêrmine his diction?r' Read

tries to answer this question, but once again he gets :';r1
,,.-ttt.t,:

involved in the problem of how expression in poetry is

different from expression in prose. According to himr tlie

functionofwordsinproseisana1ytic,!tlhereastheirfunc-* - _--i _, __ _ , . 
.'.. 1,-,

tion in poetry is synthet.ic. vv'hat he means by synthetic '

function of word.s is that they recreate for objective appre- ,:"

hension the subjective state of int'ensj-ty of the poet' This

recreation is possible because Èhere is a relation cf

,'definiteequi.vaIence,,betweenwordsandthestateof
:

intensity. so one may say the poet chooses such words as

have',definiteequiva1ence''with''sta.tesofintensity''.But
I

one may ask: "Ho\nI is this f recreationr d'if ferent from t'he 
i

recreation of emotion in prose?"46 The important difference I

to notice hetween rrecreaticn of emotionr in prose and'

,recreation of tLie state of subject.ive intensityt (intuition ¡',,''...i,,

..''.'.'

or vision) is that there is an element of 'd.eliberatenesst ,',::,,,',.,
, r;t,,. tt tt;a

in the former whereas in the latter, "words rise into

consciousness,' (which suggests that poetic expression is

"inevitable"). Another question that could be asked is 
,,.,,,,.,,:.,

this. ,,If in the expression of emotion in poetfy 'the expres' 'i"=:'

sic.n is the emotiont--if , that is, the relationship cf poeÈic

expression to emotion is that of ident,ity, whY shou]-d not

the same relation of identity exist between expression and
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intuition?" One may suggest this ans\^7er: I'The trelationstrip

is that of ,equivalencet and not that of fid-entity' for the

sanre reason for which there is iri poetry requivalencer of

'emotional thought, and texpression' .u47 rEmotional

thought' has a sensational aspect. And so does intuition

in its conscious objectification. Ilence the relationship

between texpressiont and tintuitionr is that of equivalence'

Finall-y, Read has suggested how the poet, knows that tl:e

,process of expressionr is complete. The poet knows he has

achieved tcompi-ete expressionr when the rgiven tensionr is

exhausted.

Letuspull.togethersomeoftheresultsofour

investigation so far. In Phases of Engl+sh Poetry Read

spoke of the process of expression as a 'translation' of

one category--"States of sou]"--into terms of the other--

word.s. In the light of his theory of "creative expression"

advanced in English Prose Sryi"48 f argued that his concep-

tion of the process of translation \das, unlike that of

Hulme, dynamic. But he had noÈ worked out t'he "psycktological

co-ordinates" of this process of trarrslation, which he now

attenpts in Form in Modern Poetry. That Èhe process of

"translation" is not "rational" is borne out' by F-ead when

in the 1938 version of the fifth section of FoFu in,,.Modêrn

Poetry, published as "The Poetic Experience" in Íjollected

-
ESSayS, he. adds these lines: !'I have shown to what extenÈ

poetry is spontaneous and intuitíve-rather than deliberate
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and ratiocinative. " 
49

I/üe have already noted the emergence of the concept

of ftensiont in Readts poetic theory in 1932. He employs

thís concept to distinguish betr,r'een prose and poetry.

There is no choice for the particular state of mind
in which poetry originates. rt must either seek pcetic
expression, or it must simply not be expressed'; for an
altogether lower tension, involving a different kind
of mãntality, must be substituted þgfore the activity
of prose exþåri-ence can intervene.50

He does not, however, conunent on the factors that deter-

mine "lower tensíon". Besides, one may ask if there is a

necessary connection between the tension and the form of

expressíon. (I am using the phrase "form of expression" to

mean either prose or poetry). I think Read is oversimpli-

fying his case. can we confidently say that the tension

underlying one of Vüordsworthrs sonnets on the river Duddon

is higher than the tension implicit, in that letÈer of

Keatsr where he speaks of the "Valley of lvíourningt'? How

woutd Read describe that part of the fthaca episocle in

Ulysses which is in the form of questions and answers? (By

the way, if the I tension' is 'high' in poet'ry and 'Iow' in

prose, it could be said to be 'mediumt intpoeÈic proser?)

In the first place, it is doubtful if one can know anything

about the tension in the writer's mind except from the

Iiterary product of that tension. Yes, one ffiâY, wit'h some

justification, argue from the product to the tensian. But

to argue from the ttensiont (which, I believe, cannot be

known except from the tquality' of the rproduct of that
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tension' ) to the prose or poetic naLure of its lit.era.ry

product is about as safe as pïonouncing on the quality of

steak on the basis of the time taken to cook it. The fact

is that tension is moulded by several factors, which alone

would- explain why VüordswortLi's sonnets on the river Duddon

are Èrivial whereas the catechism-part of the Ïthaca episode

is poetic. But we would not like to gíve the inpression

that Read is very vague on the question of the poet's state

of mind. Let us turn to his Tfordswort'h.

Poetry is a divine Ïchor, a distinct essence, and'
it differs from prose, not in mechanical structure,
but in a quality derirred f rom th.e presence, within the
poet, of ã ¿iftãrent state of mind, determining a
ãifferenù approach to life, to the univg5se, to
language, to every accent of existence.5l

The emphasis on "different state of niind" is significant.

For it, can be seen as an attempt to establish Èhe unique

character of poetry. For, as he tells USr the "different

state of mind" gives rise to other differences. It is

implied. then that the poetrs approach to life, to the

universe and to language is unique.

In both VÍord'sworth and Form in Modern Poetry Read

relates the defining quality of poetry to the poet's state

of minci, and this distinguishes his theory of poetry in

these books f rom the one oì-ltlineci in his previous books.

previously, he d,efined poetry with opposition to prose, but

he was concerned with dist,inguishing betv;een the techniques

employed by prose and the techniques employed by poetry.

Even now he tries to define poetry with opposition to prose,
i:r.Ì...:
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but he tries to explain the difference betu:een the two with

reference to some ,essencet or tquality¡ which eludes

definition. As he himself saYS:

Poetry is properly speaking a transcendental quality--
a sudãen Lransformation which words assume under a
particular i-nfluence--and we can no more deffle this
ä"ãiitv than *ã g"" definelã ffite cE.grary

This'transcendental" note, we may add., was absent in his

previous works.

In spi-te of his new found transcendenÈalisni, Readrs

attempts to understand the 'essence' of poetry lead him

into the field of empirical sciences, especially thaÈ of

psycho-analysis. The result is of great significance to

his theory of poetry. Vühat I have in mind is his a¡rplica-

tion of the concepts of tpersonality' and rcharacterr to

poetry. It is possible to show how his acceptance of these

concepts to explain the nature of poetry is related to

what I have beerr calling his 'philosophical views'. I shall

explain his theory first before making such an attempt. He says:

f have tried to define the essential nature of poetry.
I have shown how its very existence depends on the
Inegative capability' of the personality, ald.hoY
incompatible it is with the 'positive capability' of
charaèÈer.53

Obviously, what Keats called 'negative capability' seems to

Read to be a good description of the psycho-analyt,ic con-

cept of rpersonalityt. Let us first examine how he under-

stands the concepts of 'personalityr and r.character¡ So

that we can understand his explanation of how the two of

them affect poetrY differenttY.
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As his preliminary d.efinition of personality he

accepts Freud.ls definitíon of 'egot: "a coherent organi-

zation of mental processes".54 tfti" raises the question of

how the rcoherencer of personality is different from the

coherence of rcharactêrs, since character also implies a

¡coherentt organization of mental- processes. F.ead d-erives

his conception of the coherence of personality from Ramon

Fernandez.

To be coherent does not mean that one feels oneself the
same, nor that one aits in the same waffiaTTF
circumstanõÇ ËE ffier that, one is ready to meet
every circumstance when once a cert'ain inward perspec-
tive has been established; it does not mean t'hat one
never changes, but that the changes of the world alwavs
;i"á-y;;;å;ãí Lo ="r..t-t;"; ;;ñ point or view .5s

Coherence, therefore, does not imply rigidity or singleness

of response-pattern. It impties an ability to face life

with greater freedom than a pre-conceived standard of ego-

id.eal would aIlow. It also implies that one's responses

are not pre-determined by an abstract ideal but that they

are shapecl in tLre concreteness of a given situation.

As opposed to personalíty, character, in t'he words

of Fernandez, is "the fragic conformity of a man t'o his

def irrition,, .56 Read translates r def inition' into psycho-

arralytic terms as 'ego-id-ealI .

CharacÈer can be explaineci as a disposition in t'he
indirridual due to the repression of certain impulses
which would otherwise be present in the personality;
it is therefore something more restricted tha.n person-
ality. Character, which always has such a posit'ive
u.sp"ãt, is really the result of certain fixities 9E
iã'g"rttion= iirrpoäed. on the flow of consciousness.5T
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What this definition does not make clear is that character

has its source in anfenduring disposition!. Second1y,

!certain impulses' is an attempt to particularize intpulses,

but in the absence of any precise definition of them, what

those certain impulses are remains uncertain. But he gives

us a clearer definition of characÈer. He starts wiÈh Dr.

Robackts definition of character as the [result of an

enduring psycho-physical disposition to inhibit instinctive

impuises in accgrdance !úith a rêgulative principle".58 But,

he does not accept tinhibitiont in its psycho-analytic

sense. He regards the "dispcsition to inhibit" as the "wiIl
to hold in check' in wha.t he calls the I'ordinary moralistic

senser'.59 The phrase "instir¡ctive impulses" is given "its
normal meaning" on the ground that there are "many

inst.incts besides the sex' instíncÈ".60 By irrterpreting one

key-phrase in Dr. Roback's definit.ion moralistically, and

assigrring another its "normal meaningi", Read has treated

Dr. Roback's def inition as a poj-nt of departure for

evolving his ovTn conception of charactet.6l Read-'s

description of rcharacter' is couched in psycho-analytic

terms, but when one describes it as being Freudian, one

should. remember how he qualifíes the meaning of some of the

Freud.ian terms.

These two corrcepts of 'persona.lityt and rcharacÈerl

are, I believe, related to the concepts of rcomprehensive

reason' and rrational-ity' respectively. Consider, for
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example, his description of the state of mind involved

personality as "an organic coherence intuiÈiVely based

the actuar world of sensation u .62 vühen Read stresses

tsensationt as an important factor for personality, the

connection of personalíty with reason as he explained it in

Reason and Romanticism becomes c}ear. ("Reason is tlie

wid.est eVidence of the senses" etc. ). 'Charactêr!¡ oll the

other hand, is marked by rigidity and it is unaffected by

experience. It does not respond to the flow of conscious-

ness; it only channels iÈ. "Character is in fact armour

against experiencei it is not in it,self deflected by experi-

ence.,,63 ïndifference to experience, lack of concreteness,

and ruthless following of one ideal to Èhe tot'aI exclusion

of everything else make character look like an embodiment

of rationalitY.
How do personality and character which \,ve have seen

to be related to tcomprehensive reason' and 'rationality'

respectively, affect poetry? This is what Read says:

. and when I have said. that all poetry, in which I
include all lyrical impulses whatsoever, is the product
of personality, and therefore inhibited iu-a characÈer,
ï have stated the main theme of my essal'.64

So it, appears that Read would deny the name of poetry to the

productions of rcharacterr. This, ho\,riever, is not true.

When he applied his theory of 'personalit'y' and 'characterl

to lrlordsworth, he distinguished Èwo Wordswofths, one, a poet

of personality and two, a tpoett of character. The qualities

of the poetry of persorral-ity and of the poetry of character

l_n

on

l',':.
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can be derived. from the attributes of personaLity and

character respectively. The poetry of personality would be

characterized by spontaneity, flexibility, openness to

experience and concreteness (which is the result of iÈs not

being divorced from the senses and experience). The poetry

of character would be marked by rigidity, and it would be

unfit for presenting the life of emotions. As Read puts

it:

A character is lset! r rhard-boiledr as the slang phrase
vividly expresses it. Not even the emotions will
dissolve it, or move it. The emotions indeed are
irrelevant to character; they are vTaves which break
themselves in vain against its base.65

Besides, it would lack the concrete anCt sensational base of

the poetry of personalitY.

But there is no doubt in his mind that the poetry

of character is inferior to that of personality. That true

poetry (poetry of personality) rejects rationality as such

becomes clear from his essay "Obscurity in PoetrYr". He

says:

The emotional unity whích is the raiqg$ dretrg- of every
poem cannot be measured by the instrumênt,s of reason.
õtherwise it would be simpler to express it' in prose

. it, t¿h" pãã*l is imþervious tõ reason .66

The word treasont is used here in the sense of trationaliÈyr

as becomes obvious from the context. The rejection of

rationality, however, raises some questions. Read himself

poses one of them. According to him, concepts are connected

with the intellect cr trationalityt. This becones clear
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from the fact that he believes that the artist "reclothes"

them.

. he [artist] must now reclothe the concept in
visible and vital raiment. He must accept the orderly
universe of philosophy, the pigeon-hoJ,es of science.
But he must make them real a-tt¿-vivi-ð,.67

As long as concepts remain concepts, they have no place in

art.

This in.compatibility between art and inÈellect does
exist; art cannot become conceptual, an affair of
symbols r â0 activi-ty conducted witliout relation to
oËjects. art is always a percept'ual activityr âû
rcÉinity of the senseè in relation to pla-stic
materials.6S

so rejection of rationality involves rejection of pure

concepts. To provide them with their sensational base, one

may say, is the activity cf reason in the sense of corcpre-

hensive reason.

In so far as comprehensive reason (which is related

to the "realm of existence") helps to body forth intuition

(which'refers to the "realm of essence") in which art has

its origin, Readrs theory of poetry refuses to confine

itself to just a fragment of reality. on thre contrary, iÈ

attempts to establish an organic, meaningful and coherent

relationship between the empirical ani' the transcendent'

As a resuit of its unique concern with Ï¡oth the

realms, art is regarded by Read as mode of krrowled'ge in its

own right. He says:

In al-! its essential activitíes art is trying to tell us
something: scmething about the unive'rse, something
about man, or about Éfre artist himself . Art is a mode

.::ì.
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of knov¡ledger âod the world of art is a systen of know-
Iedge as valuabLe to man as the v¡orld of philosophy or
the world of science. Indeed" it is only when we have
cleartry recognized art as a'mode of knowledge parallel
Lo but- distiáct f rom othêr móLes 6y wTTõ rnan- ãrffi
ãE an uffin,a@oETE enlülFonment that we can begin
to appreciate its significance in the history of man-
kind-.69

This view of art as a distinct mode of response to realiÈy

reminds one of Ernst Cassirer, and it looks forward to Icon

and Idea. A more directlv philosophícaI iustification ;

this vj-ev¡ may be found in a later book, Thl Forms of Things

Unl<nown (1960) where he argues for a new definition of Èhe

concept of cogniticn and says thaÈ just as 'non-propositional

apprehensionr of memory and introspection is admitted as a

soìJrce of 'cognitiorr, one may allow tnon-propositional

apprehensionr of tintuitiont too to be a source of cogni-

tion.70 We are aware of the intimate rela.tionship between

art and intuition in Readts theory. To say that art is a

source of cognition is but a logical exÈension of the view

that intuition is a source of cogniti-on. And art is a

d-istinct mode of knowledge in as much as it has its origin

in intuition, which is considered to be a- distinct mode of

cognition.

Read's expliciÈ and emphatic rejection of 'ration-
ality', and his convicÈion that art' is a distinct mode of

knowledge, "parallel to but distinct from other modes" ("other

modes" mentioned by him being science and philosophy) and

in no way inferior to them, have an interesting consequence

for his theory of poetry. If it is a unique mode of
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knowledge, its scope is unique too. He comes to believe

that art is not to be regarded as a reflection of one parÈ

only of oners mental experience--that part which we call
lconscioust. "If reality is to be our aim, then we ¡irust

include all aspects of human experience, not excluding those

elernents of sub-conscious life which are revealed in dreams,

day-dreams, trances and hallucinations.t'71 rt does not

appear to me that the theory of intuition as he had

d.eveloped it, so far, took cognizance of the tunconsciousl

in its psychoanalytic sense. The concept of the runconsciousl

now comes to assume the same i-mportance in his theory of

poetry that lintuitiont has so far had. In 1936 he writes

in "surrealism and the RomanÈic Principle":

. and wh¿rt he [art'ist] offers to society is nc¡t a
bagful of tricks, his idiosyncracies, but rather some
knowledge of the secrets to which he has had access,
the secrets of the self which are buriect in every man
alik*ilt v/hTcñ onÏf-tfre sensibility of the artist can
reveal to us in all their actuality. This rself is
not the personal possession we imagine it to be.: it is
Iargely made up of elements from the unconscious, and
t,he more we learn about the unconscious, the more
collective it appears to be .72

A truly exalted view this of the function of the poet. But

one may ask: "Hor,il does the tunconscioust beconie aCCessible

to the poet?" It becomes accessible thanks to tdreamsr and

t automatismt . "But now ule turn to ttre dream with Èhe Same

confidence that formerly men placed in the objective world

of sensation, and weave its reality into the synthesis of

our art."73 lve Liave already seen how important it has

always been to Read that art (poetry) have a sensatior'al-
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basis. This statement of his, however, can be looked Lipon as

a declaration of his confidence in the ne\¡i element of poetic'

theory not sqeEteg bef ore--the unconscious. But it shculd

be noted that the sensational ba.sis does not cease to be

important on account of the introduction of the new element.

In an early essay I described metaphysical poetry as
'felt thoughtt, and. I still think that no thought can
become poetic unless it is apprehencied in its mental
configuiation--we lagh the equivalent of Èhe more exact
Germañ word Gestalt.74

The phrase "mental configuration" suggests the importance of

the sensational basis for it refers to the total psychologi-

cal setting of g¡es.ght--setting which includes eniotions, the

senses, etc. (one is reminded of his discussion of
remotional thought'.75) There is õ, more direct assertion

of the sensational basis when he says that j-n poetry

thoughts or ideas "evokerr rra sensuous icientification with

visual images, thought transmuted into dream".76

w€ sha.lI discuss in the next chapter the precise

role of the dream and automatism in his theory of poeÈry.

But we may well raise the following question at Èhis stage:

How do his views on poetry based on the psychoanalytic

theory relate to his previous poetic theories? Rayner

Heppenstall says: "L know what Mr. Read is gettilg at. IÈ

is negative capabitity.uTT I am nct quite sure of that. It

appears to me that tnegative capabilítyr is an ideal of

conscious personality. ('Negative capabilityr does not

imply "any irritabLe reaching" after the unconscious: I
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have already tried to show that the 'negaÈive capabilityr of

personality is connected with the concept of comprehensive

reason) . Rea-d has now transcend.ed. the concept of reason

and intuition by incorporating the unconscious in his poeLic

Èheory. This new element haEi a direct impact on some of

his old beliefs. For example, Read made much of the 'con-

creteness t of treason' r t intuitiorln, and tpersonalityr and

regard.ed this concreteness af tintuitiorl'r eÈc. (as opposed

to the absÈracÈness of rationality) as a desirable thing

in poetry. Read now feels tkrat this concreteness has an

unconscious origin. He writes:

But what is still necessary is some explanatíon of why
thoughts or ideas should evoke, not merely a metaphcrical
imagéry, but a sensuous identífication with visual
imalesl thought transrnuted into dream. Obviously it
is ãome extension of tlie 'association of ideas' upon
which psycho-analysis relies; the poet passes from the
idea tó tfre imagetunconsciously, and for reasor¡s which
might be revealed Ïn anãÏY878

"sensuous id.entification with visual imagesr'--if that is all

tha.t "concreteness of expression" Were to mean tO Readr Wê

could have said that Read was merely repeating. himself. But

now he says that it comes about unconsciously. And that is

a ne\^r id,ea in Read. And it ís on account of his importatiorr

of the 'unconscious' into his poetic theory to explain some

aspects of poetic creat.ion that I feel that this phase in

Readrs aesthetic career may be d-escribed as t'Bgyond

Comprehensive Reason".

).::::':::l

¡:.:l ì :.

To sum up this part of our d'iscussion very briefJ-y.
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The concept, of intuition did not have any transcendental

aspect for Rea-d in the L929 essay on Descartes. It can'.e to

have such significa-nce in Fo'rm in Ilodern Poetry in L932

under the influence of Santayana. I írnagine that it is

partly ovring to this developmenÈ tha.t art began to move irr

the direction of autonomy. Read came to look upon it as a

trmode Of knowLedge", a "system of knowledge" as valuable as

philosophy or science. This trend was encouraged by Fs)¡cho-

analysis because it revealed that man does not live on the

conscious level alone.

As we shall see in the next chapter, this truth was

brought home to him by various psychoanalytic d'octrines ' thie

most important among them being Jungrs theory of archetypes'

ft came to acquire a central place in his thinking orr

poetry and established for him the exploratory value of

synbols. Jungrs influence was reinforced by that of

cassírer and Heidegger. He came to defíne poetry as

ttestablishment of being", "expression of pre-reflective

consciousness". It is to the books which expound this view

that we may now turn. The first such book is TE= True Voice

of Feelihg. In the interveni-ng sixteen years between Art

and Society and The Truç Voice of -Eeeling, Read did not con-

cern himself wíth the theory of poetry. He was far 'boo

busy with anarchismr "ed.ucation througkr arCtand tbducation for
t¡peace.
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one of the most signj-ficant of phitosophical influ-

ences on Herbert Read was that of the German philosopher,

Ernst Cassirer. He found Cassirerrs philosophy germane to

the views he had been advocating in his theory of poetry.

Not only did he firrd a confirmation of his viev'¡s in

Cassirerts philosophy but he also found a few concepts ín

it which he could bring to bear on his theory of poetry.

Consider, for example, Readts rejection of Coleridgers view

favouring Îabstractiont. Colerioge wriÈes:

To emancipate the mind from the despotism of the eye is
the first step towards its emancipatíon from t'he influ-
ences and intrusions of the senses, sensations and
passions generally. Thus most effectually is the power
of abstraótion to be called forth, strengtherred and
familiarized and it is the power of understanding that
chiefly d.ístinguishes !.he human understanding from thaÈ
of the higher ãnima1s.79

Nothing could be more antithetical Èo Read's views that we

have considered so fa.r than Coleridge's rejection of the

senses and sensations. Now, in hís The l'rue voice of

Feeling he makes Cassirerrs d,istinction between discursive

and non-d.iscursive modes of expression the basis of his

rejection of Coleridge's view just referred to80. Coleridge;s

viewr wê learn, ignores the distinction between discursive

and non-discursive mocles of expression. Indeed, it

recognizes only the former, and it is precisely in this

fact thaÈ Read sees "an explanaÈion of why Coleridge ceased

to be a poet.,,81 ,,There .r1 t,"n?econciriation of the opposed
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mod.es of expression indicated by the terms rabstractionr and

,imagination .t .,,82 rAbstraction' refers !o the ciis-

cursive and timaginationt to the non-discursive mode of

expression.

Are the two modes of consciousness represerrt,ed by the

expression "discursive and non-discursive modes of con-

sciousneSSl'r relat,eci to Readts concepts of comprehensiVe

reason and rationatity? Discursive mode of consciousness

is, of course, the same as rationality. But comprehensive

reason cannoÈ be identified with Cassirerts Inon-discursive

consciousnesst from which ttre Inon-discursive mode of

expressiorr' springs, because tnon-discursive consciousness'

not only implies a rejection of rationality but it. -Also

signifies. contact- with Wh-Lt Cassir:gr calls 'primitive-

qonsciousness.!. Comprehensive 1.êâSo1-r oD the other hand,

is id.eal consciousnêss. Readrs acceptance of Cassirerrs

cOncept of 'non-d.isCursiVe consciOusnessr \^las possible

precisely because the tunconscioust and the 'collecÈive

unconscious I had come to assume a central place in his ovün

poetic theory in the late thirties. (one can see how

closely tprimitive consciousness' and the 'collective

unconsciousr are related to each other).

Read utilizes in his theory the concepts he derived

frorn. t^he kindred spirit of Cassirer. He accepts Cassj-rer's

oistinction beÈween t signs I and r'symbols i . Cassirer

connects 'signst With the discursive and rsymbolsr with the
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non-discursive mode af expression. ComnLenÈing on the dis-

tinction between signs and symbols, Read says that symbols

are!"'determined by feeling (or intuitiorl) ", that they are

not "logicalIy analysable" and that they "treadt only as

complete expressive units (the-poem-as-a-who1e, for

example)f"83 fh" emphasis on intuition and the rron-rational

character of symbols is in keeping \dith the aesthetic posi-

tion Read himself had reached.

Employing the ne\^l concept of t symbolr , Read def ines

poetry as "the true representation, in verbal symbols, of a

unique mental situatíon".84 
""t 

,,t= reca1I that in the late

twenties Read first expressed the c;pinion that the poet

creates imagistic equivalence of a state of mind. Wt¡at d.id

he mean byrimager? A sign or a symboJ-? I would say that

what he had. in his mind was something which. could be

analogous only to 'symbolr and not to 'sign'. If poetry

for h.im were just a translation of the category of thoughts,

emotions, etc. in terms of t'he category of words, images,

then one could have said that for krim image meant sign.

But the implications of such a view are that Èhe process of

creation of imagistic equivalence involves'rationality',

discursive reasorÌ, and that in so far as images are

rationally conceived, their significance can be exhausted.

by rational understanding. But we have seen that Read

believed in ttcreative expression" . 
85 i{is conception of

poetic creaÈion was not rnechanistic. One roay say t,hen that

: a:::'::':

i::.:r:::':-:
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he regard.ed the image aS a "non-discursive mode of expres-

sionr" in shortr âs a symbol" (r shall maintain in the

chapter on Imagism that this view of the images was held by

Hulme the romanticist, though not. by Hulme the classicist'.

I sh¿iII test the validity of this contention in the last

chapter with reference to Read's poetry),.

It is the latter part of the definition of poetry

given above t oT to be more precise, it is the words ¡unique

mental situationt that are very significant. We ¡ray recall

Èhat the theories of comprehensive reason and intuition

helped establish the unique character of poetry. The theory

of "non-disçursive consciousnessrt, it may be pOinted out,

achieves the same end. How? The distinction between

discursive and non-discursive consciousness gives rise to

the distinction between "signs and symboIs". Non-discursive

consciouSrrêSS is characterized by its 'inclusiveness I t

tspontaneityt anci 'expansiveness'. It is "mythical'J and

"prelreflective". All these adjectives suggest to my mind

that it is unique. The symbol, which springs from it, has

the same qualities. (rt is "logically unarralysable" and it

operates as a unit, besides being determined by feeling).

poetry employing these syrnbols, it follows then, has those

very qualities of non-discursive consciousness. It is but

logical then for Read to distj,nguish between poetry which

makes contact with this consciousness, and poetry which

does not. He distinguishes k¡etween two types of poetry,
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one the elaboration of the given reality, the other '!an

extension of the given reality, an extension of e>eperience,

an exercise of consciousness.t'85 '

These two types of poetry are related to the tvvo

types of pcetry--radvertive' or 'transitive' poetry and

"poetry in the stricter sense"--tLat he distinguishes in

The Forms of Things Unknown. Vüe may even say that the

poetry which elaborates the given reality is !advertiver

or ttransitiver poetry anct thre one which is an extension of

reality is 'poetry in the stricter senset. We shall see how

the influences of Cassirer, Vico and Heidegger merge here

and rreinforce' each other. According to Vico, poetry is

not a "faculty developed by already cultured people for

their delectation, or for the effective expression of id'eas

already rationally formulated"; it is rather "the primary

act of apprehension and formulation, 'the expressíon of the

pre-reflective or spontaneous consciousness of manr . rr87

What Read calls tkre "poetry that elaborates" would noÈ be

considered by Vico to be poetry. Cassirer, whose distinc-

tion between two types of consciousness (and consequently

of. expression) Read accepted, could be seen as being relat'ed

to Vico in as rnuch as Cassirerrs tnon-discursiv'e conscious-

nessr not only implies a rejection of rationality, but it

also signifies contact v¡ith what Vico called rpre-reflective

consciousnesst. Vicots conception of poetry as "the

primary act of apprehension and forn',ulation" informs F:eadrs

i'.:'a: .:.a,'-:
í.:i-...:,-1.
::.j.. t,-a-:-

, 
";:i,j':.._:.
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discussion of the type of poetry he described as "an

extensicn of the given reality, an extension of experierrce,

an exercise of consciousness". (The term rconsciousnessr,

it goes without saying, should be understood here in the

sense of 'non-discursive Consciousnessr and not rdiscursive

consciousness t ) .

I have said above that Heideggerrs influence mergeq

with that of Vico and Cassirer" (ro be more accurate, I

should say ùhat Read finds in Heideggerrs interpretation

and explanation of Hölderlin further evidence in support of

his views v¡hich we have found to be relateci to those of

Vico and Cassirer). Heidegger says that "Poetry ís the

establishment of being by means of ttre word.rr What

Heidegger means is that it is not sonething already known

that is supplieci with a name by the poet. The poet speaks

the essential word.. Thanks to this act, the rexistentr is

nominated as being what it is and becomes known as existent.

The conclusion that Read draws from this view of Heidegger's

is that "poetry is not the use of a ready-made 1anguageu.88

As Heidegger puts it,: " . rather it is poetry wl:ich

first makes language possib1e. "89 rs not this view

remarkably similar to Vicors, according to which pcetry is

the "primary act of apprehension and formulation" and not a

faculty developed for the "effective expfessic¡n of ideas

already rationally formulated"? To speak metaphorically,

various currents of thought represented by Vico, Cassirer,

i. .t_! :! .1.
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Heidegger and Jung unite in lìead. To drop the metaphor, Lf

Readrs theoretical endeavours smack of ec].ecÈicism, one should

remember that there is a method in his eclecticism as the

affinities between the views of Vico, Cassirer and Heidegger, 
.,::..¡::. ::-'

and the affinities between their vie\ds and Readrs indicate.

HoW cl.oes one explain thís "meÈÌrod. in his eclecticism"?

Tt will be seen Èhat Read responds to those philosophers who 
,,,1.,,..

,f::Ì ::::':

believe in a consciousness which transcends,'¿ rationality. 
"L''l'''

:," :., - ,

Cassirerrs 'rmyttiical" or "non-.discursiveft consciousness is, .'i.",r',
;;:l ::

really speaking, pan-consciousness in So far as it is con-

sciousness informed by the unconscious. The ideal of con-

sciousness of boLh Vico and Heidegger is similar to Cassirerrs.

Th.us these three philosophers, in spite of their divergíng

views on other questions, unanimously believe in a conscious-

ness which is of a different order from rational conscious-

neSS.Readacceptstheirviews,and.thusSecureShistheory

of poetry their philosophical support. He may seem eclectic.

But his eclecticism is really a search for support for his 
,,,,,.,,,,

, r,1.,
theory of poetry. 

,,' 1,'.,

One may also note that his theoretical- drive has been ' ''

in the direction of expanding consciousness. He Swung between

rationality and comprehensive reason in 1926. rn L932 he 
¡r¡¡,.,,:.

settled for cornpfehensive reason. He swqng away from it in i.''i''::l':i

the direction of the unconscious in 1936. And in Lhe '50rs

he embraced Cassirerrs concept of I'mythical conscioUsnessrr.

This drive in the direction of expanding consciousness is

typically romantic. One may then say that Read arrived at i'i¡i¡
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his romanticism. He responded to various manifestations of

it and utilized the insights of Vico, Cassirer and Heidegger

to refine and elaborate his poetic theory.

We have seen that in 1936 Read stated that poetry ",")'':. :.

is a mode of knowI.dg".go ïn 1960 he has come to believe

that poetry is "the primary act of apprehension and formula-

tion". He believes with Vico that, there is no d.istinction ',,,;,.:,,,,

between "primary poetic expression" and the "first conscious- ':::1:":

O'l .:., :

ness of some new aspects of reality.tt'* This poetic con- lr':,,,,

sciousness (pre-reflective or spontaneous or "first con-

sciousness") develops a rformr, a rstructurer (but it is 
,

sti11notaref1ectiveform)andv¡egetthemyth.Itis

only after the myth is established that, re Eet' such )

"spiritual activities" as tintegration', runificaÈionr, 
I

treflectiont and rintellectionr develop. One can see then 
:

that Read believes that poetry is the 'bed-rock' of man's

"spiritual act,ivities". But he also notes tha,t in passing

from 'spontaneous consciousness' to the "formal articulation i,i;"

,,1 ,,j,,'.,

of a myth" or "passionate advertence" ("forma1 articulation .,,,.

of a myth" and "passionate advertence" seem to be two

Oescriptions of the same phenomenon) we have passed from

the "intensive aspects" of poetry to its "extensive aspecÈst'. :.,

What is meant by "intensive aspectsrr? '''fÌ

The intensive aspects of poetry ere due to the particu-
Iar character of the words used in the spontaneous act
ãi ,raming or advertence, and to the syntäctical structure,
or v¡holeness or unity whj-ch these worãs assume as they :

are used..92 
-.ii
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By "inLensive aspects" Read means the metre, nagic character

of words (a concept derived from Cassirer), the "visual
Õ2image"" and the gestalt which words forn. The only new

concept introduced here is that of "magic character of

words". Cassirer believes--and Read agrees with him--that

at the level of I'mythic consciousness" \nTords have a magic

character since at that level there is no divorce between

the 'wordt anci the tthingt. AÈ this level words not only

describe but Èhey also contain within them the objecÈ and

its real po\ders. As Cassirer has put it: "Word and name do

not designaÈe and signify, they are and act."94

One may ask: "Cannot prose have the same intensive

aspects as poetry?" Let us remember that the rintensirre

aspectsr of poetry are connected with the fact that poetry

tin the stricter senser ex¡:resses "the pre-reflective or

spontaneous conscio11snesS of manr'. (Cassirer used. the

terrn "mythical consciousnessrr to describe this conscious-

ness. The phrase "non-disCursive Consciousness" also refers

to the same type of conscj-ousness). But prose, according

to Read, is "reflecÈive" and. "explanatory of a gi-ven situa-

tion,' : ,,. it may state ideas that are already precise

cr it may crystallize diffuse j-deas or unravel ideas that

are too imprecise, too vaguely conceived. .'95 The ternt

"reflective" clearly inciicates that Read believes that prose

is not concerned with tpre-reflectivet or tmythicalt or

tnon-discursivet consciousness. If this is Sor Reaci must

:.

i --;..:l
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explain how the aspects which he has d'escribed as 'intensiver

and which arer âs a matter of fact, found in prose, differ

from those very aspects found in poetry. In other words,

Read must exptain hov¡ the metre of poetry is different from

the metre of prose (Read uSeS the phrase 'tmetre of prose")

a.nd how the images used in poetry are ciifferent from the

images used in prose. We may grant it that from the view

that prose has its origin in a reflective consciousness, he

can deduce that \^Iords used. in prose d.o not have the magic

character which words in poetry have. But one \lt/ould like

to know how the g-Ualt of poetry differs from the gestalt

of prose.

commenting on the difference between the metre of

prose and Èhe metre of poetry, he SayS that "poetic r¡-etre

tends towards regularity, and may ah^/ays have a regtr-Iar

pattern a.s a kind of sounding board" but that prose metre

must, if it is to retain its separate identíty "avoid any

suggestion of regular or repetitive rhythm".96 He is not,

saying anything more profound than this: thaÈ prose is not

written like verse, if it must retain its identity as prose.

Read makes another attempt at expressing the disÈinction

between the two metres.

vvê rrright express this cl-istinction, therefore, by saying
that the rrr-ytrrms of prose are syntactical, and sub-
ordinate to grammatical Structuref which is in its turn
subordinate to some ideal of clarity or consistency;
\,vhereas the rhythms of poetry are Sensuous (aesthetic) 'and determíned by internal necessity, by the need to
find some vocal èorrelative for a sta.te of conscious-
ness. htraÈ is vocal in such a situation is-lot
neÇessarily logical or even comprehensib'le.97 ..'.,t. i
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The "state of consciousness" that Read is referring to is

obviously rpre-ref lective consciousnesst. (l,et us recal1

that with Vico he has defined poetry as I'expression of pre-

reflect,ive or spontaneous consciousness't). Therefore the .1,,,;r-:,rl,l

rhythm of poetry is not determÍned by the external

standard of clarity or consistency. (Clarity ancl cc'nsist-

ency are, after all, ideals of reflectiVe consciousness). 
t..,',,:'.,,,,,:,

But prose, Which is explanatOry and concerned' wíth ref lec- 1"'': 

"" ""

l: ::.;:.,::,:,r,: :,

tive consciouqness, accepts the ideal of clarity or con- ir,,¡t;'.it:ì,,

sistency. Thus the difference between Lhe rhythm of prose

andtherhythmofpoetryarisesfromthefacÈthatproSe
I

expresses tdiscursivet or treflectivet consciousness whereas i

l

poetry expresses rpre-reflective' or Inon-discursive' con- 
l

sciousness.ThusitmaybeseenthatReaddoesnotjust
i

assert thaL prose and poetry express different types of

consciousness. He also points out how Èhe consciousness

affects the rhythm in which it Ís expressed. To put it
i ': 

l 

':: 
::''':

differently, he Ïras begun to work out, hov¡ever inadequately, ii,'.,,,,':,i'.

i ;: ;',.1 ;:'

the bearinE of t pre-ref lective t or ! non-discursive t con- 
.,:';,,,;.,r-.,.,
:t '. ,. .'.

sciousness on PoetrY.

The second question that Read must answer is

regarding the nature of images in prose and poetry ' He does , ,,,,,,,i
¡1::, ,i il:l:.ì.l.,

try to answer it. After admitting that poetry has "the r:i:r;ii::i':1"r

visual image" in common with prose and the plastic arts, he

goes on to say:
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But in poetry and. the uncorrupted plastic arts the
image hãs an essential function. It exists in its own
rigñt, in its presentational immediacy, as an indis-
soluble expressive formula and not as an extension of
logical discourse, not as illustration or signification.
Thé poetic image is received and felt, but it is not
obseived and reflected on; it is a moment of original
visionr âD intuitive extension of consciousness,
an act of apprehension but not yet of comprehensicn.98

The phrases "presentational immediacy[ and ftindissoluble

expressive formu1a", and the view that the poetic image is

not used in an illustrative or significative or logical

manner remind one of Cassirerrs distinction between rsignsr

and 'symbols!. Read's meaning is clear. The poetic image

is a symbol. The image used in prose j-s a lsign' . Im-age

as sign is logicatly analysable, it' is reflected on and

comprehended. Image as syTnbol is not logicalIy analysable

("indissoluble expressive formula!'), iÈ is not reflected on

but it is,apprehended. The difference between 'signr and

'symbol' springs from the fact that the former is connecÈed

with the discursitre mode of consciousness and the latter

with the non-discursi-ve mode of consciousness. But it would

be wrong to imagine that in his d.iscussion of the difference

between images in poetry and prose, Read has fallen back

entirely on the views developed in The True Voice of Fee1ing.

For insta-nce, he stated in The True Voice that symbols are

"determined by feeling (intui-tion) " (see aloover Page 77).

In The Forms of Things Unknown he brings the concepÈs of the

collectj-ve unconscious and archetypes to bear on the feeling-

value of a symbol as may be seen from the following remark:

l:!i:r,
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,,. the poetic image may be identical with or synrbolize

. a_ feeling value--the feeling value of the archetype,

of the numinous whatever-it-is thatdsnands a namj-ng.r'99

The symbol is thus seen as being related both to the .t.h.-

type and to the transcendental.

The third question that one would expect React to

discuss refers to the concept of gestalÈ in prose and

poetry. Read tries to determine the question of the gestalt

of prose and poetry with reference to the two modes of

consciou5ness. This part of -his discussion is scmewhat

hazy. I shal1 summarize his argumenÈ briefly. Each line

of a poem is a ges,talt in the sense that it is a rhythmic

form and the poem ab a whole is a unity of such gestalts.

The rhythmic forms are "sympathetically related" to the

images they convey, "simple images being expressed in

simple rhyÈhms, complex images needing and inducing elabor-

a¡e rhythms,,.100 (Rhythmr here means 'rhythmic form¡). The

gestalÈ which a poem has is in itself significant. "It is

even plastically significant; the visual impact of a page

of poetry is quite distinct from Èhat of a page of prose."l01

Apparently, Read. believes that this is self-evident. Tt is

self-evident if he is referring only to the appearance of

print,ed Prose and poetry. But I assume that he means some-

thing much more significant. His explanation of his

meaning is as cryptic as the meaning is hard to perceive.

,,prose has a functional façade; poetry a symbolic one."102
i' . .;il
"'j.¡:| :::.ì.::
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perhaps what he means is thaÈ the gestalt of prose is

functional in keeping with the discursive consciousness

which it expresses and that the gestalt of poetry is

symbolic in keeping with the non-d.iscursi'Ve consciousness 
j,,,,,,

which it expresses. But. what precisely is meant by

functional a-nd symbolic gêstalt? i¡1'hatever the limitatíons

of Readts argument, it is clear that he is trying to pull
.l':.

the diverse threads of his theory together. We have seen ''.'l

that he has tried to relate the metre of poetry, Èhe magic .,: .,,

character of words used in it and its symbols to the pre-

reflective consciousness. It seems Lo me that he also tries

to relate the remaining intensive characÈer of poetry,

namely, closed form or gestalt (rhyùhmic form)to it.. This

is achieved inciirectly by stating that Èhere is an organíc
tfi

relationship between rhyth:fic form and symbols, syntJcols

being expressive of , as \^Ie haVe seen before, nOn-discursiVe

consciousness. (Read obviously implies a distinction

between tmetre' and trhythmic formt. tMietrer refers to the 
,,,¡-'¡

..

pattern of stressed and unstressed syllables; rrhythmic 
,,,,,,,,:t

formt refers to the confi-guration of words or the gestalt). 
'''"'

Read does not have much to say about the 'extensive

aspects of poetry. "The extensive aspects are due to the
11¡ì:.::,

images, fantasies and. reflections which these words convey, i:..',

:

first to the poeÈ in the act of advertence, then to the

poetls audience, at the moment of understanding."lo3 (Shoura ,

\Â/e take this statement to mean that Read looks upon t images'
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as an 'extensivet aspect? But as I have already pointed out,

it is quite clear from his discussion of the 'intensive t

aspects of poetry that he looks upon images as an ! inten-

siver aspect. (Un1ess he is using 'image' in a special

sense which he has not made clear). One begins to see the

significance of the distinction between intensive and

extensive aspects when one reads that philosophers and

psychologists "neglect the essential aspects of poetry",

that is, Èhe tintensiver aspects, "in favour cf the exten-

sive aspects". It seems to me that textensivet aspects

refer to the content of poetry as it is interpreted by

psychologists and philosophers. (These two classes of

critics are suggested by the terms rfantasies' and rreflec-

tion' used in the definit,ion of 'extensive' aspecÈs of

poetry quoted above). so it would seem that Read is saying

that philosophers are interested in the prose-meaning of

poetry, and that psychologists are interested in its
rmanifestt and 'latent' content. But to neglect the

intensive aspects in favour of extensive aspects I'is to

introduce a fundamental fallacy into our discussions."l04

Vühy is it a f allacy? To concentrate on meanj-ng;, content,

extensive aspects, amounts to believing Èhat poetry is just

a versificat,ion of reflections or fantasies. Such a view

of poetry is not true of ilpoetry in the stricter sense",

Èhat is, "originative type of poetry", "the poetry of self-

revelatiorlt', "the poetry created by Shakespeare and Donne,

" --.: _
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by Goethe and Uölderlin, by Beaudelaire and Rinùraud--the

poetry descrj.bed by Keats as tthe true voice of feeling' rr.105

It is not true because poetry in the stricter Sense is "the

primarlr a-ct of apprehension and formula.tion" or, to put it

oifferently, it is "the expression of t'he pre-reflective or

s¡iontaneous consciousness of man", whiCh is much more signi-

fícant than poetry conceived as rnetrical expression of ideas

or fantasies.

So neglect of t intensive' aspects 6f poetrlz in

favour of its 'exÈensiver aspects, whether by critics or by

poets, could be said. to be characteristic of the 'advertive I

or t transitiver conception of poetry. Read also conrrnents on

the nature of expression in advertive poetry.

An advertive or transitive use of poetic form becornes
possible when a separation occurs between the state of
þoet,ic consciousness and the ac¿ of expression; when
the poet is conscious of form j-n the act of expression¡
wherr expression is no longer spontaneous and inmediate,
Èhat is to sâY r when sensibild-ty and ttrought are
dissocia¡"¿. r,106

What Read means is that, in an advertive use of "poetic form"

(that is, poetry) , there is no organic connection between

poetic consciousness and expression. Some e>cternal ideals

or external demands determine the expression of poetic

consciousness. For exalr"tple, when the poet i-s conscious of

form in the act of expressíon, he has allowed Èhe external

ideal of shape (as opposed to organic form) to deterniine his

expressiorr. But let us ask ourselyes the question: "Why

Ooes a sp]it, occur between "poetic consciousness" and the
.,._: ..:':
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,'act of expression',? Is not there a Ílore basic feason than

the poetrs acceptance of some e><ternal ideal? on tLre basis

of Read's theory one may suggest that the separation

between tconsciousnesst and texpresSionr occurs beCause the

poet comes Èo look upon tconsciousness'! as a rgivent and

not as something to be explored.. Therefore he merely tries

to express it as a gíven something. In other words, he

merely elaborates the 'given'. This is precisely what is

done by the type of poetry Read described as "ela.boration of

given reality" in The True Voice of feel-ing.lo7 V{e may then

say that "aclvertive" or "transitive'o poetry is another name

for this tYPe of PoetrY.

Readrs ernphasis on 'intensiver aspects may give one

the impression that he is against 'meaningr in poetry. If

this be true, 'conceptst would be clearly irrelevant to

poetry. Let us trirn to his "Art as a symbolic Language"

and I'Poetic Ilxperience" (published in The Forms of Things

unknown) for further elucidation of the poetic theory we

have been considering so far. He sayss

A poem, like a picture or a musical ccmposition, -has its
lrrriq.g" form, which is a complex of images and cadences,
and this foim is an enJ¡odiment of Èhe artistrs feelings
and convey; a meaning not necessarily co-extensive with
the d.iscuísive or taÉionaL meaning of the words employeci'
A poem noi only is different but.n¡êans more, than its
prose-paraphraËe. It has a physiõffihape (the black
words as tÏrey lie on the while page); it has a musical
configuratioä that in itself, aé sound is expressive.l0S

one may, make the following observation on this crucial
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statement: (1) He refers here to all the rintensíve'

aspects of poetry--images, metre (tcadencesr) and form

(gêstalt or t symbotic form') . But it should be noted tha-t

he defines form as a complex of images and metre; The

element of form ,= ,ro*-*-"ndent of , but functionally

d.ependent on the two rintensiver aspect's of poetry. (2)

He does not rule out tdiscursive! meaning fronr- poetry.

That the meaning a poem conveys is not necessarily

"co-extensive with the discursive or rational meaning of the

wor.ds employedtt means that poetry conveys something more

than tdiscursiver meaning. Thi-s "something n.ore", as it

becomes clear from the context, has to do with feelings,

with pre-reflective consciousness.

How can poetry convey this? vüe are told that "forn',

comes in aid of feelingr" form being defined. as a "complex

of sound-pattern and images". He tells us that I'the souncl-

is responsive to an unconscious need for expression,

emphasis".l09 He grants the sound-pattern (metre) evocative

qu-alities. He believes ttiat the abstract sound-pattern in

itself has [expressive significancerr. But one may ask if

the souncl-patterrr does not come to have the quality cf

expressing "pre-reflective consciousnessrt .because it is

super-irnposed on words. Now, it is true that the visual

composition of a painting has an expressive function even

when it is abst::acted from its figurative content. But we

wonder if an abstract sound-pattern (that is, sound-pattern

i:i.:'r:...-ï :.: t::t_'i
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in itself) is analogous to abstract composition. We believe

that it is significant that the abstract sound-pattern,

which is supposed by Read to have an expressive significance

in itself , i-s not imposed on any "litera-l meaning". This 
,,:,',

orrly means that the sound-pa-ttern has an expressive signi-

ficance which owes something to the words on whích the

former is super-imposed.. Read d.oes not tel-l us hoW Èhe 
,, ,_,

sound-pattern has e><pressive significance when it is abstracted' i'i'i"

i,:,¡:ri:

from words. He is aware that he has run into serious dif fi- ;.rr1

culties here. He seems to aomit it himself since he

terminates this part of his discussion \dith ttrís piece cf

disarmingcandidnesS:'oBut1etusavoidÈheformaIambi9ui-

ties of linguistic art and confine ourselves to the visual

arts. " 
110

we have seen above that Read cioes not eliminate

discursiv'e or rational meaning from poetry. Therefore, I

think, it would follow logically that rconcepts' are nct

irrelevant to poe¿ry. "Poetry is not necessarily visual;

it can and does deal wíth concepts . "111 Eut it does

not deal with concepts as concepts. It rrealizesr them,

the process of realization being a sensational one. Poetry

reaches concepts or thought in the flesh. This is onl-y

appropriate since in Readrs view, concepts are themseJ.ves

sensational in Origin. t'Thought in íts deepest recesses as

a sensuous, formative process . . ." He explains what he

means: ',. the thought of the poet is originally
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sensuous because it has its origins in physical pe¡ception

and flows along the organs of serrsation 'r'112 vle have

already seen in the first chapter that reason and intuition

have, according to him, a sensational basis. VÍe have also 
.,1,,-

seen that he emphasizes the sensational aspect of the

imaginatiorr.ll3 In the remark quoted above v¡e find him

emphasizing the sensational aspect of thought. All this 
t,-,,,

leads to but one conclusion which is that Readrs thinking on "1':'

'::t'poetry is governed by his basic conviction, reiterat'ed at 
1,¡-,1

various stages of his career, regarding the supreme import-

anceoftheSenSuouSarsensationa1(heusesthesewordsaS

synonyms) basis of oners mental functions' 
l

We imagine that this rath&r protracted discussion of

the theory of poetry developed in The Forms of Things
I

Unknov/nisnotunjustÍfied.Considerthesub-tit1eofÈhe

bock:''EsSaySTowardsAnAest'heticPhi1osophy''.onemay

irrfer from the sub-title and especially from the preposition

rtowardst that Read considered hirnself to be making aC,vances "' ,,

ttt"

in the direction of a coherent philosophy of art irr t'his ;.'.,r:
:: : ;

book.WehaveSeenhowdiscursiveandnon'discursive

consciousness are related to the transitive concept'ion of

poetry and 'rpoetry in the stricter sense" respectively. vüe
Ð:

have also seen how those who advocate t'advertive" or "transi- i:r:i::

tive" poetry tend to emphasLze extensive aspects to the

exc1usionoflintensive¡aspects.Read.d.oesnotru1eout

discursive meaning nor d.oes he consider concepts to be

i
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irrelevant to poetry. But he also insists that poetry is

expression of pre-reflectirie consciousness and points out

the role of form in the process of this expression. His

abiding conviction regarding the importance of the sensa' ,.;; .,r
convictioh 

: ': 1:

tional basis of mental functions'-ârlcl ühis:t gives his

poetic theory an inragistic b'iaspf inds its expression here.

Thus thought, feeling, sensation, pre-reflective or non- 
,.,,.,,,,

discursive consciousness besides metre, imagery, the magic ¡]!¡:'

character of words and gestalt are shown to be the diverse i""
,'t'li,:

elements of I'poetry in the stricter senserr. And one may

say that this analysis of those diverse elements, indubitably

influenced as it is by Vico and Cassirer, lays before the

reader the complex anatomy of poetry.

Forrr_rs of Things unknown represents the highest

water-mark in Readrs speculaÈions on poetry. The view that ì

poetry is a distinct and separate mode of cogrrition--distinct '

and separate from science--has firmly established itself.

In the remaining six yearsl work we are going to review, he -r=',

attempts further clarificaÈions and restatement' of tlris 
,.,r:

.: ::.; :

ttreoretical Position.
V

There are no new developments in Readts poetic

theory in 1961. He repeats in his essay, "The style of

Criticism') some of the principal ideas developed in The

FoEmq of Things unknown. Not only is art a rtode of cogni-

tion but as a mode of cognition it ranks with science.
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"There is only one situation: man in the midst of incompre-

hensible universe; and art and scierrce aS his surYeying
11d,instruments.rrrr'+ However, the two modes of cognition

represented by art and science are differenÈ,.from each other.

f'What is a mode of visual or poetic cognition cannot also be

a mode of rational cognition. ''1l5 (The distinction made

here is the same as the distinction between non-discursive

and d.iscursive modes of consciousness). His description of

tkre "poet's activity" suggests clearly the d.ifferences

between poetic or non-discursive cognition and rational or

discursive cognition.

Fiedler would say the same of the poetrs actiVity--namely
that its..primary purpose is not to convey inforn"ation,
which can be d-oñe- adãquately in prose, but that it also
is a mode of thought, a direcÈ apprehension, by means of
image and metaphci, of the nature.of feality. There is
a similar coqception of the poem in HöIder1in, and in
Iieidegger. 116

He is repeating here the views expresseci in The Forms of

e¿g- unknown. As non-discursive mode of consciousness,

poetry apprehends reality in concnete, sensàtional terms.

( 'Comprehension , is the functíon of discursive consciousriessc)

In the expression of this o'direct apprehensior' of

reality" rhythm has a very important role to play because,

as Read has stated in The Forrns of Things Unknown, it is

determined by the necessity to find a "vocal correlaÈive of

a state of consciousnessri. Noh¡r one may ask if this rhythm

is related to speech-rhythm or if it is different from it'

Read answers this quesÈion in his "American Bards and British
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Reviewers,'t (SelecUed Vfritings) where he says that the rhyt'hm

of pcetry is based on a "heightened.", "intensified", "tregu-

larized modification of speech rhythmr'. This is a welcome

clarification of his pcsition vj-s-a-vis rhythm in The Forms

of Things uhknown. I shall explain why it is a I'welcome

clarification".
Let us state briefly his theoretical position in

The Forms of Ì|l.liIlgs unknown. Both Read's belief in the

magic character of words, and his view that, the 'sound-

patternt has "unconscious expressive significance'r and that

rhythm is a "Vocal correlative" of a- r'state of consciOus-

ness", lead to the conclusion that poetry has the eVocative

quality of an incantation. His discussion of Aeriel I s scng

from The Tempest, for example, clearly reveals that for Read

the incantatory quality of that song is connected v"ith the

"magic character" of its words and its rhythmic evocation of

a certain state of consciousness. According to him the

"Vocal correlative", of which rhythm is a basic facÈor, is not

governed by considerations of logicality or comprehensibility'

f imagine that such concepts aS "magic characÈer of wordstr,

"Vocal correlativet' which is not governed by concern for
tqcomprehensibility", and 'rincantationt' would seem to

give poetry a "mysteriousr¡, almost f'esoteric" qualiÈy. one

may perhaps legitimately wonder if Read is r,¡ithdrawing into

a world of pure art. one may also wonder if the t'vocal

correlative'n that is independent of concexRs of logicality

and comprehensibility is above the modern poetrs concern for

i l:i::.. .r1.:

i;:',f;¡,
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bringing poetry in close relation to contemPorary speech-

rhythm. Readts "American Bards and British ReVie\^lersn SetS

our doubts at rest. His discussion of the question of

rhythm there is a "vrelcome clarification".

It becomes clear from this essay that for Read the

rhythm of poetry is related to "speech-rhythm". It is not

therefore something esoteric in nature though the use of

words like "incantationrt and. rtmagíC character of wOrds" in

hís discussion of poetry may perhaps lead one to think sG'

He says':

. in so far as we make a distinction between prose
and poetry, we are making a distinction between Èwo

kindË of ihythm, a natural rhythm which is the rhythm of
prose and is based on the rLrythm of speechi and an
ãbnormal rhythm which is the rhythm of poetry and is
based on a heightened, âr intensified or if Ygg líke,
a regularized m-odification of speech-rhybhm'rrr

The point to be not,ed about this remark is tha.t ít does not

distinguisti two fundamentally different rhyt'hms as the

source of rhythm in prose and poetry. The basic rhythm

which both prose and. poetry start from is the same: speech-

rhythm. Rhythm in poetry is a mod.ification or intensifica-

tion of the basic rhythm. If Read rlrTere to say that "rhythm"

is determined by Èhe need. to find "Vocal correlative"¡

irrespective of whether the vocal correlative is compre-

hensible or not, and if he were not to add later that

speech-rhythm is a starting-point for rhyt.hm in poetry, the

danger of his lapsing into solipsism and preciosity would

have seemed real. But the fact that he sliould insist on

1-'-a a - 
-_..
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speech-rhythm a.t the same time as he demancis that rhyttrm be

determined by the state of ccrnsciousness to be exptressed,

no matter how il]ogical or incomprehensible the I'vocal

correlative", is significant. In our opinion t'he signifi-

cance of this two-fold demand is that it is a recognition

of the fact that the poet, who is concerned with "direct

apprehension" of the "nature of reality", with expression

of "pre-reflectivet' or "non-discursiveI or "mythical" con-

sciousness, has his feet planted on earth.

What we mean is that the ¡:oet, who tries Èo appre-

hend the ,'nature of reality" directly and to express his

apprehension faithfully, comes to this enterprise as one

who is steeped in contemporary speech-rhythm. It is true

this rhythm is heightened in poetry, but if the poet v/ere

to cut himself off from it, he would necessarity end up by

being contrived and. artificial. This is not Èo deny t'haÈ

there is a struggle going on in the poetrs minci so that, to

put it in Read's words, the rhythm may find a "vocal

correlative" of the poetts "apprehension" of the naturê'of

reality. But if this rhythm is the contemporary speech

rhythm, iL will make for sincerity, genuineness, authen-

ticity and naturalness--the quatities thaÈ are always

prominent in any romantic progralnme. To conclud.e, Read's

is a demand for expression of the metaphysical--and we use

this word because it adequately describes the true nature

of Readts conce5.n for t'direct appfehension" of the "nature
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physical in a rhythrn v¿hich is contemPorarY

natural and not forced.

It v¡ould be appropriate to close our discussion of

Readss theory of poetry and the role of his philosophical

views in it with a consideration of his short essay/ "What is

a Poem?rr¡ êppended to the L966 edition of his Collectes

Poems. It is, in my opinion, a brilliantly condensed state-

ment of his views on poetry developed over the yea,rs. !Íe

shal1 discuss it in some detail.

Read says:

True poetry was never speech, but aJ-ways s9II9'
Modern poåtry, in so far as it aspires to establish Èhe

integral form of a poem., is a refinemenÈ of song--a
contáinçig4t of our ãymbols of discourse in a singular
melodY' 118

He could mearr two things by his remark "True poetry was

never speech .,' : (a) True poetry does not er"ploy prose

speech-rhythm. It employs heightened speech-fhythm-. This

fits in well with his view we have discussed so far. (b)

True poetry employs words as symbols. He points out that

words in a poem must not be conf,used with niodalities of

speech. In other words, words are not used as signs in

poetry. I/le have already encountered the distinction

between signs and. symbols and Ï may recall that it goes k;ack

to the days of Cassirer's influence. To turn to t'he latter

part of Readts remark. He explains what he means by

establishin.g form. "we often, in all the arts, speak of the

r00

of Èhe meta-

êndr thereforer
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fitness of a form of its content, and. the fitness of a form

in verse is the conformity of its rhythmical structure to

the poem,s content.,'119 To establish a form is to achieve

a rhythmical structure .(vocal correl-ative) whLch is appro-

priate to the ccntent t ox corresponds wit'h it. But by

content he does not mean "a verifiable meaníngirr or an
An,lItintellectual, moral or Social communicationr'. ühis was

precisely the iOea he expressed in his The Forms o-f Things

Unknown in v¡hich he maintained thaL poet,ry is more than its

prose-meaning. It is a certain "intangible essencert, the

rþattern of a feeling", the "inner feeling" that constitutes

content. Once again Ï may point out that this very idea was

expressed in The Fo-rms of Things Unknown. But how is the

correspondence of the rhythmical Structure anci content

secured? It is secured by rhyt'hmical pattern. "The

rhythmical pattern corresponds in some ûtysterious \^ray with

the inner feeling, its virtue."120 This again, takes us

b¿rck to The Forms of Thíngs Unknown irr which he expounded

the view that rhythrmical pattern in itself has "expressive

significance't. The process by which "correspondence" is

established may be mysterious, but Read is convinced that

there does exist a correspondence between Sound and feeling.

This comes out clearly in his definition of poetry'

A poem is Èherefore to be defined as a structure of words
whose sound constitutes a rhythmical unity, complete in
itself, irrefragible, unanalyzablef comp+eting i!"
svmbolic refereñces i,üithin the ambit of its sound-
e*ffect .LZL
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The phrase t'completing its synrbolic references!! refers to

the "structure of words" which achieves expression of

"inner feeling", the expression being achieved as a result

of the conformity of the rhythr-.r to the fistate of beingr" 
,,:,,:.,;

t'state of consciQusnessrr, etc.

I have commented on the similarities between the

views expressed in this essay and the views expressed in .i:,,1'--¿ 
iì,I.,.

The Forms of fþþg Unknown. I should remark on a further i:"':::

;;""""*t*nce between the two. vüe may recall that i.-i;

in The Forms of Things Unknown he díd not rule out discur-

=r";"^r* ;- .* ,t"ru * poetry .L22 what is his stand
;

on meaning in poetry in 1966? He says i

It may be that some poems are enhancéd by a meaning, but
I have never been able to discover what difference the
inclusion of verifiable meaning made to any poem that 

i

spontaneouslysuggestsitse1ftothemindasarchetypa1,
such as one of shakesPe;;;i; songs '123 l

Now, as long as one uses words, there is bound to be sol'rr€

meaning (,vhich \iüe may call literal meaning) however inchoaÈe, -

incoherent and incomprehensible it may be. so Read could .,, .,,,
l- .:l

no! possibly mean tliteral meaning' by 'veriÊia¡¡Ie meaningt' -"',1:
t' t,,

perhaps he means by "verifiable meaning"r "rationally

communicable meaning". what Read is really saying is that

a poem is more than its rationally communicable meaning . 
.::,i:,

And this view, I may addrwas expressed in The Forms of ii

Things Unknown.

ReadlssÈatementcouldbetakentomeanthathe

doubts whether rationally communicabne meaning makes any
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difference to an archetypal poem. I suppcse t'hat by arche*

typat poem he means a poem which expresses "mytkricall' or

"non-discursive" consciousness. So what Read is rea1ly

saying is that the evocation of a state of consciousness does

not depend on rationally communicable meaning. Now, this

view becomes more clear in the retrospective light of his

comments on Arielts song which could be exarnined' to see

what is meant by saying that "rationally communicable"

meaning is not necessary to poetry.

It is an incantation, a dirge celebraÈing death and
mortality, comparable to that earliest Sioetry that has
survived- irom iemote antiquity, the Egyptian Book of
the Dead. we are in the presence of the fundamental
mystery and it i.s the consciousness of this mystery,
aña *te blino emoÈion \,fith which the poet confront's tkiis
mysteryi, that creates a desire not to tdesiglat,e ano
signitli, but to affirm the triumph of life in death,
thé enãuringness of a poetic transformation. The very
words that õelebrate ciãath are magical, 'something rich
and stranger , vital. lr¡,ages with i,vhich the poet confronts
death and oblivion.L¿+

It may be said that the phrase "to affirm the triumph of

life in death" indicates that the song has a rationally

comrrunicable meaning. But Read's commenùs make it clear

that the song is niUch. mole than this "rationally communi-

cable meaning" one may extract from it. Moreover, the facÈ

that the rationally communicable meaning is not communicated

rationally is significant. What the song communicates is

the mystery of being, "the consciousness of this nystery'

and the blind emotion with which the poet confronts this

mystery". The "magic character of word.s" and the symbolic

chraracter of images convey more than mere discufsive

ir''li
jll:ìii..
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meaning; they convey the poet's irLtuit,ion of the mystery of

being. clear1y, vfe are not in the regíon of "discursive

consciousnes s rr , of rationa'l1y communicable meaning . Read I s

poetic theory is not anti-meaning. It is not meaning-

oriented in the conventional Sense of the word "meaning".

Readts views regarding the magic character of words,

the irrportance assigned to the sounO-pattern and incanta-

Èion, his statement that the vocal correlative may be

incomprehensible though it couLd be "apprehended", may give

one the impressicn that Read is propounding a theory of pure

poetry. But I wonder if this impression could be said to be

correct. In the first place he does not regard discursive

meaning as something irrelevant to poetry; the fact that he

recognizes extensive aspects of poetry is sufficient proof

of this. It is equally true that he does not consider

'meaningt to be the 'be-alI and end-alIr of poeÈry as

holders of the advertive conception of poetry seem to do.

The fact he recognizes is very simple. Discursive meàning

does not exhaust onets state of consciousne.ss. PoetrY¿ as

a ,'vocal correlative,' of a state of consciousnessris more

than communication of meaning. I think that he is steering

clear of both tLre theory of pure poetry and the advertive

conception of poetry; he is steering clear of both the

extremes

How would Read have reacted to the suggest,ion that

he had f,ormulated a theory of pure poetry? We know what he
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understooci by pure poetry and what he thought of it from one

of his sùatements made in 1932.

These theories [of pure poetry] imply t'hat the intuitiorr
or vision of the poet is expressed simply by a n'usical
equivalence in the words. This I thinh may be possible
in isolated words and phrases . but poetry in
general disproves the theory of pure poetry. Words,
their sound and even their appearance, are of course,
everything to the poet: the sense of words is the

. sensè of poetry, but words have associations carrying
the mind beyond sound to visual images and abstract
idea. . . . Poetry depends not only on the sound of
words, but even more on theír mentãI reverhera-Èions.I25

Read believes that pure poetry is musical equivalence of

intuition and that it has no use for I'reverberations of

words", reverberation of words being visual image and

abstract idea. Butr ¿¡S we have alreaciy Seen, Read does not

rule out concepts from poetry. Besid.es, the image occupies

a central place in his poetic theory. In short, Readrs

theory is alive to ¡'reverberations" of words. We may con-

clude that Read,'s is not a Èheory of pure poetry at least in

the sense in which he understands pure poetry.

I have attempted a survey of some aspects of Readrs

poetic theory from 1918 to L966. rt becomes clear from

this survey that with the passage of time Readrs theory

gained in d.epth, underwent refinement and elaboration, and

that it profited from the insights of Vico, Cassirer and

Jung, to name a feW influences. It also becomes clear that

it is free from those features which would have facilitated

the rise of an aesthetic orthodoxy based on his writings.

What I mean is that his system is free from rigid dogmas,

¿,+r.ì'j
:'r.rìt! il. :. .
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is fluid, and that it ís open to new currents of thought.

In other words, it is open-ended. One cannot say of his

poetic theory what he said of twentieth century criticism

while commenting on Professo.r Wellekrs remark that Herder

left to others "the task of formulating a new, coherent,

systematic theory of poetry and literature".

This ne\^r, coherent, systematic theory of poetry was
surely not formulated by Schiller or the Schlegels,
certainly not by Goethe or Coleridge, not by ArnoLd or
Bagehot. It is a creation of our own uncreative age,
and there is more than a suspicion Èhat it is in some
sense a cautious subsÈitute for the activíty of the
imagÍnat1sn. 12 6

It seems to me tha.t Read equates thís kind of critical

activity with scholarship. And he is suspiciious of scholar-

ship.

Criticism ig comparative and evaluative,' scholarship is
accumulatíve and impartial. Criticism can bring order
into confusion and clarity into obscurity, but it cannot
impose on a viÈal and spontaneous process the rígid
categories of a system. It rernains from its hisÈorical
beginnings to its present manifestations, fLuid, pene-
tráting and yet constructive; whereas sctrolarship is,
or should be, external, impassive, and even unmotivated..
That much of it is pathologically obsessíve may be

W:ç,{-8

recognized, but not necessarily-rggretted. There
more dangerous Íorms of lunacy.L27-

&

are

One is inclined to protest against this manifestly unjust

criticism of scholarship. But the fact that Read has been

a disciple to one of the most consummate scholars of our

time--Ernst cassirer, tempers onets initial hostility to

Readts condescensicn. The real butt of his withering

sarcasm, I believe, is those academic critics who are

strangers to the creative imagination. Does Readts theory
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of poetry have the qua-lities he has preciicated of criticism?

Does it bring order into confusion and clarity into

obscurity? Does it bring order and clarity v;ithout imposing

on a "viùa1 and spontaneous process the rigid caÈegories of i: ,:.1: ...-:'

a system"?

Readrs method of attacking the questions of poetic

theory is to urge ttendless multiplication of distinctionsr'. 
,,.,, ,,

Here are Some of the distinctions he has made in the course "'1 'r1

of fif ty years: shape and organic form, creative and con- .¡,:'L.
!:,,:. .-...

structive expression, personality anO character, signs and
e"d

symbolsJiþoetry in the sÈrict sense and ad.vertive conception

of poetry. These dist.inctions are related to what I have

L:een calting his philosophicat views reflected in the
and

distinctions between reason and rat,ionality, discursive

consciousness and non-discursive corisciol-lsness

Consider, for instance¡the distinction between compre-
.:

hensive reason and rationality. The impcrtant difference

between the two is tha.t the former implies a consciousness t.,j.ì
.. 1'

which is not restricted. in as much reason is the "widest 1,..-..-

''-:1' 
:ìj''

evidence of the senses". It is intimately related to

intuition, and as we have already seen, intuition is closely

relaÈed to thought ano emotion. RationaliÈy, on the ot'her , ,,:r:

hancl, impOses festrictions on Onets conSCiousness in as much r'rli:ir''':

as it operates in isolation from Èhe sensational basis of

various psychological Processes. To giVe a simple example

of how this o.istinction operates in Readrs theory:
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comprehensive reason has no place for concepts as concepts

in poetry, it reaches them in the flesh; rat'ionality, on the

otherhand,operateswithconceptsasconceptswithout
reaching them in the flesh. Now, this basic distinction

between comprehensive reason arrd rationality, between

recognizing the sensational basis of psychological processes,

and working without reference to this sensa.tional basis,

explainswhypoetryexpressesec¡uivalenceofemotional

thought and why prose expresses exact thought' Poetry'

whet^her it is dealing with thought or emotion, recognizes

their sensational basis, which explains why expression of

them in poetry has the qualities of immediacy and concrete-

ness. Even when intuition comes to be def ined as rrnercêP-

tion of pattern in life", it retains its connection with

variouspsychologicalprocesses-.withthought,eniotionand

sensations. The next avatafa of irrtuition takes place under

the influence of santayana. It assumes a transcend'ental

character and is related to the realm of essence, that isrto

the realm of pure being.L28 Howeverr âs we have already

seen, intuit,ion even in this sense must be expressecl con-

cretely. I think that it is this r¡iew of intuition which

accounts for Readrs sympathetic receptíon in 1960 of

Heidegger's def irrition of poetry as the t'establishment of

Þeing".

vie have also seen how the dist.inction l¡eÈween per-

sonality and character is related to the distinct'ion between

i: r':::'''::.'
iL't.

. . '..1;

: .;.-Ì
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ccmprehensive reason and rationaliÈy. If comprehensive

reason is ideal consciousnessr so is personality. Ration-

ality¡ on the other hand, implies restricted consc:iousness'

So does character. "Character is in fact armour against

experience: it is not in itself deflected by experience."l2g

R.ead moves beyond comprehensive reason--ideal con-

scGousness--vlÏlen the concept of the unconscious comes to be

stressed in his poetic theory. The distinctíon between

comprehensive reason and discursive reason is replaced by

the distinct,ion between non-discursive and. discursive

consciousness. (Oíscursive reason or discursive conscious-

ness is the same as rationality). As we have already seen,

from this distinction follow the distinctions between signs

and syrnbols, poetry that elaborates and poetry that extend's

reality, and apprehension and comprehension. (The last

pair reflects the dual-ity between these two modes of

consciousness on the plane of response. Ðiscursive con-

sciousness comprehends. Norr-díscursive comprehension

apprehends).

Does Read bring order and clarity into what vfas

alleged to be dark and obscure? The merit of his theory

is that it d.oes not impose rigid categories of thought on

a "spontaneous and vital process". Rather he deduces them

in the light of the nature of consciousoêSS-:dÍscursive and
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non-discursive. His distinction between the rhythrn of

poetry (sings and symbols), gestaLts of prose and gestalts

of poetry, and the concept of the magic character of words

are instances of categories sc derived. This approach to

the theory of poetry succeeds in casting doubÈ on categories

that may seem to be some\irhat arbitrary and incrganically

derived. If one believes with Coleridgeras Read does, that

poetry follows the laws of its olrn being, one's theory of

poetry must necessaríly reflect that belief. Read's poetic

theory, I submit, is an arduous effort to determine and

understand those 1aws.

l.:-



CIIAPTER ITI

THE SCTENTTFTC LEVEL OF READIS POETICS

The quality of art is fairl-y constant, like the
guality of atf human products: that is why it is such
ã vutgãr error to imagine that art in any essential
sense is economically-determined. 1

lVhatever art we examine we are driven to the con-
clusion: that, the underlying faculty or impulse is
relatively constant; that the variations are due to
the accidents of time and circumstance which release
this faculty.2

If reality is to be our aim, then we must include
all aspects of human experience, not excluding those
elements of subconscioui life which are revealed in
dreams, day-dreams, trances and hallucinations.3

But vitalizing a1 I the arts (even when most abstract)
is the sustaining"nyth of the urrconscious.4

"Vüe have become more empirical", Read declared con-

fid.ently in L924, and he went, on to add: "and the general

effect of the growth of science has been to discredit
q

transcendental reasoning altogether. "" But in order that
t'emotional dictators" may not expropriate the province of

criticism, Read suggested that "we musÈ hasten to relate it

to those systems of knowledge which have to a great extent

replaced transcen<lental philosophyl'. He looked upon Physics

as providing "the most general background for all subsidiary

efforts',. It is indeed. ironic that Read should" have

believed that physics had replaced transcendentaL pÏrilosophy

.ti'l ;i
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when as a matter of fact Cassirer claimed that it is pre-

cisely the mod.ern developments in physics which lent sltpport'

to Neo-Kantianism.6 However, what interested him most was

not physics but psychol-ogy. He said that "for the literary

critics psychology gains an intimate importance because it

is so directly concerned with the material origins of art. "7

The phrase rmaterial origins of artrr is significant. It

suggests that Read \,vould ncrt consider art' in vacuo or in

the absttract but that he would approach it' from those points

of view which could be said to throw light on its material

origins. Read considers art not only from the point of

view of psychology but also from that of social and cultural

milieu. As a matter of fact the ideal of "ontogenetic

criticism" evolved. by Read. is an affirmation of the rele-

vance to criticism of psychology ând what one may ca.ll

'sociology, (what f have in mind. is social and cultural

milieu). Commenting on Eliot's view that literary criticism

should be completed by "criticism from a definite eÈhical

and theological standpoirlt", Reaci says: "

I do not deny that such criticism may have its interest;
but the only kind of criticism which is basic, and
therefore cõmplementary not only to technical exegesis
but also to ethical, theological, philosophical and
én"ty other kind of ideological crít'icism, is ontogenetic
criticism, by which I mean criticism which Èraces the
origins oi tñe work of art in the psychologY of.tþe o
indívidual ahd in the econoniic structure_ of societY..'

t,Economic structure of society" suggests ttie relevance of a

sociological approach to literary crit'icism. (In the fcllow-

ing discussion I have looked upon Marxist literary criticism
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as a special modification of that approach). And what is

true of criticism is true of poetic theory'

ü7e shall try to determine the place of sociological

approach in his poetic theory first, and then go on to con- ,,,

sider the role that psycho}ogy (to be more specifíc, psycho-

analysis) pla-ys in it.
IT

i...::'..:

In Lg26 Read believed that it is a "faLlaiious mode r1'"¡

of approach,, to investigate the social foundations of 
:,:.:..''.: "

literature. He points out, for examBle, that the evolution

of the novel as a literary forrr.r cannot be explained by a,n

"analysis in economic terms'* (obViously, he has Marxist

criticísmirrmind)thoughit'srisemayhavebeen''conditioned

by the growth of social democracy". "Art transcends those 
I

conditions which create it, and cannot Èherefore be

explained by those conditions . "9 The sociological or

Marxian approach to literature does not therefore play a

vital role in Read I s poelic theory at this stage. Neverthe- ,¡,:,1,

.'-

less, he does not dismiss it as being irrelevant, to the true :.,'..,

critical activity. He admits the possibility that, one ''-t'^'

cou1dthrowbridgesfromcríticismtohistoryi^¡iththe

result that ,,a good deal of enlightenment may pass thaÈ
i'.t

way". (And thistoryr could be interpreÈed broadly to :i'r''':'

include social history). But he warns us that "it is vain

to imagine that the two systems of knowledge can be com-

pletely fused anó correlated". His denial of the

:ii
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possibility of fusion between these two systems of knowledge

raay be taken to mean that he thinks that sociological or

historical criticism wou,ld always remain ext,ernal to true

criticism. Wha.t he is questioning here is the critical

status of that approach and not its usefulness. But why

should he grant that a crit,ical approach js useful ano at

the same time doubt its aitical status? I think that his

answer may be gathered from the comment he rnade in 1-934 on

the Marxist view that the character of art is the outcome

of the mod.e of material production. He said that he is

prepared to accept this view if rcharacter' ís taken to

mean "external features rather than an inner form"'10 As

far as Read is Congerned, "inner form" is independent of

the mode of material production. h'hat is this "inner form-"?

It is something directly connected wiÈh the underlying

artistic impulse, aesthetic sensibility, which ís always

constant and which has remained so from the days of cave-

paint.ì-ng to those of action-painting or Dad.aist poetry.

This ',inner form',, this "aesthetic sensibility", is not

economically determined. Indeed. iÈ is "a vulgar error" to

imagine so. In so far a.s the historical or Marxist approach

has nothing to say about this sensibilit'y per sg r the former

is not inÈegraI to criticism or to poeÈic theory. Comments

on the industrial s)¡stem or the mode of production leave the

.'thearÈ of the matterrr--sensibílity--untouched. As he put

it in 1943: ". there is no necessary ccnnecÈion beÈween
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the economic and even the eÈhical characteristics of an

industrial system and. the aesthetic merits of the products

of that system",,ll Since Read is firnrly convinced that

there is no correspcndence between artistic m-erit (which,

it would appear, is connected, with 'sensibilityr) and the

type of societyr any approach whicil concentrates on the

latter to explain the former really misses the central poinÈ

of aesthetic creation.

It is characteristic of Readrs undogmatic and

unprejudiced approach to literary theory Èhat he should

explore Èhis very problem further and try to establish the

relevance of the sociological approach. He attempts to do

this in his Art and Society. And the views he expresses

here with reference to literary criticism could be con-

sidered to be applicable by extension to the thec'ry of

poetry. He points out that not enough attention has been

paid to the sociological approach to literature. "still

less attention has been given to ttre socíal genesis of art,

and to the nature of the relat'ions which subsist between

socieÈy and the individuals who are responsible for the

creation of works of ari-.uL2 (the word rartt here could be

taken to mean not, only plastic arts but poeÈry also). But

what would such a study establish? Read believes that it

would throw tight, on the ideological aspects of art.

Ideological aspects of art are a refleÇtion of the relations

between society and the artist, and these relations are
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d.etermined by the economic structure. or as he puts it in

Marxist terms: "That the ideological aspects of art are

also in some sense a reflection of the prevailing methods of

economic production is a general proposition to which I give

ful1 assent. "l3 The terse phrase "prevailing fnethods of

economic production" is Marxist short-hand for "economic and

social relations determined by forces of production" -

For a further commentary on thìs view we should turn

to his "The Iriodern Epoch in Painting". He says that economic

and social trends determine and give their ftuctuating shades

to movements of thought in every epoch. rrThe work of art

cannot escape the ambience of such intangible effluences (tne

philosophies and Èheologies of the period) . "14 We a-lready

know that the ideological aspect of art and "inner formil

or "sensibility" are two separate things. so vre may be

justified in concluding that "inÈangible effluences", which

constitute part of the id-eolggical aspect, are independent

of sensibility. But there is no such thing as pure

sensibility in literature. Vühat we come across in litera-

ture is sensibility as iÈ is expressed. "sensibility is

not the only value in art--as successive civilizations

develop their cultures they invariably dilute this basic

sensibility with other values of a magical or logical

nature--they use sensibility in social contexts, and it is

the variations of context that seem to explain wþatever

changes occur in the Ïiistory of art."15 one may sâY, therefore,
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that the expression of sensibility, taking place as it does

in the social context, is cietermined by it. That this is

what Reaó means becomes more clear when he SayS that to

the extent that a work of art is cLassical or romantic, 
,,,,,-,1

realist or syr,bolic, "it will- certainly be beyond the per-

sonal control- of the artist". (ft seems to me that what he

has in mind is the social context). If he were not to hold :; :
:,,l.tt.,:.t,'

this view, in order to explain the exisLence of romantic and :"¡:'1t,'

classical literature he would have had to speak of "romantic l'',,,,,,,,:

sensik;ility" and "classical sensibil-ity". And such multipli-

cations of sensibility would be endless. He also says that

thestructureofaworkofart(thesty1eofcomposition)may
be a matter of taste "determined by social contacts". Now, 

i

,,structureI and "style'u clearly refer to the expressiOn of
)

sensibility. one may, therefore, say that what Read is I

'

pointing out is that cerÈain aspects of expression are

determined by the social structure.

Vühat Read is arguing for is a vital relationship 
',,.,,.:.,

..:tr'.

between sensibility and social f actors. vlhat is necessary 
,ìi:t:,,:
:.j: :-:::

in an act of aesthetic expression or creation is the '' l,

synthesis of an "untrammelled. sensibilityt' and contemporary

social context. 'tThe vitality of art would seem to depenci

on the maintenance of a delicate balance between sensibility ffi

and whaLever intellectual 0r emotional accretions it derives

from the social element ín which it is embedded. "16 super-

ficially this account may seem to be Marxist. But it is 
t' 

"

not tr{arxist in so far as he does not look upon "sensibility" i',',:1.
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as a product of the given historical situation. The d'ualism

between "sensibility" and the t'social elementfr inherent in

Read's account goes against the grain of a monist philosophy

like Marxism. Besides, even when he says that Èhere is a

relationship between the expressi.on of sensibilit'y and the

social conditLons, he does not adopt the determinist, Marxist

position which would seek to estabtish a definite relation-

slrip between them. He writes:

But there comes a point in the evolution of art at
which all these imþonderable forces are but exterrral
pressures which reéult, not in a celseqffiL r1ine of
iorce' , ¡ui in a leap ínFcreaEi@ ila' -qffi íncalcufable k-in{. The dialecticáI material-iFt

","V =t:.f:- .fæmaffiqial factors har¡e determined
that anamorphosis, but_the quantLim in 'art, as in physics,
m-av be discontinuous. r /

The expressions "not ín a consequent,ial line of force",

"incalculable kind" and. "discontinuous" clearly indicate

how Read's stand orr the question of aesthetic expression is

f.ar from being deterministic in the Marxist fashion. And

finally, Read. does not interpret "social conditions" like a

Marxist theoretician. He saYS:

we must guard against interpreting, 'social conditionsl
in a sense narrõvr1y economi¿ or political. The artistrs
a\^Tareness of these conditíons rarely assumes a
politically conscious. form, and certainly there is no
äorrelatioñ to be rr-iacte between such conscigusness in
the artisi and his degrãe of originality'1S

OriginaliÈy for Read consists in synthesizing sensibility

and contemporary social conditions; but such originality has

nothing to do with the kind of consciousness (that' is, class-

consciousness) advocated by Marxist criÈics. This view of

t:::l
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originality, following as it does from Read!s belief tlrat

sensibility is independent of the state of civilization,

implies that a consciousness of the laÈter ín the economic

or political terms of a Marxist criÈic is not really a åi'ne

gua non of sensibility, nor is it necessary for the expres-

sion of it. Thus Rea-d challenges the central core of the

M.arxist approach to literature.

However, he cl-oes not reject it completety' He is

prepared to grant that it is a I'secondary activity"'

',. criticism proper must be dissociated from sociological

criticism of the Marxist type. Again one cannot object to

such criticism as a secondary activity . "19 One can See

that Read is thinking here in terms of a duality between the

aesthetic aspect of a work of art and its non-aesthetic oT

ideological aspect. Incidentally, one may note that this

view of ,'criticism proper" explains why Read's poetic

theory is concerned specifically with the intensive rather

than the extensive aspects of poetry: a fact which has

already been notec in the second chapter.20 ïnùensive

aspects are specifically poetic but extensive aspects are

not. However, I must say that unlike other extensive

aspects, the ideological aspect of art is notr ês is evident

from his cautious and discriminating approach tc sociological

criticism, disp:iíssed with a broad generalization. I cannot

resist adding that contrary to the widely helo notion of him

as one who is easily carri.ed away by contemporary
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Read did not succumb to the lviarxist' errthus-enthusiasms , -'

iasm, but instead responded to that mode of approach

critically, and. assigned Èo it the place he thought' it

deserved in his poetic theorY

To recapitul-äte my argument so far. It may seefil

that there is a contradiction between the 1926 statement

that art cannot be "explained" by I'those conditions which

create itt' (see above, footnote 8) and the I9gß remark that

art has its origin in the social structure. But if we take

the latter remark to refer to "expressior-t of sensihility"

rather Èhan to the sensibility itself, it would seem that

the two remarks are not contradictory. Read should be

undersÈood to mean that it is the sty1e, the general

literary t.rend anci ideological aspects that are determined

by the social structure but not the sensibility it'self. But

what is this "sensibility"? (ft seems to me that, it refers

to "feeling". But the word "feeling" is a linguistic

chameleon in Readts writings. Sometines it means "Sensa=

Èiont'| sometimes it means "sentiment". And at times it rneans

"intuiti""). We have seen that in.tuition occupies a central

place in his philosophical convictions and poetic theory.

The¡:efore we may say that when Read speAks of the sensi-

bility that does not change and the "inner formt', he Lras most

probably intuition in par:t.icular in mind. so what Read is

saying is that expresqion of sensibility (intuition) Ls

influenced by social factors but that sensibility itself

ir::4,:lt;:
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has remainâ' constant throughout human history'

In criticism of this theory of Readts it may be said

that if Read had explained with references to specific poets

how the social structure affected their expression, his

generalizations would had more compelling force. Perhaps

he thought that it was obvious as to how the social

structure determined the ideological content of poetry' But ,,,,tr

the situation that this vast generali zation ciescrib'es has a

number of variable factors in it: the social class of the

poet, his upbringing, his convictions, the national and the

international situations, his response to them, psychologi-

cal factors governing his response, the literary tradit'ions

of the poetrs country, the ¡:oetic siÈuation and foreign

influences, cultural as well as political. I have not by

any means exhausted the list of variables one could make'

And unless the poetic theorist' tries to establish a "vast

generalization" with proper attention to these factors, I

am not sure that the generation that has "glrown more

empirical" is going to be impressed. secondly, wheri Read

says that the social structure affects expression, does he

have in mind the general pattern of expression in a parti-

cular period? It is possible, for example, to maintain

that broadly speaking, the heroic couplet as practised in

the early eighteenth century reflects the age. But if it is

this kind of generaliza-tion that Read has in mind when he

Says that the social structure affects expression, then it

i'1r:.
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is not a very original idea. If on the other hand, it is

the style of the indívidual artist that he has in mind when

he makes the generalization that the social structure

affects expressíon, then I should. imagine that in ord'er to

substantiate itl he would have Èo show more concretely how

the individual style responds to social reality. It seems

to me that Read has not exploit.ed the sociological approach

to poetic theory as well as it could have been. In con-

clusion I would like to quote one remark of his which

expresses his ideal of poetic theory

This latter type of criticism I have called genet,ic [he
means "analysis of the circumstances" in v¡hich a work
of art comeã into existence], ano it ilay, if so desired,
be separaÈed from aesthetic criticism. But an adequate
critióism must include both methods, for we must under-
stand, not only form, rhythm, harmony, composition,
texture, handling, etc., but also imagery, a1legory,
analogy, motivation, social significance and many other
aspectË of the work of art to-\úhich psychology alone
can offer the right aPProach.22

Reaci is not satisfied with mere aesthetic approach and

therefore his poetic theory is not formalistic. However,

Read could have tested his brilliant,Iy speculative and

well-reasoned sociological approach with more frequent

references to poetry. Be that as it may, after this con-

sideration of the sociological strand of the scientific

level of his theoryr wê may now turn to the psych.ological

strand of it, which, incidentally, !úill sometimes be

referred to as the "psychological approachrr.

i ;r. i.'

it:. ¡ ;, ,

i:. ::: r
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IÏI

I began to read Freud as soon aS the tr:anslations of his
work appeared in this country, and it at once became
evident- to me that my own particular sphere of
aesthetic criticism \^/as to revolve on ã tew axis.23

But Read was not Freudrs uncritical disciple. AS a mat'ter

of factr âS Èhe science of the unconscious progressed, Read

enlisted the support of many lesser lights, irrespective

of whether they belonged to Èhe school of psycho-analysis

(Freud) or Anatytical psychology (Jung) or Individual

psychology (Adler). As a "mere expropriator" in this field,

he took the liberty of lifÈing his material from whatever

quarter suited him best. Read had the courage of his

eclecticism, and he ranged far and wid.e in search of his

psychological freebootY.

That Readrs acceptance of psycho-analysis was not

that of a mere enthusiast, is seen from the critical nature

of his respcnse to it. He writes:

To anyone who sees the immense imporÈance and utility
of Frèud's general theory, nothing- is so_dismal-ing as
the utter rutirity of all the psycho-analysts in the
presence of art. They cannot und.erstand that art is a

iriumph over neurosis, and that the synbolistic and
mysti-cal imaginings whiclr they ask _us to consider are
the verv denlal oi art, lacking order, form and disci'
Pline ' 24

The generic term¡artt could be taken to refer to poetry.

(Throughout the following discussion the term rartr is so

interpreted). Poetry is not an expression of neurosis; it

is a conquest of ít. Also note his emphasis on lorderr,

'formr and ldiscipline'. Poetry is far from being
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non-conscious. Such a view of poetry is consistent with the

ideal of conscious comprehensive reason he held at this time,

an ideal of ideal consciousness which vüe examined in the

second chapter. And this view of poetry, coloured by the

ideal of 'comprehensive reason" is reflected in the

following remark:

. for nothing ever comes out of the unconscious mind
that has not prèViOusty been Consciouslv elaborated or
sàn s i¡ rv ¡grf-rr-;praa"ãi "m ""äsffi u-ffi- wÏr r
ffifstffify correspond with the quality of the con-
scioüs mindr, aãd du1l õr undisciptined intellects will
find as ever that there is no shórt cut to genius.2S

It wou-ld Seem as if what comes "out of the unconscious mind"

is significant because it has previously been elaborated or

felt. The unconscious is significant krecause it has once

been in the conscious I rt seems to me thaÈ Read is confusing

the ,'preconscioust, with the ttunconscioustt. or to use

Jungian equivalenls, he is confusing the "personal

unconscious" with the "collecÈiVe unconscious". According

to both Freud and Jung, the pre-conscious or the "personal

unconscious" originates irr the conscious. But they do not

believe that the unconscious itself has such an origin.26

Now, Read uses the WOrd UnCOnSCious, but seems to understand

the preconscious by it. What possibly coulo be the explana-

Èion of this egregious blunder?

Read is trying to maintain the importance of certain

values such as order, discipline, precision and intelli-'

gibility in poetic creation at the sanìe time as he is

j . :r_!-:44a:3!¡¡l;+:+:r j;e1
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assigning the unconscious a role in his theory. Between the

fascination for both the conscious and the unconscious, he

settles for the ¡:reconcious, which is accessible to the

conscious. This is the explanation one is tempted' to give

of Readrs remark about the relation between the conscious

and the 'unconscioust.
But I wonder if Read is right in implying that Freud

does not, understand that art is a triumph over neurosis.

Did not Freud make it clear that art is a 'oway back from

neurosis to reality"? However, Freud's view that' art is a

"Way back" from neurosis receives strong cOrroboration and'

emphatic expression from Jung, who believes that art is a

triumph over neurosis. Indeed, I may say that in "Psycho-

analysis and criticisrn", Read argues more like a Jungian

than like a Freudian. "Perhaps in this matter of t'he general

function of literature Jung is the only one of the three

þreud and Adler being the other tw6¡ to work out a t'heory

in any detaiL."z1 And Read makes Jung's theory the basis of

his views on the "poetic function"¡ âod of his theory of

poetic creaÈion.

Vühat is Jungls theory? Let Read speak for Jung:

Now ,rung's theory is that living realiÈy is never the
exclusile product of one or the oÈher of these con-
trasted atlitudes (the contrasted atLitudes are 'intro-
versionr and textraversiont and they may be traced in
every activitfl, but only of a specific vital activity
whicñ unites them, bridges the gulf between them,
gining intensity to senãe-perception and effective
force to the idea.zö
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Living reality is the product of a unifying activity v'rhich

is called phantasy. Phantasy could be active or passive.

Read, who is concerned only with active phantasy, quotes

Jung as saying that active phanta.sy is "the principal attri- ,.,,,..,,,

bute of artistic mentality". Applying this remark to

poetry he says that "the poetic function ís nothing else

but this active phantasy in its more-than-individual i,.,,],,

aspects.t' ït is the modus operahcii of active phantasy that' 
"'"x':, -: . ..,.

has significance for Read's poetic Èhreorf . Active phantasy, i'.'::":i

which owes its existence to "the propensity of the consciou

attitudefortakin9uptheindicationsorfra9mentsof
relatively light-torted unconscious associations", d'evelops

the latter into "complete plasticity by association with
,)0

parallel elements " ."' What springs from the unconscious

unites with what springs from actuality and thus there is 
,

i

"one uniform f low o"f life" . The two are as it were inte- ,'t'

grat,ed. The inÈegration of the runcorrsciousr anci the
i:;t'¡'

tconscious' has a "more-than-individua-1" aspect in the ,,,t',,,,'

sense that the integration achieved by the artist, though 
,r,,,,','':.:: 

:

born of his need, is valid for all "\¡7ho come to participate

in his imaginative work".

But Read's peculiar view of the unconscíous' which 
li.;ï

regards the latter as originating in the conscious, detracts 'itì'ìf

from the significance of the concept of integration" vühy?

Itfo1tows1ogica11yfromRead.tsviewoftheunconscious

that the integration he has in mind would take place not
l ''':':ì.r.':,;

i1 .'--.:.
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between the unconscious and the conscious but rather between

the preconscious and the l¿:.;j¿conscious. But what is signif i-

cant for Jung is integration between Èhe unconscious and the

conscious. He Says in the course of his discussion of

actíve PhantasY:

For here, in a converging stream, _flow the conscious
and the unconscious persónality of the subject into a

common and reconciling product. A phantasy thus framed
may be the supreqtÊ expression of the unity of an
individual . ru

It may be observed that JLr-ng uSeS the word rtunconscious"

here and that he d.oes not mean "pre-conscious" by it' How-

everr we nray note Lhat it is thie integrationist aspect of

Jungrs theory which appeals to Read. As compared with

Jungts account, Freud.rs theory2which looks upon art as tlie

creation of Èhe artist's wishes in phantasy with a view to

securing ',honour, po\^ler, riches, fame anci the love of

womant'., may seem cheap, crude and rather naive. signifi-

cantly enough, Read has observed: "I believe that some of

Freudrs errant disciples, particuJ-arly Jung and Trigant

Burrow are nearer than their master to certain aspect's of
t1

the truth. "rI Perhaps what Read had in mind was the fact

that, Jung is more thorough'going than Freud in his dis-

cussion of art. For example, Freud believes that artistic

creation is phantasy made universal and impersonal. But he

cioes not distinguish between artistic phanta-sy and average

phantasy except in terms of expression. B*t*¿:-,:; Jun-o ctis-

tinguishes active frcm passive phantasy and makes iÈ clear

i:r'.,..r'l:'

L-.-r ::.-.-:
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that the latter ís morbid, has some trace of abnormality in

it and that it springs from dissociation of the psyche. He

relates artistic creation to active phantasy, which takes

its origin from the unity of the psyche. This view of art

is congenial to Readrs according to which art is a triumph

over neurosis. He writes:

what is now necessary to emphasize stronEly, in con-
cluding this psychológical excursus, is that art is a

triumpñ over ñeürosisl tfrat though it originates. in a
1.rerrrolic tendency, it is a coming-out-agailst' this
tendency; . ftreir [trre Bronte sisters] art is not
neurotiä in kindi no art is. It is only when we search
for causes and. origins- (as we have J Perfect right to
do) that we discover the neurosis; in the final effecù,
according to the measure of its success, all art is
health añd harmonY-32

What Read is saying here is ttiat the neurotic tendency which

could give rise to passive phantasy is present in the

artists. But the difference between an artist and a patient

is that the laÈter succumbs to it and is powerless before

it. But the artist is able to experience the unity of

psyche (which is how one may interpret the remark that' art

is a "coming-out-against this tendency"). ArÈ springs from

this united psyche and therefore it is "health and harmony"'

Thus we see that even in Ïris earliest period (1924 to 1932)

Readrs poetic theory is open to Jung's influence and that it

revolves on Jungian as well as Freudian axis. Vüe shall con-

sider separately in the following sections the rrevolutions'

of Readrs theory on Freudian and Jungian axis'

i:;::-

;r:r.. ¡
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In Lg32 Read brings the Freudian concepts of the ego

and the superego to bear on his discussion of poetry. He

sees poetry exclusively as a product either of the ego or of

the superego. As we have already seen in the last chapter,

he regards poetry with organic fornr- as a product of

personality, which is identified with the ego. Poetry w.ith

abstract form is regarded as being a product of character,

which is identified with the superego. The unconscious is

not quite put out. (He connects the fancy with the uncon-

scious and the imagination with the preconscicus in an

unconvincing attempt to provide literary concepts with

psychological basis). But as we saw in the last chapter the

personality is an ideat of conFciousness.

To turn to Readrs use of the concepts of the ego and

the superego. It seems tha.t Read- looks upon them as d'iscrete

entities. As Professor Ray has pointed out, Read I'rather

freely uSeS Freudrs concepts of the ego and superego". He

goes on to add: "In Freud these ter¡n's clo not denote discrete

entities in the psychic topography; in Read Èhey are made to

do so."33 The absolute opposition, therefore, between

abstract, form and organic form, poetry of personality anci

poetry of character does not have the psychological founda-

tion which could be described as being true to Freud.

A nrrmber of questions spring. into oner's mind as one

thinks of this theory in the light of Freudrs account of the
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topographyofthepsyche.Doesthepoetryofpersonality,
which is expression of the coherent organization of the egot

t'his 'å^glrect'
have an ideological aspect? If it does I is ftt súpplied by

the ego or the superego? How does the poetry of characÈer .,,,

come to possess 'formal unityt? vühich region of the mind

is responsible for that unity? Does poetry of character

have an ideological aspect? Which region of Lhe rnind is ' .: ,:
t::':t:

. r.,:.: _._.

responsible for that aspect? Or would Read say that the ' '

ego supplies unity and ideological aspect to the poetry of i.',,,

personality a-nd that the superego supplies unj-ty and the

id.eological aspect to the poetry of character? He wou'Id'

have to say this if he tooks upon the ego and the superego

as discrete entities whi ch give rise to two types of

poetry. But he would find himself on the horns of a dílemr-n'a'

How?
:

Read makes it. clear that the "formal unity" of the '1,

poem is a manifestation of the organic coherence of person-

ality. (Let us remember that he identifies personality with ¡f
'.,

the ego). Now, one wonders if he would' be prepared Èo say 
.,,,:

that poetry of character (which is supposedto spring from

the superego) has its unity supplied by the ego? If he says

,yes,, he would be theoretically inconsistent since poetry 
i;,,,,,

of character takes its rise only from the superego. Ïf he î::rii

says rnor (that is, the unity of poetrY of character is

supplied by the superego), he would again be theoret'icaIly

inconsistent since formal unity is by definition a
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manifestation of the ego. This ciilemma arises because Read

has not in his theory made allowance fot the -interplay of

various regions of the mind. It is because he regards only

one 1evel of the mind as the source of poetry of personality'

and another level as the source of pcetry of character, that

a simplistic picture of the process of poetic creation

emerges which does not do justice to the interplay of the

various regions of the mind. Read's view of the origin of

formal unity, as we shall soon see, undergoes a change in

Lg36. He comes to look upon formal unity as something t'hat

is a result of the ego operating on the contents of the Id'

This change in Itead's view is a direct result of the

unconscious assuming a major role in his poetic theory after

L932--a point I have tried to make in the secorrd chapter.

The concept of personality has an interesting conse-

quence for Read's attitude tow-ards the question of the

relationship between art and neurosis. We have already seen

that Read did not see any virtue in neurosj-s as such for

artistic production. But it may seem that Read contradicts

himself in his essay on Shelley in which he establishes a

connection between Shelleyrs poetry and his neurosis' (Read

insists on using the word 'psychosis'. But. later in the

essay he himsetf refers to shetley',s personality as

tneurotic personalityt ) . In Aud.ents words, Read shows that

,'his [Shelley's] Very neurosis was the sQurce of hiS
2, d,insight."54 Vüe are to]d. tliat the neurotic personalit-y does
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not resist the organic wholeness of life. The social adapta-

tion whiCh tnormalr persons undergo iS "really a pretencer"

"Under the cover of our conventions w'e remain disparate,

dissociated, resisting the organic wholeness of life. " The

words "disparate" and "dissociated" suggest that normality

is achieved at the expense of "organic coherence of

personality". "Only the neurotic refuses the compromise"'

which means, I suppose, that he does not sacrifice the

florganic wholeness of life" for the sake of normality' Read

makes the same ¡:oint in greater detail:

Disparate as he may seen from the point of view of the
norirality \,re have áchieved, actually he is nearer the
source oi lifer the organic reality; his separateness
is really an integrity-of personality, al agreement of
all the instinctiie .ã¿ affective life of the indivíd'ual
with the organic processes cf tife in general (tne
natural unii.y of ãur coilrmon life) '35

The antithesis between' Inormality' and'neurotic personalityr

explained here by Read could be said to be parallel to the

antithesis between character and personality. Fj-rsÈ, both

rpersonalityt and IneuroLic personalityt are said' to possess

t organic Cohrerence | . SeConci, just as I character' ContFols

the organic processes in the light of ego-ideal and is thus

a denial of organic wholeness, normality also, in Readrs

view, spells a retreat from the organic wholeness of life.

It Seems to me, ho\,rrever, that Read is romanticizlng rreurosis'

If neurotic personality is as close to the organic processes

of life as personality, what is the difference between the

two?
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vüe have seen above what kind of difficulties Read-

runs into when he looks upon the ego and the superego as

discrete ent-j-ties and consid.ers them to b,e Sources of poetry

of personality and character respectively. Read puts

forward a ne\^I theory of the process of poetic creation in

L936. The publication of Freudrs New htroducÈory Lectures

(1932) influenced Read's poetic theory aS can be seen from

his Art and Sociêty, first published in 1936. Here we have

a significant departure from the earlier view according to

which the ego and the superego are discrete entiÈies. Read

recognizes that the id, the ego and the superego shacie off

into one another.

These divisions [into êgor super-ego, and idJ can only
be sclrematically ?epresented as definite; actually they
shade off into óne ãnother. The super-ego in particular
is not to be imagined as someth.ing separated from the
egc; some of iÈs characteristics are derived directly
fiom the id.36

The theory advanced here avoids the limitaÈions of the one

suggested in 1932.

Read finds some of Freudrs observaÈions regarding

the anatomy of the mental personality suggestive and

attempts to do what Freud himself did not attempt. He

brings out the inplications of Freud's theory of mental

personality for art, and explains how the id, the ego and

the super-ego rr-anifest theniselves in a work of art. To

state his view in his own words:

rt dêriveg its energy, its iriationeliq and its
*v=iffi"spewe@gEil@Eel:¿ea

i;J .
l',.:i.
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as Èhe source of what \,re usualty. call ihspiration. It
æ Emes -

Gr creatro-nSj]-rj-uualaffirati on sETErr a re tñã pec uÍl-ar *¿ at l ""õffirpeil-æ--ot the super-ego.

Consider the aspects of a work of art mentioned Lrere: (1)

energy and irrationality, (2) formal synthesis and unity,

and (3) ideological aspect. Now, as for the first aspect,

the glorification of irrationality is an aspect of the

heavy stress laid on the unconscious in his theory in 1936.

One wou1d. be hard put to it to find anything like the

following observations in Readts writings before 1936. "But

those works of art which are irratíonal and dreamlike--

legendary myths and folk tales and the poems which embody

them--these survive all economic and political changes

. ", or '0. the works of art which survive are those which

most nearly approach to the illogical order of the dream. "38

As for the emphasis on unity and synthesis, there is nothing

new in iÈ. He stressed the formal aspecÈs of art before

1936 too. But the point to be noted is that he does not

discount them even when he insists thaÈ art is irrational.

As for the ideological aspect of art, our discussion of his

sociological approach has shov¡n us that he was always aware

of it. It is precisely these three aspects of art that, he

relates to the three reEions of the mind distinguishecl. by

Freud. The "energy" of a work of art springs from the Id.

Its unity is supplied by tlre ego. Finally, its ideological

aspect is related. to the superego. Read has in effect
; i.?"';"'¡."iì'
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proposed his theory concerning the psychological sources of

Various aspects of art. Let us consider this theory in

greater detail:
Freud says in his Ne\,r htroduct'ory Lectures that the

"repressed remains unaltered by the passage of time". Read

says that this region, this cauldron, the ''id'r is a region

of "tímeless entitiês", a scurce of the vital energy

"transmitted to the artistts creative impulse". Thanks to

the energy of which this region is a sou-rce, the appeal of

what the artist. is inspired to express is universal. But

the artist must make contact withr this region in order to

t.ap Èhe energy. "lVe ímagine the artist, then, as dípping

into a cauldron of timeless and intensely vital entities. "

But such a direct contact \,,/ith the deeper layers of the min.d'

would be "too much for uS'*. VÍe might tclerate it in a few

cases. "But in genera.l the artist has to tanre the entities

of his vision k¡efore hre retails them to the visicnless

public." It is at this sta.ge that the ego comes int'o action.

"It is the ego which mediates between the artistrs id and

the external world--which makes hirn, so to speak- the

conscious agent that he is. "39 But there is a distinction

between the functioning of the ego in the case of a- normal

individual and that of the ego j-n the case of the artist.

What is that dístincÈion?

"The ego", says Freud, "has taken over the task of

representing the external world for thre id . "40 It,

i.:'i'l
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therefore, receives "excitation" from witL¡out as well as

from the interíor of the ro-ind. But in performing the task

of representing the external worId., the ego of the norn¡al

person must eliminate any element in its picture of the

external world which is a "contribution from internal

sources of excitation".4l Therefore the ego 'tinterpolates

between desire and action the procrastinating factor of

thoughtt' and secures "dethronement of the pleasure-

principle" and substitutes for it the t'reality-principle".

But "in the case of the artist there is an exception":

'rHe does not eliminate any element rwhich is a contribution

f rom internal sources of excita.tionr . " (By the way , for

the sake of uniformity of nomenclature Read could have used

the expressíon "the artist's egot'.rather than "he"). His

purpose is to "evad.e the procrast,inating factor of thoughtl

and to introduce such elements as are contributed by inter-

nal sources of excitation. The former secures immediacy

and vitality of presentation, the latter dísturbs "Èhe

even and orderly surface of the conventional conception

^)of realityt'.=o It may seem that in saying Èhat the artist's

purpose is to "disturb" the even surface of the conventional

conception of reality, Read is contradicting his earlier

remark that the entries from the id have to be "tamed". As

a matter of fact, he is suggesting a compromise. Yes, the

conventional conception must be disturbed, but not unduly

disturbed. The t,normal reader,' should not be "undul-y"

r,? 1.::_
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alarmed or antagonized. But how does an artist do this

aesthetíc rope-trick-?

In order to "disguise" his "Iawless ímages" (pro-

ceeding from the id) the artist. gives them form and propor-

tion. How? The ego gives form and physical harmony to the

"impersonal and unchanging experiences" which issue

"forceful but amorphous and perhaps terrifying from the

id" i and then the superego gives Èo these "impersorral and

unchanging experiences" "treated" by the ego, the "ideologi-

cal tendencies and aspirations of religion, morality and

social rea1ism". It seems to me Èhat Read has at the back

of his mind a Freudian model in proposing this theory of

artistic creation. By Freudian model I nrean Freudrs account

of the dream-work. Freud speaks of "secondary elaboraÈion"

in connection with dream-activity and explains how the

latent content is disguised by manifest content. Something

analogous to this dream-work is seen as occurring in

artistic creation. On the one hand you have "forceful but

amorphous and perhaps terrifying" conÈents of the id; tLren

there is the need. to make these contents, entities, lawless

images "acceptable to the public at large". The ego plays

Èhe role of the ambiguous censor in that this censor is not

averse to disturbing "the even and orderly surface of the

conventj-onal conception of reality", though it does not want

to t'unciuly alarm or antagonize the normal individualr'. So

the id provides unchanging experiences. The ego provides

li-a--l{

[.::ì:
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"secondary elaboration'r. Thus the artistic process is

analogous to the dream-process. Read says:

Thus the artistic process in general may be said to
consist of two processes: the immediate and essential
one which has a3-ways been known as inspiration, and'
v¡hich psychological-Iy we describe as an access to the
deeper layers of the unconsciousi and a secondary
process of elaboration, in which the essential per-
ceptions and intuitions of the artist are woven into
a fabric which can take its place in the organized life
of conscious reality.43

In the light of this comment it may justly be said that. Read

accepted Freudts d.ream-process (d.ream-work) as a working

moclel j-n developing hís o\ÀIn theory of artistic creation. We

rnay call this theory the "dream-theory of artr'. Before we

go on to consider this theory (developed in "Surrealism and

the Romantic principlêt) let us see how he explains poeti.c

inspiration (which, incidentally, he ident,ifies with poetic

creation) in terms of the Freudian regions of the mind.

Read explains the phenomenon of inspiration in terms

of Freudian concepts. The theory of inspiration he proposes

is a brilliant exploitation of one "casual statement"

(Read's phrase) Freud makes at the end of his chapter on

the anatomy of the mental personaliÈy. Freud \^irites :

It can be easily imagined too that cerÈain pra.ctices of
mystics may succeed in upsetting the normal relations
bètween the differenù regions of the mindr so thaÈ, for
example, the percgptual system becomes able tci grasp
relations in Lfre deeper layers cf the ego and,in the id
whích would otherwise be inaccessible to i-t.4+

Read provides a luciO. exposition of what happens when the

'hormal- relations beÈween the differeht regíons of the mind'r'

are upset.

:::j:: :.::.i:l 'ì -::--
,-. ij;.i:1::. ::-i,.r:'
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That is to say, the sensational a\iüareness of the ego is
brought into ãirect contact with the id, and, from that
,seething cauldronr snatches Scme archetypal form, sol''tê
instinctíve association of words, images.or sounds, which
constitute the basis of the work of arL.45

Thus the perceptual conscious system, which makes for sensa-

tional awareness, turns inward, away from the external

worldrto the deeper layers of the ego and the id. Ttris

hypothesis, Read thinks, explains "that lyrical intuition",

wtrich is known as t'inspiration". The sensational a\^Tareness

of the êgor its drive for'forml and rharmonytare trained

as it were on the contents of the id. Art therefore has Lhe

energy, mysteriousness anci irrationality of the id, and the
Now'

plasticity whích the ego could be said to provide. 'these

are the very qualities of dreams. What is the relationship

between poetry and dream then? Read devotes hímseIf to this

problem in his 'nsurrealism and the Romantic Princip1e".

Read notes that "poetic inspiration has an exact

parallel in dream-formation". 46

An unconscious impulse creates the poem no le.ss than the
dream; it provides, that is to say, the mental energy
required for its forrnat.ion. The impulse seeks in the
poem, no less and no Qlherwise than in the dream, its
&esired satisfaction. 47

Besides the colrrmon origin in the unconscious, dream-'forma-

tion and poem-formation have a few other features in common.

Since the path to motor-discharge is closedto the impulse

in the dream, it traveJs "in the retrograde direction to

perceptiontr and contents itself with "an hallucinatory

satisfaction". In other words, the la.tent d.ream-thoughLs
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(connected. with the irnpulse) are "turnec. ir¡to a collecti-on

of images and visual scenes". Read observes the same pro-

cess in poetry. He says that "the latent ioeas or thoughts

are turned into visual images, are dramatized and

illust,rated, are finaLly l-iberated in Èhe hallucinatory

reality of the poe*. "48 The latent signifícance of these

dream-thoughts that have been condensed into "images or

symbols" resists analysis and perhaps precisely on that

account they have "extreme poetic force". This is an

important fact for Readrs poetic theory because his distinc-
,{røtween

tion¡images an.d. symbols is grounded on the analysability or

otherwise of the images. Images that are analysable are

conceived ín the unconscious; he calls them metaphors.

Images whose counterpart is not manifest are called

'symbols'.49 They are conceived in the unconscious. Th.ey

bring into relation without comparison two distant realities

which cohere--realities betweerr which there is a hidden

connecting link in the unconscious. Read calls it a

"repressed connection". He says: t'. the poetic reality

líes in the evident power of the image¡ and is not sÈronger

-'-indeedr lray be much weaker--if its latent meaning is made

manifest. "50

So the poem is equivalent to the manifest content

of the dream. The latent thoughts (connected with the
ûrg

impul-se, the dream)lturned into images or symbols which are

strong precisely becaus"Ttn.it significance resists analysis
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(b)
(sínce the thoughts are latent) andr.t'l:.e connecLions between

the realities v¡hich images bring together are .repressed"

But the conscious mind of the poet works over the poeni in

order to disguise gaps or incohererrcy' and gives it a smooth

facade whích is demanded by the literary conventions of the

a9êr and which makes for "ease of communicationr'.

From the expressions "connections between realities

are repressed" and "significance resists analysis", it

would appear that repression is a significant factor in art'

We are first told that repression of instincts entails a

feeble art. But Read goes on to qualify his remark by

saying that repressed instincts may find a disguised outlet,

the implication of which qualification is ttiat if they do

find. such an outleÈ, the resultant a.rt is not feeble. Does

this mean that repression as such of instincts is not

detrimental to art provided that they find a disguised out-

let? It woutd seem thaÈ this is what he means. "without

subscribíng to the view that art, is in every respect a sub-

limation of repressed instincts . one n',ust rrevertheless

recognize r . . that art is closely linked vrith these same

É1
instincts."þr But there is an important proviso to this.

We do not produce art "if we are conscious of our instincts

and repress Èhemrt. vlhat Read. means is that if we are

conscious of repression--\{e do not prodUce art. Víe produce

only "intellectual reactions"--intellectual reactions to the

fact of repression. "But if we are not conscious of our
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instincts, and at the same time allov¿ them to be expressed

in a disguised form, then the result niay well be inter-

esting.,52 In view of the fact that he has said that art is

closely linked with repressed instincts, the expression lif

we are not conscious of our instinctsl could be taken to

mean: "if v¡e are not conscious of repressionr'. The "result"

may well be interesting because suclì works wou-Id have

"unconscious significancerr, that is, psychoanalytic signi-

ficance. Readts meaning becomes more clear if we bear in

mind his examples of this k-ind of, arÈ: the PropheÈíc Books

of Blake, the nonsense verse and tales of Edward Lear and

Lewis Carroll. He says that such significance "on1y adds to

Lhe value of líteraturerr. "From our point of view Lear is

a better poet than Tennyson, Lewis Carroll has affinities

with Shakespe-r".,'53 This judgment may seem preposterous

and perhaps no one would have been more shocked by it than

Lear himself. However, the clause "if we are not conscious

of our insÈincts" would seem to indicate Èhat the kind of

art Read has in mind could be produced only in the days of

our "innocencê", which preceded the advance of psycho-

analysisl Secondly, "if we are noÈ conscious of our

instincts", of our repression that is, how could we be said

to trallow them to be expressed." in a t'disgu.ised form"? Does

not the very expression ttallow therc . form" imply a

consciousness of repression of instincts on our part?

Readrs position on the quest,ion of repression of instinct's
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and "disguised" expression is certainly not free from con-

tradictions.
It is interesting to speculate on why the dream

occupies such an important place in Read's poetic theory.

Vfe have already Seen that it is a source of access to the

unconscious. But are there any other reasons? Let us

remember that he looked upon art as a synthesis of the

imagination and reality. He says, for example, that art

projects the imaginative faculty outside the mind and. seeks

"in the world of reality objective equivalents of its

fantasies". He expresses t'his idea more simply in

"Surrealism--the Dialectic of Artt', where he defines art as

,treality Èransform-ed by the imagination".54 No\,r, just as

there is a synthesis between imagination and reality in art,

there Èakes place in the drea-m also a synthesis between

reality and phantasy (inragination) in as much as our d'ay-

world emerges peculiarly metamorphoseci in it. As Read

himself puts it:

In most clreams we find elements that are merely the
casual residues of the day's anxieties; but we finci
also the day-wortd transfõrmed., and occasionally.this
"ã*-rå'j!tu''prã=ã"t= 

itselt to us as a poetic uãity.SS

The idea of "synthesis" between reality arrd phantasy

(imagination) ís clearly implied by the phrase "new reality" '

so one may say that Read's interest in the dream springs

from the fact that it presents a patÈern of the synthesis

of reality and, imaginati¡on. Indeed, he goes so far as to
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say: 'oIt is tempting to identify poetry and the dream; or

shaIl we say, to avoid qualifications of technical nature,

the imagination and the drea*. "56 The theory of dream-

composition is a logical consequence of this identification.
Read gives one example of his dream composition to

test his dream-theory of art. He analyses it and concludes

that his hyposthesis is valid though he would not have dared

to publish the poem on its own merits. However, the point

I wish to make is that dream-composition of L936 is mere

Èranscription of dream-experience. .And as we shall soon see,

trans'criptiog of dream-experience is not the same as

expression of it.. Automatism, which makes the latter
possíbIe, does not have a significant place in his dream

theory in 1936. His attitude towards ít is cautious then.57

But it acquires an important place in it in 1938. I have

in mind. his essay "Myth, Dream and Poem". Whereas in

"Surrealism and the Romantj-c Princip,le" Read was concerned

with discussing poetry' in terms of the dream-technigu€r in

this essay he establ-ishes a relationship between dream and

automatism. Vfhat is this reLationship?

Dreams are our window on Èhe "mythical mino"; thelz

are a source of access to the "collective unconscious" or

'tracial memoryt'. They release images and synrbols f rom this

mythical mind. Ancl these images and symbols are organized
tire rrryÈh

by the poet into a myth. And ùhen ¡\c rdceives its articula-

tion. He achieves this with the help of automatism, which
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secures Ìimmediate and inst.inctive explessionfi of images and

symJrols. Read says: "And this mythical mind is the mind we

all know in our dreams, partially, incoherently; but the

poet knows it \,üith a penetrating and sel-ect,ive Valid.ity.'158

It appears that Read believes that the images and symbclls

released by the mythical mind (which the poet knows with a

rrpenetrating validity") are orgaTiized at, the unconscious

leve1 into a myth for he says thaÈ the lmyth is preciÞitated

into the individual mind of the poet".

But how does the n,yth which is precipitateä into the

individual mind come to be expressed in a poem? Before we

answer the question we m-ust note that Read SayS that whereas

myth persists by virtue of its inragery¡ â poêm persists k;y

virtue of its language. It is possib'le to translate a myth

irito any language since the imagery can be expressed in the

"verbal symbols" of any language. But a poem is scarcely

translatable. However, Read goes on to sâY, "a poem is more

than essence of language"; it is this essence allied to

imagery. Readrs answer to the question raised above is this:
,'Its [i"e. of the image] vivid eidetic energy acts like a

catalyst among the suspended verbal molecules and precipi-

tates just those which clothe the image in the brightest sheath
tro

of words. "f,v The tfanslatable element--myth, which persists

by vírtue of its imagery--comes to be allied with the

untranslatable element--tanguage--and precipitates the right
t'Verbal molecul-es ". The chemical metaphof gives one the

i::i,j: ..'','
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impression that there is a certain ineyitability about thie

process of expression of imagery in language. NoW¡ orlê lfrâ1z

wonder if Read means that the imagery selects its "bright

sheath" when the poet is in a dream-state. That Read does

not mean this becomes clear when he sô.ys that the gulf

between experience (myth, iniages) and expression can be

crossed only "in a state of trance or automatism". So

dream, whj-ch provides images and the myth, depends on auto-

matism for expression. But how does automatism help? We

are totd that the gulf between experience and expression can

be crossed OnIy "in a state of trance or autor,LatiSm, in

which state the images of the dream ctraw words from the

memory Very much as a magnet might draw needles from a hay-

stack.,,60 This time Read has drawn his anal-ogy from physics

in ord.er to explain the process of expression. And what it'

makes clear is that lhere is a certain inevitable relation-

ship between images ar¡d words. This becornes clear in the

description he gives of automatism. "But kry automatism in

the present context we mean a state of mind in which

expression is ímmedj-ate and j-nstinctive--where there is no

time-gap between the image and it,s verbal equivalent. "6l

(Incidentallyr we encountered in English Prose Sty1e this

view that there is no time-gap between experience and

expression in poetry.62)

It could be argued that Readrs reasoning here on

the question of experience and expression is not free from
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a certain circularity. We f irsÈ learn that imageS t'draw"

words in a state of trance or automatism. But what is auto-

matism? Vüe are told. that it. is a state of mind in which

there is no tíme-gap between the image and Èhe word since

images "d.raçt' words I However, it is possible to take Èhe

view that his ciefinit.ion of automatism quoted above spells

out the meaning which hís scientific analogies strive to

express, namely, that it is a state of mind in which expres-

sion is 'timmediate anci instinctiver'. Circularity or no cir-

cularíty, the point Read is making is that expression should

be spontaneous and immediate, and. that in a state of trance

or auùomatism ít is scl. The two important pre-requisites

then for achievj-ngi'"immed.iaLe and instir¡ct'ive expression"

are automatism anci the "eidetic energy" of images'

Poetry of this instantaneous kind--pc'etry in which

there is no "tirne-gap" between experienCe and expression--

has a rhythrn v¡hich is díctated by the unconscious. "The

rhythm is found just as the words are found: by t'he law of

attraction which seems to operate in the unconscious

mind .,,63 But r do not know what exactly Read. means by

"law of attraction" or how it operates in the unconscious '

He Seems to be exploring some iOea or some ccncept which

he has not realized adequa-tely for himself. And once again

he resorts to an analogy, this time from the field of photo-

graphy. t,There is tkre irrage like a photograph film and

there is at the sa.me time an automatically selected and

i:.,:.i.
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adjusted sound-track, perfectly exPressing and faultlessly

accompanying the irnagery. "64 The analogy is certainly

ingenious but it only restates concretely what he has

asserted before: r'the rhythm is found just as the words are

found'r.

It will be noticed that dream-experience continues

to occupy an important place in his theory in 1938 and that

automatism is introduced into iÈ for the first time. The

dream-experience provides the myth and the images, and.

automatism. secures their instinctive and immediate expression

in which there is no time-gap between experience and- expres-

sion: "the words are found just as the rhyÈhm is found".

But Iet us rernember that in 1936 Read did not devote himsel-f

to the question of how words and rhythm are found for

translatj.ng d.ream-experience into poetry, and that poetic

creation seemed Lo consist in transcription of d.ream

experience. Vühat I am trying to suggesÈ is that transcrip-

tion of dreams is 'reportaget and that reportage aS such

cannot be identified with expression.

since automatisrn is the doctrine advocated by the

surrealists, it would be interesting to compare Read's view

of automatism with that of Breton, the chief Surrealist

aesthetician. Breton said that pure psycLric automatisnì was

intended to express, rrverba,lIy, in wriÈing or by any other

means, the real prccess of thought". He described it thus:

"It is ttroughds dictation, all exercise of reason and every
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aesthetic or moral preoccupation being absent. "65 Read

could not have accepted Bretonrs tembargot on the aesthetic

aspect of art. Why? It becomes clear from Readls account

of the parallel between dream-formation and poem-formation

that the ego plays an important part in the latter: it is

responsible for form, harmony, balance and proportion in

poetry. It is clear then that Bretonts 'embargo! would

have conflicted with Read's psychoanalytic viev¡ of poetic

creation which ãssigned different functj-ons to the three

levels of the PsYche.

It seems to me that what is interesting about auto-

matism to Read is its rejection of "arts of poetryil and

rational control. He objects to the will or rational

control since it distorts or inhibits tÌre free play of the

imagination. Anci in so far as automatism lifts the control

of the wil1, automatism is necessary, acceptable, desirable

and justifiable. It may not be'irrelevant to point out that

psychoanalytical justification of automatism based on the

concept of the withdrawal of energy from the consciolls into

the unconscious has been provided by Anton Ehrenzv¡eig.66

But Read does not indicate anywhere whether this explanation

is acceptable to him or not. Unlessrof courserthe following

comment of his on the view of some action painters that the

automatism of their paintings endows the latÈer with a

psychic energy proceeding from the unconsciousr and t'hat the

embodiment of this energy creates arr object of mysterious

' '::':itrf::
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potency, is taken to mean that he is not convinced of the

psychoanatytic explanation: t'I am too much of a sceptic

rnyself to believe in an individual artist!s ability to

practise magic in our mid.st."67 However we nay interpret his 
,,,.,,,.,,;

attitude towards the psychoanalytíc explanation of automatisni,

\de can be certain of one thing. Automatisni was for Read

an ideal of an organic.expression. His acceptance of the

surrealist doctrine of automatism \,vas qualified by the fact

that he did not ignore the aestheLic aspects of art--a point ,,;,1,,,,:,,,:,

whj-ch becomes very clear in his "Art in Europe at the End'

of the Second. War".

As a matter of facÈ Read seems to have become more

critical of automatism. "I believe that from t'he beginning

an exclusive devotion to a theory of automaÈism was a

mistake.,,68 But as we have seen before, Read himself was

not guilty of "exclusive devotion" to automatism. We have

also seen that such a devotíon would have been inconsistent

with his psychoanalytic theory, which assigned to the ego

a significant role in poetic creation. He spells out his

objection to automatísm more clearly now--automatism as

understood and pracÈised by the surrealists. He says that

there is nothing creative about a purely automatic projec-

tion of images. AII that it, involves is a transfer from

one sphere to another: ". it is merely the transfer of

an existing object from one sphere Èo another, from the

material sphere , for example, to the verbal or plastic
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sphere",,69 This transfer is not essentially artistic. But

in 1938 Read said that automatism secures instinctive anC.

immediate expression and Èhat it helps to cross the gulf

between experience and expression, and tha.t in the ps)¡cho-

logical staÈe of automatism "the rhythm is found just as

the words are found". (see above, p. f¿Oro"åootnote eil "

On the basis of these remarks I argued tTrat whereas in L936,

translation of dream into poetry \das mere transcripÈion, in

1938 ít was "expression". But now Read himself says that

automatism involves mere mechanical transfer! But it may be

pointed out thaù in his 1948 essay Read is speaking of 'pure

psychíc automatismr' . And. tpure psychic autoniaLismt is not

the same as the Readian automatisrn which he defined as a

"state of mind" in which alone the gulf between experience

and expression can be crossed. However inadequate his

definition of it. may be, it helps us to see that his con-

ception of autcmatisni was not the same as that of the

surrealists.
But is another criÈicism of automatism which React

makes in this essay applicable to his 1938 conception of

it? He says that mere proliferation of unconscicus imaEes

or symbols i-s not art and that automaÈism'encourages pre-

cisely such proliferation. what is ímportant in art is

organization of these i-rnages or symbols. I'The art is in the

pattern . and not in the imagery. "70 So the images must

be given expressive forn. Now, if Èhe "myth" could be

i'a,

i:
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called such a formr one may say that Read was always firmly

opposed to mere proliferation of images even in 1938. For

he pointed out even then that poetry is essence of language

allied to imagery and. that images are organized into a myth

in a poem. He seems to have had two types of mytTi in mind

then: collective myth and personal myth, the lat'ter being

broadly regard.ed as a presentation in visual form of

abstract concepts. Thus we See that he did demand "expres-

sive form" (if "myth" could be called one) in 1938' So

one must say that if myth (personal or collective) is not

an ,'expressive forÍr", Readrs criticism of surrealist

at¡,ù.omatism is true of his own conception of it'

But what is "expressive form"? Read does not tell

uS in the above essay what exactly he means by "expressive

form". Let us turn to his next ancl final observations on

the question of automatism. These observations are con-

tained in hís essay, "The cult of sincerity". Let us see

if his remarks shed any light' on what he nieans when he says

that the images released by the unconscious must be given

"expressive formt'.

He says that automatism is a "physical reflex"

rather than a I'state of mind". The remafk that automatism

is a "physical reflexrr is appJ.icable to surrealist, auto-

matism. In as much as the automatism he advances in 1938

is a "state of mind" in which the gutf between experience

and expression is crossed, Read',s automa-tism is not a
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"physical reflex". Surrealist automatism may be said to Ì:e

rrrechanical and free f ronr- aesthetic Oiscipline, ât least ¿is

far as the theory of automatism is corrcerrÌed. But Surrealist

pcetryr âS Read points out, is not always autornatic t'in any

mechanical sensefl. Tire images in Eluardrs poetryr for

example, are "effectively organized". "They may rise

automaticatly to the surface of consciousness, but they then

assume a functional coherence (the tcompositionr of the poem

or pain¡ing¡ . "71 so we may say that it is quite likely that

when llead demands that images be given "expressive fornt"

what he is insisting on is that they be "effectively

organized'$. And effective orgarLization is to be understood

v¡ith reference to the "functional coherence" of t'he images'

The necessity of the criterion of functional coherence may

well have been suggested to Ïrim by Èhe contrast between

Eluard t s poetry and. the ranting incoherence l^ihich i-ssued

from many a surrealist pen. Thus one may draw upon the 1968

essay in order to explain what ReaC, might have meant when he

said. that images released by the unconscious must be given

"expressive form". BuÈ we rûay point out thrat if "ef fective

OrganizatiOn" ancl "fUnCtiOnal Coherencet' \,vere all he meant

by "expressive form", one could say that the demancl for
,'effective organization" and "functional coTrerence" was made

as far back as 1938 when he said thaÈ poetry is imagery

a]lied. to the essence of language. It is quite clear that

such an alliance couId. not take place unless the images or

rç'rïñ{i
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And "articula-
both "effective organization" and "functional

To recapiÈul.ate the fortunes of automatism in Readrs

theory, automatism is treated with caution in 1936. In

1938 he offers a conception of it which is differenL from

that of the surrealists. Surrealist automatism seems to be

mechanical at least in theory if not in practice; it

encourages "proliferation of disconnecLed images or symJcolst'.

Read connects automatism \^/ith dream and thus brings the

former within the scope of the organizi-ng acticn of the ego.

Hence it is not anarchic like surrealist automatism and,

therefore, it does not encourage "proliferation of dis-

connected images". He also connecLs auLomatism with

"expressionr', and desCribes it as a "state of mind" in which

there is no gap between experience and expression. That

there is no time-gap does not mean that Readrs automatism

encourages sloppy expression. What he seems to suggest is

that there is a certain inevitability and immediacy about

automatic expression Oictated by autor,ratism of his type.

One does not meet wiÈh such a stress on organization and on

aesthetic crit,eria of inrmediacy and inevitability of

expression in the surrealist theory of automat,ism..

In summing up this part of our discussion we may say

that Read employed the Freudian concepts imaginaÈiveIy to

explain the process of poetic creation. His use of the
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dream-work and the. Freudian model of psychic topography--

the most fertile concepts for Readrs speculations^-to ex¡;Iain

various aspects of art and their Psl'chological sources gave

the right direction to psycho-analytic explorations in arù'

By "right directionl I mean the exploitation of Freud'ian

concepts from the angle of a literary critic. As far back

aS Lg25 ReaC observed: "To anyone vüho sees the immense

ímportance and utility of Freudrs general theory' nothing

is so dismaying as the utter futility of all the psycho-

analysts in the presence of arL.u72 Read's o\^In theoretical

writings show that he pressed the immensely inçortant general

theory of Freud into the service of his poetics. Vfe have

Seen where he d.eparts from Freud or misunderstands Lrim' For

instance, when he looks upon the ego an6l the superego aS

discrete ent,ities ir, Lg32, he does not have Freudrs suppolt'

(such a mistake, however, does not invaLidate his insight

into the cristinction between poetry of personality and

poetry of character.) Nor d.oes his early account of the

unconscious as being composed of what was once in the

personal conscious, have the support either of Freud or of

,Jung--the twin supports of the scientific level of his

poetic theory. And of the two, Jung acquired the greater

importance in Readrs theofy.v
There lurks a strain of psychological relaÈivism in

Read!s views on poetry developed in the 1i9ht of Jungian

Type-Psychology. trrthat I mean is that the belief that the
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nature of poetry is determined by the ¡>sychological make-up

of the poet is present in his wriÈings of the thirties and

forties. stated bold.ly like this, the remark may sound

platitudinous. But if one substitutes for that vague

phrase "psychological make-up" the whole paraphernalia of

Jungian Psychology, one realizes that what sounds like a-

platitucle is rea11y a sophisticatecl applj-caÈion of psycho-

logical concepts. To give a few ir'stances of the operation

of this belief of, Readrs.

(1)Heviewsromanticisnrand.classicisminthe

light of Jungian psychology and looks upon romanticism as

expression of some function of the introverted attitude,

and classicism as expression of the exÈravert'ed attitude'

ClassiciSri'r aÍId romantícism are described as expression of

a "biological opposit,ion in human naLure" and.rtherefore/ a

mat.ter of "natural necessity" for the individual concerned.

',It is not sufficient to treat the maÈter one way or the

cther as a question of intellectual fallacy.'73 rn shorÈ,

diversity of psycholgg.tAaf Èypes creates civersity of

artistic exPression.

(2) He determines the psycholcaical type to vøhich

shelley Ï:eIonged. (rhe type is determined in Freudian

rather than Jungian terms). It is a type characterized' by

"incomplete objectification of consÇiousnessfr, and conse-

quently narcissistic, and unconsciously homosexual. His

unconscious homosexuality gives rise to psychosis describ'ed
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as "the paranoid type of dementia praecoxrt. He maintains

tha_t this psychosis determined "a quality of imagery and

verbal expression which is present in Shelleyrs Verse"'

Now,ifacriticaccept'stype-psychologyasaguide

in his study of poetry, one may expect him to apply it irr

his study of all the aspects of poetry. If one can d'iscuss

the psychological typre of the artist, one may also deter-

mine 'typesr of poetry written L,y various ttypesr, types of

imagery and types of diction. Read does not carry his

relativism that far. But there is rro reason why the

following remark made about p]a-stic arts should' not apply

to poetryl

. Èhere is not one Èype of art to which all types of
men should conform, but as many types of art as there
are types of nren; and that the categories into which we

divide art should naturallY corresponcl to the categories
into whi-ch we divide men. /4

The reason for sa-ying that this remark may be applied to

poetry as well is that he has accepted. for poetry the ]oasic

assumption of Èhis remarkr the basic assumption being: Art

is a reflection of oners type. or as Read himself has put

it: ,'The artist finds the level 0f his psychological

type.u75 But it, should- become clear from the last chapter

that Read theorizes about poetry, and nct about types of

poetry based on psychological types. The conclusion to be

drawn from this fact is that Read seeríìs to believe that one

can speak of poetry in general and theorize about Poetry,

but one must all- the same recognize that the psychological

i;:::::
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type of the poet determines or affects or influences various

elements of his poetry. Read does not offer a systematic and

Èheoretical formulation of the nature of tlie relationship

between various 'typest and the poetry ttrey write--an

attempt not altogether inconceivable (though somewhat

quixotic) in one committed to 'type-psychologyr. He offers,

as in the case of Sheltey, broad generalizations in'plying a

necessary connection between the rcharacteristi.cs I of a

type and the characteristics cf the poetry writt'en by that

'type'. However, the fact that this d'eùerministic tendency

of Readts¡as well as the relativism it goes hand in hand

with,¡ does rrot occupy a central place in his speculations,

is, I believe, signi-ficant. It suggests that aware as he

is of the relationship that may be said Èo exist between

personality traits and characteristics of poetry, and of the

psychological factors affecting poetic creation, he tlrinks

that the essence of poeÈry is neither circumsCribed' nor

e{haqEleq ÞY tk¡e psychological obserVations one may make

about the Þôêt. It is not irrelevant Èo point out that

Jungrs own theory of poetry as it, is expounded in his essay

"On the Relation of Arralytical Psychology to PoeÈic Art".

(Contri¡udqns to Ahalytical Psychology) dwelIs on the leveI

of what is universally significant.

Jungrs influence on Readrs theory

more obvious than ever irr the fifties and

guided by Jung's process of individuation'

of poetry becomes

sixties. It is

The aim of the
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process of irrdividuation, stated simply, is to achieve

"psychic wholeness" by bringing the characÈeristic elements

of the unconscious into harmony with consciousness. Th.is

idea receives d.ifferent expressicn in his essays. we may

consid-er two of them.

rn hís "The Lost l,eader" Read distinguishes two

'voicest--the voice of ttie deep which comes ffom the uncon-

scious and the objecÈive voice which is directed to the

outer wor1d. The normal person stills the voice of the deep

and orientates himself to the outer world. The psychotj-c

person surrenders to his subjective self.

But a few people are conscious of both tendencies within
the se1f, and can hold theni irr a precarious balance. It
is a view I have long held that most great art and
literature proceeds irom this conditíon of precarious
mental equilibrium--the great artist is a tight-rope
lsalker. 76

The objective voice whieh is directed to the outer world is

the voice of the conscious. The artist ha.rmonizes it with

the unconscious. In other word.s, what Read is saying is

that rharmonyr between the conscious and the unconscious is

a condition of great. art. The process he is referring to here

in terms of 'two voicest is that of tindividuationr.

To give one more instance of his expression of the

same idea:

AIl art¡ âs Otto Rank has suggested, is an expression of
the wili to immortality. NegaÈivelyr it is an expression
of the fear of death. superficially the poet may hope
to overcome death and oblivion by the crea.ùion of
im¡rortal works, but tha.t is not the deepest sense of
the process. In the deepest sense the poet is nct

¡:ì:ì.+i
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rhopingt or acting consciously in any manner, bt!
attäining, by conõentration and irrward withdrawal, a
state of-consciou.sness which--whether it is illusion or
not--overflows tLre bounds of personality, makes contact
with racial memories, with group feeling, with what
iorrg calls the archeÈypa1 =!rrøoi= of thã unconscious. TT

Tt becomes clear from this remark that Read does not reject

psycho-analytic ex¡r]¿n¿gions, which argue frcn, personal

factors like the will to imniortality. He does not, it may

be pointed out, reiect Freud's view thaÈ the artist is

motivated by the love of "wea]th, power, fame and women".

But he points out that such explanations do not capture the

essence, the "deepest Sense" of the process. In the deepest

Sense the poet achieves a contact between the conscious and

the unconscious. Achieving a state of consciousness that

makes contact with the unconscious--that is achieving

psychic wholeness by the 'oprocess of indiviauation". (ft

is true that Read does not speak here specifically of

rharmony' or tequilibriumt or tbalancet between the conscious

and. the unconscious. But the "process of individuation"

implies them, as becomes clear from our consid'eration of the

statement from "The Lost Leader" above. )

This Jungian concept receives a clear formulation in

Readrs "Art and the Development of the Personality". He

says:

Jungian psychologists might claim that this is precisely
the"way in-which they have conceived Èhe _integration of
the personality. Realization of the self, wholeness
of t-he personality, they sâyr is at,tained when Lhe
conscioüs togical-mind. is brought into conjunction with

.ti.i.
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the symbolizing processes of the unconscious and a
r"conèiliation-iê effected. Such is the way of psychic
ind.ividuation, teadlng to psychic equilibrium, to whole-
ness of being . tö

As a result of harmonizing the elements of the unconscious

with consciousness, the self is reconstructed. The recon-

structed self , "reclefj-ned and deepened in significancert!

comprises much more than the egor but it is not dominated by

unconscious el-ements integrated with it. Read refers to

these elements as "archetypes".

The concept of the archetype is central to Readrs

Jungian account of poetry proposed in The Forms Of Things

Unknown. So we must examine what Read understands by the

term 'rarchetypê". Let us first consider the descriptions of

the archetype offered in his essay on Jung published in The

Tenth Muse.

The archetype is "a pre-determined stress in the

unconscioust'. It is important to rernemloer that it is not a

"ready-made image". But it determines imagery. On page

?.06 he says: ,'It is merely an inherit,ed predisposition to

fabricate different types of imagery. " He also says that the

opposition between various leve1s of the mind is expressed

in "recognizabLe ways", such ways being thre archetypes.

Archetypes become known [in as much as they determine the

form taken by events in consciousnesstt. Othefwise they afe

unknown and perhaps unknowable in their unconscious exist-

ence. It should be clear from. these descriptions that it

is not accurate to speak of archetypes as synbols.

r!lt. . i
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Archetypes are known {:hrough the symbols determined by them.

They are the 'moulds' as it were that ctetermine the latter'

one may speak of symbols tliat are "archetypalt' in so far as

they are so formed. To give one example of the d'istinction

between archetypes and, synibols: Jung tells us that' there

is the archetype of tsha-dowri it finds expression in such

symbOls as Satan, Caliban or Hitler. Moreover, it should

beconre clear from this account that archetypes are "super-

personalr', that they are not formed by classes or individuals '.,.r'..:.,,:::ì:: :.1i -..:.:

and that they prcceed from Èhe collective unconscious

However, it may be pointed out, that Read does not always
I

maintain this d.istinction between "archetypes" and "symboIs" 
,

in his actual use of the two terms.

There j-s another aspect of archetypes which must

be examined. In Readrs words "The archetype predicts a

pattern of social behaviour; it is a predilection of forms

of act,ion that are latent in the human organisni".79 "Arche-

Èype" may then be understood as referring tc a "pattern of

behaviour', or a ,'form of action". Now, these patterns

(archetypes), Read goes on to sâY, are the patterns cf

instincts. hihat he means is that just' as every instinct

has its "pattern" in the case of animals, every human

instinct has its pattern, which he identifies With archetype' ìjir';:;riiir::rrì

The difference between instincts of anima].s and instincÈs of

man, we are told, is that the former cannot operate without

patterns but the }¿tter can. Read concludes then Lhat
t; i -::i:14;:.'

. - ..'.:. -..: .
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human instincts may be suppresseC but that the patterns

(archetypes) persist. Noln7, this conclusion Read arrives at

is significant for his theory of poetry. Vühy?

For it is into these patt'erns that our "psychic

energy,o", which is v,'ithdrav¡n from instincts flows sponta.neously.

,,The mind of a poet in a state of pure consciousness, f ree

from external causality, from preoccupations of any kirrd, is

invisibly guided into its archaÍc mou1ds."B0 The signifi-

cance of this process is that the conscious ("the m-ind of

the poet" in the above statement) is brought into conjunc-

tion with the unconscious (l'archaic moulds") ' The harmoni-

zation of the conscious and the unconscious is not signifi-

cant for personal psyche only; for "it ís at the same time a

socialization of what would be introspectively unique and

isolated.". It is significant for personal psyche for it

leads to equilibrium and integrated personality. But how

is it a "socialization" of "\trhat would be introspectively

unique and isolated"? Read says that since the origirral

function of the a-rchetypes as "patLerns of instincts" \'Vas

social, the nev¡ content, which is the result of our "psychic

energy" flowing into "archaic nr.ouldsnr is likely to have

social significanCe. And thus it is a f'socialization" of

I'what would be introspectively unique and' isolated". He

Says thAt there are many varieties of 'rsuclt Spontaneoqs

activity" of the flowing of our "psychic ene'rgy" into
narchaic moulds", but "the most effectiVe on the symbclic

i, .,ì.
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level is the r,'rork of art". He says that it is the social

significance of this process--the process of "psychic

energy" flowing into I'archaic moulds!'--which Secures for a

work of arÈ its ttrepresentative status".

vfe shall point out some of the difficult questions

that arise in connection wj-th this Jungian account of

poetry. ft is possible that some of the d.ifficult questions

arise from the fact that despite the customary lucidity of

expression, Readts account outlined. above may give one the

impression of slight conceptual incohererr.u.Bl First' one

wonders if it is valid from the Jungian point of vieu'to

relate archetypes to instincts as Read has done ârrd suggest

that the former is th" patter. of the latter. Jung himself

does not establish such a connection between them. AS a

matter of fact he says--ancl Read quotes this remark it g

footnote--that archetypes and instinct.s âre thie "most polar

opposites imaginable,,.82 secondly,we are told Èhat if the

energy of suppressed. instincts is "mou1ded" into "archaic

channels", the resulting conten! is new. The metaphor of

"pourinE" or "moulding" is vivid., but I am afraid that the

process Read has in mind could bear a tittle more explana-

tion. How exactly does such a process result in "ne\nI

content"? Read does not provide the answer. Nor does he

provide any clue to it'.

Read says that Èhe "moulding of energy into archaic

channels" iS most effective on the "symbclic IeVeI of art" '
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Iie makes it clear that there are many Varieties of the

"moulding of energy" into "archaic channels". The question

that immediately springs into oners mind is this: !ühat is

tLie difference between non-artistic arrd artistic "moulding

of energy" into "archaic channelsr'? Readrs ans\Àler to t'he

question may be inferred from the distirrction he suggests

between the "psychic syÍtlcol" and the "aesthetic symbolr'.

(I say "suggestsI because Read does not state it explicitly) -

He says: "f prefer Lo keep to the evolutionary myt'h, and

to see in art the test, the exercise of an expanding con-

sciousness. "B3 one may "rrrnJ* an. aesthetic symbol

has a certain impact on consciousness; it expands conscious-

neSS. But I imagine one cannot attribute the Same value

to a psychic symbol. one may say then thaÈ the value of a

psychic symbol is relative to the particular mental organi-

zation that conceived it. (Incleed, Èhe fact that art has

been used su.ccessfully in psycho-therapy only confirms this

view). So one may safely assert that according to Read, the

difference between artistic and non-artistic "moulding of

energy" inLo "archaic channels" is Èhat the former has a

cert,ain value v¡ith regard to the evolution of consciousness,

but the latter does ,.ot.84

This account of tkre place of the principle of

individuation and archetypes in Readrs theory of poetry may

girre one the impression that Read accepted. Jung uncritically

which is, of course, not true. He has reservations about
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Jungrs account Of the creative process. Jung, suggests that

the creative process is an autononous complex--

. a detached portion of the psyche that leads an
independent psychic life withdrawn froni the hierarchy
of consciousness, and in proportion to its energic value
of forcer InâY appear as a mere disturbance of the
voluntarify A.irãcted process of consciousnessr or as a
superordinãted au!þority which may take the ego bodily
inlo its service.85

Read objects to this viev¡ on Jungian grounos.

The notion of a detached portion of the psyche, capable
of ind,ependent activity, is difficult to accepÈ since
we are so preiudiced in favour of the unity or integríty
of the perãonátity.ae

It is possible for a Jungian critic to advance another reason

for rejecting Jungrs view. ff art is a reconciling activíty,

integrating the conscious and the unconscious, what would

be the process ofrintegration' on the basis of Jungrs idea

of art as an activity determined by "a detached portion of

the psyche',? Jung says that the detached pcrtion "take[s]

the ego bodily into its service", which would suggest t'hat

integration (represented by art) is an activity dictated by

the unconscious, that it is a result of the invasion of the

ego (conscious) by the detached portion of the psyche with-

dra.wn from consciousness (and therefore unconscious). Vúhat

takes place then is not a reconciliation of the conscious

with the unconscious, but a conquest of the former by the

latter. Such being the implications of Jungrs view quoted

above, it could not be accepted b1t Read, Who has defined'

the process of reconciliation in terms of integration,

harmonizing or balancing of the conscious and the unconscious.
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Vüe have seen how Read employs Freudian

concepts in his analysis of various aspects of

he makes it clear that he does not think that
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and Jungian

poetry. But

psychological

concepts throw tight on the sou.rces of poetry.

But I think he [psychologist'] would claim that the
concept of the uñconscious, and more pa-rticul?r-1y the
conceþt of the archeÈypes, have thrown much tight, if
not iñto the sources of poetrYr'ât least on the
mechanism. of poetic^experience, the formative process
in the imagination.ö/

Read distinguishes "Sources of poetry" from [mechaniSll'r of

poetic experiencel and the "formative processr'. what he

is saying here is that psychoanalyt,ic explorations can help

one to understand only the mechanics of the imagination and

¡:oetic experience but not the sources of poetry. But one

may point out that Readrs exan',ination of "the mechanism of

poetic experience" is conducted with references to the

sources of poetic expefiênce--dream-experience and arche-

types. Be that as it may, Read has in mind different kind

of sources when he makes the remark quoted above. I shall

explain my meaning.

Read says: "There is no discernible reality,

spiritual or otherwise, behincl the process, no 'definite

irrtellectual actuationt prompting Èhe pcetic fIow. There

is within the total psyche a state of t intrinsic indet'er-

minacyl.'t 88 This "intrinsic indeterminacy'r is one of the

"sources" of poetry. (One could possibly relate it to

'a :.:.):.
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"non-discursive consciousness". ) It gOes hand in hand with

what Read. ca]ls the I'inexhaustible depth of subjectivityr'.

Read offers this descriptiorr of the finexhaustible depth":

" . but d.eep within manrs subjectivity there is an

effect which has no discernible cause, which is a process of

discovery, of self-realization, a rending of the numinous

veil of consciousness."S9 rt. should be clear from the

accounts given above of "int¡insic indeterminacy" and

t'inexhaust,ible depth" that as "Sources[ of poetry t'hey are

different in kind frorn the Freudian or Jungian sources

mentioned by Read. Unlike the former, the latter have been

subjected to scientific investigation.

!ühat may be poÍnted out about Readrs account of the

metaphysical sources of poetry--I am using the term meta-

physical to describe "intrinsic state of indeterminacy" and

"inexhaustible depth of subjectivity"--is that it points

out the uniqueness of poetry. Poetry, wê a.Te told, is not

prompted by "extraneous considerations". Nor is it.

prompted by ',definite intellectual actuationrr. It is a

process of discovery. Read thus indicates that poetry,

related as it is to basic human processes, is also unique'

one may ask as to what the poirrts of contact are

between this theory and Readts psychoanalytic explorations

of poeÈry over the years. If poetry is an exploration of

the "inexhaustible depth of subjectivity", what bearing , Lf

ânyr does the lpsychological type" have on it. hhat is the

fÌ{+./-'5
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place of "archetypes" in this exploraÈion? How does the fact

of Whether one has "personâlityrr or 'rcharactert affect it,

if it does? It is possible to suggest a broad answer to

these questions. Indeed, it cannot be denied that all these

psychological factors we have mentioned above have their

relevance in the act of expression of the "inexhausÈible

depth of subjectivityt'. But they also suggest how poetry

is related to cerÈain deep, basic, human processes which

have formed the subject of scientific investigations. As I

have pointed out before, there are two levels in Readrs

poetics: the philosophical and the scientific. The philo-

sophi-cal level, among other things, points out the unique

character of poetry and its various aspects. The psycholo-

gical strand. of the scientific level poinÈs out among

other things how poetry is related Èo certain basic human

processes which have been inrzestigated by certain Sciences '

The two levels are not contradictory or mutually exclusive'

They represent to my mind a joint attack on a difficult

question.

It is true that at Èimes in his theoretical psycho-

logical discussions Read offers only l¡road- generalizations,

leaving a number of questions unanswered. To give only one

example, Wê are told. that Shelley's suppressed homosexualiÈy

is a factor deterniining the vagueness of his irnagery. Read'

is open to two questions here. First,, whY d.oes suppressed

homosexuality give rise to this particular effect rather
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than to any other? SheIIey is not the only poet who exhibits

symptoms of suppressed homosexuality. c. Day Lewis detects

Hopkins' feelings of horoosexual atÈractj-on in his Harry

ploughman9o. Assuming that Day Lewis is right, one would

have to explain why Shelley's ímagery is vague and that of

Hopkins concrete. The point here is not whether Da1' Lewis

is right or not. The point here is that it is conceivable

that there could be poets exhibiting this syndrome, but

displaying no vagueness in their imagery. Readrs theory is

not equipped to deal with such contingencies. Second' the

assumption underlying Readts theory is that personality

traits determine various aspects of expression, but it

needs to be established with reference to poetry. (However,

j-t must be added that Read has established this assumption

with reference to painting in his Education Through Art) '

But it ca.nnot be sai.d. that Read is not aware of the

failings of the psycho-analytic approach. He says that a

great deal of attention has been paid to words and symbols

rendered up in dream-arralysis:

But Èhis attention has been almost exclusively analyti-
cal, and the idea that words and symbols could be used
positively, as synthetic structures that constitute
ägfective-modes óf communicat'ion, does-4ot seem to have
occurred t;-;ui leading psyctrologists' 91

poet.ry seems to be just so much grist for the analytical

miIl. The emphasis he wishes to see introducecr is different.

Art (poetry) is a means by which mankind has kept itself

I'menta1Iy alert" and. therefore "biologically vitaL"' Vüe may
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ask: ,'How exactly does art keep us "mentally alert"?" Read

could be said to have ans\^¡ered this question on the basis

of both Jungian and Freud.ian psychology. As we have already

seen, Read believes with Jung that art makes psychic

integration and wholeness pcssible. f t could be said t'hat

psychic integration makes for mental alertness. Sirnilarly,

the Freudian'. conception of art advanced in the following

statement could be said to make for mental alertness. "So

long as the inner drives, motíves, passions involved in a

conflict (and thereby constituting a psychosís) remain

undefined, it ís not possibte to resolve the conflict. "92

But the forces are d.efined in art and thus the conflict is

resolved. "The conflict is, however, resolved by means of

a symbolic form, a unitary structllre in which conflicting

forces are reconciIed. "93 Thus Èhe phrase "mentally alert"

used by Read to describe the function of art becomes more

illuminating if We understand 'rmental alertnessl as a con-

sequence of the activities d,escribed by the phrases "psychic

integration" and t'resolution through definiÈiol1tt.

In conclusion it, may be said that Reao's Freudian

approach is an attempt to understand the psychological

sources of poetry. WiÈh the help of Freudian conceptual

machinery--the egor the superego, the id and. dream-work--

he demonstrates how poetry is expression of the deeper levels

of the personal-ity and how it Ís beyono rational control.

But there is one important difference between this approach

lr',::,
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and the Jungian approach. unlike the Jungian, the Freud'ian

approach does not envisage the artisÈic activity as

achieving psychic integration or psychic wholeness by

reconciling the conscious with the unconscious' of course, ,,,,t,,,-

Read's account of poetic creation in Freudian terms shows

how three regions of the mind enter into relation with

each other. But this Freudian description of the process 
1,.;.,.r,

is not t integration t -oriented. Readt s Jungian approach r oll t 
-'"

.

the other hand, is an atten'pt to discuss poetry from the 
1i,,'..r..

pointofviewofitssignificanceforpsychicintegration.

IamnottryingtosuggestthatReadhasmadeaneat
dichotomy in his mind between form and content--or to be 

:

m-oïe precise, between the formal structure of art ancl the

significance of its content--ancl that his Freudian approach

(or the Freudian strand. of the scientific level of his
l

theory) deals with the former anci that the Jungian approach 
,

deals with the latter. That Read is aware of the signifi- 
,:,::..

cance of the Freudian approach from the point of view of 
;,¡:.i
,.:

content can be realized, from the fact that in hris int'erpret'a- 
..t:t-...:...

tion of poetic creation in terms of dream-work he points out

the significance of the content of his dream-poems in terms

of Freudian psychology.94 However, it is Readrs structural
.';l'.:.t

analysis of poetry in Freudian terms that seems to be a 1';:'':;1i::

genuine contribution to an understanding of poetry. That

Read- is aware of the significance of Jungian psychology

from the point of view of the formal aspects of art can be
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realized from the fact that in his Education Through Art he

makes use of Jungian typology to analyse such formal aspects

of painting as composition and colouring. Nevertheless, it

must be said that he does not make a comparable use of

type-psychoS-ogy to elucidate the formal aspects of poetry.

The final impression one is left with is that the Freudian

part of his poetic theory is more form-oriented than the

Jungian, and that the latter is more integration-oriented

than the former. Read is a\^rare of the limitations of both

the Freudian and Jungian strands of the scientific level of

his theory. And he recognizes the necessity of arr

"aesthetic-artistic" approach. What he offers us ã¡s such

as an approach9s could be considered as being 'philosophical'.
But the significance of the scientífic l.evel of Readrs

poetics consists in its demonstraÈion that though pcetry is

unique in character, it is nevertheless rooted in deep,

basic, human processes, and that it is also related to the

social structure.
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CHAPTER TV

THE ROMANTIC TMPULSE

The Romantic Movement in arL
profound change, and has not Yet

and literature was a
exhausted, itsetf.l

A study of Readrs theory of poetry must take cogni-

zance of the fact that Read soughÈ to "rehabilitate[
romanticism. He examined it closely from different angles

over a period of about t,hirty five years. One must' remember

that Read did not start his career as a theorist with a firnr

faith in romanticism. As a matter of fact he began as a

classicist by "temporarily'i embracing the classicism of

T. E. Hulme and soreI. It may seem to be a false start to

some. But Read has an interesting explanation to offer of

this "temporary" alliance. He says that he accepted Hulmers

classícism r,because it seemed t.o me to be more romantic tttan

romanticism itself--rather like Goethe's classicism. ',2

However, after such a start he did arrive at his romanticism.

A critical examination of Reason arrd Romanticism, English

prose style and Form in Modêrn Poetry shows how this

" journey" was accomPlished'.

Readrs romanticism is central to his thinking. As

Fishman puts it:
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From the first, Èhe classic-romantic distinction has
been cent,ral to his thinking, and his crit,ical j.deas
have continued to be regulated by it; On the whole,
th¡is preoccupation has been as much a- hindrancçr as a
tielp in the ärticulation of his poetic theory.3

It was a help in the sense that it provided. Read with an

angle of vision, a point of view from which to survey

literary history as well as the contemporary f-iterary

scene. To give only one example, it is this point, of view

which enables him to suggest in "surrealism and the

Romantic Principle" the upgrad,ing of Lewis Carrol, Edward

Lear and the downgrading of Tennyson. In what way the two-

category system of romanticism and classicism was a hind.-

rance becomes clear from the foll-owing rernark mad'e by

Professor M. tJ. Abrams in his review of Readrs The True

\roice of Feeling:

The defect of such a formula is not Èhat iÈ does not
apply but that it is all too easily applied. Its
cãtegories, because they are too few, are too capacious;
and its paradoxical regroupings of literary figures a.re
really the prod.uct of its inability to discriminate
diffeienees-which are of cardinal importance.4

whatever the d.efect of Rea-drs romantic formula may

be, we must recognize that Readts writings are a record of

his almost interminable debate or dialogue with himself on

the question of romanticism. Read has cerÈainly earned the

right. to say: "No critic of experience will return to a

discussion of the terms I romanticismt and. ! classicismr with

anything but extreme reluctance ."5 l{er¡ertheless the

tenacity with which he returns time and again to this

subject which has "provokecl so much weary logomachy" compels
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admiration. Beginning frorn hís early career Èill nearly the

end of it, he contributed to the discussion of what he calls

"the central problem of literary criticism". As far as one

can judge by his literary criticism, when he started

practising as a literary critic his toyalties \t/ere not on

the romantic side. Nevertheless he made attempts to

reconciLe classicism and romantj-cism. Later he abandoned

this attempt and announced the 'tliquidation" (the expression

was very much in the air in Europe at that t'ime) of

classicism. After the period of active partisanship (which

in.volved perioclic tsnipíngr at cla.ssicism) is over, he

settles down to a careful discussion of the philosophical

principles of romanticism. We shall begin by reviewing the

phases of his lifelong attachment to romanticism'

Herbert Read was an impressionable young man when

T. E. Hulme revived the classicism VS. romanticism contro-

versy. Read recalls those days in these words:

Great battles were being fought between classicism and
romanÈicism, between humanism and religion" beÈween
authority and freedom, and one found gneself swayed
first to one sid.e, then to the other.o

This remark describes accurately the changes in Read's

critical stance on the question of classicism and

romanticism. Under the influence of T. E. Hu]me, \t7hose

writings he edited, Read became an anti-humanist anc an

anti-romanticist. For instance, his arrti-humanism and anti-

romanticism find expression in the l-etter he wrote to the

editor of yorkshire Post in which he criticized the revíewer
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of Sorel's Reflections on Violence and defend'ed the author'

It is hopeless for anyone to attempt to understand or
accept tñis new social doctrine unless he rid himself
of eïery post-Renaissance humanistic prejudice in hris
thought-. synoicalism is not the babbJings. of- a lot of
ignoiant workro-en. It is the political equivalent of
aáti-nomanticism in literature. It is the social
manifestation of anti-humanistic revolt--of a return
to a classical and a pessimistic conception of the
universe. T

Commenting on this letter Read says: "I have no d-oubt that

at the time I did. genuinely profess anti-humanistic and

anti-romantic opinions, but they \,vere based on the histori-

car ambiguity of these words."8 This comment- made j-n 1963

may be read as Rea-d's apology for his Hulme'inspired

classicism. The phrase "historical ambiguity of those

words" is not very illuminating. But one can see that Read

is pleading the extenuating circumstance of "historical

anrbiguity" in ord.er to explain how he came to be an advocate

of classicism when it was going to be his mission in life

to be an apostle of rom'anticism.

In ],g23 Read refers to what he calls "the eternal

opposition of the classic and the romantic". He says that

classi-cism and romanticism are "the natural expression of

a biological opposition in human nature"r9 that they

represent in the end "teniperamental atÈitudes, a contradic-

tion which no argument can resolve". r0 Note the terms

ttoppOSition" r ttContradiCLiOn". and !'reSOIVet'. TWeIVe years

later he is going to deny that there is any "opposiÈionil or

"ccntradiction" beÈween fomanticism and classicism, which
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attitude will indicate how far he has moved away from his

youthful posj-tion on this question. But that there is a

contradiction or opposition between the two does not mean

that they cannot be found in the same person. That, at any

raÈe, is And.ré Gid-ets vie\^7, which Itead refers to with

obvious approval. Read says that there is a "peculiar echo

of reality', in the following words of Gide: f'It is impor-

tant to remember that the struggle beÈween cl-assicism ano

romanticism also exists insid.e each mind. And it is from

this very struggle Èhat the work is born . "11
Seem to

In accept,ing Giders remark Read tv,ot1ul iagree], with

the view that the opposed, conÈradictory temperamental

attitudes can be held by the same perscn. However, the

psychological explanation of the opposition between classi-

cism and romanticism which he offers does not make roore for

the intra-personal conflict between the two that Gide

refers to. Why? The psychological explanation Read offers

relies heavily on Jung's concepts of introversion and

extraversion:
you will find, for example, that the romantic artist
always expresses some function of the ínt,roverted
atLilude, whj-lst the classic artist alwaysrexpresses
some function of the extraverted attiÈud'e.r¿

But he does not say that the same artist exhibits both the

"attitudesrr. Readrs hypothesis must Say this if he takes

Gide seriously.

springing as they do from two d,ifferent attitudes,
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romanticism and classicism express the "biological opposi-

tion in human nature", and, Èherefore, as Read puts it, t'It

is not sufficient to treat the matter one way or the other

as a question of intellectual faltacy . "13 This is a

tolerant attitude towards romanLicism--an attitude based on

the fact that romanticism, as he has saio, "can now claim a
1¿.scientific basis in the findings of psychoanalysis".-' It

may seem a litt1e ironic that one who was destined to be Èhe

conscious rehabilitator of romanÈicism f::om the thirties

onwards, should try to establish a 'scient,ific' basis for it

in the twentiesg'. I say it is a littIe ironic because the

names he invokes later in defence of romanticism are those

of philosophers and not scientists. Nevertheless, one must

adrnit that he "put in a word" on behalf of romanticism when

this 'servíce' was mosÈ vitally needed. The literary

tendency in those days was "classicist". Or that j-s what

the most influential critic of the period thought. "I

belíeve that, the modern tendency is toward something which,

for want of a better namer wê may call classicism".15 An

atÈerrrpt to give romanticism a respectable literary status

when it had "earned a certain d.isrepute in philosophy and

the science of art"l6 and when it was not the "modern

tendencylr, was certainly critically useful. of courser oÍl€

cannot say that Read has "resolved" the oppoSition between

romanticism and classicism. But one must grAnt that he has

explained ít in the light of contemporary psychology.
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one may note that in the course of this psychologi-

cal explanation he mentions that romanticism evokes "that

state of wonder which is the state of the mincl induced k'y

the immediacy of the inexplicabl-e u .L7 Mark the phrase

"State of wonder". The romanticist is supposed to experi-

ence that "staterr in the presence of the inexplicable.

Does he mean by roinexplicable" only the "strange"? If he

does, his explanation of romantic wonder is only partially

true. The familiar also never ceases to excite wonder in a

romanticist. If it did, he could say with Dr. Johnson:

',we cease to wonder at what we understand." And it is

precisely this view that romanticism rejects. Read takes

up this point t¡.r¡e,lve .ye.arE later in his "Surrealism and the
o-nd also ¿¿ì?cts clsssicism'

Romantic Principle"¡ (Arrd as we shall see, he states the

principle of romantic wonder more clearly in tha.t essay) In

the meanwhile he persists in his attenipts to resolve the

conflict between classicism and romant'icisni.

TT

Read made an attempt to resolve the conflict' between

classicism and romanticism in Reason and Romanticism' He

refers to that attempt i.n his "Surrealism ano the Rorn'antic

Principle'o: "But what in ef fect surrealism claims to d'o is

to resolve the conflict--not, as I fôrmerly hoÞed-, þy

êstablishihg a syhthêsis which I weF pre-pared to call
(reason or 'humanism, . . . r'18 We discussed in the first

chapter this conception of reason. According to this view
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of reason, reason iS not the Same aS disCutrsive reason Or

rationality. It is the "widest evidence of thre senses", of

,'all processes and instincts" i it is "the sum-total 0f

awareness, ordained and ord.ered to some specific end".

Reason in this sense nct only includes I'thought[ but it also

includes all the mental processes which are not implied in

the usual meaning of reason, namely, rationality. one

usually associates rationality with classicism, and emotj-on

and intuition with romantici"*.19 But by suggesting a more

comprehensive conception of rea-son, Read tries to bring

within its scope all the mental processes so that thought

does not exist apart from emotion and emotion apart from

thought. In this sense Read's higher conception of reason

could be consj-dered to be a "synthesis" of classicism ànd

romanticism. It could be Seen as a plea for "emotional

apprehension of thought" as opposecf to "emotionalization of

thought" or ',thought as the product of emotion". It is

obvious that Readrs "synthesis" of romanticism and classi-

cism attempts to overcome "dissociation of sensibility".

In other words it could be seen as a plea for "integrated

personality"--an id.eal central to Readts thinking as \^/e have

already tried to d.emonstrate.

Fishman accurately points out that trThe romantic-

classical synthesis formulated in Reason and Roryqr¡lisism was

realized in the id.ea of tmetaphysical poetryr

definition of metaphysical poetry makes clear

. . .'20 Readt s

as to how it
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is a synthesis. trMetaphysical poetry is deterniined logic-

ally: its emotion is a joy that comes wit'h the triunph of

reason, an¿ is not a simple instinctive ecstasy.u2L rhe

phrase "a joy that comes with the triumph of reason"

suggests tha.t the mental process at work in meÈaphysical

poetry d.oes not treat thought as somethíng which e>:ists on

a leve] separate from that of ernotion. If it did, ration-

ality could be said to have triumphed. But since the

ttpulleys" of thought and emotion (Readrs metaphor) are

'rconnected by the operaLion of a leverr'., "immediat.ely

thought is accelerated to the intensity of emoÈion u '22 Ïn

short, all the mental processes--thought, emotion anO the

senses--come into operation in the process of the composition

of metaphysical poetry. one could therefore say that its

"emoLion- is a joy that comes with the triumph of reason",

reason being understood in its compreherrsive sense.

Read's "synthesis" of classicism and romanticism can

be worked out in terms of the "dialectical triad". Classi-

cism (equated with rationality) may be looked upon as the

,,thesis", and romanticism (equated wiÈh emotion) as the

"antithesis" r the I'synthesis" being exemplified in Meta-

physical poetry. The "synthesis", while exhibiting charac-

teristics of both the rtthesisrr and, the I'antithesis", is

different from either the "thesisrt or the I'antithesis": it

is neiLher pure rationaliÈy nor is it pure emotion. Meta-

physical poetry, the supreme example of the romantic-cl-assical

i.l'::.':

i.::::
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Synthesis, is both Iemotionalrr anci "logicalIy determined'r'.

Its emotion is rela.ted to concepts--it is "felt thought".

To put it differentJ-y, the content of the emotion is

"abstract". (On the other hand the content of lyrical

poetry, presumably identified with romantÍcism, is,

according to Read, concrete).

So what Read seems to be suggesting is that to

resolve the opposition between romanticism and classicism,

it is necessary to overcome "dissociation of sensibility".

For an undissociated sensibility there is no conflict

between thought and ernotion. It does not attach emotion to

the idea; for if the emotion arises from the id'ea, artd

abstract Èhought and feeling for thought co-exist.

Let us examine this notion of "synthesis" more care-

fuIIy. If one speaks of "synthesis" between class¡icism and

romanÈicism, one is assuming that there is a "conLrad.iction"

between the Èwo. If the word "synthesis" is used strictly,

one is also assuming that there is a contradiction between

the psychological processes of rationality and emotion

traditionally associated with classicism and romant'icism

respectively. But are these assumptions valid? Evidence of

psychology, as Read. himself has pointed out, shows that

classj-cism and romantícism are f'tempÊramenÈal atÈitudes".

And I am not sure that one can maintain that there is a

,'contradiction" between rationality or pure thought and

emotion. There is most certainly a d.ifference between the

' :::;._:
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Èwo. But can one erect a eifference into a contradiction?

However, the significence of Readts "synthesis't lies in the

fact that it is an ioeal of integrated personality which

does not suppress one psychological function at the expense

of another.

The formulation of this 'tsynthesis" in L92g is

followed in L926 by a discussion of the "distinction"

between classicism and romanticism. Read makes this dis-

tinction in his review of Whiteheados Scíence and the Modern

lforld. The reason for considering it in detail is that he

considers iÈ to be ,'perhaps the most useful distinction that

can be made between classicism and romanticism". Let me

state it in his own words:

But the poet is only capable of his intuiÈive experi-
ences so long aS he- recèives some sc¡rt of sanction from
the procedurã of thought. A positive poetry is possible
when the aesthetic intuitions of the poeÈ co-operate
with the thought of the phílosopher (as in the case of
Lucretius and Dante). when a great poet has to work in
opposition to the formulations of current philosophy
(ää Worasworth did) the result is a negative protest.
This is perhaps the most useful dist,inction that can be
ntade between älassicism and romanticism, and it is a
distinction, it should be noted, between modes of
ãpåration, ånd not of aesthetíc values'23

The distinction seems to consist in the nature of the poetrs

response to the ,'formulaÈions of current philosophyl'. If

it is positive (I take the verb "co-operate" to suggest this)

the poetry is classical. If it is negative (I take the

phrase "to work in opposition" to suggest this), the poetry

is romantic. one can say then that Reao regards Dante and

Lucretius as cLassicists, and Vlordsworth aS a fomanticist'

!,.,. :.
il-
,t,:,:;',
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I shall first point out the contradiction between

his lg2g and Lg26 views. In his "Nature of Metaphysical

poeÈry", (Lgzg) Dante and Lucretius are looked upon as meta-

physical poets. And. so is wordsworth. ("wiÈh wordsworth

the met-aphysical tradition in English poetry for t'he time

being ends.")24 ïf according to the Lg26 review the dis-

tinction between Lucretius, Dante, and vúordsworth ís that

between classicists and a romanticisÈ, if their "modes of

operation" are different--thte poetry of the Ïtalians being

,positiver and that of the Englishnran 'negative'--could they

all be saict to belong to the same tradition of metaphysical

poetry? I suppose åhey cou,ld, only if one makes the following

assunrption: one can be a ruetaphysical poet irrespective of

whether onets ãpproach to the "formulations of current

philosophy" is posit.írre or negative. But the corollary of

such an assumption is that one can be a romantícist and a

metaphysical poet or a classicist and a metaphysical poet!

what happens then to Read's idea of romantic-classical

synthesis in metaPhYsical PoetrY?

Before attempting to answer this question I would

like to point out that the distinction made by Read is a

restatement in intellectual terms of a view which coul'd not

be said to have been unknown to those who have foll0wed the

romanticism-classicism controversy. The classicist is

receptive to the "formulations of current philosophy". He

does not challenge, it folLows, the contemporary ethos. The

..:..;..,.i '-:
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romanticist works in opposition to current philosophy. It

is clear from the examples Read gives O$; Dante, Lucretius

and wordsworLh that current philosophy m.eans to hirr what we

may catl "philosophy of the Establishmentt'. so what Read

is realIy saying is that a classicist is conservative but a

romanticist is not. Incidentally, Read is going to state

the same view in 1936, but couched in Marxiså tern',s:

classicism is the ideology of the ruling class, of the

Establishment.

To return to the question of "synthesis" t¡etween

classicism and romanticism. Ïf classicism represents one

type of a¡:proach to thought ( I'formulations of current

philosophy',) and romanticisn-r another, how does one synthe-

size classicism and romanticism? Vfhat can the "syn.thesis"

of "acceptance" of current formulations of philosophy arrd

their "rejectiont' be? ft is clear that such a "synthesis"--

synthesis of content (thought)--is impossible. Does this

mean that Read has abandoned the notion of synthesis in

L926?

I maíntainc¡;, #e¡*e that Read I s romantic-classical

synthêsis is "process-oriented". we should recognize that

his Lg26 ',distinction" between the two, since it is made

with reference to thought, is conqent-oriented. vlhen he

speaks of ,,synthesistt, he is speaking of the risynthesisil of

psychological processes involved in classicism and

romanticism" Vühat is meant by "synthesistt of processes is

i'F.i:i'i*:""4,
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that Èhey are brought into play sirrrultaneously. Thus

thought (equated. with classicism) is geared to emotion

(equated with romanticisn',) so that there is !'fe1t thought'f'.

This kind of "synthesist' can "d.evour" any kind of thought'.

Everything is grist that comes to its miII. Therefore,

whatever the approaches to thought may be--positive or

negative--it, could be expressed as "felt thought" n and the

lopsidedness either of unmiÈigated intellection or of

unrestrained. emotion could. be avoided. One may conclude

then that the fact that there is a "distinction" between

romancticism and classicism need. not mean that there can

be no synthesis of them. The apparent contradíction

between ttie views of L929 and. 1926 can be resolved if we

remember that the "synthesis" (L92rt,) is process-oriented and

Èhat the "distinction" (1926) is content-oriented. Diver-

sity of aLtitudes to thought can exist within the unity of

synthesized or integrated psychological processes. Dante

may be conservative and Wordsworth revolutionary, but both

of them, according to Read, exemplify the romantic-classical

synthesis.

TII

The distinction between classicism and romantici sm

which, as we have already seen, was related in L92g Èo the

distinction between extraversion and introversion, cones tO

be related in Lg32 to the distinction between charact'er and

personality. I,{e have considered in Chapters II and III the

Ii:.r
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implicatiorrs of the d.istinctiorr between character and per-

sonatity f or Readts theory of poetry. What \^/e Inay notice

here is that he identifies classicism with ctraracter and

romanticism with P"t"orlPitY,

Finally--to repeat a suggestion -I have alread'y made--
may we ""i-pãtiraps 

expláín trre dreary quarrel of -romanticanã classic as aã oppõsition between two kinds of art,
springing respectivã1y- from personality and character?
It is an explänation Lfrat woulO work out well in
practice. w" have only to think- of. Dryden and of Dr:.
Johnsort, and to compare them with Shalcespeare an'd
reats.25

personality is characterizeð. by a principle of "inward

coherence". It is baseci on the "widest evidence of the

senses". (In other words, it is based on what I have called

' comprehensive reason' ) . Romanticism, which spri-ngs from

personality, satisfies the icreal of comprehensive reason,

which is, as we have already seen, âñ ideal of consciousness'

character signifies a certain fixi-ty', and classicism, which

springs from it, does not satisfy the ideal of comprehensive

reason. one cannot synthesize character and personality!

personality is clearly a superiar ideal, free from the

limitations of character. The "dreary quarrel" between

classicism and romanticism cannot be "compounded'" ' Rea'd has

realized this. He says: "In the circumstances the poet has

no alternative but to rely on I'a certain inward perspective" '
a coherence of the personality based on the widest evidence

of the senses .u26 Vihat Read is advocating here is romanticism'

It is significant that in t93B he slrouloj' add these sentences

after the one I have quoted:
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r am a\'{are that r sharr be accused of merely dressinoup the old romanticism in new phráses; but i".r"ã"'Gï"Jinto this acaciemic discussion -r might'tr-,"n ããããpt 'therehabiritation of romanticism' as-än aciequate descrip-t,j-on of my aims.27

rn 1932 Read was stirl on Èhe defensive. rn 193g he ís
def iant about i::his romanticism. vühat made the gentle,
superbry contror-led baiter of academic critics raise his
critical voice above its accustomed pitch? The answer ís:
the spirit of 1936, the year of the opening of the ïnter-
national surrealist ExhiL'ition in London. Before we turn
to his "surrealism and the Romantic principle,r, whichr was a
contribution to the vorume on surrearism published in that
year by Faber, r woula like to draw attention to one remark
of his which scunds curious in the light of the foregoing
d-iscussion. He writes in 1934:

. romanticism and classicism, as T have attemptedto show in other connectiorrs, ,rå to be ,"griã"ã-'.= twoinevitable or inescapable r"p"àLÀ ot hrr*rrr-natuie, and,the greatest, art is þreciset! that-which reconcilesthese tendencies in ã complei ,rrrity .29---
To ask for a reconcíliation of these two tendencies is, on
the basis of Readrs anarysis, tantamount to asking for a

reconciliation of character with personality which, by their
vgry nature, could be said to be irreconcilable. Read seenìs
to have reverted to his old hypothesis of the crassicism-
romanticism syn.thesis whichr âs we have seen aloove, is valid
if iÈ is regarded as a synthesis of psychorogical processes
and if thought or rationality is identified with classicism
and emotíon with romanticism. But two years rater Read

.:: ;: L
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abandons his notion of synthesis altogretlrer; inceed, he

denies the possibility of it. This significant change occurs
in his "surrealism and the Romantic principler', a f,polemical

essay" of which he said that "this is not the only occasion
. when the crit,ic abdicaLes his responsibility arrd the

poet takes over.u29

He refers to his efforÈ to "resolve' the "conflict',
between classícism and romanticism. From the point of view
of his present position, what was vrrong wíth this att,empt
h/as that it admitted the existence of "alternative
attitudes". lrlhat if the classicist attitude was irrer_evant
to art? This possibirity was raised by surrealism. To

quote Read at some lengÈh:

so long as romanticism and classicism \^rere consideredas alternatíve attitudes, rival camps, professions offaithr ârr interminable struggle ru."- i" i,ro"pããtl-'witrrthe critics as profiteers. But what in-effãctsurrealism claims to do is to resorve the conflict--not, as r formerly hoped, by estabrishing a -"yntÀ"siswhích r was prepared to carl rreasonr or-'rrumåris*' butby liquidating classicism, by showing its ;;pï;¡.irrelevance, its anaesthetic-effect, its contiãaictÍonof the creat,Íve impulse.30

Perhaps one may say that up tilt this tíme Read was a

"profiteer" with a conscÍence, the conscience being manj-fested
in his attempts at a synthesis. But one may ask: ',why did
he di-smiss classicism and thus deny wha.t he had once

affirmed, namely, that, a syntheSis lras possible?', Let us

remember that surrealism as a movement considered itself to
be Marxi=t- 31 one of the cornerstones of }4arxist philosophy
is what is ca1led the "economic interpretation of history.,,

i.rr.¡,
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Rea-d applies the Marxist method of "econornic interpreÈaÈion"
to an understanding of literary values and comes tc this
conclusion:

classicism, let it be stat.ed v¿ithout fr-rrther preface,
represents for us no\¡/l arrd has arways represented, theforces of oppression. cr-assicisrn iå the intellectual
counterpa-rÈ of political tyranny. 32

cla.ssicism, which controls cr represses the "vital instincts
on which growth and therefore change dependr,r33 hr" been the
ideology cf the dominant crass in the ancient world, in thre

mediaeval empires and in the capitalist. rr,"orld since Èhe'

Renaissa-nce. As à determined opponent of capitalism,
surrealism has no use for íts literary ideology--cIa.ssicism,
rt is no wonder then that classicism shoulci have no place
in Èhe scheme of valu.es dictated by surrealism.

ff there is ari ideorogical reason for abandoning

cJ-assicism, there is a philosophical- reason for abandoning

the notion of 'synthesisr beÚween classicism and ronanticism.
He now realizes that a synthesis is possibre when the

"thesis and the anti-thesis are both cbjective facts" and

that the necessity for a synthesis is "due to the real
e>cistence of a contradiction " .34 E¡uL classicisrn ar¡d roma.n-

ticism do not represer¡È such a contradiction:
They ccrrespond rather to the husk and the seed, theshell and the kernel. There is a princÍ¡;le of iite,of creation, of liberation and th.at ís the romanticspirit; there is a principle of order, af control andof repression, and that is the classical spirit.35

on the basis of this remark it v,roulö. seem that Reaci has now

.:, :... 
' ' '::

:..r1.;

i.:''l::r:;:,
| .:: . :..,i
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corre tc believe that though Èhere is not a dialectical_ con_
tradiction between classicism and romanticism, there is
absoLute opposition betweerr thern. rn Reascn and Rornanticism,
as !ùe have alreao.y seen, he assumed a contradicÈion between
them.36 ït may be recalled that. we quest,ioned the validity
of this assumption, and pointed out that it seemed curious
in view of the fact that he regarded crassicism and

romanticism as "temperamental attitudes" on the basis of the
Jungian concepts of introversion and extraversion.

rt is interesting to observe thaÈ Read returns to
these Jungian concepts in this essay; but he d.oes not
believe now that extraversion ís related Èo art. He refers
in an impersonal manner Èo his o\^zn theory expou_nded. in
Reason and Romanticism:

'.:-:..:a

. there is one further interpretati_on of the crassic-romantic antithesis which is worîh referring to,especially as it. fincis it,s justification in"mããå=r,psychology--r mean the theoiy that the two terms corres-pond to th9 general distinction between rextrayert' andrintrovertr types of perscnality.37
üIe are told that this theory is valid íf one is referring to
the personalities involved. But if one is speaking cf
artists and n.t their personalities, it is invalid:

Thu conrparison [between extravert and classicist, andint'overt and romanti-cisÈ] is valiã- enough if it hasreferenc". !o the personalities ir¡volve¿; -wrrãl is 
'

questionable is the very existence of such a type as anextravert artisÈ. To the degree in which rrà uåãã*"=extravert Eñãã-rtist, w" wouÍd sây, ceases to be, inany essential sense of the word_, ån artist.jg
Read, who is described by one critic as. I'a confir.med
practitioner of the dialecticar rnethod"r39 thus rejects tLie

-:j:'::ì
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o1d application of his theory but invents for iÈ a neh,- one j
The true arti-st is an i_nÈrovert, according to Read,.

An int'overt by clefinition (Read's definition) is a
romanticist- rt fo110ws then that a true artist is a
romanti-cist' And this is precisely what Read says: ',rt
v,¡ould be much nearer the trutti to identify romant.icism with
the artist and classicism with society .,4A He also
says a litt1e later in the essa]r: ,,Some recogniticn of the
truth r anr affirming--Èhe iderrt,ity of arÈ and romanticism-_
has been given by the philosophers of art; .uAI Al1
these remarks prove concrusively that Read identifies art
and the artist. Tt looks as if according to him the dancer
and the dance are one. such an id.enÈification makes the
artist the cent,re of an aesthetic t,ransaction. And thisr âs
Professor 

'ví' 
H" Abrams has pointed out, is a typically

romantic ia.rÏe

one may pause here for a while to review the series
of relationships estabrishea by Reacr in this esËay. Art ís
identified with romanticism. Romanticism is identifiec. with
the artist. Thus art is identified wit-h the artist. An
artist c¡ua artist is an introvert. Thus irrtroversion is
related to romanticism. vüe t¡ave alr.eady pointed, out that
the icientification between art, and the artist is in the
romantic tradition. The concept of relationship between
introversion and romanti-cism is in the romantic tradition
too' (carlylets "Everlasting No,,, which is an analysis cf
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romantícism, is essentially a recog'niticn of the connect,i_on

betr¡zeen romanticism and introversion) . rt is siEnificant
ttrat for his definition of romanticism Read shourd turn to
Theod.ore watts-Dunton, a victorian critic in the romantic ,,,,

.::;:::
tradition. r have in minci lvatts-DunÈonrs famous phrase,

"renascence of wonder". By insisting on romanticisni Read is
insj'sting on the necessity for wonder, on the need for 

,,,'.¡,liberating oneself from the ruts cf routine responses and :':'.
,.goal-oriented utilitarian perception. The phrase "rerrascence i:|.r.
r,, 

;of wonder" should not give one the impression that
romanticisnr is a search for sensations. rt i-s nrost certainly
not, according to Read. For him it is related to the under-
standing. He does not believe with Dr. Johnson that we

cease to wonder at what we understanc. RaÈherr Tdê cease to
understand if we cease to wonder.

The fact tha.t Read- falls back on Ìüatts-Dunton for a ì

id-efinition of romanticism may give one the impression that
t..,,he does not add anything substantially new to our under-. ji¡rr;;

standing of the romantic principre.. But one may point out j,;.,.

that he brings his knowredge of psychoanarysis arid his 
'l"r':"'

sociologicar approach to bear on it in an attempÈ to
demonstrate its significance and its relevance. ï have in

:,i:t;,:t ¡:.-.,.,

mind his applícatíon of the psycho-anaI1rt,ic concepts to the i' :r;i

question of classicism and romanticism, and his analysis of
classicism as a t'c1ass-phenomenon". 

T¡üe ilây, however, ask

ourselves if his psycho-analytic and sociologicaL approaches 
; , ,

i lj: :r tt':iÌ.i
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to this particular guestion are completery above criticism.
Let us recarr that Read identifies classicism with

society and romanticism with the artist. He makes it clea.r
that the artist tries to reconcile himserf with society.
ït appears that Read believes that the attempt at reconciri -
ation takes the form of offering "the secrets of the self
which are buried in every rTran alike", this self beinE
rtlargely made up of the elements from the unconscious,,43
which appears the more collective the more we rearn about
it. Romanticism is thus rooted in the unconscious;
classicism by inrplication is rooted in Èhe super-ego. Now,
it could be maintaíned that since the super-ego and the
unconscious are component parts of a psyctric wriole, it i_s

doubtful if one can set up a hierarchy among these compon-
ents. As professor p. C. Ray puts it:

rf the dictates of the super-ego must be granÈed thesame validity as those of the únconsci"""r-trr""-classicism, which presumably is one of thåm, can beestablished on as fírm a scientific foundation asromanticism.44

ïn other words, to prefer one to the other amounts to
ascribing more value to the one than to ttie other. This is
perfectly legitimate. But is it legitimaÈe to erect this
preference into an absolut,e value and claim for it a

scientific basis? To quote professor Ray againl:: ,,He is
free Èo prefer the romantic to the classi-cal, but not to
invoke scientific sanction from Freud for his preference.,,45
secondly, if introversion and extraversion are ,,temperamental

S.:;'ìT:rÌ
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attitudes", manifestations of both ir, the form of romantici-snl
and classicism respectively should be equally legiti_mate.
But when Read says that though Þersorialities may kre intro-
verted or extraverted, true a.rt ís atways introverted, he is
expressing a preference for romanticism and carling into
question the craim of classical art to be art because it is
classi-cal and not romanti-c: Tt, may be objected by some

that Read is carrying his partisanship too far.
Readrs Marxie!. analysis of classicism wouJd warm the

heart of any Marxiet theoretician. But it is significant
that he does not have a comparable analysis to offer of
the class-basis of romanticism. The traditional Marxicifu
view is that romanticism is Èhe movemerit of the ,,rising
bourgeoisie". Read does not espouse this viev¿. His
romantic artist is a supreme individ.ualist. He may be in
confrict with scci-ety but at the sa'Je time he tries to
reconcile himself with it by offering it "secrets of the
self '0. He is not an apologist or a propagarrdist or a

defender or an upholder of the Estabrishment (that is, the
class in power). He i_s a seer. Those who accept Readrs
analysis of classicism may wonder why he stopped short of
subjecting romanticism to the same kind of analysis.

vivíene Koch maintains that the romanÈic principle
as defined in this essay unciergoes a sea,-change ín his
next significant discussion of romariticÍsm:

:l!ì ì:r
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. if we compare !h:..g*?ntic pri.nciple defined inthis essay with its ciefiniti""-ãri,"=t two decades raterin The L'rue voice or r=eerítõ-r--r.-rirr¿ it has suffered asea=cn-nañffi -Fõ-examþrÇÌËhe r.rr""""r". of \,uonder,,, aphrase which Mr. Read-was orr"å ããnterrt to borrow fromwatts-Dunton to describe thã-i"*ã"tic principre, is seennow as only a partial and over_."ãi""i;;-ä;:äã
while it is true that the ii-ea of ,,renascence of wonder,,
does not recur expri-citly in this book, i-t is impJ_ied in the
schellengian analysis of the poetic process he refers to
here' To summarize it briefly: Man, a specimen of natura
naturata, becomes aware of natura naturans through art. The
artist experiences the essence when he penetrates through
the realm of exi-stence. How is i-t possibre? I{e are t,or_d
that the artist possesses or is possessed by the power
u¡hich enabres him to experience the essence and to perceive
Èhe forni which belongs to the essence. And he endeavours
to reproduce this essence arong with its form. Before r go
on to show how "wonder" is implied in this account, ï may
anticipate an objection. Does Read accept this account?

I must admit that Read does not tell us exp1:þL.!þ
what exactly he thinks of this account. He asks:

' are \47e in the realm.of.metaphysical speculations,of merery id-ealistic d.istinctiorr=ã--' r= this fundamentar-distinction of schelling's orre iãr which there isentpirical evidence, ?!d one or, iaf,i.f, ," can base acriticisni of poetrya4T

These questions. may e¡ ftay not be rhetoricaJ. BuË Read
points out- that coJ-eridge accepted the generar schellingian
principle.

coleridge himself had no doubt about the possibility[of basing a criticism of poetry ãrr-trri= process]. r
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thinl': we can show that alr his major criÈica], decisions
:t: :âA"ci 

on the applicati"n of- irris sene¡al principle

ï would say that one has strong reasons to berÍeve that Readl
following in the footsteps of his master, Colerid.ge, 

,::.,::l
accepted this principle. The ranguage of 'essence,, and.

"existence" is not meaningless to hinr. (rndeed he himserf
speaks of the ,,realm of essence,,in his Form in lfôdêrn 

',,.,,,.,,.Poetry) ' But Èhis is not to deny that he L¡as his reservations 1:¡:':'::'

about schelling. He says Èhat sche'l-ingrs view that the ,,,,,r,
r-":::., :

artist is endowed with special po\^/ers of revelation ,,must be
trea.tect as metaphysical speculation". The conclusion that
one may rightly draw is this: Read accepts scheIlíngrs
principle of art as a mediator between existence and essence.
But he doe{not accept schelling,s account of the process
whereby this is achieved. However, we must remember Èhat
Readrs artist is a seer too, offering "secrets of the self,r ì

:

from the realm of the "collective unconscious,,. Read¡s
ostensib'Ie distrust of metaphysics cannot be taken at its
face-value.

we may now turn to Miss Koch,s observation regard.ing "'
the place of wonder in the romanti-c prlnciple as it is
expounded in The True Voice of Feeling. I would suggest that 

,._:.',:,,,.,the sense of wonder is implied in it. It is not Èoo fanciful j':,',,'r:'r:

to suggest that there is a parallel between the .rc¡mant.ic
slogan enstirining the sense of woncler--'to make the familiar
strange and the strange familiar"--and the romantic principle
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as understood by schelling, coleridge, wordsworth and

'described here by Read. The "familiar* could. be compared to
the world of existence, and the "strange't could be compared

, to the world of essence. To make the familiar strange is to i:::,::
::,.: :.1 .

reveal the essence underlying existence. To rnake the
strange familiar is to reveal the essence under Èhe aspect
of existence. Tt seems to me, therefore, Èhat wond.er is 

i''..,,.,:rundoubtedly implied in Readrs metaphysical accou-nt of the r.'l','.',',

romantic principle, and that Miss Kochrs comment is a little :,,,.:,.,
:-.: :'i .jr,:

hasty

Read continues his speculation in his essay "The
Romantj-cRevo1ution.'.Hesaysthat,'whatisessent'ia1to

I

ronianticism is not its content bur.t. its form.t,49 This remark

should not be t.aken to mean that content is not important 
,,

to romanticism. what Read is really asserting is that
romanticism permit,s catholicity of content. What is therefore '

signif icant to it is the expressíon of øbrr{e¡rtßead is empha- 
i

'¡ sízíng here an ideal of expression*-unity of form and content. ¡,ji-,,,ri

. what is important is integral organic expression of content. ;..,,.,,,,
,,.j.,, .,,. ,' Literature to Read is a "formative activityt'. ït follows

then from thís posi-ti-on that the "content-oriented-"
I'distinction" between romanÈicism and classicism that Read

.:- 1^4r t-1 - -..1 i:t'.,.r.ii,',.'i made in Lg26 (classicist response to thought is positive , i.,,'l.iÈ:i:.jr

romantic negative) is not significant to him in 1953.

, What we have seen so far is romanticism according to
coteridge and schelling. Read arso trains a few other
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philosophical J-ights on this concept, namely Descartes a.s

interpreted by sartre. vrle are told that ,rï think, therefore
r am" is the philosophical principle underlying romanticism.
r do not know how far Read is right in making this claim.
one usually hears it affirmed that cartesi-an philosophy is
the philosophicar source of neo-classicisnr. However, Read
accepts sartrean interpretati-on of ',r think, therefore ï am,,.
He writes:

But as Sartre has said _'thg :pjectiviÈy we thus postu_late . is no narrowllz indi"iaù"f subjectivism, for. it. is not onry onei s self trr"t one discovers inthe çoEito, but thã self of "tfrui" too. . When wesay ffink' \4re are attaining a;-ãurselves in thepresence of others and we are-.jgst as certain of theothers as \^/e are of ourselves.,5O

This expra-nation of the cartesian dictum enables Read Èo

claim value for romantic works. For it is in romantic v,,orks
that we are in contact with a state of pure subjectivity,
ano it is within. this state of subjectivity that ,,an

archimedean point", ,'a sense of subjectivity,, is found.

TV

we have considered so far the development of the
concept of romanticism in the writings of Read. vüe have
discussed in detail his aÈtempts at a ,,synthesis,, beÈween
classicism and romanticism. trve have also noted that in rg32
he related. romanticism to personality, Èhat in 1936 he
related it to the unconscious ar¡d Èhat, in keeping with the
shift from psychology Èo philosophy in his thinking on
pcetry, which we have already discussed in the earri-er
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chapters, in 1953 and 1955 he gave a philosophical explana-
tion of romanticism. Now, alr these views suggest a certain
theory of poetry, certain essential features of it. ft may

be objected that they suggest features of romantic poetry.
But since he ar.r'r.ounced the liquidation of classicisnr,
romanÈic poetry and poetry would seem to be more or less
synonyrnous to him. Tt is on the basis of this assumption
that we shall discuss what features cf poetry his views on
romanticism imply.

rf romanticism is regarded as a manifestation of
introversion, it folrows that poetry must k¡e introverted.
To give this view a certain historical perspective, one may

point out that the connection between poetry, rc¡manticism
and i-ntroversion was made much before Read by shelley and
Arnold. Shelley saj-d in his "A Defence of poetry',,. that
"A poet i-s a night,ingale who sits in d-arkness and sings to
cheer its own solitude .',51 This remark is, ï believe,
a metaphorical statement of the connect,ion between poetry
and introversion. Arnold reacted agaínst Empeciocles on
Etna and disowned it because it presented unrelieved
suffering that found "no vent i-n acti-on". To project
Arrooldrs objection in psychorogical terms, what he was

impatient with was the introversion of Enipedocles. This
impatience, coupred with his sedulous curtivation of
classicism in reaction against his ow' dangerous romanticism
as it were, suggests that he had come to associate
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introversion v¡ith romanti-cism. rt is obvious tha.t introver-
sion and introspection go hand in hand. David Daiches, to
quote a contemporary critj-c, seys tlrat conternporary

romanticism "consigns man to perpetual introspection r, ,52
Thus Daiches also establishes a connection between romanticisni
and introspection. rt is clear then thaÈ Readrs assertion of
a connection between romanticism and. introversion is not with-
out support in the critical utterances of shelley and Arnold.

Readrs attempt to synthesize classicism and

romanticism may seem to be in the nature of ìntellectual
acrobatics- But, r have alread-y tried to show that the real
significõ-nce of the attempted synthesis lies i-n the fact
that it. states an ideal of poetic expressionr âr ideal which
demands that thought and emotion be related to each other;
it is also ¿ì-n ideal of poetic personality in so far as what
it asks for is a unified sensibility. hhat Read expects
then from the poet is a uni-fied sensibility; ancl wha.t he

expects from poetry is evidence of this sensibility.
This d-er4and for unified sensibirity is expressed ir,

psychoanalytic terms in F'orm in lfodern poetry in rg3z.
Personality cl.oes not restrict Èhe frow of sensibility, but
character c1oes. character is a dam thaÈ channels sensibility
along a certain Iine, in the light of a certain dictate of
the superego (which represents society). poetry of unified
sensibility is poetry of personaliÈy. rn fact Read reduces
the dist,inction beti,vee-n romanticisn and classicism to that

i;.:i.- . :

ii:.:; - ¡i
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between personality and character. By identifying romanticism

with personality what he is saying is that romantic poetry
is poetry of personality, of ideal consciousness, of compre-

hensive reasorr. Since he prefers personality to character, 
.,,,,,,,poetry of personality is for him preferable to poetry of

character. rn other words according to Read romantic

PoetrY is PoetrY' 
'"""'.""when in 1936 Read defines romanticísm as ',renascence ::;;:.':.::

of wonder", the quality he could be said to demanci of :,,'r

poetry is that it be imaginat,ive. This is precisely what

wordsworth denianded when he declared it to be his aim, inter
alia, "to throw over them [incidents ano situations from

common life] a certain colouring of imagination, whereby

ordinary things shoulci be presented to the minci in an

unusual aspect. " By exercising hís imagínation he was to
direct our attention to, in coleridgers phrase, "the wonders

of the world before us". The abirity never to cease to
wonder ís characteristi-c of the ron".antic temperament. Indeed

Read says that if we "cease to \aionder", we "cease to under-

stand". And this ability, it goes wíthout saying, pre-
supposes the imagínation. It removes the "film of
familiarity", in consequence of which removal we have eyes

that see, ears that hear and hearts that feel and undersÈand.

rn keeping with the spirit of the romantic tradition, Read

says that the poet should have, to use his own phrase, the

"faculty of wond,er".

i:'r::ia
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rn 1936 the idea of poetry as ser-f-revelation--a
necessary part of the complex of ideas known as romanticism

--is present in his theory, though in a despiritualized
form" lfhat r mean is that though he does not speak of
"revelation" in the spiritual senser the idea of revelatj-on
is present in his theory in a psychological garb. Roman-

tícism, we learn, is rooted in the t¡ìc,conscious. Romantic

poetry, it follows then, springs from the unconscious ancl

reveals secrets of the self. Read maintains as much.

Th.e idea of revel-ation is present in his theory in
l-953, when he accept.s the phiJ.osophical ground of romanticism
as stated by schelling and accepted by coleridge. Ìve have

called the ground the 'oromantic principle" in contradis-
tinction to the process whereby the essence is expressed by

thre artist. (nead dismisses the process as "metaphysical
speculation'l). But does not, the very ability Read grants
the poet--the ability to perceive'ressence',--presuppose

speciar po\,v-ers of perception on the part of the poeÈ? can

Read grant the artist these powers when he is not prepared

to grant "special powers of reveration"? perhaps one could
draw the line between the two. But even if one could, it
must be very thin.-

Read returns to the theory of poetry as self-
revelation in his 1955 essay, "The Romantic Revolution',.
He says that an immediate sense of one ! s self l,opens up a

completely new range of human consciousness,,.53 This kind
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of sense is .romantic',. Thus romant,icism makes "expansion
of corrsciousness" possible. rt follows from this that
poetry has new realms of sensibility available Èo it for
exploration. The self it deals with is not a sta.ti_c aiven.
rt has unlimited possibilities. For Read poetry is a con-
quest and mapping out of this new territory.

rn conclusion it may be said that on the basis of
this discussion one would feel that for Herbert Read

romanticism is a question of psychological disposition and

metaphysical incLination. Romanticism does not mean to him
only one particular literary movement which took place in
Europe towards the beginning of the nineteenth century.
According to him, Èhe romanÈic principle has manifested
itserf at different times in art,istic endeavour. As a

nratter of fact, Read used the term "superrealismr' Èo cover
pre-surrealist manifestat.ions of the romantic principle,
reserving the word "surrealism" to c]_enoÈe the contemporary
movement in painting which he looked upon as a manifestation ,....,

of romanticisn.54 ïnoeed he says that, an approach to
romanti-cism that does not proceed on the assumption that
romanticism is a psychological oisposiÈion and a meta-
physical incrination is "inevitably of limited interest,,.55
But Readrs approach or assumption has not found favour in
academic quarters. According to Dn. Rodway., for example,
what is wrong with this kind of approach is that "there is
nothing in it to prevent the assumption that men with such
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propensities existed in every age and produced character-
istic works of art."56 Read- makes preciseJ-y thris assumption.

He says: "There is no essential sense in v¡hich Wotrdsworth,

Coleridge, Shelley, and Keats are romantic in which Marlowe,
tr-1shakespeare, Donne and Mil-ton are not also romantic.t'''

One may recall Professor M. H. Abráms! remark thaÈ

Readts is a two-tern'. theory and that he fails to make

proper discriminations. He may well ask in what sense Keats

and Milton are feIlow-romantics. Read may very well be open

to objections here. Be that as it may, it is clear that for
him romanÈicism implies a certain attitude tov¿ards artistic
creation and a certain kind of consciousness, a certain kind

of sensibility. This attitude towards art.istic creation
involves belief in the "immediacy of expressioî", and also

the belief that the act of poetic creation is creative,
formative orr to use a more adequate and less ambiguous

expression, esemplastic. The kinci of sensibility romanticism

: invol-ves is untrammelled by custom or convention, literary
r or socj-al. Roniantic consciousness, as Read has come t,o see
:

it in the r50's, is more than the ideal consci-ousness of
comprehensive reason of 1932: it includes the unconscious

as well as the transcendental realms of experiencet it is
iì an "expansion of conscj-ousnesstr, an expansion into realms of

sensibility not accessib.le to classicism. Rightly did Read

observe in 1963 that romanticism "is not essentially a

formal question, but something much more profound.,,5B

l:rr':1' ..::r: 
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"Renascence of wond,er", which Read regards as or¡e
of the essential qualities of romantj-cism, liberates one,
as r said above, from the ruts of routine. responses a"nd
strictly goal-oriented percepùicn. The modern poeti-c move_
ment which could be said to have made an attempt Èo recover
Èhe sense of wonderr to free perception from stock
responses and to recover "immediacy of expression,,, is
rmagism- There is an unmistakable connection between
romanticisnr and rmagism- rve shall now turn to rmagism.

::_¡:'
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CH.APTER V

TI.{AGIS}'T AND READ ' S THEORY oF POETRY

Together, these two influences fnonne and_Browningon the one hand and the rmagists on Ehã 
"th;r.l-*ày u"said to have_ completed my póetic 

"ã"."ti-ã"]- trrä'yearsto follow held such surprises as Rimbaud anclApollinaire, Hölderlin ä1d Ri-lke, but though such poets
l3t" deepened my conception of lrrã-co"tent of poetry,they have not altered Lhe attitude to the prou'iãms oftechnique which T formed under the int}-rånãã-ãi-Lrr.Imagists. l

rt becomes clear from the epigraph tha.t Herbert
Readrs theory of poetry \,vas founded upon his sympathy with
the aims af rmagism. T am using the t,e*n "ïmagism* to refer
to the prínciples of the rmagist movement.2 The ,,ratj-orra1e,,

of imagism has been discussed in T. E. Hulmers speculations,
edited by Herbert Read. Ezra pound stated the princi-pres
of rmagism in a somer.¿hat aggressive manner i_n ,,A Few Donrts
by an rmagiste'r, published in poetry in March, 1913. Then
there are the prefaces to the 1915 and 1916 anthologies of
some rmagist poets. vü.hose formulation of principres then is
accepted as rmagism? The verdict, of literary history is
clear. Stanley K. Coffman writes:

fn the deveJ-opment, poundrs loetry manifesto was for-gotten, and rmagism became kñõi¿nãs the poeùrv-ãr-some
*qlg{ Poets vorumes and tlre doctrine oi trr"ir prF-races. J

Read would certainly accept the view ttiat the preface
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to the 1915 anthorogy of some jmaEist poets came to repre-
sent the doctrine of rmagism, He says: "That preface lof
19151 still remains the rocus classicus for the doctrines
of the inragist school .u4 ït musÈ be added however thaÈ
the 1915 Preface differs in two respects from T. E. Hurme's
theory, ârid poundrs t9r3 manifesto. First, Hulme did not
regard free verse as essential to rmagism. Nor did pound,

though he insisted on the importance of "the musi-cal phrase,,
as a unit in composition. But free verse is given central
importance in the preface.s second, Hulme hao a theory of
the image r,-rhich tied in with his metaphysical speculations
inspired by Bergsonrs philosophy, which he expounded with
remarkable clarity and precision in ,'The Fhirosophy of
rntensive Manifolds". pound also had a certain theory of
the image which he described briefly in the 1913 manifesto.
But there is no explicit reference to the nature of the
image in the 1915 Imagist preface.6

rt is sÍgnificant that Read shourd not refer to the
Preface to the 1916 anthology of some rmagist poets. ï am

inclined to berieve that it speaks for his opposition to
some of the vi-ews expressed in that preface. My evidence
for this contention is drawn from his early essay, ,,Defini_

ti-ons Towards . *ou"rn Theory of poetry,,, published in 191g.
He writes:

so these rmagists may be accused of expressing a fslicel
of tlreir emotions, and of not discrimiäãti"g'Ë"f*".r,the vision of purely aesthetic value ana-lrrå 

"i"iå" "renrotj-onal value only. 7
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Aesthetic value or aesthetic selecti_on is more irnportant to
Read than mere presentation of emotional effect. And it is
precisely the latter that. Èhe preface of 1916 seems to
encourage. It says:

The rexacu word does not mean the word which exactlydescribes- the object in itself , it Íreans the ,exact,
word,whictr.brings the effect ai that object befãre thereader as it presented it,self to the poetts mind at theÈ,ime of writing Èhe poem.8 -- r--

The phrase "effect of the object'r emphasizes the poet's
response, emotional or interlecÈual or both. But there is
no reference to the process cf aesthetic selection. The
principle of the second preface would seem to sanction
impressíonism i-n poetry. But Read does noÈ accept present.a-
tion of effect for its own sak-e. "This, then, is Èhe poet,s
duty and joy: To express Èhe exqui-siÈe among hiË percep-
tions, achieving so a beauty as oefinite and indicat.ive as

the prints of Hokusai, or the c.ld grace of immacurate
cameos. "9 The Freface of 1916 does not seem to be compaÈible
with this aesthetic ideal.

But one may well ask: Is the pre,face of 1915

compatíble with the ideal of aesthetic selection? üühire one
must admit that there is no explicit reference to this ideal
in the Preface, it does mention "concentration,, as an ideal.
second, iL says that poetry shourd rtrend.er particulars
exactly and not deal in vague generalitiesr'. (eut unlike in
the 1916 Preface, exactness here does not mean fidelity to
effect) . The aim is stil1 "to present an imagreil. What I am
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saying is that since it does not propagate emotional
impressi-onisn", the preface of 1915 is acceptable to Read who,
as "Definitions Towards a Modern Theory of poetry[ shows, is
su-spicious of t,emotional vision" alone.

Imagism then, especially as it is represented by the
1915 Preface, stood for an aesthetic ideal to Read. He says
as much in his "The present State of Modern poetryr,,
published in Kenyon .Rêyiew:

The new idear-, which we called rmagism, was what we canno\d recognize as the eternal aesthãtic ideal__an idealof form, indifferent to the nature of the subject_matÈer.rt is rrue rhar on rhe who!ç a moaeiniiv-gã-ãiã1""t-matter was preferred .lC
And this is exactly how Richard .A,rdington, a niember of the
original group of T. E. Hulme and a friend of Read, 100ked
upon Imagism:

what then is rmagism? Briefly, iÈ is an id.eal 0f style,ari attempt, to recreate in our ianguage and for our timea poerrv rhar shall have Èhe qualitiã= 
"i-trrã-giå"rPoetry of old. .11

Read has called this "id.eal of style,, an ,,eternal aesthetic
icea'". Tn saying this he is echoing the 1915 preface,
which says: "These principles Itfre principles listed in the
Prefacel are not new; they have far-Ien- into d.esuetude. They
are tlie essenüia1s of all great poetry ."L2

Read found in the 1915 preface the "crearest state_
ment" of a rrne\¡l philosophy'r that had been rgenerarly,, fert
to be necessary. Of course, as the Ïrnagists themselves
realized, ,'Èhe clearest statement', \,rras a statement of
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principles discovered, not devised by thern. Read looked
upon these principles as something which made ¡or ,,aesthet,ic

unity'n. He says:

!ühaÈ 
'vas-aimed._at, by means of precision of expressionand vitaliry of . image, \^ras abovä all an aesth"li. unity--a poem, that is to say, which hao a crear crystallineobjectivity, due to sinõerity of ieering, ã"ããi"ess of

:ã3iffi'3i¿ iT$tåi:-31îã"n""ñt vi'tue= ói p;;i"io",
rt should be noted that this statement preserves the earlier
rmagist emphasis on the image. The 1916 preface, on the
othei hand, considers the doctrine of the image to refer
"more to the manner of presentation than to the thing
presented.. " "It IImagism] means a clear presentation of
whatever the author wishes to convelz. r' And as Coffman
peremptorily puts it: "A theory which merely defines image
as clêar presentatiôn has no legitimate ctaim to call itseLf
ïmagisn-,."l4 The point ï am tryíng to make is that Read did
not depart from the original impulse of Imagisrn, the
original impulse being that of T. E. Hulme. ït remains to
be considered what Readrs conception of the image is and
how it is related to Hulme's theory of it.

ït may be said that from his early critical writings
F-ead has sliown an awareness of the importance of imagery in
poetryr ârr awareness which was awakened by the rmagist
movement, which was, in Read.rs words, ',a violent reaction,,15
against Georgia.n poetry. In his discussion of imagination
in Ehglish p{osg. style he says: "The maker of imagery is

l:..,r:: :
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the poet."16 He also says that imaginaÈion is ,,creat,ive,, in
that ,'it bodies forth ,images r,.I7 But what does he u_ncter_
stand by the word "image"? For his first crear and precise

, discussion of the concept of the image one must turn to his
"obscurity in poetry" - He refers to the image as a ,,ne\n'

figure of speech". How does he come to this conclusion? A
consideration of the process of expression leads him to the
conclusion that for absolute precision of language and
thought., the poet has to invent metaphors. Metaphor is
I'the discovery of an illuminating correspondence between
two objectsrr.lg But he feels that this d.efiniÈion of meta-
phor does not adequately describe Èhe creative process in
poetry. A metaphor compares two known things in order to
express cne of them better by covering it wiÈh the other.
The imager orl tlie other hand, "discovers one thing with the
help of another, and by their resemblance makes the unknown
knovün"'19 The assumption underlying this distinction between
r-mage and metaphor i_s that the creative process is one of
exploratj-on. Metaphors, which deal with known ,quantitíes,,

' do not have exploratory value. But the image, which deals
with an t unkno\,,rn r , has such a vaLue.

ït seems Èo me that what Read is really urging here
,i s that there are two distinct uses of metaphor. What he

alls "metaphor" represents what may be termed the ,,j-rlustra_
tive" use of metaphor. rt consists in utilizing the
associations of one of its terms for st.rengthening or

..;,.-',".i;1:
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bases

not used
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illuminating the associations of its other term.
itself on resemblances between the two Lerms. rt
for exploring relati-ons between distant realities" fts use
is not "heuristicr'. But, on the other hand, what Read ca1ls
"image" is essentially a heuristic, ex¡iloratory or inter_
pretative use of metaphor. (I may add that we shall use
the phrase "exploratory metaphor,, as a short_hand for
"exploratory use of metaphor"). But what exactLy does he
nìean by the image? He quotes with approval paur Revercrry's
Cefinition of the image:

rt [trre image] cannot eJnerge from a comparison but onryfrom the_bringing__together of i*o *or" or less distantrealities. . 
-No image is pràãuãed by comparing(always inadequately) two cì.isproporÈiorrate realit,ies.A striking image, oñ tlie.conti"iir-""e new to Èhe mind,is produced by-bringing ir¡to,"iåtio' without cãmparisonthe distanÈ_realities wrrose ,"rá!iã"s the r,rind alonehas sei-zed. 2 0

From this description i-t. wourd appear that the inqge is not
a metaphor to Fteverdy. Now, Read, says that the image
"discovers one thing with the help of another, and by their
resemblance makes the unknown kno!ün". So the ,,relation,,
between "t\,,¡o distant realities" is, to Read, that of
resemblance, though not of 10gica1 resenrblance. And since
metaphor depends on "resercblance", r am red to say that the
image is a Þarticular use of metaphor.

To give one concrete example to iJ.lustrate this
discussion; T. E. Hulme has Èhe fo'l0wing lines in his
poem "The Embankment":

ït
is
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Oh, God, make smalI
The old star-eaten blanket of the sky,That r may fold it round me and in comfort 1ie.21

The metaphor in the second line brings together the two
realities of the starry sky and a moÈh-eaten blanket. The
point of resemblance between the Èwo consists in this:
there are tholest in the sky in the form of stars, and. holes
in the blanket. But the point of the metaphor is not to
illustrate one term (starry sky) with the help of another
(moth-eaten blankeÈ) . The association of the two i-n a
metaphorical relationship opens up a whole range of inter-
pretive possibiriÈies. The poem is the "fantasia of a

fallen gentleman on a cold, bi-t,ter nightr,. His fallen
condition projects on to the sky the same impoverishmerit--
the sky is "moth-eaten"--and it is arso reflected in his
desire for making ttie sky "sma11',. The phrase 'branket of
the sky" indicates not onry ra.ck of protection, but more

inrportant still, it also suggestrs the manrs death-wish,
his weariness of the cosmos. rn other words, the rretaphor
is richly suggestive; it could bear further exploraÈion.
Read would call such a metaphor an "imag,e". A merely
illustrative metaphor would not have had such an inteLlectual
and emotionar complexity. However, what is significant is
the concept, whether it is carred iinage or exploratory
metaphor.

This theory of the image is gLven a psychoanalytic
dimensj-on in "surrealism and the Romant.ic principle,,. Read
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says that the dístinction between metaphor and the image is
tkiat the former proceeds from the conscious v¡hereas Èhe

latter emanaÈes from the unconscious. As we have seen, in
his "obscurity in poetryr', he argues for a distinction 

,:,,

between metaphor and the image, and the distinction is
grounded on Reverdyrs definition of the image. But he does
not, it may be noted, try to assign the image and metaphor 

.,.,to their respective psychological source. rn "suruealism .:,

and the Romantic principle,'he says ttrat the metaphor is a .,,.,
.:t::

conscious inrage. speaking of his imagery in the dream-poem

that he analyses in this essay, he says:

. the_ iniage of the baffred bird--the flutt,ering
shradow like a bird beating against a winaow:p;;:- -
occurred Ig gg ír ry. dream. rn this iÈ diffärs fromrne vrave-r-mage ï used Èo describe the shadows of ourbodies on the walls of the lablzsj¡¡h, wirich is aconscious image produced. in thé process of writing the lpoemi r would on that account call it a metaphor rather l

than an image.22 ---!----

iIie d-oes not mean to say that metaphors do not give accurate l

description. vühat Lie maintains is tha.t metaphors do not
have the same force as images. The force of the images is .t,

.jascribed to their origi-n in the unconscious. Reverdy said i',.

Èhat a metaphor is a conscious compari-son whereas the image

relates \,.üithout comparison two distant realities whose

relat'ions the mind. alone has seized. Read has 1ocalized in ,:-,;,,,.
,.:4 .,;:::.

the unconscious the mind's act,ivity of seizing relations
without comparison. Because they origirrate in the
unconscious, the "counterpart', of images is not manifest.
And therefore the images have a latent meaning. And it is

iriiÌl
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this latent meani-ng whi-ch accounts for the force of the
iniages. To quote Read again at some length:

. every authentic image is conceived in Èhe uncon-scious; that, is to sây, tñe Èwo rear-ities or-*rricr,Reverdy speaks, thougir more or less aistãntly""ãprr.ted,cohere as an jmage añd gain their emotive pãir"i-rro*the presence in the uncõnscious of a hiddeã connectinglink- There is rro need in any poetic 
"""iv"i"l--toreveal thSt repressed connection; the poetic iåalitylies in the evident power of the image, and is nostronger--indeedr ffiây be much weakerr-if ils ialentmeaning ís made maniiest.23

rt should be clear from this statement how Read has given a
psychoanalytíc direction to Reverdyrs distinctíon.

ït may also be noted that in this essay he calIs
"images" (in Reverdyrs sense of the term) ',symbols',. But
orre may justly ask: "rs not the termrimage'a generic one,
ar¡d does it not, therefore, refer boLh to metaphors and to
symbols?" Nor¡¡, in order to preserve the distinction
between metaphor and syrnbol, and. to remind. ourselves that
they have a common sensational basis, \^re may speak of
t'images as symbols" and. "images as metaphors,,. The former
repiresent expl0ratory use of metaphori we may call thern

"exploratory metaphors". The latter are "illustrative
metaphors". This distinction is derived from Read and it
can serve as a useful literary tool.

rt is clear then that when Read says "essential
poetryt' resides in inages, he has in mind exploratory
metaphors and not mere rnetaphors. But a pcerû cannot be ar1
synJrols. rt cannot be aIr 'rimages". Read says that the
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"essential imageryl must be clouded over with metaphors ancl
similes. He writes:

A poem that is pure imagery would be like a statue ofcrystaI" . üIe thereiorã cloud the poem *iii, nretaphorsand similes, which are our personal and human associa_tions; \Áre ad-d to its sentimänts ãrrå iaur", untilfinally the essentiar- im"gãry-i=-fi*p1ete1y obscured andwe are lefÈ with verbal rñ,etàric.2A
Thus the "essence', of poetry j-s "dilutedr,. But he does not
allow us to forget what [essential poetry,, consists in. It
consists in "essentia.l imagery,'. ït may be remarked thaÈ
this account' of cl0uding the essential i-magery with meta-
phors, etc. follows logically from his psychological theory
cf poetry at. this time--a theory we have already examined
(see abover pp.lgg-gs) and according to which all the regions
of the mind contribute towards the creation of poetry.

There is one more point to be made in connection
with this psychoanalytic theory of the image. r have
already touched on it in the second chapter. However, f
sha1l resta.te it here. According to Read, the vivid eideÈic
energy of Èhe image precipitates just those verbal molecules
that clothe the image- rn other words, the image ís expressed
in its accurate verbar equivarents. lvhat ai-ds this process?
rt seems that words are found ,'by the raw of attraction
which seems to operate in the unconscious mind, a raw which
selects equivalents in visual image, verbal expression .u25
so the unconscious is not only a soqrce of images but it is
a]'so a source of their verbal equivalents. ït shourd be
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observed that the unconscious, which is a factor of centrar-
importance in Readrs theory of the image, is conspicuously
absent. in Hulmers.

Besides the urrconscious, another f act.or of singular
importance in Read's theory of the image is the notion of
form. r sharl first state Readrs views of form in rer-ation
to the image, and then go on to consider i-f Readrs theory
of the i-mage registered any changes as a resur-t of the
waning of his s:urrealist enthusiasm v¿ith its insistence on
the unconscíous.

In L932 he seys that metaphors are the ,,blood_

stream. of poetry. Nevertheless what is equally important
is'an intuit,ion of formr', which he defines as,,an emotion
about fitness, size, appropri-ateness, tension, tautne"s,,.26
There can be no images with their "vj_sual immediacy,, unless
tlrere is this intuition of forni. Again in !g4g, in ,,Art i.n
Europe at the End of the Second World War,,, Read asserts
the importance of form for imagery. But now he seems to
have become critical of his o\,,ún previous view that poetry
cortsists in "essential imagery" (that is, symbols or images
from the unconscious). He sa¡rs that the projection of ,,a

symbol or image from the unconscious is not an act of
creationr'. vühy? The transfer of an existing object (say,
an image) from the mental sphere to the verbar. sphere is not
an original act of creation. rt is merety a transfer. Read
has struck a nevr note in his theory. Here is how he

i"!,:1,

lt':1.1
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expresses himself:
The essentiar function of art, is revealed in a co_ordina_tion of images (whether unconscious or perceptual doesnot matter) into an effectÍv;-;;tf"=r. The art is inthe pattern, which is a personãr intuitio' oi-it u artist,and not' in the imagery- rmagery can ue reråã="á rryhypnosis, by intoxícalion, âiã-i"-dreams: but it. doesnot constitute aestheti" å"liu=¡¿"; or art, unless ithas been given expressive i¿;^:21-'

ft wou10 seem then that pcetry is more than ,essential
imagery". IIe also asserts the importarrce of form as in
L932. (es a matter of fact in both the staÈements quoted
above, he speaks of form as an "intuitio¡,,). tret it be
notedrhowever, that he does not minimize the importance of
imagery- rmagery is the blood.-streani of poetry. what he
demands is that t'he blood-stream be reEulated by form, by
pattern.

Not only does Read demand Èhat images, unconscious
or perceptual, be co-ordinated into an effective pattern,
but he also subjects them to a more acute criti-cism. rn
his "The Drift of iviodern poetry,,, he says that automati-c
images are effective when they are persona.r to the poet.
But if they are consciously imitated or invented and if they
do not proceed from the depÈh of the poet,s mind, they are
ineffective- "one might even go further and say that even
when such images are projected automatically, nothing
proves to be so cireary as the furniture of an inferior mind..,,2B
So Read has come to believe that there is no virtue in an
automatic projection as such of images--a fallacy Lhat
surrealistic poetic practice encouraged and that Readfs
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theoretical discussion of poetr), in tt¡e Surreal_istic phase

certainly did not expose. Read would not so readily say now
that the essence of poetry resides in r,essential imagrery,,.
He has become aware of the qualifications that need to be
made to such a view.

Let me attempt a statement of Readrs position at
this time. "Images" (symbols) originaÈe in the unconscious;
metaphors originate in the conscious. rmages liave explora_
tory value, but metaphors do not. (ït goes without saying
that both images and metaphors have a serrsä.tionar basis).
one may well raise this question: what is the status of
the rnragist image on the basís of this theory? The ans\^/er
is that in so far as the rmagi-st i-mage does not originate
in the unconscious, it is a metaphor. (eut ïmaÇism as a

movement did not subscribe to tlie beiief in the unconscious
origin of the image). But r would say that in so far as
it has exploraÈory varue, it cannot be denied the name of
'osymbol". The fact tha.t, many rmagist poems have exploratory
value cannot be denied. (consicier, for example, Hur-mers
poem dj-scussed above). Þ.r¡d that many of their poems dc noÈ
have such "exproratory value" cannot be ¿eniea either.

Read comes to emphasize trre creative nature of the
image after the decline of his surrearist enthusiasm. fn
1956, for example, he writes in his 'The Lost lead.er,,:

The artist's images are above all formatíve--that is tc)
:.ay, they give defined. shape to what was amorphous;they are crystallizations ät rruia-mental intuitions;

;.:.ii'í
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they maÈerialize the immaterial, the immaturer themerely sensed and l0cated airections of signÍ_ficantexperien ce.29

"Amorphou-s" r "f luid,t'r "immaterial,,-_Èhe Vefy adjectives
suggest the elusive naÈure of the poetrs experierrce or his
subject-matter. That is what experience is like if we do
not 100k at it from the spectacles of habit, of stock-per-
ception. The artist shapes, crysta.llizes, materializes it
into images which are "formativeil precisellr because they
capture the experience, realize it sc> that it e><ists almost
as if it were an objecÈ. rmages, are, therefore, creative
too" rt should be remembereo that this ,creaÈive theory,,
of the image is rer-ated to the theory of the exploratorlz
nature of the image. The theory of the unconscicus origi-n
of the image has more or less been dropped. The image
acquj-res a metaphysica.l function.

Read expresses this view in 1960. commenting on the
image as an intensive aspect of poetry--anct we have arready
discusseo this comment in the second chapter in another
context--he says:

ft exists in its oï'n right, in its present.ationalimmediacy, as an indissðIyblç 
"*pi"ã-*iv" formula and notas an extension of looical oi-scoüisã, not as illustrationor signification. The poetiã-i*"õã-i= received andfelt, but it is not obsèrved. ana'iãttected on; iÈ is amornent of original vision, an int.uitiv" ã"tã"åiãrî otconsciousness r ân acL of uppr-ñã;;;; but not yet ofcomprehension. 30

is saying that the image is ê.xÞressive and, not
is not logicaL. (One is reminoed of Reverdy,s

imitative.He

It
remark I
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have already referrecl to) . rt explores tlre poets conscious-
ness; and r thirrk that k;ecause it is an expl0ration, Read
descri-bes it as an "act of apprehensic-'n but not yet of com-
prehension". .And precisely because it is an explorationÍtarethatthe¡iã not illustrative; one can it-IustraÈe that which
is known. Just as it is not logica1ly conceived, it is not
responded to 10gica11y. For a l0gicai- response is out of
the qurestion when what is being responded to does pretend
to be 1ogica1. Trre reader embarks on his exploratc,ry
ad-venture thanks to the image. rt is an instrument of dis_
covery of the "immaterial", of "fluid intuitio'S,,, of the
"merely sensed directions of significant experience,,. To
look upon it as an aid to the u-nderstanding is to miscon-
ceive its role.

This conception of the image is in the tradition of
Hulme. rt may be objected that Hulme did not hold such a
romantic view of the image. How else cou1d he rnaint.ain that
poetry is no more than "accurate, precise, and. definite
description"? consider some of his own utterances:

(1) Each word must be an image seen, not a counter.
(2) A man cannot write wíthouÈ seeing at the same t,imea visuar.sisniricarion bero;ã-hi; 

"t";.- iË"'i" rhisiTug",which precedes trre wriiing ana makes itfirm.31
These remarks may be interpreted to mean thaÈ Hurme meant
t!hard" , "cleart' , "vivid," , "precj_serr realization of an
intpressicn when he useci the word ,,imagre',. ït seems to me

that this is the view that has com.e to be associateci with
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the Tmagist niovement. But it represents i_nadequately the
vj-ew that Hulmers writi_ngs as a whole suggest. The remarks
quoted ak;ove should not be understood without reference to
Bergscn's phi-losoph1r. r submit that ,,Romantícism and clas_
sicism", "A Lecture on L{odern poeÈry,,, and ,,Notés on Language
and styIe", need for their proper underst,anding and i_nter_
pretation the background of "The philosophy of ïntensive
Ivfanifolds"r--an expcsition of Bergsonos phirosaprry, and of
"Bergson's Theory of Art"r--â study of the implications of
Bergsonrs philosophy for art.

The imporÈance of the image for Hurme springs from
the fact that it helps to seize the ,'original inÈuition,, of
the artist. rt is the strategy enç10yed by the poet to
convey his "intuition" accurately. Bergson believed that an
intuition coulcl be expressed only in terms of imagery.
Iiulme accepts this view. Hence the irrsistence on the image
in Hulme's writings. rt was certainly not Hurme's aim to
exalt "visual description" for its orârn sake. He says:

I exaggerate the place.of (visual) imagery sirçIybecause r want to use it as ;-iií"ltration . theimportant thing is, of course, Irot the fact of thevisuar represeñrarion, bur ¿há ffi*Ëffi"ä#", Èh:eãæUAï u\r¡r[¡rru

ït seems that the "fact of visuar representation', acquired
a disproportionate ernphasís in the ïmagist movement as it
developed- Änd r may venture to asserÈ that in the fiftiesr,
Read recovered the original emphasis of Hulme,s theory of
the image- rt may be asked: vühat is the distinction

i., .,,'
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between "visual representation" and ractuar contact with
rearity"? Does not the former impry the latter? No, not
necessarily. The significance of the phrase f,actual contact
wi-th reality" can be realized if one is acquainÈeo with
Bergsonrs distinction between the intellect and intuition.
r shalI summarize it bríefly in support of my argunrent that,
Hulmers Èheory of the image is romantic.

The inÈellect is action-ori-ented, it presents
objects to the mind so that they can be acted upon; its
specific function, arralysis, reduces objects to elements
already known. rt cannot therefore cope with reality,
which is a "f1ux of interpenetrated elements,,. Intuition,
on the other hand, ís a "kind of inÈellectual sympathy,,; it.
enables one to "prace oneself wiÈhin an object in order to
coincide with what is unique :'n it and consequently
inexpressible". The artist, who is detached from the
necessities of action, possesses Èhis facurty., and therefore
he is in contact with realíty. rt wirl now be cleer why ï
said "vísual representation!' does not necessarily mean

"contact with reality". r may also add Èhat Hulme, who

complained in "Romarrti-cism and classicism" that the
romantic belief in the power of the imagination attributes
Èo man tÈe abÍlity to create absolutely and thus raises him
to the status of God, has by accepting Bergson, himself
claimed visionary powers for the poet and accorded him an
exa-lted status--undoubtedly romantic ideas. Hulmers corrcept
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of the image is rinked with the theory of irrÈuition which
justifies these romantic ideas. Hence ï have described
Hulmers doctrine of the image as being romantic. 

,Read I s theory of the image is clearly related to 
,ì,,',,i,.,,Hulmers. Read says that the artistrs images are formative,

they give shape to what is amorphous, they crystalrize, 

-

int'uiÈions - Hulme also says that images are an aid to ,;:i .i

- 

-- .,-. 
jli are an aLd to 

.'.''' : 'seizing an inÈuition. He says. ,r'l''',.

' many diverse J-mages borrowed from very d.ifferent u,..*orders of -things, mayr by the .òrr"rg"rr." of their '::'':'':
action, direct con"ãiouå"""" .;--¿h;"niåãiãå näI",where there is a certain intuiiiorr-to ¡. seized.jj

Anotherpointofsimi1aritybetweenReadtstheoryand
:,Hu1melsistheinsistenceofbothofthemt'hatimagesare

not 10gica1. According to Hulme, Èhe. images prevent one
'frorn la.psing into an abstract process, which is character_ ,,

istic of the intellect. The intellect trea-ts words as 
l

:counters and passes from concept to concept without refer_ i

ence Èo reality. Images hold reality before us. According 
j.;r:::ri:..::,;:::;

to Read, images help to apprehend reality, not, comprehend f,t".'
it. This is, r suppose, a v,,ay of saying that b], not being ii:,r:.:'l::

logicar or rational, images help seize rearity--scmething
that mere intellect by its very naÈure cannot do. The
assumption that both Hulme and Read are making is that there 

iiì.:.,...i,
L. -- . ii _-. ¡.'idoes exist a consciousness, a reality not accessible to

rationa1ity.TheimageforReadisan,,intuitiveextension

ofconsciouSneSS|,.ForHu1meitisanexp.ressionofa

reality utrich is accessible only to intuiÈion
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I have tried to show that there is a renarkable
sirnilarity between Hulmers doctrine of the. Ímage and R.eadrs,

My interpretation of the former makes it out to be symbolist.
And Readts discussion of the image from 1936 orrwards leaves
no doubt whatever that the j-mage !e him i= g synibol since
it captures sornething unstated, goes beyond mere reference,
and embodi-es a complex of feeling and thought. That Read

considered lrurme to hold the same concepticn of the image
becomes clear from the following comment he rnakes in his
discussion of Hulme r s theory of poetry:

rt is riot merely 
" question of importing images intothe stream of discourse, to make it *.oré ;i;iã: poetryis rather a crystallizaiion of the discourse i"t"

?{*'bp+rî^lT?_eÎ"..: whar is rhere firsr, 
"ãia-Hulme,r-s Ene \^70rrd in its concreteness u evident to the senses;the physical phenomena. the poei, seizes tr.à="]-findstheir verbal equivarence, and Èhe rest--beauty, signi-ficance, metaphvçicar reverberations---is therá'as anintrinsic grace.34

Mark the phrase "symbolic images,'. The poet is more than a

purveyor of hard, clear and precise pictures. rf this was

the officiat rmagist view of the poet's furnction, it was

crearly a travesty of Hulnief s ideas. on Rea_d I s interpreta-
Èion of Hulme, the images are slzmbolic images. Of course,
the world irr its concreteness is significanÈ to the poet,
and poetry should be anchored to it.. But Hulme did rrot,

rule out I'signif icance'! , "metaphysicar reverberations r, . 35

Rather he believed that they are present as an ',intrinsic
grace". The image is more thar¡ a mere word_picture, cIear,
sharp and precise, both to Read and to Hu].me. ï must sôy,

ilì ii,
tr' :::

Í:---'-¡-.....,ri-:
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however, that Read expouncls his Hulmean doctrine of the
image in Tris critical writings irr the r50rs, though one can
see i-t reflected in his poetic prac'ice right from the
beginning.

Prior to his recovery of Hur-mers doctrine of the
image, Read may seem to have held the ïmagistic view of the
image when he stated in "English prose" (19 26) z

This is to say that in the creative act of writing thereare two eremenÈs--the visual image and the emotitnsassociated with this image. The-gooc1 writer . seestit. imagg cJ-earl1r, and iã driven Ëy the mere eniotÍvecharge cf. the imãge to find for it'a rit mãiing-orrn¡ord's. Thg image is there, stetrk, visi-bl. 
""á'ràrr; tcf ind the right words, and. gnry trrå Sight words, to bociyfo:rth thq! inage, becomes in Lrre writér 

"r, á"túriPassion. 36

This may be said to be reminiscent of Hur-me. (But it must
be remember:ed that it is remíniscent of the Hrrlme of
"Romanticism and cr-assicism". And that essay, in spite of
the critical reputati-on it has acquire<i., does not represent
Hulmers theory of poet.ry aCequately) . It looks u.pon the
image as a given, static enti.ty. But in, Engr-ish prose style
(l-928) he puts forwardr ês we have arready seen in the
second chapter, the theory of creative expression in poetry
according to which words and thought are born and reborn in

rl$the act'êxpression. This theory would stiggest that his viev¡
of the image is not static in Lg2B. However., it may be
pointed out that he d.oes not show any awareness aÈ this
ti-me of the rnetaphysical signi-ficance of the image, or of
its ability for extending consci-ousness.

,f,'ì
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He shows ttiis awareriess from Èhe r50rs onv¿ards. The
image is more than a picture, descripticn,or vivid, exa.ct
and precise rear-iza-tiorr, which is what the image was to the
strict, orthodox rmagist. ft is more than an objective
correlative or an analogue for a state of mind. For now it
is an "intuitive extension of conscibtrFness,,. As a matÈer of
fact, he is outspokenly criticar of the ïmagist theoryr âs
distinct from Hulme. rn his ,oThe poet and the I\{use,,, he
writes:

rt is true that there was a schoor of pcets which strc,veto hold on ro rhe imase in 
"ri it= p.iä¿i;; pråãi"ior.__they 

'r'ere calred the imagists .rrã-ï beronged Èo it.. Butthe attempt was vain becauser âs [v¡irrianj-J"riã" says,'every definite image in [rrã'*iÃ¿"i-" steeped and dyed,i-n the free water tñat frows ,or*a-it. w'itr, rï*çío.= thesense of its relations. . The signitic;.;, In"value cf the image is all in üi; rraro or penumbra thatsurrounds and escorts i-t .37
The i-mage has acquired a significance which reaches beyond
the psychoanalytic significance of the r30,s. wtrereas it
\^,-as a synrJcol for psychoanalytic reasons in the , 30 ¡ s, now
it is almost a metaphysical symbol. rt has acclu,-red the
status of a straÈegy for an assaurt on consciousness in all
its fluidity: it is a mear¡s for ,,extension of consciousness,,.
This nretaphysical theory of the ì-mage may be expected. to
make some dif ference to the content of R.ead,s poeÈry.

Read said that the ',contentl of poetry ,,d,eepened.,,

for him over the years. The various phases of his Èheory of
the image bear out his view of his orrirn development. But the
very fact that his theory has passed through various stages
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should prevenÈ us from hast.ily endorsing Read,s view,
expressed in the epigraph to tlris chapter, trrat hís attitud.e
tov¡ards the problems of technique never changed and that it
was always imagistic. r would take this to mean that hi_s
ideal of poetic expressiorr never changed. The ideal of
expression, among other things, emphasized, such irnagistic
poetic virtues as t'precisj-oh,o, ,,econonry,,, ,,immediacy of
expression" and "hard.ness of line,,. And last, but not the
l-east, his ideal of poetic expression insisted on organic
form.

we ha"ve already referred to Read r s âvr7ä.r€fiêss both
in 1932 and subsequently, of the connectiori between the
iniage and the form' The. image--"bl00dstream of poetry,,--is
part of a total whole v¡hich evorves according to tr¡e ,,laÌ,vs

of its own origination',. And when we speak of ,,evolution,,
in conformity with ,'laws of origination,,, \,ve are speaking
of organic form.
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CHAPTEI( VT

TIíE CONCEPT OF ORGANÏC FORM

IN READIS THEORY OF POETRY

But Èhe pattern once perceivrd and heldfs then viable; . .1

Herbert Read

traced the development of the concepts of
Imagism in Read's theory of poetry. Both

Imagism are linked v¡ith the principle of
organic form. Read tells us in his The True voice of
Feeling that the principle of organic form is "the specifi-
cally rc¡mantic principl e, .2 His ïmagisrn, as \e.e have already
seen, is an ideal of 'exploration" of experience as werr as

of expression of it. Hence this enrphasis on tkre organic
relation between experi-ence and expression, the image and
the medium. rn other words, the rmagisÈic ioeal implies
the principle of organic form. v'Ie shalr atÈenrpt in this
chapter a brief exanuination of the concept of organic form
and its development in Readrs writings. T shalr confine
myserf primarily to his d.iscussion of organic form in the
context of poetry. His speculations on form i-n the context
of fi-ne arts, richry suggestive as they may be, do noÈ come

within the scope of this study except in so far as they bear

!Ve

romanticisni

romanticism

have

and

and

i l.ll-râ'1,
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on the problem we are concerned v¿ith here, naniely, organic
form j-n poetry.

ït may be observed here that the metaphor of
Igrowtht underlies the concept of organic forni. organic
form is dynamic and not static. rt is characterized by
growth and not fixity, fixity being the very opposite of
growth. rt is easily illustrat.ed in natural phenomena such
as the beehive or fungi-formation. rt i.s the product of a

process unhindered by externally imposed conditions but, as
it follows the laws of its own nature, it is characterized
by a sense of scaler proportion, balance and symnetry. Reaci

asserts of form in poetry wirat he perceives as true of
natural forms, namely, that they follow ihe law of their
own being. organic form in the context of poetry is the
form that grows in the process of composition. when form
deparÈs from this organic idea1, and folrows extraneously
i-mposed dictates, it is calred geomet,ric or abstract form,
or shrape.

Read points out that it is this feeling for organic
form whictr possessed Goethe, schelling and coleridge. The

concept of organic arowth¿ or organic evolution invaded the
field of aesthetics from the Romantic period onwards. ïf
in this periodr âs Read tells üsr "man also becarne more

aware of his own evolutionary processr êrtd of his place in
the evolution of the cosmos,'r3 it is but natural thaÈ Èhe

concept of evolution shoulo make its appearance in the field
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of poetics. The demand for organic form can be seen as a
demand for the evolutionary principle in artistic creation.
coleridge'|s phrase "to folIow the r.aws or it=E$r^å'Ïrigina-
tion' may be regarded as a statement of the evol'tionary
principle. This brief excu.rsus into li.terary history should
make it clear Èhat. with his theory of organic form Read. is
only reassert.ing the theory advanced by coreridge ancl

Schelling.

ït' must be realized, however, that the analogy between
natural form and organic form cannot be pressed too hard.
organic form in poetry is not anyt-hing as palpable as
natural form. Metre or rhythm arone is not that form.
rmages or diction alone courd not be said to constitute it.
But all these elements have their pla.ce in whaÈ,ever is
called "organic fornì". On the other hand, a natural form
such as, sây, a seashell or a beehive is sorneÈhing definite;
one is a\^rare of the forces which go into making it. ïn
shortra natural form is susceptible to scientÍfic analysis.
organic form, it goes without saying, does not lend itself
to that kinci of analysis. what r wish to poinÈ out is that,thislssi,t-

ÞÈc¿Llr$e,
Lhe expression'brganic form" is a metaphor. Th.e metaphor is
significant because it, states an ideal of expressíon: that
expression in poetry be natural and determined by internal
forces like the form of a beehive. rt seems to me that
"organic form" in poetry is a term which covers a number of
poetic virtues. rt may be said to refer to that corlocation
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of words--and words are expressive of thoughts, feelings,
images, etc.--which erfterges in response to the need to
present rexperiencer faithfully, precisely and authentically,
and which makes no concession to pre-deÈermined modes of
expression, every act of expression, like the experience
which calls it forth, being unique. And, of course, it
does not rule out rhythm.

üIith these preJ-iminary explanaÈory remarks on

"organic form" in mind we can turn to a consi_deration of how
Read understands it. rn his study of wordsworth, published
in 1931, he takes "organic form" to mean ,expression of an
emotional state of mind" in words which are an ,,exact

equivalence" of this st,ate. The account of poetic compcsi-
tion which he gives in this study may be looked upon a-s an

account of how "organíc form" is achieved. He says:
Having succeeded in maintaining the state of er,rotionaltension, which i-s a rnore_exact or psychological oescrip-tion of the poet's mind during.the fro..=" of composi-tion, how does he represent tñis stäte in words? .ïn the process of poetic_composition, word.s spring intoconsciousness as isolated ob]ective ùr,ings oi'ã-.i"riniteemotional equivarence. They are .rrang"á o= 

""*posed ina sequence or rhythm sustained until tñe mental ätateof rhe poeÈ is exhausrea by ,rhis objecri-ve ;di";i;"ã..¿
Note that words are said to "spring,' inÈo consciousness.
Thís is another way of saying Èhat words erûerge spontaneously
into consciousness. The process of this spontaneous
emergence of words seems mysterious. Anyway, it is clearly
impried that these are the right words. The poetrs task is
to arrange them rhythmicall-y. organic fo::m may then be
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defined as the rhythmical arrang,emenÈ of words of a definite
emotional equivalence. Reacl explains the L:asic feature cf
this kind of form. ',A1I expression has form: ernotion
dictates iÈs own rhythm, and rhythm is form. yet a fixed
form i-s externaL .,,5 organic form is internal; it is
i-nternal to the emotio' sought. to be expressed. As opposed
to organic form, geometric form is external since it does
not follow the rhythm of the eniotion; it is Èhe resurt of
the poeÈts aooption of a rhythm which is dictaÈed from
outÉLde. To put it differently, for organic form v¡hat is
important is following the rhythra of the emotion, and. for
geometrl-c form what is important is subjecting the expression
of emotion to some externally imposed rhythm. This ciistinc-
tion is significant irr Readrs theory because the difference
between organic form and geometric form is the difference
between romanticism and classicism---a dífference which
shows itself in the process of expression:

ft is in this process that art becomes differentiatedinto the typical ext,renres known as classic and romantic.And those extremes are cietermined by wheth.i y""-ã="ggi"g_Lo make the expression of emoiion an .rrå ir,-itserf;.or.whether yäu are going Èo make trraf-piãcesssubservient to some externaÍ coãe.6

The same view wilr be encountered in his Forni in
Poetry, published in 1932.

Mod.ern

i.r¡.Ì:,ä:ì

Read had earJier pointed out in his
Englis_h Poetry that according to Coleridge,
emotion" i_s a causative factor inrzolved in

Phases of

"priority of

organic form.
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He sa!'d t'hat coleridgers principle of organic forni ,,depends

on priority of emotion in poetry--emotional or intuitional
imrnediacy .,7 This is precisely. what he¡: says in his
The Meaning of Art. Form, though it can be analysed into
intellectual terms like measure, balance, rlrythm and
harmony, is really "intuitive in origin,o; it is not in
the actual practice of artists an intellectuar product.
rt is rather "emotion directed and defined,,. g 

r *rin.k
what this statement makes clear is the result of assigning
priority to emotíonál immediacy, of for-lowi-ng the rhythm
of er,iotion in poeti-c compositi-on: the result is that
emotion. comes to be ,,di-rected and defined,,. organic form
is, therefore, creative.

rn his Form in iviodern poet'y he offers precise
' definitions of organic and abstract form and examines how

the latter is related to the fornier. ¡Iis er:amir¡ation of
the relationship between the Èwo forms constitutes a
distinct improvement on coleridge's distinction between
"organic form" and ',mechanical regularity,,. Read perceives
that the distinction is not just formalistic. ït has an
evolutionary and historical basis to it, of whj_ch Coleridge
did not show any awareness. His argume't here is that

''

r abstract form i-s evorved from the organic. ïn Read,s word.s
"it represents a fixation of the organic in a particular
mode" ' 

9 He offers a convincing illustration of this process
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from scythian arÈ. .An ilrustration from poet'y, however,
would have been more helpful. But he offers none. Before
commenting further on the supposed relationship between
abstract and organic form, let me quote his definj-tions of
them:

._,-_o{ganic Eg!m: when a work of art has its owninheidnffiwfõ. riginating *ilr, -i.t" very ir¡vention and
f.using- in one vitaÍ unity-¡òtr: slructure and content,then rhe resulrins form mav be a"""iiuãã ;-";;;"*.

dstract Egrm: ï¡then an organic form is stabÍlisedand.isêEã' as-' p.!t".rr, .rr¿-irrã intention of theartist is no. longei related to the i"i.ãr"r,t--aliamismof an inventive áct, but seeks to adapt content t,opredetermined strucùur
oescribed as a¡st¡act.1ó 

then the resulting form may be

The definition of abstract form makes it clear that abstract
form is a resulÈ of using organic form as a,,pattern,,, as
a "structure" in poetic expression. To find examples of
this kind of use of "organic form" vüe may t*rn to the
history of English poetry. rf we look upon sliakespeare's
sonnet form as being organic, \,ve may say that this form
became a meaningless convention in the eighteenth century.
(Johnson's contempt for the sonnet form may perhaps be
looked upon as hea.rthy contempÈ for an abstracÈ form).

ït seems to me that these definitions do not support
the view that the traditional metrical form is abstract
because it is metricar. vfhat could make it a.bstract, however,
is artifi-ce in diction and in rhythm, and rigidity. But if
it responds to the needs of the content (which im.plies thaÈ
the diction and the rhyÈhn are naturaL and inevitable and
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determined by the subject-matter) so that the form. and the
content are fused, is it not organic? rndeed, it seems as

if Read j-s advocaLing that trad.ítional metrical forms are

"abstract" - He says on page 1l: ,:rt [organic form] is the
form imposed on poeÈry L.y the laws of its own ori_gination,
!,'/ithout cohsidêïation for the givên fôrms or lraËi-onal
poetry." 

",-IJr-*, said that ',abstract forni,, is
organic form "stabilised and repeated as a patte¡nr', thus
becoming rigid, unimaginatíve and mechanical. on the basis
of the historical relationship between the Èwo forms that
Read reportsr may not one say that what are nohr "traditional
metrical patternst' may have been organic forms once? And

if sor could not one recover the organic naLure of forms now

deadened into mechanical pat.terns? rs it not possibre to
use blank verse Èoday without being convicted of eniploying

"abstract form"? (Read returns Èo this problem in 1953. )

rf Read !\rere to hold the view that a metrical form
by its very nature is abstract, he would in effect be main-
taining that shakespeare, Donne and wordsworth were not
acquainted with the "dynamism of an inventive act" and that
they did not fuse in "a vitar unity" their content and

structure. of course, he does not hold any such preposÈerous

view. rt is clear then that Read ís realry distinguishing
between organic and abstract use of form" To repeat myse-lf ,

the definitions r have quoted above do not support the view
thaÈ metrical forms are not organic form and that free verse
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al.ne is organic form- one may certainr-y say tha.t free
verse rightly understood is organic form. But the 10gic
of Readrs definiÈions forces this conclusion on us that free
verse also can be used as absÈract form. But why do forms 

...,,'.r..that lfere used or could be used organÍcarly, come to be
used in an abstract manner?

Read offers a very brief sociol0gical explanation of 
¡,.;,,¡.;;,this phenomenon' He says: "The transiÈi-on from the organic r;r':r'¡'

type to the abstract always coincides with the transition j,i..,..
IJ:;'-; -from a period of stress and energy to a period of sat,iety

and solidíty .,,11 (ïncidenta1ly, Read derives this ;

.thesis from wilhelm v,Iorringer, ,,my esÈeemed master ín the 
lphilosophy of art".) The impri-cation of Readrs explanation :

is that a period of "solidj_ty and satiety,, loses its
icreative vitality and d.epends on forms evolved and used for 
,a particular purpose in the past. And one may add that this I

t,..is what happened in the eighteenth century, in vlhich ,,every
warbler had his tune by heart,,. This is a rarge generaliza- i:ir.¡i;,

".,' 

t,t 
, ition, and as in the case of any sweeping generalization, its 

,:.',t,,,:,,,,,,validity is not above question. But what ï mean is that as
compared with the poetry of the Eli zabethan and Romantic
periods, eighteenth century poetry is not remarkable for j-ts 

j:i:i¡$technical innovation and experimentation. And technicaL ir:irir!:ìj;:::::i';'ìí

innovati.on, it need hardly be said, is an index to oners
struggle for achieving authentic expression. organic forn,
as r have said before, is an ideal 0f authenfìc expression.
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use of abstract form shows lack of concern f.or such an ideal.
Perhaps a period of "satiety and solidity,, d,oes not breed
such a concernj

After having rer-ated, the distinction between organic
form and abstract, form to the distinction between a period
of 'rstress and energy" and a period of ,,satiety and
solidity", he goes on to assert that this is precisery theI'historicar- distinction" between romantic and crassical
periods. The romantic period is one of stress and energy,
and the cr-assi-cal period is one of ,,satiety and solidity,,.
This is a well-knov\¡n historical connection and it is not
this perception of the obvious that is significant in Read,s
discussion of organic form. rÈ is his discu_ssion of the
psychological ramifications of the concept that is original
and penetrating.

on page 11 0f Form in Modprn poetry, Read says that
"upon the nature of his [poet,,s] personality depends the
form of his poetry". Read is using the v,rord ,,perscnality,,
loosely here in the sense of "pslrchological make_up,,. h-hat,
he means is that whether the form is organi-c or abstract
depends on whether Èhe poet has ,,persona1ity,, or ,,character,,.
This is what. he implies when he niakes the following remark:

That is, indeed, the opposition [between personality and,characterl, ï wish Èo'ãmphasisei=ã"A when ï have saiofurther that all poetry . is tlre product of thepersonality, and Lherelore i"ni¡iiããña-re =lãi.o rhe *rin-tr,"*. of my u"=.iltâ character, r

He does not mean that character is not capable of producing
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poetry entírely- what he means is that the poetry of
characÈer does not have organi-c form. As the opposite of
poetry of personality, which has organic form, the poetry of
character, it fo110ws, has abstract form. The significance
of these I'psychological rami-fications,, is thaÈ organic form
is not just an aesthetic ideai-. ït also implíes a psycho_
logical ideal--the idear- of personality. Recovery of
organic form is nothing less than a recovery of personality.
Readrs id-ear of integrated personarity, whiclr we have dis_
cussed in one of the previous chapÈers, ties in with his
aesthetic ideal.

vühen we tur:n to the next most significant discussion
of organic forrn, which occurs in The True voicg of Feelingr
we discover that.he has acquainÈed himserf with the meta-
physical dimension of the romantic theory of organic forrn.
Ïn the intervening twenty-one years he. had analysed the
scientifj'c and psychoanalytic aspects of form in the fine
art's' (r have in mind mainly his essay on su=ealism (19361 f*l:it
and Education ThTough Art (Ig42). But these analyses need_

not detain us since they are not relevant to the topic
under consideration, namely, organic form in ¡:oetry. ït has
emerged from our analysj-s of Readrs discussion so far that
the phrase "organic form" is realry speaking a short-hand
for "organic use of form (metre or free yerse) which secures
a fusion of form and content and eliminates artifice in
rhythm and diction". ït would be interestr"ni =." how this

r.i: .l: ..i ll'
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aesÈhetic ideal had metaphysical significance for romantic
critics.

Read says:

Ilî-5ll:i11"-"L ?fg.,.i:- fg1*, rhe specifically romanric
Fi*î::tl:_ i" . J_:l"ri . car1. i¿, ',;¿=-ã;-;;å';i'Ër,å"i,i3ll
5:3::T:l:"^'. ur::tl::l :: : -rtú 

- 
Èã 

-pi'ii" 
Jänn": -;;ÏtåÏ3Ïo

::p:::::9 ." !h" disrincrion berw"ä" ;;;;ñ;å Jã
îi*"1:1.:l: yli"r¡a1; ana-parti."iã1"-iã.,rr. naruransand natura hatura.ta. 13

Previously, he had understoco ,,organic form,, in terms of
I'fusion" of various elements. But he had not shown a\^rare_
ness of the fact that for rom.antic critics organic form is
much more than an aesthetic ideal. organic form is to thenr,
in a manner of speaking, a "raid on the f,abso1ute,,, an
"assault" on the unknown, a thrust beyond the realm of
exisÈence into that of essence. He had said in the ,30rs
that organi-c form is directed by emotion and intuiti-on. He
finds support for thÍs view in schelling. But the intuitive
origin of orgarric form has for schelling a metaphysical
significance: such an origin makes the ,,essence,, available
to the poet. Às Read puts it:

' the romantic principle asserts that form is anorganic event, procéeding- trom irtã 
-i"t"itivã-åxpãrienc"

of the artist- The form is =earireå by the artist int'he act of intuition: in tr:e mãmãni or his penetration
::"1*""I.å1":f.3p1?arances rhar ããpàrat"" mair from rhe

As opposed Èo organic form, which berongs Èo the realm of
essence, abstract or geomet'ic form or shape bel0ngs t,o the
realm of appeararrces. Inlhat. belongs to the realm of existence
cannot express essence without deforming tt. How is it.
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expressed then?

Form þel9ngs to the realm of essence and i s abstractecjfrora it by the mediating geni-us oi-ir."--ãrtist--genius,Írr this sense, being 
"ãË Ëfr" artist hinrself , but anunconscious Þower wrlicrr he possesses (or which possesseshim) and whíähr enables hil 'i;;-ã-ñãñuìi'to ioenriryhimself with the-tormativä 

"r."gy of the universe, withn?tura naturãns.15

Read does not accept the notion that artists have ,,specia1
po\iyers of revelati.on". Though he a_ccepts the concept of
essence, he is not prepared to go atl the way with schelling.
'As a matter of fact, he is a little apologetic about the
whole metaphysical thesis.

He is apologetic about. the thesis because it
involves so much "metaphysical speculation,,. This sounds
strange because he hímself is inclined. Èo move in that,
d'rection quite often. þ{r€\rvr€-vgï¡making a concession to the
empiricist ín him, he seeks Èo "disengage Èhe s¡:eculative
element" from the theory. He scrubs the metaphysical mist
and states the hypothesis in these terms:

The form of a work of art is inherent in the emotionalsituarion of rhe arrisr; +r p.ãã"ãã= -trä*ïi"=ä;;r"_
hension of situation (a situäti;;-tilat may involveeither external objecÈi"¿ ph;;;il";'or inrernal srarescf mind) and is thõ creatiän oi---a--rorm.r equivalence(i'e' a symbol) for that situatiÀnl rt resists orrejects alr attempts to fit the siiuatio. to-r-rËaay_made formula of expressi-on, uãiiãving that to imposesuch-a seneral.shaþe on q unique "*áËi"ï*;r"i"Ë;ïrionä::i]iã 

in insincerity or teeiine-än¿ artiriãiaiity or

stated in these terms, the "hypothesisrl is substantially Èhe
same as the one he formulated in ru ¡g ¡no¿""r, poetry.
Organic form is the "creation of a symbol.,, f,or the situation
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t'he poet is Èreating of . Th.is armost sounds like saying
that it is the creation of an objective correrative. rn the
creati-on of this synJool the poet d.oes not harbour any kind
of artifice--artif,ice in dicÈíon or rhythm, for example.
Thus he secures precise, authentic and sincere expression.
The only difference--and it ís a minor one--betvveen this
particular formulation of Readrs hypothesis and his ]rg3z
formulation is that the latter, while it. stresses emotion
and intuition, does not refer to "externar objective
phenomena " explicitly.

However, since the "scientific formulat.ion,, does not
take cognizance of the metaphysical aspect of the romantic
theory of form, it roses in profundity what it gains in
intelligibility. rt simpry does away with the view thaÈ
form is a projection or revelation of 'essence,,; form is
looked upon as the creation of an "equivalence for a

situation". The very use of the v¡ord ',situation,, is signi-
ficant- rt refers more to the realm of appearances than t,o
the realm of essencej rn short, the ',scientific formulation,,
is totally inadequate to describe the complexities of
poetic composit,ion as envisaged by romantic critics. rt
does not, moreover, reflect Èhe views that Read had evolved
in his theory by this time. rt ignores his view (first
stated in his criticar writings in 193g) that the image as
s¡tmbol is ilexploratory" and. therefore more than an wobjec_

tive correlativer'. But this eruption of the ',scientific

': .4'..' :
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spirit" shoulc only remind us of the fact that. Read,s mind.
lvas a battleground of two forces, science and metaphysics.
As a matter of factr âs r sha1l point out soon, half-way
through the book we find him thinking in terms that. are not
strictly scient.ific.

However.¡most of the previous strands of his specu-
lation on organic form are gathered together in the
"scj-entific" formulation quoted above. He asserts the
priority of emotion - when he advocaÈes rejection of ,,ready-
made forms of expression" he is harking back to the idea of
"fusion of structure and content,, and the idea that poetry
follows the laws of its i'o\,vn bei-ng,,, both of which ideas he
had expressed in rg32. Besides, in 1g53 he gÍves the same
sociological explanation of abstract form that he offered
in 1932' commenting on the tendency to geometric form he
says:

The Èendency-to geometric and_symmetrj-c form in art isuniversal and a*iays endg, unteÉã ãr¡ec:<ea, in academicclichés. 
, 
The orocêss, rriåt"ri"ãiril i.s generallyparallel 

,T:.. ? devel0pment of ="à:-ãi srructures of anequally rigid and moital .r."rããt. r.ll
"Rigid sociar structures,' courd be said to be charact.erisÈic
more of a "period of satieLy and solidity,,than of a period
of "stress and energy". So one may say that Read is
rei-terating here the view he expressed. in rg32 that there
is a relationship between goemetric for¡n anq a period of
stabiliÈy, satiety and solidity. He had also said that
organic form--the diametrical opposiÈe of the abstract__is
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characterisÈi-c of a period of ,,stress and energy,,. He con_
tinues to hold this view in 1953, though he does net express
it directly' This is how he suggest,s it indirectly: ,?A

relationship may perhaps be established between the capacity .,:

for transformation and the possibility, under stressr of
further evolution in human consciousness,, . 

19 ,,capacity for
transformation, would seem to indicate a period of 'st,ress
and energy" of which organic form is characteristic. But
now orgarric form acquires what r may carl a ,,met,aphysica1,,

function. lr'hy? For expressing the new evolving conscious_
ness of this period, organic form is necessary. By its
very nature the former would be too elusive and fluid for
Èhe "container" of abstract form to capture. organic form
al0ne can express this consciousness faithfully, and pre_
cisely. This does not mean, hotxreæ4Èhat abstract form is
gcod enough for expressi-ng the consciousness cf a period
of soridity. unconcerri for organic form is a part, of the
solidity-syndrome. Abstract form is always a deadly sin in
Readrs universe.

There is one more'-point in respect of which we can
compare the rg32 account of organic form with the one given
i'n 1953: rs free verse the only vehicle of organic form
according to Read? At reast one critic thinks so. ïn his fÇ.-
view of The Tïue voice of ]@, Donald Davie writes :.Greater dif f;;;" from sir He.rberr Readrs idenri-
fication of torganic formr, with rfree verser.ulg

,f.iì¡illriì
l,: r: : t :'::: :::
.. .:. r'. ,.ì
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some of the views expressed in The True voice of
Feeling may seern to justify Davief s charge againsÈ Reaci.
For instance, Read tries to demonstraÈe that the metre of
'rchristaa$¡" is irregular, "even nrore irregular than
coleridge had forewarned us in his preface,,zo He does not
go so far as to say that it is free verse but his contention
is that it does not have a fixed met,ri-cal pattern and that
its rhythm is free i-n order to meet the needs of expression.
Tt is possible that Davie took this to mean tha,t according
to Read organic form and metre are antithetical to each
other' The comment which is more like'y, however, to have
given occasion for Daviers accusation is the one Read makes
in the course of his discussion of brank verse. Read says:
"My contention is that blank verse is virtually free verse,
and that precisery at its most poetic, is most irregurar.u2L
so it may seem as if according to Read the rnerit of br_ank
verse is that it is free verse, that the supreme m.erit of a
metrical form is to approximate to free verse, and, that
free verse alone is the vehicLe of organic form.

r think Read overstates his case. ïf brank verse is
t'virtually free verse", free verse must be freer verse. Free
verse is not a product of irregularities. rts metrics are
accenÈual rather than quanti-tative. But surely R.ead could
not be unaware of the nature of free VeIse. Himself a
practitioner of free verse, he has discussed. the thecry of
free verse in The Triue voics of Feeling. How is it that he
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overstates his case then? It seems to me that he overstates
it because he operates with a peculiar notion of traditional
metrical forms which becomes clear in the course of his
discussion of "christabelr' and Ìvordsworthrs blank verse.
(see pages 27, 28 and 47-49 of The True voiìce of Feeling.)
He points out, for example, that a J_arge proportion of
ï¡lordsworthts verses are not regular ianbic pentametÊts, thaÈ
a J-arg'e proportion of them have more than ten syllables
each, that the sÈresses are unevenly distributed and that
many lines have less than five stresses each. That is the
"irregularl-ty" of rrlordsworthrs blank verse! Read sÈart,s with
a very mechanical notion of blank verse, discovers that it
is not really applicable to the blank verse as written by
shakespeare, Milton or vÍordsworth¿and instead of realizing
that such a mechanical concepti-on of brank verse \^/as never
helct by anyone except perhaps pedants ancí poetasters, he
comes to the conclusion that because brank verse is not
mechanically regular, it is therefore free verse, However,
the significance of his willingness to describe the experi_
mental metre of 'christaber" and vt'ord.sworthrs blank verse
as "free verse" i-s that. Read does not dismiss metricar form
per se as being i-ncapable of expressing organic form. rn so
far as these metrical forms are not mechanical. regular
patterns, and in so far as they are capable of respond.ing
to the needs of expression, they can convey organic fotrm.
what he describes as "irregularities,u are the result of

'.r:
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attempts on the poetfs part to make the nietre correspond
with the transitions of the imagery or feeling or thought.
Read has pointed out such "irregularities'r in Ìvordsworth
and coleridge. one could point them out in many more poets
who have employed metrical forms with imagination, skirl
and sensitivity. whire it is true that Read believes that
free verse is eminently suited to express organic form, one
could say that his discussion of ',christabel,, and wordsworthrs
brank verse demonstrates that metricar forms can achi-eve the
same end provided that they ð.re capable of admitting
"irregularities", irregularities being an indication of how
"free" the metricar forms are and, also, how resilient to
follow the ccntours of experience.

ï would go further and say that. as far as traditional
metrical forms are concerned, these ,,irregulaiiÈies,, 

(,John
crow€Ransom may describe them as 'metrical texture,,) give
an j-ndication of how "organic', the form is. For it is clear
that according to Readr geometric form is metrical fornr
mechanically used,, and,, the.refore, free from irreguiarities.
My contention i-s that if the poem can give us a hint of
what the mechanical form might have been, the organic form
can be felt, realized, appreciated and judged by the reader
with the help of "i.rregularj-ties't against the shadow of the
mechani-cal form L_lrking in the background. The metrical
patÈern provides us with this hint becauser âs ï have
already said, mechanical form is the result of a nrechanical
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employment of metricar form and metrical pattern. The

violations of the meÈricaI pattern are a reminder to the
reader of the poetrs struggle to achieve organic form, and

one may learn from them how the poet followed the contours
of his experience. Readrs own discussions of ttre metre of
f'chri-stabel-" and vüordsworthrs k¡lank verse are possibre
because he knows the basic regular pattern of each of these
metrical forms.

Free verse¡ orr the other hand, does not provide a

hint of the mechanical form. Thereforêrorrê cannot speak of
"j-rregularities" in conrrection with it and one cannot judge
the poetrs struggle to achieve organic form. Ìve do not see

the form evolving before our eyes. we do not see the poet
in his "vrorkshop". rt would be easier to judge and appre-
ciate how- organic the form is if the reader has even a vague

idea of what the mechanical form might have been like. rn
the absence of such a hint we take the poet on trust. Read

himself was baffled by the question of how to jud.ge organic
form. I'Frankly, r do not know how we are to judge form
except by the sarne instinct, that creates iL."22 The organic
form of a poem then, it wourd seem, could be judged only by
the poetrs peers. But such a conclusion i-s not altogether
inescapabre. rf in the expression of organic form the poet
provides us with a hint of mechanical form, one is provided.

with a point of departure for a critical exploration. Does

expression of organic form in free verse provide us wibh

: t. a:.,:.i

:ìi":.
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asuch point of departure?

ï would suggest that we apply Èo Readrs free verse
his approach to traditional metricar form,s. This may be
critically unorthodox. But such an approach does work in
the case of Readrs poetry. while judging the form of a
poem in free verse, one could 100k for inÈerplay of rhythms,
one could alsc see what the c,omínant rhythm is and how
often iÈ has been departed from and why. fn short., the
techniqu" trrat could be applied to verse in metrical forms
could be applied to free verse too. Besides, one could
examine expression with reference to the meaning and the
mood a poem conveys. since every v.erse is part of an over-
all poetic strategy for 'ndefining,, experience and
conveying "meaning", its role in achieving definition of
experíence could be discussed wÍth reference to the i-dea
that one forms of it from the poem itself. lve shall tesÈ
the validity of these contentions with reference to Read,s
poetry, to which we may now turn sínce afÈer The True voice
of Fee-ling. there is no furÈher significant d.iscussion of
organi_c form in his critical writings.

:-',iai,:::¡:¡:



CHAPTER VTI

I'poETRy A pENNoN'¡: HERBERT READ's poETRy

Fate would be unkind if iÈ buried his verse under
il"#;i:;å'g:åL i:":ffiî":',1,1;":*:;,**lji: r,poers

My greatest ambit-ion was to be recognized as a poet,but r soon learned that the niodern world has littre usefor poets in general, and less for me in parÈicular.2

Commenting on Read., F. Brantley says:
His great dissatisfaction with his own world has r-ed himto different perspecti-ves--su.rrea1ism, Freudianism, areverting to -the sub jects of the romantic úãt;::"nd. arlare reflåcted to "o*ã deEree in his ,,colIected. poems,,.3

we have considered in detail in the third chapÈer the theory
of poetry that Read developed in hís surrealist.ic period.
vüe have also discussed his romanticism and the two inalien_
able aspects of iÈ, namely, imagism and organic form. one
n-'ay ask as to what exLent these "perspectives,,, these views
we have been analysing are reflected in Readrs poetry. lrle

shall be concerned with this question in the present chapter.
ït should be pointed out that the assumptions under-

lying this question are twofold. one of Èhem is that Read,s
poetic Èheory infJuences his practice. The other assumption
is that there is a *one-hzay" relaÈionshi-p between his pcetry
and poetics. rn other words, it seems to be assumed that
his ¡:oetry does not determine or shape or modify his poetics
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but tha.t the latter is reflected in the former.
As regards the first assumption it may be pointe,d or-rt

that Read himself tells us in his ,'rn Defence of shelley,r,
that "a crear conception of poetry does not necessa::ily imply
an abiliÈy to put precept into practicer,. ït is quite con-
ceivable that Read could be an accompli-sheci Èheori-st and
an execrable practitioner. My contention here, however,
will be that Readrs poetry does i-lrustrate his poetics. As
regards Èiie second assumpÈion r may say that one does not
have convincing evidence to prove that Readrs poetics ìdas
an outcome of his "poetry-workshop',. This is not to sayr
however, that he developed his poetic theory apart from
experience of poet,ry or aestLietic experience in general.
one who insisted on a sensationar basis even for his meta-
physicar concepts could not have theori-zed about poetry
without experience of poetry.

Both his philosoptiical and empiri-cal (scientific)
theorizing about. poetry is conducted with reference to
aestheÈic experience, experience of poet,ry in generar. For
exampler the concept of intuition as ,,a sudd.en perception
of pattern in life" is the basis cf his principle of form
in poetry, free verse being looked upon as the technique
that serves t.o extricate this patÈern from the circumambient
chaos, and render it in words. To give another instance,
he elucidates his distinction beÈween persorrqlity ¿n¿
characÈer with apt ill-ustrations from English poetry. vühat,
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r would like to maintain is that though his poetics is
related to poetry in general and that though liis poetry is
related to his poetics, the rerationship between his poetry
and poetics is different from the rerationship betweenr sâyr
Eliotrs poeÈry and his poetics. unr-ike the case of Eliot,
the relationship between Read's poetry and hÍs poetics is
not dialecticar. vrihat f mean is that his poetry and poetics
do not seem to ent,er into a mutually creative partnership.
r shal1 restate the comparison between Eliot and Read.

That Eliot's criticsm runs parallel to his poet.ry
is a view that is widei-y accepted. This kind of paralIeI
is perhaps inevitabre when the poetic theoríst is himser_f a
poet. An aÈtempt could be made to show that Èhe:re is the
saa-e kind of parallel between Read.rs theory and his poetry.
Tl:.e point of the comparison is, however, different. There
exists a "dialectical" relationship between Eriotrs
criticism and his poetry, each infruencing the oÈher and
being influenced by the other. The sam.e kind of reration_
ship could not be said to exist between Rea-drs poetry ani.
his poetics. Let us consider this question in scme detair.

R. p- Blackmur has discussed the dialectical
relationship betv"'een Eriot's p.etry and his theory in terms
of a metaphor of locomoÈion. He says:

. we hav9. only to Èhink of how this criticism rllnsparalIel to.his poetry. Th.ere is â gap betweenr-but-the attraction aòross- the gap is "o "trong that onetrain of,terr runs on the otñei's track.--F-ó, mn.ãi"tAhdrêwes is onJ-y understandable when ;¡sffireffiil.

.:¡:-iì
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and "Li-ttre Gidciing" have beerr werr read., and r rathersuspect tÏ¡at all three needr at sor¿tê point but not, atall points, the backward iríuminatiorr'"i' ;tr..- '
Hippopotamus', . .4

Now, one cannot say of any of Reacirs critica] books that it
is "only understandable" when certaÍrr poems Ìiave been ,,wer1

read". The reason for this phenomenon rray be sought in. the
fact that Read has a reniarkable tarent for abstract tlicught
and that hÍs b'ent of mind is theoretical, scholarly., and
"academic" irr the best sense of trrat word. He is more
speculative tlran Eliot ancr is always ready to follow the
leads prcvi.ded by various disciplines ranging from
behavíourism, through Freud, Ju.ng, the Gestaltists to Marx,
whi-tehead, cassirer, collingwood, coleridge, scherling and
Hulme. Not that he cuts himserf adrift from poetry. But
his theory is less governed by hís ¡:oetry Lhan Eliot's
theory is governeci b]' his. ltis poetics is not, the::efore,
"manufactured," in his poetry workshop. rt controls Èhe

"workshop". In support of my view f may refer t,o his
discussíon of "Lc,¡ve and Death'and,,A Ðl:eam,,in his ,'Myth,

Dream and poem'u, published in collêcted Essays.5 H" takes
care to point out Èhat they bear out his criÈical princi_pres.
His discussion of the poems is not conducted in such a
manner as tc suggest that he arrived at Èhese critical views
as a result of his poetic practice t oy poetic experience.
ït seems to me then thaÈ there is not that intiniate and
dialectical rera-tionship between his poetry alnd poetics
w-hich characterizes Eriotrs poetry and. poetics. Bu-t one

i i:::: ì l:¿ tÌ:ì:.:...::'.'
r¡j.:.1ij .'l:r: -:1 
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can discuss Readrs poetry in the light, of his poetic theory
and see to what extent the former is rer_ated to the latter.

vühat is tlie exact nature of the rer_ationship betwee'
Readts theory of poetry and his poetry? This questíon can
be approacheo in different ways. lve can ask ourselves if
his theory has a bearing on the content of his poetry. we

can also ask ourserves if we can abstract any pri_nciples
or critical details from it which will be of help to us in
a technical discussion of his poetry. And finarlyr wê can
also ask íf his theory can herp us tci expJ-ain cerÈain
characÈeristics of his poetry. These quest,ions are not
mutually exclusive. For example, when one discusses the
introspective character of his poetry, one mnst refer to
the conLent of his poetry in order to illustrate how it is
introspective. But on the whore these qu.estions provide a

convenient and elastic framework \¡iithin which t.o pursue our
inquiry. T shall first attempt a broad characterization of
his poetry with reference to his theory, then discuss sorne

specific instances where his tLreory directly bears on iÈs
content, and finally go on to discuss his poetry with
reference to his viev¡s on signs and syrnJrols and organi_c
form.

: :,,:: :: l ì: ji ::r: ::r:l

I t-,..'ÏI
"I limit my search to myselfr, says the Second Voice

in "Ivloon I s Farm" - 6 rf one \dere to devise a motto for Read-,s

lÎÎf.,'ttu:o¿ne 
miøht suggest "of the =*rr- Í*'""ing" as a possibl-e 

$¿qrrc^iatid;ota Le ' ¡e ¿â u.-( s r't. des¿r, J¡E-s olre- al his l,'¿in firs;rrgË " Now¡ s o*1, ;î" , ,
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cs:eþ-eneçç-'because the serf is enciless. Read has expressed
this idea himself:

rhar rhe =,,r, *.3ï"*n:"ål;tå3rl man who said
had spent his life seeking-Í:iilseff .But the same ancient. man õaidthat though you travel in ãvery directionyou wilr never find the boundaries of the se_Lfso. deep is the logos of itAnd Lhat is the trutñ r r.""ã-åi"rorr"red.7

Readts poetry is an att.empt to explore the seIf, the ,,state
of subjectivity"--a characteristically romantic preoccupâ_
tion' Therefore his poetry has the introspective quality
he associates with romanticism. ï shalr discuss this point
with reference to a few of his poems.

Consider his war poetry, for exaniple. ït is guiet
and subdued in tone. rt is contemplative. ft is refrective.
rt' is introspective. The war rai-ses for him issues on
which he sees it fit not to expend sarcasm, bitterness,
irony or satire--Ëhe universal stock-in-trade of war poets.
That is why he is a unique wa.r poet. Th.e difference
between sassoon's w-ar poems and Readrs is the difference
between one who records his reactions to experi_ence anci one
for whom experierice is a point of departure for an exprora-
tion of the self. For expl0ration of the ser-f is not
identical with "documentati-on,, of urgentpersonal reac,Èions.
This accounts for the reflective or philosophical nature of
R'eadrs poet::y and its rumirrative tone--ruminative in a
hauntingly personal manner characteri-stic of the greaÈ
romantic poets. His persistent, questíoni-ng, his agonized
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search for the meaning of experience and his relentr-ess
probing beneaÈh the surfa.ce of external events are part of
his exploration of the seIf. r sharl illustrate these obser-
vaÈions with reference to Readrs "The End of a ïÍar,,.

rt is significant that thís major war poem of Readrs
was not published till fifteen years after the war.
obviously it is n.t a record of ',urgent personal reactions,,,
but emotion recollected. in tranquirrity. Here is an attempt
made not to record experience but to transmute experience
into pcetry. He serects arì average gruesome incídent from
the war as a "focus" for his feelings. BuL he is not
in.terested in th.e incident per se., which is descri_bed in the
"'A'rgument" preceding the poem. He probes beneath the events,
and examines the corrsciousness of the niajor participants in
tlre gruesome Íncident--the German officer, the English
officer and the French girl. But r must stress this point
that the poem is not an examination of the attitudes and
motives that caused the Great Europea-n vüar. rt is an
examination of the universal aspects of hum_an nature. rt,
probes such subjects as 10ve, pricier gefi€ïosity, defiance,
God and the relationship of mind to matter. But what we
have here is not a disquisiti-on in a disÈant, neutrar tone.
These subjects come up for the two officers as each ggl-
frontg himself . IrTe witness the moment of self-trearization.
The poem is therefore an exploration of ,,states of sub-
jectivíÈy", and is _.i-ntenseLy introspective. It is truly

t...., ...:

t:.i: . :1-:.^..
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Vfordsworthian.

The same concern with oners st,ate of subjectivity is
evid'enced in Readr s "ode vüritterr During thie Battle of
Dunkirkrt, a moving examination of the consci_cusness of a Fir=t
Ilorld ly'ar sold.ier reacting tol

twenty years
without design

that have led tol
This is the hour of retributionthe hour of doom, lhe hour oi-extreme unctionthe hour of death. g

vühat will bring the "war-weary world,, ,,ttie perennial release
from fear?" rt is characteristic of this ,,intrcverted,,,,
introspective, romantic poet that he should plead for
"org'anic development" of the serf as a means of achieving
"reJ-ease from fear,':

The selfr passively receivingillusion ano despa-ir '---r

r.r,rrr," ;";r;r;".ro 
"n"" i;" =.r, 

' '

grohTn like a budpetal by petal
exfoliated from an infini_te centrethe outer layers bursting anã wilfreringthe. inner pressure increãsingseeking the light
and the flush óf colour born of 1i9ht.9

This accurate representation of botanicar growth also states
an ideal for human growth. But s*ch a growth is not ea_sily
achievedt it niust be sou.ght for. Ancr it must a]-so be
seduLously preserved:

: "j' 
;. : i:::l:'

l:1..'r, r 
j:.¡-ì,! ì,ã:

,.. :: ... .'
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Slrield the shoot
interpose a misty veilwater the root
this flower shal1 exhal_eits scented peace.10

Read is speaking here of an ideal growthr ân ideaL subjec_ 
1,.1.'',,tivityr ârr ideal consciousness. Nineteenth century romantics

spoke of the limitless possibilities of the self. Their
twentieth century successor does not guestion that belief . .,,1,,.,ìBut he is intensely ai,rare of the hosü'le environment in which i;;it
it must be nurtured. wi-th tenderness. For ,,,,-,,,

The sun 
r'.:''ii;'::

has a hot dry breath.ll 
:

l

Besides the idear- of organic devel0pment (the mani_ 
:

Ifestation of which on the literary level is the principle 
:of organic form), another important component of romanticism, 
ias vúe have already observed in the chapter on ',Romanticism,, , ,i

is the "sense of vronder',. The second Voice in lMoon, s Farm,r l

says: 
,

That [wonded is another cf my pet wor.ds. 12 
Nr;:;i.,,In his "The Gold DÍsc" he says: ::.,::,,-
''4,t, _,,., ,'.ltlhy 1l this dry autumnal season ,:::-::-::,.;should the caslalia" ,""aãi-ãàí", cease?l3

rnd'eed, why? The reason is that Èhe sense of wonder implies
an infinite capacity to be surprised. rt implies an attitude

il .or a frame of mind which is receptive to what it is not ii=.lî,,.:Ê::È

fami]-iarwith,andwhichd.oesnot1ookuponthefami].iaras
being explained once and for arl. ft also impliesr âs ï 

i

suggested in my chapter on romanticismr êrr awareness ofr oF

;,¡¡ri!;
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an inclination to search forr the 'íessence' und,erlying
"existencer'. or, as Read put.s it, the sense of wonder is
connected wiÈh the ability to realize a 'rpattern,, in the
universe:

Vfe say \,ve are lost in wonderas though iÈ were a forestor a sea.
But wonder invades us like the warmth of the sun.our very consciousnÉrss expands when we cliscoversome corner of the pattein of the universerealize its endlesË implicáiions

and know ourselves
to be part of that intrj_cate design.14

(rncidenkdw, we may recall that early in his career Reaci
defined intuition as the ability to perceive a paÈtern in
the universe,) once man realizes Èhe pattern, he is capable
of creating beauty:

Out of that labyrinth
The man emergesì becomes
T¡ühat he is: can only se j_ze
The pattern in the bõne, in branching veinsïn clever vesicles and valvesAnd imitate in acts that beauty. tS

All creation is "Godrs festival of perfect foïm,,, the word
"form" being clearry used here as a synonym for ,,pattern,,.
ït hardly needs to be made clear that',pattern,oto Read is
not mere "physical pattern", though the word ,,pattern,, may
seem to be so used at times. For detection of essence under_
lying existenóe is arso a discovery of a patÈ.ern. Read,s
.Moonrs Farm" is an exploration of the essence of his
existence, and through his existence, of existence in general.

Consider the theme of ,,Ivloon, s Farm,,. The poet
returns here because:

!.r,.
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f came back here
In the end

to the scene of my birth and infancy.r thought r might riãa trre ti:ü[rr-a¡out myself here.16
the poet is assisted in his exploration of himself, in an
understanding of the essence of things, by Two voi-ces. The
familiar, natural scene becomes the source of self-revera_
tion. He comes to realize thaË he is part of 'that intricate
design" of the "pattern of the universe,,. ïncidentd.lþr, there
is something Ifordsworthian about this approach to the
'ofamiliar"- He has the vüordsworthian ability to make the
familiar strange, and li.ke Iirlordsworth, he does it. by
reflecting on his existence and understanding the ,lpattern,,
of his life, ín the setting of Moonrs F,arm where

I! yg=.always 12:25 9.! Moonrs Farm.12:25 is God,s time.17
Read's idear of organic deveropment (best illus-

trated in nature) and his sense of wonder (which realizes
organic pattern in the universe) lead him to the world of
naturgr wl¡ich is the source of his poetic inspiration. rn
other words, his romanticisni determines the choice of his
subjects. rn support of ttris observation r shall quote a
remark of his from Poetry and Anarchism which reveals his
yearning for the world of nature, anci his opposi-tion to
industrialism:

I-despise the whole industrialplutocracy which it has raisedrndustrial proletariat which it
1-""d and proliferated in hovelsThe only class in the community

epoch--not only theto power, but also the
has drained from Èheof indifferent brick.
for which ï feel any
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real sympathy is the agricultural. Deep down myarrirude. is a proresr áeainst ¿[ã-rutã-õniãü"rrä; mademe a poet in an indust.rial age.I8
rt is not surprising then that the pastora' note shoul_d, be
present in his poetry- Rea-cting agaínst inclustrialism,
which destroys the sense of manrs organic relation to nature,
he turns to subjects wliich revear this organic rerationship.
For an emphatic statement of this organic idear vre may turn
to "The Visionary Hermit,,:

f saw nrlrself
a bud. thrusting through the black soila point of green firé

suckeci upward by the sun

I thought f could qather
a unity from the airthat my exfoliated petals
would raoiate from a golden eye

My sense in the soj_l
my stem an uprJ_ght channel
my tender twigs

stretched towards the limits of the glittering sky.19
"Ply sense in the soil", "a uniÈy from the air,,, ,,sucked

upward"--these are revealing phrases. They reveal a desire
for organic unity with nature and the universe. They reveal
a desire for being part of "the patÈern of the universe,,.

In poem after poem he suggests how this organic
unity obtains in nature. ',Summer Rain,,, for example, shows
ho\,'r created objects move in unison. T¡üater 

r

like a blgsh of btoodreturns to the parchrd g6e4.20

The fox leaves "his fetid hovelr,i rod,ours rise from thyme
and fennel"; the worm "brindly renews his upviard unduIation,,.
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And

The- soil respires as if in emulationof living things.
Death too is an crganic part of this universe:

issues from rhe noç!"i.rå iåí3"til""tnthe mask of death.21
r¡Aubade" is another poem where this sense of organic unity
is revealed though a moving use of imagery:

my body is a beaÈen
silver leaf
If I rise
it, will wrinkle
a tinseL poð,.22

These are not "precious" images. The images revear the
poetrs sense of participation in created matter. But he is
also a\'vare that the modern man has lc,st this sense of
organic unity. Addressing the nÍghtingale, he says in
"Day's Affirmation":

But now it is different:you sing but we are silentour hearts too s4cily patient
all these years.23

The real significance of arl romantic apostrophes to birds
is the awareness they expjress of the u.nity of 1ife.

ïIr
we have considered so far how the romantic idear of

organic development and organic unityr êÐd the fomantic
principle of the sense of wonder (realization of pattern in the
universe) are expressed in his poetry. hr.e have also seen
how his romanticism has determi-ned the choice of his subjects.
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And we have arso observed how intensely introspective his
poetry is in keeping with his definition of romanticism as
an "introverted,* attitude. rt remains to inquire if any
other aspects of his theory can help us to understand the
con;tent of his poetry.

r may point out that the Freudian strand of Èhe
"scientific" leve1 of Readrs poetic theory cannoÈ be of
di'rect help to us in d.iseussing his poetry because, for a
successful application of the Freudian hypothesis, one ought
to possess relevant, detailed information of a psychorogical
nature which one cannot expect the poet to give in his
poetry. Nor can the Jungian strand supply us with the
analytical tools necessary for that purpose. However,
acquaintance with these two sLrands of the scientific leveI
of his theory helps us to detect the significance of some
of his poems. Irre shall first consider the Freudian .strand,,
with reference to his poetry and then proceed to the
Jungian one.

Let us see to what extent the Freuörian strand can be
helpful. r sharl not discurss Readrs 'Love anc] Death,,, and
I'A Dream" for Read himself has pointed out the bearing of
psychoanalytic concepts on the first Ewo.24 ï shall point.
out how our understanding of "The Anarysis of Love,, is
enhanced by our acquaintance with these concepts. consider,
for exampl.e, the forlowing stanzas f rom secÈion 2 of. this
poem:
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My capillaries disperseA large foliage of celJ-s,She enters rny ied srra¿ã.íí¡<e a woodpeckerFluÈtering against me ,itü-=pread wings.
Up and down my ga1led trunkShe travels witfr a petuJ_ant billAnd satiate singsIn the moist sñaaow of my intricate heart.25

Here we have a precise description in imagistic terms of
sexual intercourse. An amateur Freudian would readily poi-nt
out the symbolic significance of ,,trunk',r ,,bi11r anci r,wood_
pecker"- But it is not necessary to labour the obvious.
l{hat r may pause to comment on, however, is ttre expl0rat,ory
metaphor of t'foliage of cells,,. ,,Foliage,, gro\nls intorrtrunkt'. The rtwood,pecker,, that has entered the ,,shad,e,,

'fluttering" with spread wings--incidentally, this suggests
the initial exci-tement of the l0vers and their ernbracing--
begins to "travel" "up and down,, the ,,trunk,,. The rcetaphor
develops in an organic and inevitable fashion.

sect'ion 7 ar-so gains from one's acquaintance with
the psychoanalytic framework:

since you-are finite you will never findThe hidden source ót tr,. *i"ãiJ-emotion;It _is a pool, secret in dusk ,rrd ãrrrr,Deep in the chartress forest riie has gror^rn.
Since you.are.blind you do not seeThe thirsting beaãts peer from gnarled rooÈsAnd_creep to the brink, ät noon 

-,' --'
To lap with rough tongues, rippling the

bu;.üishåa sãreniry.
--This mind which is collected

From many trick.lings, of dew and rainCf which you are the õfrief
And freshest in its depthg.26

ti:ll
i:ì.,1

Ì-...r.-. r,.
l:,:!rì--r;: :r f'!l {l
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The first stanza refers to ',the collective unconscious,,, and
the second to ,rthe id,,. If we recognize thisr wê can recog_
nize the significance of the rast two lines. fn spite of
all the forces the poet is subject. to, his bel0ved repre-
sents to him the most important level 0f his being. rt is
a very fine compliment to the beloved. And r berieve that
a Freudian beloved (or reader) would understand its
subtlety, its depth and its genuineness.

The more important influence on Readrs poetry has
been that of Jung- lr'e may recall that Read came to attach
great importance to the archet.ype in his theory of poetry.
The poet i-s supposed to reactivate archetypes and thus
secure the integration of the conscious with the unconscious.
The archetypes he has sought to reactj-vate in his ,,tr4utations

of the Phoenix" and "Daphne" are those of rebirth and lighÈ
respectively. The phoenix is a symbol of rebirth and trans-
formation par excel_lence. Daphne is a slzmbol of light. Let
us briefry consi-der how he has estabrished the relevance of
these symbols to modern times

His "Mutations of the phoenix,, may seem to achieve
a nevú interpretation of the myth by calling on the ,'bird
of terrible pride" to r'leave the incinerary nest,, to

survey the world;
hover against the highest sky;menace men wj_th your strange phenomen a.27

That t'he phoenix shourd be a srrange phenomenon and ,,rne¡race

the men" suggests our paralysing loss of belief in the
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Indeed,
possibility of spiritual rebirth and transformation.
Read writes:

Utter shrill warningrs in the cold dawn sky;let them descend
ínto the shutter'd minds below vou.Inhabit our wither'd nerve". ãii r Ys'

clearly, our "shutterrd minds,' and ,,witherrd, nerves,, need
the ministrations of the phoenix: The phoenix must ,,spread
his red wings". rn short, Read is asking for a saviour.
A¡:d in so far as he looks upon the phoeníx as a saviour, he
may seem to have interpreted the myth anew. But we must
remember that christianity had already invested the phoenix
with that role. As Jung tells, "in christ,ian hermeneutics
the phoenix is made an allegory of chri-st, which amounÈs to
a reinterpretation of the myth".29 ft would seem then that
Read has spirituarized the pagan myth and de_christianizeo
its Christian interpret,ation.

He has, ho\oever, offered an entirely new interpreÈa-
tion of the myth of Daphne. Daphne is a pattern of organic
unity with nature. she was ,'rooted', but her senses did not
decay- "voices of innocence" celebrated ,,the god,s i.efeat'
as well as

her unison with the green
organic wealth of trãesa dialogue with zephyrs
an intercourse witñ ËirAs and bees.30

Daphne is a source of enlightenment:

Ðaphne enlightened a darker mindand drove the shadow from the placewhere love should be enshri""ai¡ï--

ral;rì::::
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She shows that

Beyond the reach of sickly lustand fretful strifethere is a stillness of the fleshanother mode of l_ifein which the still inquj.rinq minda recompense for love may fino.32
Íühat is the significa'ce of this re-interpretation of the
myth of Daphne? Read's poem has achieved what in the
.Tungian 1eve1 of his theory he expects of poetry. By
linking the ancestral heritage, v.rhich is still alive in the
unconscious;rçf¡¡ the present, he establishes the rritally
important connection between a consciousness oriented Èo the
present moment and the collective unconscious which extends
over infinitely long periods of time. Read has given a new
expression to the archetype of light by reinterpreting the
myth of Daphne. His interpretation makes Daphne ,,rerevant,,
to us. she is aÏ-¡ove the evils we suffer from: rack of
organic unity with nature, loss of love in lust and
incapacity for the rife of contempration. she is presented
as a symbol of enlight,enment for the niodern man.

Besides acquaint.ance with Èhe Freudian and Jungian
strands of the scientific level of his theory, acquaintance
with the philosophical level of it also helps us to under-.
stand sonre of his poems. Unless one is a!üare of Read,s
views on reason and emotion, one misses the significance of
his poem, 'rThe Farcon and the Doverr. ït is an allegorical
representation of th. conflict between reason and ernotion.
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The falcon (the word appears in t,he title of the poem only)
is identified as rrhigh-caught, hooded Reason',. The dove is
a symbol of the imaginati-on. But if one remembers that
around this time the definition of poetry as ,,fe1t thought,,
was gaining ground, one would not be wrong in thinking that
Read was trying to suggest this very idea and thaÇ there-
fore, the dove could be taken as a symbol 0f emotion.

The popurar notion of the irreconcilable nature of
reason and emotion is suggested by the pair of birds Read
has chosen to translate his idea of rrsynthesis' of reason
and emotion. But the "translation' is r.ich in ambiguities.
For the choice of these two "protagonists,' conveys the
notion that the discovery of Beauty (poetry) is a resul_t of
the subjugation of the dove by the falcon. But it is a poor
synthesis which is based on the "liquidation,, of one of Èhe
parties to it. To drop the facetious tone, one sees thaÈ
reason is assigned the dominant role in the act of
synthesis: the farcon hunts the dove. r would. suggest Èhat
Readrs representation of Èhe conflict between reason and
emotion shows that he is inclined to interpret reason in
the sense of .rationality". why? one associates the
qualities of al00fness and aggressiveness with rationality.
And these are the very qualities of Read's falcon. The
impression, therefore, that one is left with is that emotion
is powerless before reason. And thaÈ is exactly what Read__ gÁ¡qg J_Ð

sayst

i: ,:
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And now the falcon is hooded and comforted rwry.33

As Professor Tsclrumi puts i-t: ,,Reason is ultimately the
victor, yet must be dismissed at the end r.34 crearly, this
does not bring us anywhere near synthesis. Read has not
succeeded in presenting his idea of ',synthesis,,, of fusion,
because he rooks upon reason as being active, and emotion
as being passive. And that reasorr is frcomforted away,, d.oes
not suggest a f'synthesjsro of reason and emotion. By pointing
out the implications of his imagery, ï have tried to suggest.
that one detects in his poetry at this time a tendency to
use the word 'reason" in the sense of 'rationality,,--a

:..:.':..--.

tendency that he showeci in his criticism as well around the
same timer âs Middleton Murry has pointed out in his revÍew
of Reason and Romântici=*.35

one comes across a more successful staÈement of the
ideal of synthesis of reason and ernotion in his ,nod,e written
During the Battre of Ðunkirk',. As r have pointed out in the
first chapter, he had crearry defined for himserf his inte_
grationist conception of reason by this time. According to
this conception, reason must be informed. by all other mentar-
functions in order that one may possess an inÈegrated
personality- Now, consider the following stanzas from the
last section of this poem:

The self perfected
tranquil as a dovethe heart elected
to mutual aid.
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Reason and love
incurv'd like a pro\^/
a blade divid.ino-
timers conÈrary"flo*.
poetry a pennon
Sipp_ling above
in the fabulous wind.36

"The heart elected to mutuar aid,, suggests that emotion is
not self-direct,ed. "The ser-f perfected tranquil as a d.ove,,
suggests that the self is not domineering and aggressive.
(r'The Falcon and the Dove,,.) ït becomes clear from the
first two stanzas that the 'self,, can be identified with
t'reasont' and that the 'heart,, can be identified with ,,emotion,,.
so what Read is saying is that reason and emotion must be
informed by each other. ,,Reason and rove incurved like a

F-'F@r^r" suggests the ¡:erfection of the synthesis of reason and
emotion. such a synthesis enables one to navigate despite
ti-mers "contrary flow". In other wordsr ârr integrated,
balanced personality can cope with our troubled times. And
poetry is, therefore, a victory üion from the heart of
defeat' rt is a "pennon" that aciorns the ,,pïow,, (synthesis
of reason and emotion) that d,ívides like a blade. rt seems
to me that what Read is saying is that poetry is a natural
concomitant of t'he synthesi-s of reason and emotion-Èndg.mnay¿.¿"eÌ.[ tl"ctt*t.ris poÉrn is
itself felt thought. For Read does not describe Èhought
and emotion. He.gxÞres_qs¡ç them in terms of irnagesr ând by
expressirrg them in terms of organically reLated i*ages
achieves an economy, unity, and tautness of expression which
the more discursiverrThe Far-con and the Dove'd,oes not have.

l.:.-,;
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rrre have cons.idered so far how the Freudian and
Jungian strands of the scientific revel of Read,s theory can
help us to understand the content and significance of some
of his poems. vüe have also considered how aiquaintance with
the philosophical Ievel of his theory is simirarry useful.
trve have also characterized in section ï the broad charac_
terisÈics of his poetry and poi-nted out his basic themes.
rn the course of our discussíon so far we have touched on
what r wourd describe as his 'majo¡rr poems. Read did. not
name his major poems himself. A major critic and poet wourd
hardly judge his own poems. However, he said very modestly
that only a few of his poems "satisfy his own stand,ard,s,,.
Ìvhíle speaking of his standards, Read. mentioned ,,intact
form" as one of them. Another considerably important stand-
ard is the one which the distincticn between si_gns and
symbols supplies. Let us then consider some of the poems
we have already referred to and a few others with reference
to these "standards" which we have already discussed. in our
chapters on fmagism and Organic forma.

fV
Read distinguished between signs and symbors. signs

are related to "discursive consciousnessf, and synJrols are
related to rtnon-discursive consciousnesstf . The one states
the definite; the other explores states of consciousness.
The one is rationar-; the other proceeds from the unconscious.
The one is deliberate; the other, insrinctive.ì?"U ¿lese¿ibes*lrøse
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water from
a spring

like a
fanfare

The instinctive voice flows; the intellectual voice ,,blares,,.
The one f10ws gently and smoothly like a spring or b100d;
the other is loud and a little ostentatious. The one is
natural like a spring or blood; the other is acquired like
"some centre in the brain". For the poeÈic mind, ho\,vever,
it is the instinctive voice that is significant because it
is spcntaneous. And faith in spontaneous expression is one
of the articles of Read,s romantic faith--an article that
he hardly tired of affirming.

The instinctive, spontaneous voice speaks in syniJcols;
the intellectual voice speaks in signs. lrle have encountered
this view in his critical writings and we have already
discussed it in chapter ïr. what r would rike to draw
attention to is the fact that the same view has been expres_
sed by him in his poetry. consider these lines:

I have always felt satÍsfiedwith a naÈural outlook on life.By this I do not meanthe outlook of what. i-s called natural science.Materialists of that kind "Eeq¡qÁ Þ¡-rcrrc€¡
stand this side of the logos.They assume
Èhat their words and signs are fixed and measurable

that with their words and signs entities
they can explain the .o"r*ó=.

ù-v-y e t,t y pÉ. s ba$ ee nieroø¡¿s ri ess fro o|¡,ø o ro,b,¡&rr*i' "

we have two voices
instinctive voi_ce that flows like

or blood from a woundthe intellectual voice that blares
from some centre in the brain.37

Yes:
the

and

''j ...: . .:.j
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But it is. merely a higher childishness
" g:_:o. rh: opposite ""ti"*ã-tnaf l_s to sav

beyond the natural function of the logosTo assume the autonomous reality )

of a realm with which we, saffi.t cornmunicateexcept by means of the losos.In the beginniñg was trrà wora-:-ì,-and in Èhe end are many wordsnets to catch the butterfly truth.39
Readrs insistence on words is inescapabre. He charlenges
Lhe t'materialj-st" assumption that words are ,,fixed and
measurabre entities" and that with "fixed and measurable
entities" one can "explain the cosmos,,. Vfords, according
to him, are not "static". The nraterialist conceptiorr of
words is static and such a conception renders words incap_
able of capturing a dynamic reality. I¡fhat Reaci wants to
po'nt out is the expl0ratory character of words. He says
that words are "nets,, to catch Èhe butterfly truth,,. The
phrase "butterfly truth" suggests the elusive nature of
reality and the verb "catch" suggests the expl0ratory
character of words. To the materialist conception of words
as signs Read opposes his view of words as synibols--symbols
that explore and illumj_nate the unknown. Signs ca.nnoÈ
explain the cosmos. But symbols can. Discursive conscious_
ness (which is associated with rationarity and signs) has
its limitations. Non-discursive consciousness (which is
instinctj-ve and spontaneous and employs sy,nbols) is the
poetic consciousness.

ff we train the light of the above discussion on
Readrs poetry we discover that Read did not always use

i:,:Ìt.l
I.::-'.
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\'vords as synJrols ' consider his "Harvest Home r, for instance:
The wagons loom like caravans in the dusk
Ilry lumber mvsrerio-"=it-d;;ä"*,. moonlir lanesVrIe ride on the stacks år ,"ät ãora cornFilling the sky with-";; ;;; "

$i;rî:':Ti ff:",:ï:ir heads and harness-berls

Mark the words "blue caravans,,, ,,rust_gold corn,, and,
"mysteriously". These v¡ords are descriptive and explana_
tory only. They do not 100k beyond their descriptive pur_
pose- They function as "signs,' wiÈhin this poem. Their
connot'ational potential has not been fully realized by
Read. They do not explore a situation; they transcribe it.
The colours "blue', and, ,'gold,, only register impressions;
"mysteriously" does not suggest any sense of mystery. And
"moonlit lanes" looks suspi-ciously like an unfortunate survi_
vor of the Georgian misadventure.

Or take another example:

O-dark eyes, I am weaïyof the white wrath of tfre sea.
O come with me Èo the vernaL woodsthe green sap ald the frãôrantwhite violeÈs. 40 --r-

The entire poem is a collection of crichés. And clichés,
whether poetic or journalistic, use words as counÈers, which
use represenÈs the 10west leve]_ one can reach in the treat_
ment of words as signs. Ho\^zever, I am not saying that
signs are clichés. Treatment of words as signs gan leaA to
cliché-formation. what ï am really driving at is that
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\¡/ords are used as signs when one is not interested i-n their
fuIl connotationar potential and when one uses thercr sorely
for the purpose of conveying an impression accuratery.
Consider the following lines:

Rain-fi1led ruts
reflect
anL appls-green sky.41

rt is easy to recognize that words are used as signs here
because what these lines convey is a precise statement of a
certain impression- They do not invite you Èo 100k beyond
the immediate, for their referents are clearly defined. ï
should not be understood to mean that precision as such is
characteristíc of signs only. !Íhat is cl¡aracteristic of
words as signs is their reslrictive precision which does
not make fu'l use of the connotationar potential of words.

How are words used as symbols? consider the opening
lines of ,'Vrlinter Grief ',:

Life so briefyet f arn old
with an era of grief.42

These lines do not contain an irnage as such. yet they are
evocaÈive- The evocativeness may be due to the contrast
between f'brief f' and ,,eïa,,, ,,brief ,, and ,bLd,,, ancl the joining
together of these juxtaposed nouns and adjecÈives with a
naturalr almost unsought rhyme between ,,bfief f, and ,,grief ,,.
Each of these words comes Èo have an expanding field of
referents- Their meaning is enriched as we read furËher in
the poem and realize that the poem as a whole presents a

;.-..:.1 .:.
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picture of uhiversar sadness irr which Èhe earth and all
living things share. rn other words, since these words do
not have a determined set of referents, they are open-.ended
as it were, and, therefore function not as signs but as
symbols.

This conception of words as signs is implied in
Hulmers "Classicism and Romanticism,,, (ï have made it clear
in my chapter on rmagism that this essay revear-s the
classicist side of 

'Iulme 
and shourd not be mistaken to

represent Hulme's real critical posit.ion) . According to
thís essay, the poet knows what he wants to say and he
"bends" his mediunr to fit the contours of his vision. fn
other words, words are rooked upon as passive counters which
can be made to capture the poeÈ's vision or his impressicns.
However, Hulmers own poetry shows that he did not look upon
words as signs. But if this conception of Hulmers is
adopted- seriously, it will restrict the scope of poetry
considerably. poetry would cease Èo have expl0ratory value
for words wourd be treated as signs. Hohrever, Read was not
dominated by this conception of words as signs.

vrThat we have saíd about words as signs and symbols
applies to images also. one can use irnages as signs or one
can use them as symbols. vühat r shal1 call the .illustra_
tive rnetaphort' is an example of image as sign" lfhat ï shalI
cali- the "exploratory metaphor,, is an instance of image as
synrbol. My use of the word r,metapho¡,,r in connection with
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both images as signs and images as syrnbols may seem to go
against Readrs distinction between metaphors and symbols.
But r argued in my chapter on ïmagism that both metaphor
and symbol depend. on "res'emblance " in spite of the fact that,
the former brings aon"an"ñìlo\^/n terms,, and the ratter,
a known term and an unknown term. My purpose in using the
words 'illustrative metaþhor,, and ,,expl0raÈory metaphor,, is
to show that they are two different usês of metaphor. vfe
shal' first discuss "symbols" or expl0ratory metaphors in
Read?s poetry and then turn to hi-s il'usÈrative metaphors.

Turning to images as symbols we find that in some
instances an incipient image is taken up and deveroped and
expl0red in such an organic relationship with the theme of
the poem, that as the image grovvs the theme also is explored.
This exploration is also illumination. Consider, for
example, the following lines from Readrs ,,Od.e,,:

Thg selfr passively receivingillusion and desp.ir - - --'-:'ì
excluding
the unreal power of symbolsthe false shelter of instiiutionsreturns reluctantly upon its selfgro\^rs 1ike a budpetal by petal
Exfoliated from an infinite centrern: ?:.!:: tayers burstins -e"à 

wilrrerinsthe_ inner préssure :_rrr.á=irråseeking the liqht ------r
and the flush ãf colour born of light.43

These lines achieve such perfect identification between theI'self" and the rbudr¡ that half-way through them one ceases
to be av¡are of the linking adverb.like,,in the seventh
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li-ne. v'Ihat folrows in the rast six rines is a sensitive
expl0ration of the process of the growth of a bud into a
flower- one is not made a\^rare that the bud stancs for the
self ' Nor does Read work out any "connectronliaween the . i,....,:l

,t ,..,-...,.ra,,:varíous stages of the growth of a bud and the various
stages of the growth of the self. ïf he had, the poem would
have sounded artificial, contrived and rhetorical. By 

¡,,.,,..,,_,,i,refusing to I'work out, connections (whj,ch is in the tradi- r, ,1::.¡,1

tion of what is usually called "oriental s!yle,,) he leaves j,..,:;.::..r,:
ila.i1,...':fthe symbol open for exploration by the reader. But the

point is that he iniÈiates the process of expl0ration ,
takesitasfarashecan,and1eavesthereadersufficient

c1ueswithoutsacrificingtheeffectj.veneSSofhissynrIco1

He covers the unknown with what is known in order to dis_ l

)cover the unkno\^/-n. l

:

On the other hand an image may seem to give the ::
impression of being exp,loratory. consider the following
lines from "Moon I s Farmtt : 

l ..:., .,,,:..
l:r. t¡ 

::-:r.):r:: :l'':There a man goes ,,.,,,,, ,,¡,,spinning out the thread of his destj-ny ,,,,,..,,.,,a;r;,míllions more are doing th; Àr*u thingThe threads cross
and turn

and cross again
and the pattern tñat emerges we call history.44 

:.::,,i,::.:,:::,r,..i.The incipÍent image is "the thread of destiny,,. one part, of i:ii:i,ili
the rnetaphor, thread, is developed in ter¡ns of the ptrocedure
of weaving, and the two terms of the nietaphor ',thread of

ldestiny" emerge as a more precise and more specific metaphor:
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the pattern of history. In the previous example there was
no such obvious identification of the terms of.the metaphor.
Read does not, for instance, introduce the phrase ,,flower of
life" anywhere in the poem. His poem estabrishes the meta_
phor of "flower of life,' without stating it baldly. This
is possible because the relationship between the image and
the theme is organic. But the relationship of

The threads cross
and turn

and cross again
to the theme is not organic. They do not illuminate our
understanding of the process of history, which they are
presumably rneant to. To sum upr wê learn from the two
quotations discu.ssed above that, the success of the explora_
tory- metaphor is to be judged in relation to its bearing on
the theme of the poem. rf the relationship is organic, the
metaphor is successful. rf it is not organic, the metaphor
only gi-ves the illusion of being exploratory. ï shalr give
a few more instances of the exploratory metaphor.

My first example comes from one of Read,s earry
poems, "John Donne Declines a Benifice,,:

Budded emotions swe'l and show green srieathspiercing to their wantecl fighl.'From that I musÈ genÈly 
""iËirråt.ïngenious Èrees, threaáing their 1athsof teaves and twigs into Érr" ,ii ãi-rr-ã"".n.45

The image of t'budded emotions " is an exploratory metaphor,
a symbol because it suggests Èhe process of maturing and
growth of emotions without being explicit about what exactly

-::-': \
|.::'.a

1-;::.r ;rl
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this "g'rowth" consists in. Read explores for us the various
botanical stages of growth, st{ting with rrbucls,, and reaching
as far as the growth of these buds intc,,rtreesf,wiÈh,,leaves
and t'wigs". He thus covers the unknown (emotions) with the
known (buds, trees) in an effort to irluminate the unknovün.
Happily, he does not interfere with Èhe process of explora_
tion by attempting to make his ,,meaningr clear. That would
have turned the s'mbor into a bla-tantly rhetorical and
expla-natory devi-ce. Nevertheless , by expl0ring one term of
the metaphor he has thrown light on the other. what is
significant about such a procedure is that i-t does not
yield up i.ts meanirg, which is already there, without an
effort on the reader's part to participate in the process of
exploration. Let us make such an attempt.

The word ,'Iight,, d,oes not refer to physical light
only. This becomes clear from the use of the word ,,heaven,,

in the last line. The first two lines suggest the upward,
"::..... 

:t ) .,':.::heavenward reaching out of emotions. The need for training , i,,ri::,.,t"
controlling and gently disciplining emotions so that they
rnay fl0urish in the presence of heaven is suggested by the
last three 1ines. "Gent,ly cultivate', suggests disciplining
of emotions. And that they should derive their sustenance
from heaven and be brest by its presence is c,_earry indi-
cated by the rast rine. Readrs symbol is successful because
it explores but does not explaj.n.

My second instance of Read's expl0ratory metaphor
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comes from his ',Time and Bei.ng,, (1965). I must quote
extensively from the poem.

Beneath this black and torÈured thornlet us resÈ as we take our Uearingyou and I in a universewhere_ncthing is unless we utter

N"r1+],;":iï';'=::ïj;î: ;J"r.i '
rl_Jçe a lamb on the cold gi"en grass'our v{ord is b100dy and haraÍy can standbedraggl'd in wind 

"ñA ¡itt;-;y rhisrlea bleat of distress.
But it is ours this weanling crynot a thought but a poemit came-out of trlä-wãm¡ where nothing wasfrom the empty house of eeingin the timä of anótrrer wãira.
where the rafters.are rough and Èhe floors are barewhere the walls are blánk urra 

-rro 
ventgives ouÈ on,the world or the seaand rhe _olly sound is rhe ;;unä we makethe dole of "our wondering iip;.¿Ë'*"-

The ímage that r wourd like to draw attention to is the
exploratory metaphorof the ,,house of beÍnglr. ft is with
the help of one known term of the metaphorr lihouse,,r that
he covers the other term, "being,,. The descripÈion of the
house is precise. fts rafters are rough, it is bare, blank,
cl0sed and empÈy. The suggestion that he ís making through
Èhis description of the house is that ,,being,, is empty and
inhospitable, and that our poetry is a response to it. The
only occupant of this house is ,,our lvord,r,, ,,a.bleat of
distress ,' , ',weanlin9 cïy " , r,the dol,e of our v¡ondering lip,u .

In fact, this "!Vord,,, establishes t,being,,. ,,Nothing is unless
we utterrr. The image of the house supplies wiÈh the raeans

!:i.ì,1.::

i 1:lli
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of understanding the nature of ,,being,,. rhä exploratory
metaphor is a metaphysical symbol because it attempts to
express a metaphysical idea. rf we remember the phi10-
sophical level 0f Readrs theoryr the symbol becomes more
intelligible. Read derived from Heidegger the idea that
poetry is an "establishment of being."47 This poeni is
essentially a statement of that id.ea.

r have trieu so far to illustrate Readrs concept of
symbol or "exploratory metaphor" with reference to his
poetry' lrÏe may norv turn to his concept of ,tmetapho¡r, or
what r have called "illustraÈive metaphor,,. f may point.
out that when r use the expression ',i-llustrative metaphor,,,
Ï do not have in mind only the figure of speech calIed
metaphor. For the purposes of this discussion similes ar_so
are treated as "illustraÈive metaphorsr'. (For si-mires arso
bring two things together on the basis of their resemblance).
T/üith this preliminary explanation r shall turn now to a
discussion of illusÈrative metaphors curled from various
poems.

Let us consider the foll0wing lines from his "The
Analysis of Love'r:

There are moments when I see your mindLapsrd in your sexi
When. one particular deploymentïs the refl_ex of incomplãte attainment.
These moments vanish
Like 1amps at daybreak:

The wide and even liqhtIs kind and real.4g'
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The first two rines of the second. stanza contain what is
technically called a simile. rt is a good example of what
r have been calling "illustrative metaphor,,. The point of
these two lines is not an exploration of the naÈure of these
"moments"- They are describeci directly without any attempt
at suggestíng the total psychological situation. He is more
interested in capturing the swiftness anci inevitableness with
which "these moments' vanish. To put it differently, he
selects one aspect of the total psychological situation and
concentrates on conveying it in vivid terms. ït is true
that he covers an unknown (moments) with a known (lamp);
but that is done for the purpose of illustrating a part of
the total situation and not conveying Èhe whole of it
imagistically, which is what an exploratory metaphor would
have achieved.

Let us consider a few examples of the illustrat,ive
metaphor. cortsider these lines from "The Retreat,,:

r fall a vicrim. ."tffiå ;il";ï3" 
sudden hush

f buried years ago in a sepulchreof calm amnesia, then once moreï see the screen the years have builtBetween Èhis day and Lhe paÈterns v¡rouqhtrn love and. battle by the ecstatic ñã"it.¿g
Here we have a metaphor, "sepulchre of calm amnesia,,. But
it is not an exploratory metaphor, because in contrast with
Èhe examples of exploratory metaphor we have considered, it
is not pursued further. rt succeeds in being an objective
equivalent of certain aspects of amnesia buÈ it does not
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go further than that. rt does not ha.ve any "reverberationsf,.
Read does not hint that it could be explored furtherr oï
if it could be, how- rn the absence of any such guid.ance
from the poet, if the reader were to explore it further, he
would be running the risk of turning the poem into an
excuse for his interpretive fantasy--a phenomenon quite
noticeable in some "explications" of modern poetry. The
obvious conclusion then is that Readrs metaphor here is
illustraÈive and not exploratory.

I shal_l quote a few more exanrples of
Live metaphor. Consider the following lines
Ríde r' :

their hands linkt
across their laps
t,Ïieir boaies loosely
interlockt

their heads resting
two heavy fruits
on the plaited basket
af their limbs.50

This clever and eraborate metaphor presents the subject from
outside. rt realizes an impression in objective terms. But
the objective terms d.o not contribute toward.s revealing
the personalities of the young lovers who âre about

to face Èhe fate
of those who love
despite the world.

Read presents us with an cbjective equivarent of his
inrpression- Nevertheless, the effect of the metaphor is to
prettify his subject- one may say that here is an

the illustra-
from trNight

I :i,:r',1.:..
r:r: : r:.: j

::i,t:ì.:;r.r:,:-
,1-:..::.ir ', j:.:.. iir.
¡ 'ì,, .:- 1 ..ìrl -i:r :
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illustrat.ive metaphor which is realIy decoraùive and a
trifle trivial.

But an illustrative metaphor need not necessarily
present its subject from outside. consider the foll0wing
line, for instance:

the Morse code of a boot and crut,.h5I
This line is certainly an attempt at capturing a certain
impression. Nevertheless, it succeeci.s in conveying more
than just an impression which the meÈaphor from ,,Night Ride'
does not. However, the illustrative image does not. show a
tendency to expand in its reverberations the way an explora_
tory metaphor does. Nor is the readerrs response so guided
by F-ead as t'o suggest that there are reverberations that
one must listen for.

This detailed examination of some of Read,s poems
with specific reference to his distinction between images
as symbols (exploraÈory metaphors) anci metaphors (illustra_
tive metaphors) has, r hope, established ¡.r fairly con-
vincingry that Read's poetic theory (or at least parts of
it) is capable of pracÈicar and profitabr_e application t,o
poetry- This distinction has the beneficial result of
making us look at the images presented by poetry carefully.
For it makes it clear to us that not all images serve Èhe
same purpose. An avfareness of this helps us to discriminate
images and to determi-ne their rerative function. And Read
as poet yierds more to the reader if his distinction is

..ir,:
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borne in mind. tühy?

Read i-s ê. symbolist though he is sometimes described
as a second generation imagj-st. Acquaintance with his
poetic theory shows that he courd be calred an irnagist only
if one has in mind some of his poems published as ,'Ec{þgues,, 

,
especially such poems as "The pond,',, ,,April,,, ,,The V,Ioodman,,,
"Harvesttt, t'curfe\n/rr, r'Movement of Troops u.52 ïf , however,
one is ah/are of his views on the image we have discussed in
the fifth chapter, one realizes that Read is a symbolist.
And if one looks at a symÌ-rolist {rrtwogg¡.ffi""ar.r"= of
imagism as it is usually understood, one does not get the
right perspective on the symbolist. one fails to do justice
to the symbols- what with his use of the iniage as synlcol
from his early poetry, and his clear formulation of his
symbolic ideal in the thirties and later in I,he Forms of
Thirigs unknown, it is not surprising that K. L. Goodwin53
regards hirn as having deviateci from imagism. BuÈ Read was
more faithful to Hulme the romanticist than many an
"imagist"- And rike Hulme he remained faithful Èo the
princi'p1e of organic form--more faithful than many an
Amygist.

Readrs theory of organic form is capable of practi-
cal application to poetry. we may recalr how he analyses
the metre of t'Christabel" and ÌVordsworth,s blank verse. He
points out the great number of ,,irregularities,r which occur
in lvordsworthband coleridge,s emproymenÈ:of their respective

t¿:::.J: :.
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metre. Such irregularities, he says, are functionaL. They
are necessary for suggesting "transitions of pa_ssion and
imagery". His consideration of coleridgers (experimentar)
metre and vrlordsworth r s brank verse estabr_ishes the f act that
in order to achieve organic form metres cannot be folrowed
mecha-nically. rt ar-so implies that a consiceration of the
relationship between metre (rhythm) and nreaning, rhythm and
emotion and rhythm and imagery is important in a study of
organíc form. r propose to test these inrplications with
reference to Readrs poetry. ï am a\^rare of the fact that
meaning cannot be studied apart from emotion and imagêïy,
and that meaning, emoti-on, rhythm and i-magery form a complex
v¿hole. But r would like to submit that one cãn broadly
disengage these elements for the purposes of an analytic
study' And the aim of my "analytic,,study here is Èo pr.ove
that Readrs concept of organic form is not just a vague and
'untestable" generalization. The implications of his con-
cept that r have referred to above are of central importance
in any endeavour involving pract.ical criticism.

r shal' test these implications with reference to
two poems, t'sonnetrt anci "Even skein,,. ï have serected a
sonnet for discussion because irr the case of a sonnet we
know what íts mechanical form shourd be. (rambic penta-

cued*utt"ri,..fourteen lines -, petrarchan or shakespearean struc-
ture) - it may be recalled that ï said in the rast chapter
that if one has an idea of what the mechanical form of a
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poem might have been, it i-s possible to éiscuss whether the
form it does have is organic. The second poem r have
selected is in free verse and we shaIl see if one can di_s_
cuss its ',organic formr'.

The subject of the sonnet, ,'My hand that out of the
silk subsiding hratersr', could be said to be summarized in
the last two lines:

She is a nymph and she is freeAnd r am blit- a fe*erãd-;p;:Eã
The rest of the poem has cieveloped this contrast. in i-niagistic
terms- The "protagonist" of the poem is not exactly a love_
lorn young rnan of traditional love poetry though his tone
may seem to be somewhat romantic. The female protagonist
is not exactly a "scornful,' maid of traditional love poetry.
The gulf between the protagonists is c:f a psychological
nature. rn spite of their physical intimacy there is an
emotional distance between them. The subject of the sonnet
is a certain state of mind of the mare prot,agonist and it, is
this state of mind that is expl0red in the sonnet.

The imagery that Reaci empl0ys for expl0ring Èhis
state of mind is organically related to it. The prota-
gcnistrs feelings of 10ss and despair are serrsitively
suggested through the exploratory symboi of a ship_wrecked
mariner. After the ship-wreck of the reLationship the man
finds himself flounderirg, despairing and bewiLdered. The
woman is inrpJ-icitly cômpared to the sea, her frcool breasts,,
being described as "curdled crest of the waves,,. ït is

ir::ìt]:i).!ì';ìi
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from this "seafrthat the ,'mariner,'is reaching out for help.
But the .tsea. is unaffected by the "ship-wreck'. After
having described her breasts as "curdled crest of \nzave,,,

the poet goes on to say:

" But a heart beneath beats tranguilly,'
The "tranquilrity" of the woman is in complet.e contrast to
the man's despair. Completely unaffected by the ,,shj-p_

IaIIeCk tt ,

her mind_is _wandering restlessly
Over the wide dominions-of sense.

But the manrs mind is rooted to the disaster. The octave
ends on this note. The second .movement* consists of seven
lines instead of the traditional six. Here Èhe protagonist
announces his resolve; "she is freer,; he ant,icipates her
sense of liberation. But he realizes that he himself is
fettered- The last seven lines are a study in contrast of
the opposed responses of the man and the vroman to the new

situation brought about by the manrs declaraticn: ,,she is
freert.

It is not only the imagery that is organically
rerated to the meaning, but the rhythm also shov¡s an organic
relation to the meaning and Èhe mood the poem presents.
consider the first line, for example , of the first stanza:

'!¿ t u v ¿ -- .l - Iirrf hand tñar oðt ðr tñ" .,iír =ö¡=í¿i-ñn ,"ár"äå' Reaches in despair
Might be qome ship-wrecked. marinerrs
añ¿ tñe cáor "oí. bráast ië 

"ãr.J"äsThe curdled crest of a wave

i!: l

,:'::.:

.'.,:
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The first line is an Alexandrine. It has four stresses and
eight unaccented syllables. The basi-c rhythm is iambic.
There are three modulating feet: a pyrrhic in the second
footr âfr anapaest in the third. and a.n amphibrach in the last. :,..r.',iir:,r.-
This particular arrangement of feet is integrally rerated
to the rneaning of the first line. The pyrrhic followed by
an anapaest gives the effect, of ,'gliding,, and. that effect 

¡,11_.1.'.'.,,'lis prolonged by the addition of an unaccented sy1lable at 
ì;:¡i'1,1¡:'

the end of the Iine. t*ffi. metrical scheme of the first line ;,r.''' ' :...is organically related to its content. The ,,irregularities,, l

;(to use Readts ovün expression) that one finds here in the I

formofthreenon-ianibicfeetarefunctiona1.TheSamecan
i

be said of the fourth line: l

And. the cool soft breast it caresses
:The anapaest in the first fooÈ is folrowed by an assertive 
l

spondee which is succeeded by an anapaest that is extencied i

t'

by the addition of an unaccented syrlabre. unless ï am
being too fanciful, the rhythm suggests the ef fect. of i-;:,ii'Ìr..;iirii

i;:1.,:ì,,¡l;.::i:., r t1::

gentle motion that is arrested and frcws again. Remove ,.',ir,,i,tr.
. :. ,. .: :,j.:; :.

'and' from the line, and. the effect, is destroyeci. rf, for
example, one places a comma at the end of the third line 

jand removesttancittfrom the fourth, the broa-d meaning of the 
ii:.,r,r,_.,,,,;=-,¡,

poem would. not be affected. But then there would not l;-.'ï,ì...i
:

exist the organic rerationship between the meaning and the
rhythm I have commented on

lFor further proof of the organic relationship
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between Lhe rhythm, and meaning and emotion, let me turn to
the first five lines of the second movement:

srrá ið rráe, T rr,áw r,ð, voí." --.x, -:
xr";"-.r.-;;""ã.;'^;;-;;' ;ã::.ä:' 

srne

v{ifl uð ríerrt ãs srrð prðc."áo
Fesri#et_f ,rí¿ð, ã trá"
Dark .ð a rárriñs ,á"ðerí.

The rhythm of these r-ines is appropriáte to the meaning and
the mood they present. The two trochees in ,,She j-s free:,,
(r give the pause the value of an unaccented sylrabre) are
counterbalanced by thLee iambic feeÈ which swêlr_ thriough
the second line to give place to an anapaest which is
heightened by a pyrrhic ancl an iamb. Thus the rhythm
enacts the contrast between the heaviness of the manfs
declaration and the cheerfur sense of ribera-tion the woman
is expected to feel. But a certain sombreness is cast over
the v¡hole second movement by the halting dactyrlic rhythm
of the fourth line¡which rhythm is emphasized by the
trochaic rhythm of the last line. once again the rhythm
enacts the conÈ,rast between the womanfs sense of liberation
and the manrs sense of being fet,tered. ïncreed the co-opera_
tion between the rhythm. and the meaning of the poem is
remarkable.

rt wirl be seen then that there are 'irregurarities,,
in the pattern of rhythm of this sonnet. But these
irreguJ-arities are strictly funct,ionar- and they are
necessirared by rransirions of passiorr"t" "d*Ht,îJåiiln ."u

i::l:':

i :iÌ: . :. ,:.r

: r.':'-'
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the emotion that the line expresses govern its eis*g*btgr" rt
is this very concern for organic expression which requires
him not to search for rhymes. The onry rhyme that occurs
in the poem (r'tranquilly" and "restlessIy") is imperfect and
ef 'fortless - lvhy does he call his poem a sonnet then?

rt will be seen that this poem is a mixture of the
Petrarchan as well as the shakespearean form of the sonnet.
Perhaps he thought that the petrarchan form was appropriate
to the tone of romantic rove of the male protagonist and.

that the shakespearean form was appropriate for a descri_p-
tion of his "dark lady". And the very use of this romantic
metrical form--the sonnet--brings an undercurrent of irony
to the poe¡n which deaLs with loss of love. liowever, in the
interest of organic form he did not impose any particular
sÈ,ructure of the sonnet on hís poem.

T,üe sharr consider a poerä in free verse, "The Even

skein". The poem is a meditation on life and death and

frustrat,ions, incompletenes"rotll.rr"nness of life as well ¿rs

love. There are ragged ends wherever ,,mind m-eets matter,,.
Ther:e is evenness only in death. Death is aj-l.

The imagery of tkre poem is organi-catly related to
the subject. The main image here is tliat of a skein. [rt is
stated clearly towards the end cf the poem though it is
implied all through}. Read describes the ragged ends that go

.:::1.

make up the skein--the skein of time: the "ragged ends"
the world, the raggeci ends of Love, the raggec ends of

to

of
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Iife, in short the ragged ends of matter and sentient
matter. rn the first passage of the poem he speaks of the
ragged ends of the world and 10ve, in the second of the
ragged ends of life, and in the third of the even skein of
death. The first passage thus leads to the second and Èhe
second to the third- The "skein." of life rnay be tangled.
But Read has mappecÍ it evenlyr The ',skein of death,, c]oes
not need such mapping. why? Because there are ragged ends
ancù an uneven skein whenever "mincl meets matterr,. But when
the bond between mínd and matter is dissolved, the cause of
unevenness is removed. The idea of death as the ,,even

skein" is, therefore, implied in the idea of the uneven
skein of life.

Besides the imagery, the form of the poem too is
organic. rt has b.een said h,y one critic that Read's free
verse is pros.e cut up into lines of varying length.
Frederick Grubb says: ". we have arbitrary line lengths;
capricious, unjustifiable acrcbatics of rhythm; incongruous
injection of sensuar imagery i-nto the Teutonic ciisccurse.,,55
A rather harsri indictment of Reac1 as a poeÈ this. But i.ü ís
a-lso u.nfair. M1z detailed discussion of his ,,sonnet,, and
"Even skein" ha-s sought to establish that his imagery i.s
organic to the subject. And if it, is organìc, it cannot be i.'

incongruousl secondry, if iL were rearizeci why the lines
are of varying J-ength, what the poetic logic be that under_ 

Ilies the obvious "raggedness" (ünevenness) of texture, what

:i'i''l
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unstated reasons govern the "cuttin,g-up operation", one

would be less wil.ling to write off tlie profound poetry of a

profouncÍ critic in the casual and summary fashion of F.

Grubb. rf Grubb be right, one must conclude that Read has

not achieved organic form in his poetry. But my ccntention
has been that Read has achieved. organic form. And r have

tried to demonstrate this on th¡e basis of Readrs ovrn

prínciples. r shall substantia.te my point further wíth a

cletailed discussion of the rhythm of ,,Even skein,,.
Consider the first three l_ines of the poem:

Ragged ends
are the worldts ends: land, in water, wind_woven

branches,sea-spray, star-fret, any atmosphersT 56

The question that one may ask is: why does Read ,,cut,, hís
first line after "end.s"? And unless one ansrvers that
questíon one cannot decide whether the ',cut', is arbitrary
or not. T sharl attenpt to answer thrat quest,ion. rf Read

were to write

Ragged ends are the world's ends
land in water, wind-woven branches

the phrase "ragged ends" would- compete for the reader,s
attention with the predicate, ',are world's end.s,'. But let
us remember that accordj-ng to Read the visual gestalÈ of a

printed lirre is significant in poetry. The impact of the
visual gestalt of "Ragged ends" is nst the same as Èhe

impact of the visual gestart of ,,Ragged ends are the worldts
encis'l. "Ragged endst' is Èhe key-phrase of the poem. ït
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defines the theme v¿hicrr ís taken up and deveroped in rzaricus
contexts before it finally emerges as ,,ragged ends of time,,
in t're second rast line of the pcem. Readrs,cutting', of
the sentence is governed by the needs of his poem. one may
give a few more examples from this pcem to show how the
length of the line is in conformity with the dictaÈes of
the subjecL. Consider these lines:

9"H alleys when the broken 1i9htfalls brokenlv
cn broken wa1is5T

one may ask wh!' tþs rast two lines are not printecì as one
li-ne. r irnagÍne that these lirres r âs they are printed here in
the poemr constitute two separate units ano thus enact the

'dea 
of brokenness that is expressed in these lines. rt

also seenisr to me that the fractional pause at Èhe end of
"falls brokenly'o whj-ch the sense (though not the grammar) of
those words suggests, is not ctisregardect by tlre reader since
they are printed separately. And ï think tirat this armost
imperceptible pause makes considerable di-fference to the
tone of the passage. rn other words, the cutting of these
lines i-s functionally related to the meani-ng and mood of the
poem.

T shall analyse a few more li-nes to prove that the
rhythm of this poem is functionally rerated to the meaning,
mood and irnagery of the poem:
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X_ ¿ X ¿
and everyl^/here

. l . I --víhere mínd Imáets niádtär , trây'd nárvesX/xafia tánaår tír,e"rä r"árliãg tñ" Ltoí",=
=rfs"ä "r,á" ãr roí"

i áninãa *ás.

rhät .ãr, ,rárr.ã nã cãmpráte

=á.rät n,éetiñe-s, iítärrúpräa sp6ecr,ãs
¡16:.är, r,aiasr,ãt""
.ä¿ tñ" sr,úrrrã ãr ,ãrú"taãt teát

The use of spondees j_n lines two and three is significant.
The first spondee is preceded by an iamb and the second
spondee is preceded by iambs and a pyrrhic and followed by
ä'n iarnb. The erements that the rhythm emphasizes, namely,
"mind meets matter" and "stoners jagged ed.ge,,, are precisely
the ones that are, as \,ve have seen above r of central ì-nLport-
ance in the devel0pment of the meaning of the poem. cne
should also noti-ce that with the exception of rine five th.e
iamjric rhythm changes to the trochai-c from ,,ragged ends of
love" in the fourth line to "broken handshakes,, in the
seventh. This variatior¡ in rhythm serves tc mark the transi_
tion. from the Ieve1 of general statement regarding ,,ragged_

ness" in life to Èhe level 0f specific instances of the
"ragged ends of love". As a matter of fact, the rhythm is
Èrochaic and sprinkred with spondees wrrenever he speaks of
"ragged ends" of whatever kind in the first passage of the
poem:

,nágg"ä "ná"Irf" tñ"| *oírd,s enás: .r-aía iñ wáteã, wiáe-ríob",, u.árcr,ð"|
"éu-"pí.y, stár-ìríet, ár,f luÉ*of"^¿rj' 

i!*¡'e YYvvs¡¡

''41 -::'.

ìi.:l
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vüith the exception of a pyrrhic and an amphibrach ín the
secono line the rest of the feet are trochees and sporrdees
and a dactyl- one can see then that tho*gh the basic
rhythm of the poern is iaml¡ic, Read has allowed himself
frequent "irregularities,, in the interest of achi_eving
expression that is appropriate to the meaning and the mooci
he is trying to convey. one may then say that Read,s verse
is strictly bound to its expressive necessity and Èhat its
freedom consists in the recognit,ion of this necessity. or
to put it differently, free verse is a remarkably supple
strategy for achieving organic form. ïn so far as nry

metrical analysis Lrâs revealed this suppleness, it is prag-
matically valid. Anci that is the only valid.ity ï craim for
ir.

To summarize this rather protracted discussion: f
have attempted to characterize the broad nature of Read,s
poetry and point out its basic themes. In this attempt ï
allowecl myself t,o be guided by Ìris theory only. ï have arso
tried to demonstrate how acquaintance with the scientific
and philcsophical levels of his theory helps us Èo under-.
stand some of his poems and see their sígnificance. r have
also tried Èo abst'act from his theory a few criteria which
could be applied to his poetry. The resul_ts of this
application show that Read's theory is not too general to be
useful. r would go further and say that not onl,y is his
theory relevant to his poetry but that acquaintance with the
former enhances oners appreciation of tl¡e ratter. ':,,...'.r.- .i ..,;: .,
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CONCLUSION

My discussion of Readrs poetry in the light of
principles abstracted from his theory may give one the i,,,,,r

:: -':;r'._-.

impression thaÈ his theory of poetry is ,,Ner,r/ critical,'. ,1 ,'
i: .:':,:'.:::,',And it may be pointed out to me thatr âs a nratter of fact, i','-',',,:'

Read was contemptuous of Nev¿ crÍticism and that he described
it as being "a funkhole of objective analysis,,.1 rt might
thenbeconc1udedfromthisconLradicti.onbetweenthe

criti-cal implications of my a,nalysis of Read's poetry and
his avowed opposition to Nelv' crit,icism, Èhat, ï have tried 

i,

Èo turn Reaci into a "Ne\,,/ Critical', theorist.
lBut Iet me hasten to add that r have no intention of i

trying to deck out Read j-n "borrov¡ed, f eathers,,.$f ï may \^/ax 
;:.;..::;,,:.,

a littre metaphorical, Read,s native pltr-mage j-s suffj-ciently ,:f',i.;
,l',.¡at. ''.variegat'ed and does not need borrowed hues and tints. ïf ::::1;:¡;.;:,..'.:

what r have attempted to do with his poetry sounds ,,nehr :

critical", r have d.erived my sanction for the attempt from
Read. Am I suggesting that Read belonged to the ,,New 

fl:.:i.......... .

critical* party without knowing it? 
r:::r:j::1ji'::Ì

rt may be pointed out that there are some sign:r-fi-
cant similarities between Readrs theory and the concepts
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Èhat form the fine\,rz criticalr, arsenal. Both Reacr and the New
critics defi-ne poetry with opposition to prose; both accept
the principle of organic form, though, it is not interpreted
in the same manner by- them2; and both accept the doctrine of
the symbol, and the distincÈion between si-gns and symbols.
Let R- s. crane stand as my authority for the account r have
given of the concepts central to Nevr criticism:

word's and meanings, images and concept,s, synöo's andreferents--those -are thã r""=--orr-rr.iäir,' irr' tãi=- [New]critici-sm, everything turns; _UV tfr"se poetry is con-stirured as a sþeciaÍ :.inã-år-i",iöi"g" for rhe expres-sion or communièation of speciãi- Ëinas of thought not,
l"1t:rr"mpassable bv the hümã"-*iäå i" any othãr medium

It must be granted, however, tfratltfre kind of analysis
that cour-d be attempted on the basis of Èhese principles can
never be a substitute for the poetic experience i-tself; it
canrrot make avai-lable to one the immecÍacy of poetic
experience. Read says:

rve ' wh'o are aggressively self-conscious, in order towrite poetry,-ó, even tõ,appre"i;¡; poetry, must retiredeep within ourserves and itä:." cðn["ct with a suppressedsocial consciousness, namely, the collective uncónscious.only in this vfay can \,ve recover the immediacy whi-ch wasthe orísinal chãracrerisriã-";-p;;r;"î;Ëå;;å.ä:'ä
rt becomes crear from this remark that for Read a truly
profound respcnse to poetry is not a rational 0r analytical
act. Indeed, he says in his ',The Style of Cfiticism,, that
I'scientific criticism is subordinate to intuitiye criticism,,.
r think v¿e are back again at the distincÈÍon between
"comprehensionf, and,,'apprehension,,. Scientiflc criticism
could be said to help us to comprehend. But Fr.ead has no
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doubts about its inabirity to help us apprehend. what can
one say of Readrs own principles? Do they help us ,,appre_

hend" poetry? Now, it is true thaÈ Readrs principles do,
as a matter of fact, herp us tc understand the functioning ,,..r,,i,,..,

and comprexity of the poetic st'ucture. ïn other words,
they do help us to comprehend. But we should rememl¡er that l

they set us on our \'vay to further exploration so that we ,,,,,., .,

raay be able to apprehend the experience--an act that t";.''.':l'::

ultimately one has to perform for oneself . :,¡,,,,.,.,,,;,.
' ''i ': -'

This demand for a profound response may perhaps be
made with some authority by one who was steeped in the
philosophical and scientific learning of his times and
whose views cn poetry, therefore, were not mere hunches or
opi-nions. His views were backed by Tris philosophical or
scientific frames of reference. consider, for example, his
definitions of poetry and. his analysis of the symbol. I{e
have seen in the course of the seconci chapter that Read

definec poetry time and agai-n wiÈh opposition to prose. ,,,r'..¡¡¡,:,,1

Readts initial posiÈion was thaÈ prose is analyt,ic and poetry .,,,:'ìr.r,,,.,
r': : :-:-:': :-:-::'r:synthet'ic. This position deepens over the years in the

sense that it comes to base itserf on philosophical concepts.
Thus , for exa.mple r w€ f ind him establishing a connection 

i,l:.r'i*between poetry and intuitionr or poetry and the integra- ,,;:1::',,:r'::i;

tionist concept of reason (with its er4phasis on balanced
personality and undissociated sensibility). Finalryr wê

find hirrr relating his d.istinction between prose and poetry
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to the distinction between discursive and. non_d,iscr-r_rsive
consciousness, the c.ncepÈ of non-discu_rsiv.e consciousness
being derived by him from cassirer. To this very concepL
of non-discursive consciousness is his conception of Èhe
symbol related--a conception that in the thirties was
related to the distinct.ion between ttre conscious and the
unconscious- The implication of these views and distinc-
tions i-s that poetic discourse is unique: it is not
rational, analytic or discursive.

The viev¡ that poetic discourse is unique 10gica11y
gives rise to the belief that the structure of poetic
discourse is unique too. Romantic critics from coleridge
onwards have maintained that. poetic structure is charac_
terized by organic form. This is the view that Read arso
maintains irr his writings. Like coleridge he rooks upon
form as internal to conÈent, that is, as originating from
content or experience,find this viev",, it must be reniembered,
finds its philosophical justification in Schelling,s analysj_s
of essence and existence with reference to poetry. Read is
sympathet'ic to thís accountr âs ï have pointed out in my
chapter on Organic Form. So here, once again, one may
observe Readrs concern for a philosophicar- justification
of what may be looked ,rnorrþärrry as merely a critical
principle. But it may be asked: How does scherringrs
dístinction between essence and existence bear on form and
con'ent ín poetry? r have suggested that the distinction
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between form and content corresponds to the distinction
between essence and existence. Essence could be related to
form and existence to content. Ãnd just as essence under_
Jies existence, form underlies content. ïn other word,s,
just as essence is internal to existence, form is internal
to content. The principle of internality of form has its
philosophical j ustification.

similarly, the distincÈion between signs and symbols,
which is werr entrenched in Read's poetic thecry, derives its
justification from cassirer's distincÈion between discursive
and non-discursive consciousness. Read is not content with
saying that a metaphor is explanatory and t'rat a symbol is
exploratory. He gives his analysi-s of imagery a philosophi_
cal dimension. i{e does this by explaining in his discussion
of the intensive aspects of poetry that. the image is ,nan

intuitive extension of consciousnessr ërrr act of apprehension
but not yet of comprehen.sion,,. ïn other words, the j_mage

is a strategy for an attack on non-discursive consciousness.
lfhat is true of the image is true of symbols on the
linguistic level. rn fact, words as signs arrd \,vords as
symbols are rela-ted to two different orders of conscíousnebs.
And herein lies Read¡s contribution to the somewhat con-
fusing debate centred round "signs,, and. ,osymbols,,. 

He
bri'ngs cassirerf s concept of ',word-migic,, to bear on this
discussion and relates words as symbols to non_discursive
consciousness.

.r:-

i, :.t.
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To conclude this part of our discussion. some of
the central ideas of Read's poetic theory have won wide-
spread acceptance now. This may be partly because Read is
a romanticist' And New criticism is romantic in spirit. 

,,,,,;,,,,,i;,:;;;,:,.,,,.,(r say it is "romantic" because iÈs "expressioni_st,, bias
and its attempts to prove the unique character of poetry
are, f believe, in the romantic tradition) . ï must admit 

,,,;,;;,.;,j;ä.:,,,,,that Readts j-nfluence on New criticism may not be as obvious :.::::::::.:.

:.as that of Eliot' But i-t must be remembered that the ;,,;rt¡,,-,,-:,
language of Eliotrs crit.icism, as R. S. Cra_ne has pointed
out, is in íts .essential constituÈion the ,r'rnê¡!-rql
language of Coleridge, T,rlordsworth and Arnold,,.5 A study
of Readts poetic theory, it follows, is essential for an
understanding of modern poetics since one finds in Read,s

Itheoryafrankexpressionofanunabashedrornanticism,which

doesnotcaretohideitse]-funderac1assicistfacade

rt should be remembered that Read- does not just take
over his concepts from coleridge. He brings Èo bear on them ,,,,,r.r.,i.-

:.;.his knowl.edge of contemporary philosophy. His use of ,,,,:;r,,
.::.-:.-" .\':.-.-.'santayana and T¡raitehead to develop the concept of int.uition,

and his use of cassirerrs concept,s of discursive and non_
discursive consciousness can be looked upon as Read.,s
attempt to give his romantic critical concepts a contemporary
justification' And by giving such a justificaÈion, he
could be said to have renewed the relevance of romantic
criti-cism. For Readrs critical concepts are then seen to
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be not only not arbitrary, but they are seen as being
deepened and made relevant by his ,,contemporary jusÈifica_
tion" of them. Readrs devotion to cassirer rras great
significance for Readrs poetics.

However, Read'!s cri-tical activity is related to a
non-philosophical field as urell. This part of his critical
activity r have described as the ,,scientific levelf, of his
theory' To be more precise, r mean by the scientific level,
those critical speculations of Read which \,vere inspired by
Freud and Jung. The most significant difference between
the philosophrical leve1 and the scientific rever is thi_s:
the former explains how and why words and images are used
as symbols in poetry and how poetry is a unique form of
discourse with a unique structure, etc. lühat it then tends
to emphasize is the separateness of poetry. But it should
be noticed that the scientific level does not try to
establish the separateness of poetry. ïÈ tends to gEi*il.t.
it to primary activities of our nature. perhaps the dis_
tinct'ion ï am trying to make is just a question of emphasis.
Hcwever, r shall pursue my argument. further" According to
the Freudian strand of this 

'evel, 
for example, the true

n'eaning of a poem is not to be looked for on the surface
which t'he poem presents. rts true meaning lies in its
content' The business of poetic theorist is not. t'e mani-
fest content as such, but what is going on in the depths cf
Èhe poetrs mind. poetry is thus assimilated to dream-
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experience. To give another instance of this process of
"assimilation"- Readrs theory of automati-sm, which he
abandoned later, is an attempt to explain how one courd
establish a contact with the unconscious, his assumption
being that the unconscious is the primary source of poetry.
Thus it will be seen that even the poeÈic technique devised
on the basis of Freud.rs psychol0gy attempts to explain how
poetry can be related to the most primiti-ve and universar-
layer of our consciousness, namely, the unconsci-ous.

rt is Jung who explored the cor-lective nature of the
unconsci-ous; ancl Read drew heavily on Jungian psychol0gy.
Poetry is seen as having crose affinities wi_Lh myths or the
archetypes they express. poeÈry is thus seen as particÍ-
pating in Èhe universal symbolic processes such as niyths
and archetypes. And by part,icipating in such processes, it
reacti-vates archetypes. Thus the Jungi-an strand also
assi-mÍIaLes poetry to a uni-versal experi-ence, to a basic,
primaeval process. By reactivating archetypes, the poet
t'speaks with a thousand tongues,,; he raises the idea he is
trying to express above the occasionar ano the transitory
inÈo the sphere of the ever-existing. fn Jung,s words, Èhe
'poet transmutes personal destiny into the destiny of man_
kind, thus evoking all those beneficient, forces Èhat have
enabled mankind to find a rescue from every hazard and to
outlive the longest night."6 Some of Readrs poemsr E.s ï
have pointed out in the last chapter, answer to this

1.... .-:

iì:'
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description.

The sociol0gical strand of the scientific lever- of
his theory is the weakest aspect of it. The reason for j_ts
weakness is that it is n.t sufficiently wer_1-deve10ped..
Read confi-nes himself to making the broadesÈ assertions
about the relationship between poetry and the social
structure which gives rise to it. Thus we are told that
classicism is the literary aspect of political tyranny
and that romanticism represents a revor-t against it. But
he recognizes that the soeiiological approach is useful
only for understand.j-ng the ideological content of art. Thus
this approach, this strand of his theory recognizes the
relatedness of poetry to the social structure in v¡hich it is
produced. 7

rt should become clear then that Readfs theory hras
two levels, which means that he approached poetry from
differenÈ view-points: the philosophical ano the scientific,
the Èerm scientific being used here to cover the disciplines
represented by Freud, Jung and sociol0gy. The phil0sophical
level explains the uniqueness of poetry; the scientific
reveals its relatedness to universal human pïocesses and to
society. The former defines poetry by showing how it i-s
different from non-poetic discourse; the latter not only
assimilates it or relates it to universar- human processes
but also indicates the relevance of the social structure.
Between them the philosophical and the scient,ific r-evers
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offer a theory which establishes the unigue character of
poetic discourse, relates it to the deeper, primitive basic
human processes, and links it to the social structure"

'.- :-;. l'ì
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3stanley
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Coffman, I.magism: A Chapter for the Hislggy of
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( moïñãîF-i.rn iveffirËr#Ëmïn=. 
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A'The Contrary Experience, p. 175.
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'Quoted from Read's letter to stephen spender, strugqle ofthe Modern (London: H. Hanitron, igaãi;î";ß,1 ""'*rr- _
2 ôieanth-ForrBooks, for example, form is a ,,sernantic structure,,"see
sl:l_:.1 tl'e ]We or criricism 
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Poet.ry,Effi
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L'The f.'orms of_ ThinEs Un\nown.. p. l1B.
q-Crane, p. 98.
6.1,r'9, Contributions to Ähalytical psychol_ogy, p. 24g.
1'r have not considered the sociologicar aspect of his theorywith reference to his_ poetry b.;;ü;;-="àr, an approach wouronot have told"us glvthins slgnificá"t-"rout his poetry assuch. Read himself recolnizãa urãË ir.i= approach does norcontribute towards aesthéti. .,rrfurti"".
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